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‘Why then did 1 not answer you? Because 1 was the whole time at death’s 
door. 1 빠s had to make use of every moment when 1 was capable of work 
to complete my book to which 1 have sacrifìced my health， happiness， and 
family. 1 hope this explanation suffices. 1 laugh at the so-called “practical" 
men and their wisdom. If one wanted to be an ox， one could， of course， 
turn one’'s back on the sufferings of humanity and look atter one’s own 
hide. But 1 should really have thought myself uη!practical if 1 had pegged 
out without fìnally completing my book， at least in ma디uscript.’ 

Karl Marx to Sigfrid Meyer， 30 April ISÓ7 
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Prζ터cε 

1 feel 1 have been writing this book all my adult life. It originatεs in the 
challenge that Imre Lakatos threw down at me in the summer of 1973 to 
pursue a doctoral thesis under his supervision on the scientifìcity of 
Marxism. Alas， he died a few months later so 1 had only a brief， glancing 
encounter with this brilliant personality. But 1 wrote my thesis on 
Marx’'s method in Capital between 1974 and 1978 at Balliol College， 
Oxford， under the supervision of， fìrst， Paul 5treeten and then Frances 
5tewart. Elements of this thesis survive in this book. 50 1 must thank my 
supervisors hεre， and also Leszek Kolakowski， with whom 1 e띠oyed 
exchanging ironies in his rooms at All 50uls. As he was throughour my 
time at Balliol， Alan Montefìore was a benign and supporting presence. 

During my doctoral research 1 was in receipt of a fellowship from the 
Beit Trust. 1 am happy (as required under the κrms of the fellowship) 
fìnally to acknowledge this support. The Trust’s founder Alfrεd Beit was 
a close ally of Cecil Rhodes in his efforts to conquer southern Africa and 
its mineral wealth for British imperialism. As another Beit Fellow， 
Charles van Onselen， wrote at the beginning of Chibaro， his srudy of the 
exploitation of African mine labour under Rhodes’s and Beit’s successors 
in colonial Zimbabwe， this kind of support for Marxists ‘ is further evi
dence of the fact that there is no simple relationship between base and 
superstrucrure’. 까1e Marikana massacre in 50urh Africa has shown that 
the black mineworkers' struggle continues evεn under regimes that 
claim to have brought ‘national liberation'. 

The outbreak of the Asian economic crisis in 1997-98 returnεd me to 
my studies of Capital as part of the effort led by my much missed friend 
and comrade Chris Harman to understand the dynamics of contempo
rary capitalism. Amid many other pr이ζcts， writing this book for a long 
time hovered as an all too distant goal. 1 was lucky that 1 revisited Capital 
at a time when there has been a much broader renaissance of the Marxist 
critique of political economy. 1 have more to say abour this renaissance and 
the intellecrual inRuences from which 1 have benefìtted in thε 
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Introduction. Here 1 would to thank those who have given me more direct 
help. In particular， 1 am grateful to Sally Campbell， ]oseph Choonara， 
Martin Empson， Fred Moseley， and Lucia Pradella， who all read the book 
in drarr and made many valuable suggestions for its improvement. It is 
entirely my fault that 1 haven't always taken their advice. 1 have learned 
especially from Lucia Pradella， both in her comments on my manuscript 
and in the insights 1 have gained from her own research. 

Finally， 1 must remember my father. My original research in the 
1970S took place with my parents’ somewhat bemused but always loving 
support. My father’'s long life drew to a close as 1 was working on this 
book. In my memory， rereading the crowning part of Marx’'s work， 
Capital， Volume III， is inextricably interwoven with my vigil at my 
father’'s bedside during his last illness. It is therefore only right that 1 
should dedicate Decψheηηtg Capital to his memory. 

l。



Guidε to Citations 

To simplify citations， the following works are referred ro as follows in 
the text: 

CI: Karl Marx， Capital， 1 (Harmondsworth， 1976) 
CII: Karl Marx， Capital， 11 (Harmondsworth， 1978) 
CIII: Karl Marx， Capital， 111 (Harmondsworth， 1981) 
Con: Xarl Maκ A Contribution to the Critique 0/ Political Economy 

(London， 1971) 
CW: Karl Marx and Friedrich Engels， Collected μTorks (50 vols， Moscow， 

1975-2.005) 
EW: Karl Marx， Ea껴 Writiη!gs (Harmondsworth， 1975) 
G: Karl Marx， Gru1μirisse (Harmondsworth， 1973) 
GL: G W F Hegel， The Scieηce ofLogic (Cambridge， 2.010) 
MEGA2: Karl Marx and Friedrich Engels， Gesamtausgabe (Berlin， 1975-) 
R: The Works and Correspondence ofDavid Ricardo (Piero Sraffa， ed， II 

vols， Cambridge， 195 1-2.) 

까le Penguin editions of the Gruηdrisse and Capital have become the 
standard translations of these works in English. Despite the high quality of 
the translations， 1 have sometimes felt it necessary to correct them， particu
larly to bring out more clearly the conceptual distinctions on which Marx 
is relying. 까lÏs was also sometimes necessary for other translations， and 
paπicularly for the portions of the Ecoηomic Maημsc째t of I86I-Ó3 that 
were originally translated for the old Moscow edition ofTheoηes ofSurpl1μ5 
ιlue. When doing so 1 have normally relied on the online version of the 
Marx-Engels μ상rke， available online at http://www.dearchiv.de/php/ 
mewinh.php. 1 should also pay tribute to the immense scholarly resource 
offered by the Marxists Internet Archive at http://www.marxists.org/. 

When， very occasionally， 1 have preferred thε older translations of 
Capital by Progress Publishers， 1 have cited them as follows: 

MI: Karl Marx， Capital， 1 (Moscow， 1970) 
MII: Karl Marx， Capital， 11 (Moscow， 1970) 
MIII: Karl Marx， Capital， 111 (Moscow， 197 1) 

1 have made heavy use of Marx’s correspondence and manuscripts. 
When， as so often， he breaks into English， 1 have indicated this by put
ting these words in bold. Interpolations of the German original are put 
in round brackets when they have been placed there by the translator 
and in square brackets when 1 have put them there. 
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Introduction 

1he return to Capital 

Marx’'s Capita! is back where ic belongs， ac che centre of debace about 
Marxism and ics purchase on che contemporary world. Of course， chis 
isn'c che fìrsc cime chis has happened. The renaissance of Marxism in che 
1960s and early 1970S was che producc of a profound p이itical radicalisa
cion whose high points were marked by che worker and scudent revolcs 
of May-June 1968 in France and che hoc autumn of 1969 in ltaly.' lt 
involved an intense engagement wich Capita!， and noc as a pious or 
scholarly exercise， but as a means of beccεr underscanding boch che 
nacure of che Marxisc projecc and che dynamics of capicalism. The col
leccive undercaking by Louis Alchusser and his scudencs ac che École 
normale supérieure chac produced Readiη!g Capita! (1965) was merely che 
cip of a much larger iceberg.' 

Alchusser laid ouc a screnuous reading programme: 

Bur some day it is essential to read CapitaL to the lerrer. To read the text 
itself， complete， all four volumes， line by line， to return ten times to. the 
fìrst chapters， or to the schemes of simple reproduction and reproduction 
on a large scale， before coming down from the arid table-Iands and plateaus 
ofVolume Two to the promised land of profìt， interest and rent. And it is 
essential to read CapiμL not only in its French translation (even Volume 
One in Roy’'s rranslation， which Marx revised， or rather， rewrote)， bur also 
in the Gεrman original， at least for the fundamental theoretical chapters 
and all the key passages where Marx’s key concepts come to the surface.3 

Racher surprisingly， Alchusser lacer claimed chac， when he wroce 
chese words， he ‘knew . . .  nearly noching of Marx’， and indeed only read 

， Chris Harman， The Fire Last Time (London， '988). 
L David Harvey， Spaces ofHope (Edi배urgh， LOOO)， ch 1 .  
， Louis Althusser， ‘From Capital to Marx’'s Ph ilosophy’， in Louis Althusser and Étienne 

Bal ibar， Reading Capital (London， '970)， pp'γ' 4. Althusser is'including Theories of 
Surplus Value， sometimes idenrified with Marx’'s planned fourth book of Capital 



Deciphering Capital 

Volume 1 of Capital in 1964 for the seminar that resulted in Reading 
Capital" But many others (myself included) did their best to follow his 
i띠unction， and the understanding of Capital was a main reference point 
in the Marxist debates of the time-not just in the immense con다oversy 
provoked by Althusser’s reinterpretation ofMarx， but also， for example， 
in the discussions among German and British Marxists about how to 
‘derive’ the state from the capital relation.' 

But， as the tide of reaction swept the political and intellectual scene 
in the second half of the 1970s， the debate on Capital largely fell silent (a 
fate suffered by Marxist intéllectùal work more generally). 1he study of 
Marx’'s economic writings didn’t cease altogether， but heroically contin
ued in some relatively specialised scholarly circlεs. Marxist economists 
discussed the so-called ‘new interpretation’ of the famous problem of 
how to transform values into prices of production fìrst put forward in 
the early 1980s.6 A small group of economists and philosophers got 
together as the International Symposium on Marxian 1heory (ISMT)， 
and came to produce in the 1990S a series of important collective vol
umes on CapitaC 

And most signifìcant in thε long run is the MEGA-the vast pr이ect 
that David Ryazanov began in Russia afi:er the October Revolution of 
publishing Marx’s and Engels’s complete writings. 꺼1Ïs was cut short 
when Ryazanov was murdered by Stalin during the 1930s， but taken up 
again by scholars in East Berlin during the 1970S. 꺼1e Marx-Engels 
Gesamtau쩔be (Complete Works， generally known as MEGA2 in 
acknowledgement of Ryazanov’'s earlier efforts) survived the collapse of 

4 Louis Althusser，LAvmirdure longtemps， suivi de Les Faits (rev edn， Paris， 1994)， p168. 
How much weight we can place on a text written after Althusser had murdered his wife 
that is a symptom of the psychological condition it seeks to analyse is an open question 

S See， for example， ]ohn HolI。、vay and Sol Picciotto， eds， State and Capital (London， 1978)， 
and Simon Clarke， ed， The Stat. Debate (Basingstoke， 1991). 

6 꺼10 ‘nc:w interpretation’ was first put forward in Gérard Duménil， De la va/eur aux prix 
de production (Paris， 1980)， and Duncan Foley， ‘Thc Value of Money， the Value ofLabour 
Power， and the Marxian Transformation Problem’， Revi.w of Radical Political Economics， 
'4:2  (1982) 

7 ISMT volumes: Fred Mosdey， ed，Marx'sλfethod in Capital: A Re-examination (Adantic 
Highlands N]， 1993). Fred Mosdey and Marcha Campbdl. eds. New Investigations of 
Marx's Method (A떠ntic Highlands N]， 1997)， Christopher Archur and Geert Reuten， 
eds. The Circulation ofCapita/: Essays on ν'olume Two ofMarx's Capital (Basingstoke， 
1997)， Marcha Campbdl and Geerc Reuter샤ds， The Culmination ofCapital: Essays on 
Vo/ume Thr<깐uo�μMar:상 Capita/ (Basingstoke， 2001)， Riccardo Bdlofiore and Nicola 
Tayl。샤ds， The Constitution ofCapital: Essays on Volume One ofMarx's Capita/ 
(Basingstoke， 2004)， Fred Mosdey， ed， Marx's Theory ofMoney: l\1od.rn Appraisals 
(Basingstoke， 200S)， and Riccardo Bdlofiore and Roberco Fineschi， eds， Rereading Marx: 
New Per.짜ctives after the Critical Editioη (Basingstoke， 2009). 
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Introducrion 

its original sponsor， the East German regime， in 1989， though it faces 
considerable diffìculties in finishing what seems like an endless work. As 
a result， we now have available not only the crucial EcoηomicMaηuscrψt 
ofIS，ι[-63 but also the various drafts from which Engels edited the second 
and third volumes of CapitaL after Marx’s death in 1883 as well as many 
of the notebooks in which Marx excerpted from his vast reading and 
developed his ideas.8 

1n recent years， however， there has been an explosion of much wider 
interest in CapitaL. T wo interconnected factors are involved here. The 
first is the gradùal dispersal of the euphoria surrounding triumphant 
neoliberal capitalism after the collapse of the Stalinist regimes between 
1989 and 1991 . Financial and economic crises-first in East Asia in 
1997-8 but then on a global scale following the financial crash of 2008-
have played a crucial role here. One symptom of how these events have 
redirected attention back to CapitaL is the regular， indeed somewhat 
ritualistic， appearance of articles in mainstream journals announcing 
that， because of capitalism’s latest diffìculties， ‘Marx is back'. Secondly， 
there has been a renewed contestation of capitalism， beginning with the 
protests at the World Trade Organization summit in Seattle in 
November 1999， reaching a temporary peak with the anti-war demon
strations ofMarch 2003， but gaining renewed vigour since the outbreak 
of the global crisis， in the shape of the Arab revolutions， the IS May 
movement in the Spanish state， and Occupy Wall Street and its numer
ous imitators: 

As in the 1960s， political radicalisation has stimulated intellectual 
investment in CapitaL. 까le most visible sign of this has been the immense 
audience for Oavid Harvey’s online lectures on CapitaL. But， as a broader 
interest in Marxist theory has re-emerged， so too has a focus on the 
interpretation of CapitaL. 1t is emblematic of this development that two 
of the premier English-speaking Marxist theorists， Harvey himself and 
F redric] ameson， should both have recendy published studies of CapitaL， 
1， followed now by another book by Harvey on Volume 11 . 10 

8 5e. the information about the MEGA2 in the editors’ Introduction to Bdlofiore and 
Fineschi. eds. RereadingA1arx. a volume devoted to assessing its significance to the 
undemanding of Capital 

9 For assessments of different phases of this radicalisation. see Alex Callinicos. An Anti
Capitalist Man�야sto (Cambridge. '003). and Paul Mason. Why It's Kicking OfJ 
Everywhere {London. '01ι) 

10 David Harvey.A Companion to A1arx's Capital (London. >010). FredricJameson. 
Representing Capital (London. '011). and David Harvey. A Companion to Marx's Capital， 
Vol.“me 2 (London. '0'3). 
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Deciphering Capitaf 

In The Limits to CapitaL， a much earlier work that was one of the 
main fruits of the 1960s and 1970S wave of CapitaL srudies， Harvey 
wrote: ‘Everyone who srudies Marx， it is said， feels compelled to write a 
book about the experience'." 1his book is my own surrender to this com
pulsion. Harvey is right to suggest that srudies of CapitaL are in part a 
struggle with the text. 까1e passage from Readù쟁 CapitaL that 1 quoted 
earlier implies the samε Today， thanks to the much greater volume of 
Marx’s economic manuscripts that are now available， wrestling with his 
writings has become an ever more strenuous undertaking. 

1he problεm ofrεlations 

But there has to be a better (and Iess narcissistic) reason “r wntlng 
another book on CapitaL than paying tribute to one’s tlmε in the library. 
My excuses are both theoreticaI and political. Michael Heinrich， one of 
the most influentiaI contemporary Marxists working on αrpitaL， has 
pointed to the tendency in what he calls ‘traditional Marxism' towards 
‘the substantialist misunderstanding of Marx’s value theory?
words， Marx’s version of the labour theory of value is misinterpreted as 
being in essence the same as that developed by David Ricardo in 0η 
PrincψLes 0/ PoLiααL Economy and Taxaμioη (first published in 1817). 
According to Ricardo， commodities exchange in proportion to the phys
ical amounts of labour performed on them. Maurice Dobb is a 
sophisticated representative of this approach， presenting Marx， along 
with Ricardo and the other classical political economists beforε him， 
and the theorists of marginaI utility who came to dominate mainstream 
economics from thε 1 870S onwards， as all offering versions of‘that uni삼
ingquantitative principle which enabled . . .  [‘Political Economy'] to make 
postulates in terms of the general equilibrium of the εconomic system’ 13 
Marx himself， by contrast， tended to stress the discontinuities between 
his own approach and that ofhis predecessors， arguing that， in focusing 
on ‘thε magnirude of value’， Ricardo， Iike Adam Smith before him， 
ignored ‘the form of value’ (CI: 174 n 34) ;  the problem of the form of 
value highlighted the peculiarity of the capitalist mode of production 
Ihat the products ofIabour takε the form of commodities that exchange 

1 1  David Harvey. Tht Limils 10 CapitaL (Oxford. 198>). pαiii 
1> Michad Hein rich.An Inlroduction 10 Iht Thru Voωmts ofKa시Mar.λ's CapilaL (New 

York. >01>). p49. 
13 Maurice Dobb. PoLiticaLEconomy and CapitaLism (London. 1937). pS. Ronald L Meek. 

Sludits in Ihe Labour Thtory ofιLue (London. 19S6). is another distinguished and 
historically erudite version of the substantialist approach 
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Imroducrion 

on the market according to their values， which in turn requires that 
these values are expressed in money. 

까le importance of the value form， first thematised by the Russian 
Marxist Isaak Rubin (another victim of 5talin) in the late 1920S， has 
informed much discussion of Capital， particularly since the problem was 
rediscovered by a number of German theorists in the 1960s. But in my 
view focus on the value form can give rise to another ‘misunderstanding 
ofMarx’s value theory'， what is best described as ‘etherealism’. This is the 
mirror image of substantialism， in which any sense of Marx seeking to 
develop an empirical and quantitativε theory of capitalist development 
vanishes. As 1 try to show in what follows， Heinrich himself， among 
many other contemporary Capital scholars， falls into this error. What 
both etherealism and substantialism have in common is a failure to 
grasp the centrality of the idea of capital as a relation (or rather as a nexus 
of relationships) to Marx's project." 

One way of understanding the trajectory ofMarx’s critique of politi
cal economy is to see it as a movement from substance-not to function 
(to echo the tit!e of a famous essay of Ernst Cassirer’'s) ， but to relation. 
Marx’s writings of the 1840S-The Germaη ldeology， for example-often 
involve， as Jacques Derrida points out in Spectres ofMarx， a substantial
ist problematic that counterposes to the institutions and ideologies of 
bourgeois society the struggles of‘real， living individuals’." The formula
tion of the concept of the relations of production， which first becomes 
fully visible in The Poverty ofPhilosophy (1847)， offered a means of escape， 
but the refinement of this concept became imbricated in the tortuous 
process through which Marx painfully constructed， and constant!y 
reconstructed， his theory of the capitalist mode of production. 

One central theme of the final product of this arduous struggle， 
Capital itself， is the way in which capitalist relations of production are 
systematically occIuded by the functioning of the economic system as a 
whole. Thus Marx observes in a passage to which we return in chapter 3: 

the actual production process， as the unπy of the immediare production 
process and the process of circulation， produces new configurations in 
which the rhreads of rhe inner connecrion get more and more lost， the 

' 4 끼1e most important discussion of relations in Marxism is provided by Althusser. despite his 
professed ignorance of Capital. Those interested in the phil050phical background should 
take a look at the paper on Althusser reprinted as the Appendix tO this book. 50e al50 Alex 
Call inic05. lmp<rialism and Global Political Economy (Cambridgo. >009). PP" -'4  

' s  Ernst Cassirer. Subst.ι，uand Function and Einstáns Th<ory ofR<lativity (Chicago. '9>�); 
Jacques Derrida. Spectr<s d< Marx (Paris. '99�) 
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Deciphering Capital 

relations of production becoming independent of onε another and the 
components of value ossifying into independent forms. (CIlI: 967) 

The name that Marx gives for the process through which ‘the threads 
of the inner connection get more and more 10st' is， of course， fcεtishism， 
the naturalisation and fragmentation of socia1 relations thanks to the 
production and circu1ation of use va1ues as commodities. But what gets 
10st is the relationa1ity of capital. And this itself must be conceived as 
consisting in a doub1e relation-fì.rst， the exp10itive rε1ationship between 
wage-1abour and capita1， and， second， the dynamic， competitive relation
ship among capita1s themsε1ves， which does not simp1y serve to obscure 
the ‘ innεr connection' but allows it to function， since it is through the 
interaction of‘many capita1s’ in competition that the imperative to accu
mu1ate is transmitted. 

Yet if Marx’s own discourse in Capital gives primacy to relations， it is 
striking how orren in contemporary radica1 thought it is rather subjects 
that are given primacy over relations. For examp1e， Toni Negri’s Marx 
bη10ηd Marx uses a particu1ar reading of the Gruηdrisse to reduce the capi
ta1-relation to a relationship of force between two su비ects-socia1 capita1 
and socia1 1abour. At onε 1evel， Negri’s 1ater books with Michael Hardt， 
Empire， Multitude and Commonwealth， represent a retreat from this posi
tion， since capita1 is dispersed， desubjectifì.ed， relativisεd into the network 
power ofEmpire. But the corollary is to enthrone one ‘active socia1 subject’ 
of the contemporary capita1ist process， the mu1titude， whose productive 
vitality simu1taneous1y fuels thε machines of Empire and prefì.gures the 
1iberated )oy ofbeing communist’' 1 6  까lough Hardt and Negri do occasion
ally rεgister the interdependence ofEmpire and mu1titude， the extent of the 
disconnect between contemporary 1abour and capital， as they conceive it， is 
indicated by their emp10yment of the metaphors of exodus and desertion to 
evoke the subversion of the capita1 relation-as if spatia1 disp1acement 
cou1d somehow substitute for socio-politica1 transformation. 

In my viεw Marx offers the basis of an a1ternative approach. He him
self comp1ains that the politica1 economist ‘knows of nothing but either 
tangib1e objects or ideas-relations do not exist for him' (CW30 : 150). 1 
shall try to show how an understanding of capita1 as a nexus of relations 
allows us to gain a better grasp of Marx’s argument. But this way into 
Capital is a1so po1itically important. In thε fì.rst p1ace， it allows us a 
better understanding of the dyriamics of the globa1 economic and 

16 Michael Hardt and Toni Negri， Multitude (London， l004)， plOO; Empire (Cambridge 
MA， lOOO)， p413. 
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Inrroduc[Îon 

6nancial crisis that began in 2007-8. As 1 show in chapter 6， Marx was 
particularly interested in the interaction between the tendency of the 
rate of pro6t to fall and the way the 6nancial markets of his day (like 
those of our own) oscillated between bubble and panic. This is a rela
tionship that is particularly relevant to making sense of what is 
happening to contemporary capitalism. Secondly， partly under the inRu
ence of the kind of philosophical conception to which 1 have just referred 
but also by misinterpretations ofMarx’s analysis of primitive accumula
tion， much contemporary radical thought tends to absolutise rεsistance 
to capital and to portray it as external to the capital relation. 1 try to 
show in chapters 5 and 7 why Marx in Capital provides a superior start
ing point for understanding the nature of revolutionary subjectivity. 

How to read Marx 

Anyone studying Capital and its precursors today can draw on plenty of 
support from other Marxists. There is now a wealth of commentaries. 
Among the older， three stand out-those by Evald Ilyenkov， Roman 
Rosdolsky， and Isaak Rubin have passed the test of time， setting stand
ards for their successors to match up to. It is interesting that all are 
products of a distinctive central European culture of scholarship， and all 
wεre victims of the disasters of the 20th century-Rubin murdered 
under the Stalinist Terror， Ilyenkov driven to suicide by the forces of 
late-Soviet conformism， Rosdolsky taking refuge from the martyrdom 
of mid-century Mitteleuropa in Detroit (which in the year of his death， 
1967， reverberated to the sounds of proletarian revolt). 17 

My understanding of Capital and capitalism is profoundly shaped by 
the inRuence of �y teachers in the International Socialist tradition
Tony Cliff， Mike Kidron and Chris Harman， all， alas， no longer with us. 
1 have also learned much from my contemporaries-]acques Bidet， 
whose fìne book Que faire de Capital? continues nearly 30 years after its 
publication to cast a long shadow， but also Chris Arthur， Gérard 
Duménil， Enrique Dussel， Ben Fine， David Harvey， Michael Krätke， 
Fred Moseley， Lucia Pradella， Alfredo Saad-Filho and ]ohn Weeks. The 
larger renewal of dialectical thought-represented above all in Fredric 
]ameson’s magisterial work but also by Slav이 Zizek’s provocations-is 

17 E V I1yenkov. The Dμlectic ofthe Abstract and Concrete in Marx's Capital (Moscow. 1981). 
Roman Rosd이sky. The MakingofMarxs Capital (London. 1977). and 1 1 Rubin. Essays on 
Marxs Theory ofValue (Derroir. 1971). The classic accounr ofDerroir in revolr is Dan 
Georgakas and Marvin Surkin .Detroit: J Do Mind Dying(rcv edn; London. 1999). 
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Deciphering Capital 

also an aid in studying Capital， the main site of controversy over Marx’s 
relationship to the Hegelian dialectic.'8 

While， as wiU become clear， 1 don't believe the conceptual structure 
of Capital somehow mirrors that ofHegel’s Scieηce 0/ Logic， 1 bow to no 
one in my admiration for Hegel. Nor only is Marx heavily indebted to 
him for the conception of science rhar he develops in Capital， but Hegel 
to my mind remains the most advanced bourgεois thinker， who at the 
very dawn of industrial capitalism grasped the inherent limits of this 
mode of production and of political interventions aimed ar managing irs 
inner contradictions." To deny that Marx somehow actualised the Logic 
in Capital is in no sense necessarily to be ‘anti-Hegelian’ or to diminish 
Hegel녕 sheer philosophical greatness. 까lÎs greatness constantly seduces 
non-idealist thinkers into playing down the metaphysical extravagance 
rhar is central to his achievement， and Marxisrs into assimilating Marx 
to Hegε1. One can acknowledge the force of rhis seductive power while 
refusing to give way to it. 

Increasingly the question of the Marx-Hegel relarionship has come to 
focus on the exrent ro which rhe system of categories that Hegel elabo
rates in the Logic influenced Marx’s conceptual construction. In a famous 
letter to Friedrich Engels of 16 January 1858 Marx explained how he was 
getting on with his first m매or economic manuscript， the Grundrμse: 

What was of great use to me as regards method of treatment was 
Hegel’s Logic at which 1 had taken another look by mere accident， 
Frεiligrath having found and made me a present of several volumes of 
Hegel， originally the property of Bakunin. I f  εvεr thε tlme comes 
when such work is again possiblε， 1 should very much like to write 2. or 
3 shζets making accessible to the common reader the ratioηal aspect 
of the method which Hegel not only discovered but also mystifiεd. 
(CW40: 2.49) 
One of rhe most recent attemprs to write those sheets， which Marx of 

course never got round to (Iike so much else)， has been raken by a current 
of Marxists working on Capital whose approach rhey describe as ‘sys
temaric dialectics’. Marx’s Hegelianism， they argue， did nor involve 
adhεsion to a broad philosophy of history， but the development of a 
method of categorial consrrucrion. As Chris Arthur puts ir， ‘ ir is con
cerned wirh rhe arricularion of categories designed to conceptualise an 

，8 5ee especially FredricJameson. Valwces oftht Dialtctic (London. 2009). and 51avoj Ziiek. 
Lm than Nothing: Htgel and tht Shadow ofDialtctical Mattrialism (London. 20'2) 

19 5ee Lucia Praddla. ‘Hegd. Imperialism. and Universal Hisrory’. Sciwce & Socitty. 78 (2014) 
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Introduction 

existent concretε whole’.20 In Marx’'s case， this ‘whole’ was the capitalist 
mode of production. His preoccupation with the problem， and its inter
relation with his substantive analysis， is indicated by a slighdy later letter 
to Ferdinand Lassal1e (12. February 1858): ‘The work 1 am presendy con
cerned with is a Critique ofEcon01ηic Categoηes or， if you like， a critical 
εxposé of the system of the bourgeois economy. It is at once an exposé 
and， by the same token， a critique of the system.' (CJ.fμ。: 270) 

While 1 disagrεe with Arthur and his co-thinkers that Hegel's L땅C 
provides the template for Capital， they are right tO highlight Marx’s con
cern with constructing and ordering the concepts he used to analyse 
capitalism. But all this is swept aside by Harvey， the most influential con
temporary commentator on Capital. In his 20II Deutscher Memorial 
Lecture， Harvey argues that Marx in his economic writings was ‘rigidly’ 
guidεd by a passage from the 1857 Introduction to the Grμηdrisse: ‘Thus 
production， distribution， exchanglε and consumption form a regular syllo
gism [for the political economists]; production is the generality， distribution 
and exchange the particulariry， and consumption the singularity inwhich 
the whole is joined together. This is admittedly a coherence， but a shallow 
one’ (G: 89). According to Harvey， ‘he sticks as closely as he can to the 
bourgeois conception of a law-like level of generality-of production-and 
excludes the “accidental" and social particularities of distribution and 
εxchange and even more so the chaotic singularities of consumption from 
his political-economic enquiries'.2I 

Harvey goes on at some length to illustrate Marx’s exclusions (for 
example of supply and demand and of the credit system) and to docu
ment the difficulties that he believes this crεatεs for Marx， difficulties 
that he claims express a polarisation between theory and h istory in 
which empirical detail is eXcluded from theoretical ‘generality’. Now， as 
we shall see'， Marx indeed struggles with the proþlem of what to include 
in and what to exclude from his analysis of capitalism. Bur this is insepa
rable from the problem of the construction and ordefing of the categories 
that form this analysis， which Harvey completely ignores. Further， he 
argues that ‘the three levels of generality， particularity and singularity 
are not the whole story. There is a fourth level-that of universality
which concerns the metabolic relation to nature'.22 

ι。 ChristopherJ Arthur. The New Dialectic and Marx's Capital (Leiden. ι。03). P4.
21 David Harvey. ‘Hiscory versus 끼leory: A Commentary on Marx’s Method in Capital’， 

HistoricalMaterialism. 20.2 (2012). pp6. 10. Harvey restates this interpretation in his 
Introduction toA Companion toλ1arxs Capital. Volume 2. 

H Harvey. ‘History versus 까leory’. pI2 
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Deciphering Capital 

Harvey’s source here is the famous passage when Marx calls the 
labour procεss ‘the universal condition for the metabolic interaction 
(StofJψechsel) bεtween man and nature’ (CI: 2.90). The trouble is that the 
word t떼1Slated as ‘universal’ hεre is 닝llgemeiηe’， while the original of 
‘generality’ in the Grundrisse passage on which Harvey relies so heavily 
is 'Al，땅-emeinheit’. The same word may， of course， express two different 
concepts， but one can’t help feeling that Harvey is ignoring the require
ments of philological care in interpreting tεxts as complex and as 
sedimented as Marx’s， particularly when these)assages are then melded 
tOgether tO support the claim that ‘the focus ofMarx’s scientific enquiry 
is tO uncover how the gεneral laws of capitalist political economy came 
tO be， how thεy actually function， and why and how they might be 
changεd. And he wants tO do this without invoking the universality that 
describes our ever-εvolving metabolic relation tO nature’ 23 

Although Marx’s treatment of naturε is not the subject of this book， 
it worth saying that Harvey’s last assertion is absolucely without war
rant. As Paul Burkett shows in his definitivε study: 

까1e power of Marx’s approach [to nature 1 stems .. .from its consistent 
treatment of human production in terms of the murual constitution of 
its social form and its material content. While recognising that produc
tion is structured by h istorically developed relations among producers 
and between producers and appropriators of rhe surplus producr， Marx 
also insists that production as both a social and a material process is 
shaped and constrained by natural conditions， including， of course， the 
natural condition ofhuman bodily εXlSRncc.Z4 

까1e trick in rεading Capital is tO track Marx’s formulation and 
reformulation， his orderings and reorderings of categories， while not 
losing sight of the big picture that Harvey commands with such 
panache. In attempting tO do this 1 have tried to follow a method that 
treats texts as products of histOry." Setting them into their context 
while not allowing them tO disappear into that context requires， in my 

'3 Harvey. ‘H istory versus 끼，eory’. p13. Why Harvey should make this c1aim juSt after citing 
passages that contradict it is beyond me. 

'4 Pa.ul Burkett. Marx and Nature (New York. 1999). pl. 5ee. for a recent application of this 
approach. Marcin Empson. Land and Labour: Marxism. Ecology and Human History 
(London. >014) 

'5 This method. which draws rather eclectically on a variety of SOurces (including Althusser. 
R G Collingwood. I mre Lakatos and Quentin 5kinnc샤 is e1aborated on in the 
I ntroduction to Alex Callinicos. Soαal Theory: A Historical and Critical Jntroduction 
(wd edn; Cambridgc. >007) 
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view， paying attention to the problems they seek to address， as well as 
their interlocutors. The historian of economic thoughtJ M Clark offers 
the following maxim: ‘To understand any forceful writer and to make 
the necessary allowances， fìnd out what it was against which he was 
reactmg’. '6 One virtue of this method is that focusing on problems 
allows one to transcend the distinction between text and context. For 
the problem(s) that constitute a given text at once serve implicitly to 
order that text internally， but at the same time point outwards to the 
debates to which it is a contribution. Thus Marx’s correspondence and， 
during the 1850S and early 1860s， his journalism are extremely valuable 
in allowing us to reconstruct the problems with which he was strug
gling. It is surprising how little even the best commentaries explore the 
context t타hese wr디띠it디띠ing짱s (a잉n찌1d Ma따rx앙，닝s notebooks) rev앤e않혜a찌1." The디야ycan바1나help us 
at once to recover Marx as a historical subject and to render more intel
ligible the vast enterprise that is Capital. 

The order of my argument therefore begins in chapter 1 with an 
examination of Marx’s manuscripts and of the process through which 
they were written; this involves confronting some of the controversy 
about whether or not he revised the famous ‘six-book plan’ developed in 
1858-9. Chapters 2 and 3 form in many ways the heart of the book， exam
ining and seeking to clari“ the problem of Marx’s method. Of course， 
this requires confronting the question ofMarx’s relation to Hegel， which 
1 believe is most fruitfully addressed if one follows Antonio Gramsci’s 
cue and triangulates by adding Ricardo to the dialogue: Marx struggles 
at once to learn from and to transcend both. Chapter 4 seeks to address 
more directly some of the issues raised in contemporary debates about 
Marx’s value theory while chapter 5 looks at the place of labour in 
Capital. Chapter 6 is devoted to a detailed study of Marx’s thinking 
(never elaborated into a systematic theory) on capitalist crises. This is， as 
1 have already suggested， an issue of pressing contemporary importance; 
1 return to the actuality of Marx’s thought more generally in the con
cluding chapter 7. 

A fìnal word is in order on the intellectual status of this book. More 
than anything else it is a work of philosophy， which focuses on the 

，6 Quoted in G S L Tucker， Progrm a찌Pr，껴ts in British Economic Thought I650-I앙0 
(Cambridge， 1960)， PS 

'7 For a study that makes extensive use of the notebooks， see Lucia Praddla， ‘Mondializzazione 
e cririca ddl’'economia alla luce ddla nuova edizione srorico-critica degli scrirri di Marx ed 
Engds (MEGA2) ’  (PhD 끼lesis， Università degli Studi di Napoli ‘Frederico 11' and 
Université Paris-Ouesr Nanrerre La Défense， ι 。11)， forrhcoming in English as Globalisation 
and the Critique 01 Political Economy: Neιlnsights ftom Marx's Writings (London， 2014). 
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Deciphering Capital 

clarification of concepts rather than on substantive analysis. But the 
boundary between the two is particularly blurred when one is dealing 
with Marx’5 critique of political economy， where what he calls the 
‘Critique ofEcoηomic Categories’ supports the effort， as he puts ir in the 
Preface to the Firsr Edirion of Capital， 1， ‘to reveal rhe economic law of 
morion of modern sociery’ (CI: 92). This book， as should already be 
clear， is nor a basic introduction to Capμal: there are some excellent ones 
already availablε， and 1 ’ve tried my hand at presenting Marx’5 economic 
ideas simply elsewhere.28 Nevertheless 1 try here to avoid more technical 
questions in value rheory-above all， the perennial transformarion 
problem， though 1’m broadly symparhetic to Fred Moselεy’5 approach to 
rhese issues.29 Bur clarifying whar Marx says in Capital also helps to 
clarify our undersranding of capiralism irsεlf.30 This isn’r because Marx 
was always right: 1 makε plenty of criricisms in what follows. But after all 
my labours on his writings， what strikes me is rheir asronishing frεshness 
and relevance to our times. Thomas Pikerry’5 Capital in the 2Ist Ceηtuη， 
borh in irs very title and in irs claim that growing economic inequaliry is 
a consequence of a ‘ fundamental law of capiralism’， pay indirect tribute 
to Marx’5 grεat work. Despite Piketty’5 disparaging comments on Marx 
and Marxism， the enormous impact his book has had has confirmed the 
actuality of rhe cririque of， not of rhis or thar aspecr of capiralism， but of 
rhe sysrem itself. 

Jameson expresses very well Marx’5 fundamental intuition abour 
capiralism: 

what the Marxist dialectic enjoins， as a historically new and original 
thought mode， is the conAation of Good and Evil， and the grasping of 
the historical situation as unhappiness and happiness all at once. 꺼1e 
Manifesto proposes ro seε capitalism as the most pro여d배uc다띠디따ive mome 
histo아rηy and t바대he mo야St destructive one at the same timε， and issues the 

18 AI<x Callinicos. The Reνolutionary ldeas ofKarlMarx (London. 1983).Joseph Choonara. 
Unravelling Capitalism: A Guide to Marxi‘t PoliticalEconomy (London. 1o。이. Ben Fin< 
and Alfredo Saad.Filho. Marx's 'Capital’ (5th edn; London. 1010). and Duncan F이ey. 
Understanding Capital: Marx’‘ Economic Theoη (Cambrid;양 MA. 1986). 

'9 1 ’m grat<ful to Fr<d for ktting m< s<< parrs of the dralt ofhis forrhcoming book.Monη 
and Totality: A Macro-Monetary lnterpretation ofA1arx's Logic in Capital and the 
TransJòrmation Problem. 

30 Incidentally. Fernand Braudd is wrong wh<n he says Marx n<v<r us<d the word 
‘capitalism’: Civilisation and Capitalism 15th-18th Century. Volume I I  (London， 1981). 
p'37. Although Marx usually r<fers tO bourg<ois society or the capitalist mod< of 
production. ‘Kapitalismus’ occurs a coupk of tim<s in correspond<nc< and v<ry 
。ccasionally in th< 1861-63 Mam“cript: thus se< CW31: 1 14. 34: 114. 43: 449. 45: 356. 1’m 
grateful tO Hiroshi Uchida for information on this subject 
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Incroducrion 

imperative to think Good and Evil simultaneously， and as inseparable 
and inextricable dimensions of the same presenc of time." 

Jameson cites the Communist M깅n싹'sto here， but the same intuition 
is restated brilliandy in the Gruηdrisse and it continues to inform 
Capital (see especially G:  487-8). What Marx gains across his successive 
dratts is simultanεously analytical prεcision and εmpirical depth. His 
labours， as 1 discuss in chapter 1， were incomplete， but they lett behind a 
critique， not just of political economy but of the mode of production 
that the ‘Economκ Categories’ simultaneously reveal and conceal that 
holds true in some ways more strongly today than when it was written. 
Capital and capitalism are chained together， antagonists in perennial 
combat. As long as the system whose logic Marx εxposed survives， his 
great work will continue to repay study. 

3' Jameson， ιlmces ofthe Dialectic， PSS' 
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1he Marx problem 

The idea of someone who devotes their life to a work of art that turns out 
not to exist is a recurring one: it is， for example， the theme of Henry 
]ames’'s short story ‘The Madonna of the Future'. In a very obvious sense 
this isn’t the problem with Marx. What we have is not the absence of a 
work， but a profusion of them. Enrique Dussel has written about the 
‘four drafi:s of Capital’， but this is an underestimate.' One can indeed 
identify the following economic manuscripts that form parts of the vast 
project that is best named by their recurring title or subtitle as Marx’s 
critique of political economy: 

1 The Gruηdrisse， written between ]uly 1857 and May 1858; fìrst pub
lished in 1939 

2 The so-called Urtext， fragments of a drafi: of the Coηtributioη to a 
Critique ojPolitical Ecoηomy， written between August and October 
1858 and fìrst published in 1941 

3 A Coηtribution to the Critique ojPolitical Ecoηomy， written between 
November 1858 and ]anuary 1859; published in ]une 1859 as ‘Part 
One' ofMarx’s intended Critique ofPolitical Econ01까Y 

4 TheEcoηomicMaηuscr，ψt ojISÓI-Ó3， written between August 1861 and 
]uly 1863 and intended as the continuation of the Coηtributioη; pub
lished in part by Karl Kautsky as Theories of Surplμs Value betwεen 
1905 and 19IO and in full only in 1982 

5 The Economic Maηuscript ojISÓ3-5: Marx’'s drafi: of the thrεe volumes 
of Capital， written between ]uly 1863 and December 1865 ;  from this 
friend and collaborator Friedrich Engels edited Capital， Volume II1， 
published in 1894; the so-called ‘Sixth Chapter' of Capital， Volume 1， 
‘The Results of the Immediate Process of Production’， was published 
in 1933， and the entire manuscript in 1988 and 1992 

1 Enrique Dussel. ‘1he Four Drahs of Capiμl’， Rtthinking Marxism， ') : 1  (2001) 
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Deciphering Capital 

6 Capital， Volume 1， published in September 1867 
7 Le Capital， the French edition of Capital， Volume 1， published 

between 1872 and 1875 and increasingly treatεd as a separate text by 
scholars because of the substantial changes Marx made to it， not all 
of which were carried over into the sεcond German edition (1873) or 
the third， published a few months after Marx’s death in March 1883' 

8 Smaller manuscripts written between the late 1860s and late 1870S in  
which Marx sought to address issues， particularly with respect to sur
plus value and profit， that he had broached in the 1863-5 Maηu5cript' 

9 까le manuscripts from which Engels edited Capital， Volume II (first 
published in 1885)， which is a complex palimpsest of texts writtεn at 
different times (see Table 1). 

Table 1 

Manuscripts from u싸ch Capital， JJ， was compiled (page r，함rences to Penguin edition) 

Part One 

Part Tw。

Part Three 

Pa요e‘ Manusnipt i Date 

109 II : 1870 
110.120 i VII i 1878 
120.123 V I  1877-8 
123-196 : V 1877 
196-199 i notes found among : 1877-8 

extracts from books 
200-206 !V before 1870 
207-208 : VIII after 1878 
208-209 !V before 1870 

211-212，218 notes from Ms II 1870 
233-242 i !V before 1870 
242-424 II . 1870 
427-434 II : 1870 
435-465 VlIl : 1878 
465-470 II 1870 
470-471 VIII 1878 
471-474 II : 1870 
474-497 i VIII i 1878 
498-513 II 1870 
513-556 VIII 1878 
556-564 i I I  i 1870 
565-599 VlIl 1878 

Source: CII: 103 

1 Karl Marx， ‘Ergänzungen und Veränderungen zum ersten Band des Kapitals’， a list of 
amendments and additions to Volume! ，  drafted in 187 1-1 and again not all included in 
the published edition， have now been published in MEGA2 II/6 

3 Sec Regina Roth， ‘Karl Marx's Original Manuscripts in the Marx-Engcls-Gesamtausgabe 
(MEGA): Another View on Capital'， in Riccardo Bellofiore and Roberto Fineschi， eds， 
Rereading Marx: New Perspectives after the Critical Edition (Basingstoke， 1009)， p33. 
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Composiüon 

The problem then with Capital is not so much that Marx laboured 
without result， but that his efforts were so vast and incomplete that his 
work dissolves inro the multiplicity of fragmenrary texts that he lefi: 
behind. The immense achievemenr of MEGA2 in publishing the bulk of 
these manuscripts means that it is easy now for the apparendy determi
nate structure of Capital to liquefy before our eyes. Dussel in his 
excellent study of the 1861-63 Maηuscr.ψt expresses the view of a number 
of scholars: 

It is well known that Marx only wrote Volume 1 (Book 1) for publica
tion. Hence， all the other volumes should be methodologically 
considered as non-existent and one should make references in the future， 
exclusively to theManuscripts ofMarx themselves. Engels and Kautsky’s 
editions (of Volumes II and III  of Capital， edited in the 19th century， 
and the old Theories ofSurplus νálu에 should be studied in order tO know 
the thoughts of these two authors， but not Marx’s own 4 

This is an extreme reaction， to which 1 return below when discussing 
Engels’s supposedly malign role in editing Capital， 11 and 111. But in the 
meanrime there is Marx himself to be dealt with. No one can dispute 
that， despite labours spanning more than 20 years， he lefi: Capital unfìn
ished. Michael Howard and John King in their outstanding history of 
Marxist economics take him to task for this: 

In view of the central political impqrtance that he assigned to the 
economic analysis of capitalism， Marx’s lethargy was most unfortu
nate. Even allowing for the effects of ill health， it is difficult not to 
convict him of neglecting his responsibilities， both to the interna
tional socialist movement whose mentor he aspired tO be， and more 
especially to h is l ifelong friend Friedrich Engels， who was lefi: to pick 
up the pieces.’ 

‘Lethargy’ is defìnitely not the right word. It is becoming increasingly 
clear thanks to the research conducted as part of MEGA2 that Marx 
conrinued to work inrensively (although not always continuously 
because of the inrerruptions caused by political activity and ill health) 
till not long before his death. For example， in 1879-81， before the hammer 
blow struck Marx by his wife Jenny’s death in December 1881， he worked 

4 Enrique Dussd. Towards an Unknown Marx: A Commmtaη on tht Manuscripts of 
ISðI-ð3 (London. '001). p164. 

S M C Howard and J E King. A Histoη ofMarxian Economics (， vols. London. 1989. 
199，) .1. p3 
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on world history， devoting five notebooks to the subject， which related 
to his efforts to broaden the scope of Capital: 

1he problem rather is something much more mundane: Marx’5 inabil
ity to finish anything， which was often accompanied by announcemems of 
imminent completion. For example， he wrote to Engels optimistically on 2 
Apri1 1851 : ‘1 am so far advanced that 1 will have finished with the whole 
economic stuff in 5 wεeks’ time. Et cela foit [And that done] 1 shall com
plete the political economy at home and apply myself to another branch of 
learning at thε Museum’ (CW38: 325). 까le fact that he died nearly 32 years 
later leaving αpital unfinished is sometimes put down to his reaching 
some deep imellectual impasse. For example， Tristram Hum speculates the 
problem might have been that ‘the economics of Das Kapital no longer 
appeared credible or the political possibilities of communism unrealistic'.' 
1hough Marx left behind him many unresolved problεms， this kind of 
explanation is nonsense. His sometime Young Hegelian collaborator 
Arnold Ruge had idemifiεd the real problem as early as 1844， writing ab6ut 
Marx to Ludwig Feuerbach: ‘Hε reads a lot; he works with uncommon 
imensity and has a critical talent . . .  but he completes nothing， he always 
breaks off and plunges anew into an endless sea ofbooks까 Responding to 
Engels's chivvying to finish Capital， 1， Marx sought (31 July 1865) to make a 
virtue of his perfectionism: ‘Whatεver shortcomings they may have， the 
advantagε of my writings is that they are an artistic whole， and can only be 
achieved through my practice of never having things printεd umil 1 have 
them in 감ont ofmε iη their entirety’ (CW42: 173). 1he weary En양ls replied 
rather crushingly (5 August 1865): ‘1 was greatly amused by the part ofyour 
letter which deals with the “work of art" to be’ (CTf끽2: 174). 

까le IS6I-63 Maηuscrψt， the most importam of thε recently published 
drafts， providε5 an excεllem insight imo Marx’s working method. He 
starts off as planned， writing a cominuation of the 1 859 Coηtributioη: 
having dealt with thε commodity and money in the two chapters of thε 
earlier work， Marx no‘w directly broaches ‘capital in general’. For nearly 
350 pages he writεs what is recognisably an early version of Capital， 1， 
before breaking off in March 1862 midway through his analysis of rela
tJvε surplus value and machinery to discuss theories of surplus value 
(presumably to mirror the procedure he used in the Coηtributioη of 

6 Michael Krätke. ‘Capitalism and 、X'orld History: Marx’s Unpublished Studies'. paper 
del ivered at HistoricalMaterialism conference. London. November 101 1 .  

7 Tristram Hunc‘ The Frock-Coated Communist: The Revolutionary L파 ofFriedrich Engels 
(London. 10。이. P177 

8 Quoted in jonathan Sperber. KarlMarx: A Nineteenth CentuηIL싸 (New York. 1013). P487 
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critically examining the p이itical economists' treatment of value and 
money in respectively chapters 1， ‘The Commodity' and 2， ‘Money’). But 
then， while discussing Adam 5mith’s theory of profits， he confronts the 
problem of reproduction that will become one of the main subjects of 
Capital， II， and particularly the puzzle ofhow， in the circulation of com
modities， the value of constant capital (invested in means of production) 
is replaced. Marx rather airily acknowledges that he has skidded off
plste: ‘끼le question of the reproduction of the constant capital clearly 
belongs to the section on the reproduction process or circulation process 
of capital-which however is no reason why the kernel of the matter 
should not be examined here' (CW30: 414). 

까lÌs first discussion of reproduction illustrates another of Marx’s 
tendencies， which is to think on paper， trying to resolve a problem by 
writing abour it. Here (as elsewhere) this involves plentiful calculations 
before he reins himself in: ‘50 much for this question， to which we shall 
return in connection w빼 the circulation of capital’ (CW30: 449). Marx 
then dives into a discussion of the problem of productive and unproduc
tive labour， which at least is related to 5mith， before digressing out of 
chronological sequence for 40 pages on John 5tuart Mill. 까len it’'s back 
to productive and unproductive labour， which slips into a further discus
sion of reproduction. At the end of this Marx acknowledges that he has 
not considered the case of extended reproduction (where the money 
generated by the cycle of production has to cover additional workers and 
means of production): ‘까lÌs intermezzo has therefore to be completed in 
this historico-critical section， as occasion warrants’ (CU-장1: 151). And 
then Marx returns to the chronology of his ‘historico-critical’ survey of 
the political economists， though not for long， since Marx inserts into the 
manuscript a ‘digression’ on the 1λbleau Écoη0까ique of François 
Quesnay (leader of the 18th French school of Physiocratic economists)， 
which gready influenced the reproduction schemes in Capital， II， Part 3 .  

Although Marx then returns to the chronological track， he soon 
slides into his most fertile digression， on the theory of rent. This was 
apparendy prompted by the German socialist leader Ferdinand Lassalle’s 
request in June 1862 that he return the book on rent by the Ricardian 
economist Johan Karl Rodbertus that Lassalle had lent Marx (see Marx 
to Lassalle， 16 June 1862:  CU-μ1: 376-9). The result was what Dussel calls 
‘the central moment of all the Manuscripts O!ISÓI-Ó3’， and ‘the beginning 
of the confrontation with Ricardo': As we explore in more length in the 

9 Dussd ， Towards an Unknown Marx， p83. 500 also V 5 Vygodski. The 5toη ofa Great 
Discovery: How Karl Marx Wrote ‘Capital’ (Tunbridgo Wdls. '97씨. chs \'7. 
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next chapter， ground rent is an obvious anomaly for the labour theory of 
value， since the landowner obtains a revenue thanks merely to the own
ership of a material asset without making any productive contribution. 
Ricardo in his Priηcψles sought to solve the problem through thε theory 
of differential rent， which explained rent by differences in the productiv
ity of labour on different pieces of land. But he denied the existence of 
absolute rent that arises even on the poorest patch ofland. Marx devotes 
over 300 pages to solving this problem， in the coursε of which he refor
mulates the labour theory of value， drawing his fundamental distinction 
between the values of commodities， the socially necessary labour time 
required to produce them， and their prices of production， values modi
fìed by the equalisation of the rate of profìt on different capitals. 

Marx then moves to considering Ricardo’s more general theory of 
value and surplus value (as Vitali Vygodski puts it， here ‘Marx proceeds in 
his analysis fìrst from the concrete to the abstract’)， but soon returns to 
the problem of reproduction. 1O Hε fìnally broaches the question of 
expanded reproduction before developing his longest discussion of crises， 
and then returns to Ricardo and continues the chronology of political 
economists. But this ‘historico-critical’ sequence constantly blurs into 
more substantive discussions (for example， a brilliant excursus on the 
expansion of production and circulation under capitalism: CW3l: 414-
l3) and then is interrupted by a much more extended analysis of the 
different forms of capital and the kinds of revenue they attract. This is 
itself interrupted in turn by nearly 100 pages on ‘Capital and Profìt’， 
which covers some of the same ground as the fìrst three parts of 
Capital， IIl. Finally we return again to ‘Theories of Surplus Value'， 
though the very interesting discussion of the clergyman-economist 
Richard Jones is punctuated by two important plans of what would 
becomε volumes III and 1 of Capital (CW눴: 346-7). This completed， 
Marx picks up the thread ofhis analysis of the capitalist production pro
cess， abandoned for ‘Theories of Surplus Valuε’， offering a rich and 
extensive discussion of relativ，ε surplus value and the technological revolu
tions wrought by capital， and the fìrst version of what becomes the 
‘Results of the Immediate Production Process'， though these are shot 
through with brief notes on early economists such as Oavid Humε and 
William Petty. Some fìnal reflections on ‘primitive accumulation' trail off 
and the manuscripts come to a halt， appropriately enough， with polemic 
and arithmetic-a denunciation of Marx’s socialist rival Pierre-J osεph 

10 Vygodski. The Story ofa Great Discove’-y. p99. 
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Proudhon (with a critique of whose monetary theories the Gruηdrisse 
commences) and dεtailed calculations of the rate of interest. 

Thè meandering path taken by Marx’s thoughts in the ， IS6I-63 
Manuscript is extreme. Buc， for example， the reader may be puzzled to 
find Marx in the penultimatε chapters of Capital， I II， struggling with 
the same problem that started him off into analysing reproduction in the 
I86I-63 Maηuscrψt of whether， as Smith and Ricardo affirmed， the value 
of the total product could be reduced to the sum of revenues (wages， 
profit and rent)， even though Marx concedes that ‘the problem posed 
here was already solved . .  .in Volume 2.， Part Three' (CIII: 975). Glissades 
such as this may explain Jon Elster’s complaint about Marx’s ‘ inherent 
lack of intellectual discipline’， buc they do not excuse it. "  Marx will still 
be making waves long afi:er the εddy in the academic pond made by 
Elster has vanished. His economic manuscripts are， as Dussel pucs it， 
‘the river ofideas where Marx slowly constructs his categories with all its 
ebbs and flows꺼 Far from revealing his intellectual weakness， the hesita
tions， digressions and repetitions display the depth of the analytical 
effort he undertook. 

The delays were not solely a product ofMarx’'s struggle for conceptual 
clarity. One of his main preoccupations afi:er publishing Capital， 1， was 
to ensure that the empirical scope of the later volumes was adequate to 
the forms in which capitalism was beginning to transform the globe. In  
Capital， 1 ，  Britain figures a s  the ‘locus classicus’ of capitalist relations of 
production (CI : 90)." Buc Marx writes to Nikolai Danielson on 13 June 
1871 :  ‘1 have decided that a complete revision of the manuscript [of 
Capital， II and III] is necessary. Moreover， even now a number of essen
tial documents are still oucstanding， which will eventually arrive from 
the United States' (C1-fλ4: 152.). Though Marx also expressed his desire 
to include in his treatment of rent material on Russian agriculture， his 
focus seems to have become especially on the US. He wrote to Friedrich 
Adolph Sorge in New York on 4 April 1876 to ask for American book 
catalogues: ‘The point is that 1 want to see for myself (for the sεcond 

11 Jon Elstor. Making Smse ofMarx (Cambridgo. 1985). p，90. 
11 Enriquo Dussd. ‘Tho Discovory of tho Catogory ofSurplus Value. in M.rcdlo MustO. od. 

KarlMarx’s Grundrisse (London. 1008). p61 
1， This formul.tion may roprosont ono ofMarx’s dobts tO Engds. who wroto in . 184S: 

‘Engl.nd is tho classic soil  of this transformation [tho I ndustrial Rovolution] .. . ; and 
England is. thoroforo. tho classic land ofits chi<f product also. tho prolot.riat. Only in 
England can tho prol<tariat bo studi<d in all its rdations and from all sidos: The Condition 
ofthe Working Class in England: From Personal Observations and Authmtic Sources 
(Moscow. 19n).  p4S. 
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vo1ume of Capital [by which Marx means both Capital， II and III] )  what 
has appeared that might， perhaps， be of use as regards American agricu1-
ture and relations of 1andownership， ditto as regards credit (panic， 
money， etc， and anything connected therewith)’ (Cμ끽S: I IS). 

Making his ana1ysis more comprehensive was at 1east in part a strategy 
of evasion on Marx’'s part. On 10 Apri1 r879 he exp1ains to Danielson that 
he has to wait till the economic crisis then gripping Britain has reached 
‘matunty’ but then admits: ‘the bu1k of the materia1s 1 have received not 
on1y from Russia， but from the U껴ted States， etc， make it p1easant for me 
to have a “pretext" of continuing my studies， instead of winding them up 
hnally for the pub1ic’ (0짜S: 3SS). Certain1y Engels was sceptica1 about 
Marx’'s accumu1ation of data， tel1ing Sorge afi:er his death (29 June r883) 
‘Had it not been for the mass of American and Russian' materia1 (there 
are over two cubic mεtres ofbooks ofRussian statistics a1one)， Vo1ume II 
wou1d have 10ng since been printed. 1hese detai1ed studies held him up 
for years. As a1ways， everything had to be brought up to date and now it 
has all come to nothing' (CT-찌7: 43). Engels wrote to Danielson (13 
November 188S) about Marx’'s 1etters to the 1atter: 

1 could not read them without a sorrowful smile. Alas， we are so used to 
these excuses for the non-completion of the work! Whenever the state of 
his health made it impossible for him to go on with it， this impossibility 
preyed heavily upon his mind， and he was only too glad i fhe could only 
find out some theoretical excuse why the work should not then be com
pleted. All these arguments he has at the time made use of vis-à-vis de 
moi [with me) ; they seemed to ease his conscience.’ (CμT47: 348-349; in 
English in the original) 

꺼1e persona1 story bεhind the writing of Capital encompasses more 
than Marx’'s efforts to postpone the comp1etion of his work. 1hε intε1-
1ectua1 grandeur ofhis project contrasts with what he himself called ‘the 
peμtes mlS낭res de la vie domestique et privée [the petty miseries of domes
tic and private 1ife]’ (CJtf!끽。: ι73). Nowhere is this most striking than the 
terrib1e 1etter of 30 June r862 where Marx， infuriated by Lassalle’s msen
sitivity during a stay with the Marxes at a moment of particu1ar hnancia1 
distress and socia1 humi1iation， rants to Engels about ‘the Jewish nigger 
Lassalle’ (CW41 :389)." In counterpoint to this outburst are two follow
ing 1etters， in which Marx hrst (2 August) oudines to Engels the 
transformation of va1ues into prices of production that he had hit. upon 

14 On the circumstances of this disastrous visit， see Sperber， Karl Marx， PP' 46-'48 
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in his critique of Rodbertus and Ricardo and then (7 August) lucidly 
criticises Engels for his pessimism about the North’s fortunes in the 
American Civil War (which was responsible for the Marx family’'s diffi
culties because it brought to an end the income he had received for 
writing for the New York 좌ibuη에: ‘In my view， all this is going to take 
another turn. 1he North will， at last， wage the war in earnest， have 
recourse to revolutionary methods and overthrow the supremacy of the 
border slave statesmen. One single nigger regiment would have a 
remarkable effect on Southern nerves’ (CW41 :  400). 

Marx’s use of the N-word here， when making a strikingly accurate 
prediction of the increasingly revolutionary course the war would take， 
is particularly distressing. 1he word recurs in the manuscripts and cor
respondence， creating a powerful dissonance both with the logic of 
Marx’s theory (which makes no resort to racial categories) and with his 
political identifìcation with the oppressed.'s 1he latter is expressed， for 
example， very late in his life in the letters he wrote while convalescing in 
colonial AIgiers. 1hus he writes to his daughter Laura on 13 Apri1 1882: 

Some of these Maures [ in a café] were dressed pretentiously， even richly， 
others in， for once 1 dare call it bLot“es， sometime of white woollen 
appearance， now in rags and tatters-bur in the eyes of a true Musulman 
such accidents， good or bad luck， do not distinguish Mahomet’s chil
dren. AbsoLute equaLity in their sociaL intercourse， not affected; on the 
contrary， only when demoralised， they become aware of it; as ro the 
hatred against Christians and the hope of an ultimate vicrory over these 
infìdels， their politicians jusrly consider this same feeling and practice of 
absolute equality (not of wealrh or position bur of personality) a guaran
tee of keeping up the one， of not giving up the latter. (CμT46: 2.42.; in 
English in the original) 

Marx’'s development ofhis critique of political economy nearly a quar
ter of a century earlier was inflected by a very specifìc location. It was the 
explosion of a global economic and fìnancial crisis that stimulated him to 
resume the abandoned work on his ‘Economics’ in the summer of 1857. ‘I 
am working like mad all night and every night collating my economic 
studies so that 1 at least get the outlines clear before the deLuge，’ he told 
Engels that December (CÞ싸。: 217). But covering the crisis was part of 
his day job as London correspondent of the New York Tribuηe， a role he 
took on in the early 1850S. According to Michael Krätke: 

IS 5ee August Nimtz’5 comments on Marx’'5 u5e of the N-word in ‘Marx and Engels on the 
U5 Civil War'， HistoricalMaurialism， 19.4 (201 1)， pl82 n 32. 
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As rhe NYT was rapidly growing， selling εvenrually nearly 300，00。
copies alrogerher， and becoming rhe largesr newspaper in rhe English
speaking world， Marx was acrually one of rhe leading and mosr widely 
read economic journalisrs of his rime， a renowned expert on all eco
nomic and fìnancial marrers whose judgemenr on monerary and 
fìnancial crises was highly respecred. Marx also earned himself a repura
rion as a leading expert of inrernarional polirics-he wrore on all rhe 
m매or inrernarional conRicrs and wars of his rime.'6 

Crucial to Marx’'s ability to perform this role was his location in 
London， as he put it， ‘a convenient vantage point for the observation of 
bourgeois society' (Coη， 낀) . This is to put it mildly. ‘If England be the 
heart of international trade and cosmopolitan finance， and London be 
the heart of England， the City is the heart of London，’ wrote 
T H S Escott towards the end of Marx’s life in 1879." His long εxile in 
London broadly coincided with what Eric Hobsbawm has called ‘the 
Age of Capital’-the period spanning 1848 to 1875 when an integrated 
world economy increasingly regulated by the rhythms of industrial capi
talism took shape.'8 까1is procεss made London， in Herbert Feis’s words， 
‘the centre of a financial empire， more international， more extensive in 
its variety， than even the political empire of which it was the capital'.'’ 
꺼1e great crises that shook the City gripped Marx’'s attention， at the 
same time as he closely followed British political life. A reader of his 
economic manuscripts and journalism cannot but be astonished by the 
in-depth charactεr of his knowledge of the history and literature of 
modern Britain (even if it wasn’t always deployed effectively， as in his 
obsessive pursuit of Lord Palmerston as an agent of the Russian Tsar). 
He also benefitted from Engels’ presence in the hub of the industrial 
revolution in Manchester; it is worth reminding ourselves that the small 
island where Marx and Engels took refuge after 1848 embraced the mid-
19th century counterparts of Wall Street， Washington and the Pearl 
Rivεr Delta. 

From his London vantage point Marx could follow ‘the one great 
εvent of contemporary history， the American Civil War’ (CI: 366 n 358)， 
and trace its impact on Britain-whose textiles-centred economy was 

16 Michad Krärk •. ‘끼，. Firsr World Economic Crisis’ Marx as an EconomicJournalisr’. In 
Musro . •  d. Marx's Grundrisse. p163. S •• aJso on Marx’'s journaJism Sperber. KarlMarx. 
PP294-296. 

'7  Quored in David Kynasron. Th� City ofLondon. I  (London. 1994). P33o. 
18  EJ Hobsbawm. Th�Age ofCapital: 1848-1875 (London. 197S) 
'9  Herberr Feis. Europ�: Th� World's Bank�r: JS70-1914 (New Haven. 1930). pS. 
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severely hit by the shortage of cotton produced by the slave plantations 
of the South and whose ruling class weighεd the option of intervening 
in the war to halt the rise of a peer competitor.'o British working class 
opposition to military intervention in support of the Confederacy was 
one of the starting points of the International Working Men’s 
Association， or First International (1864-72). Marx proudly told his old 
comrade ]oseph Weydemeyer (who was fìghting in the Union Army): 
‘Its Eη'glish members consist chieRy of the heads of the Trade-Unions 
here， in other words， the real worker-kings of London， the same people 
who organised that gigantic reception for Garibaldi and who， by that 
monster meeting in St ]ames’s HaU (under [the bourgeois Radical MP 
]ohn] Bright’5 chairmanship)， prevented Palmerston from declaring war 
oη the United States， which he was on the point of doing’ (24 November 
1864; Cμ끽2: 44)." Marx completed Capital， 1， at a time when he was 
playing his most inRuential political role， leading the International， for 
example， to champion the Union cause and support Ii:"eland’s right to 
selεdetermination， in both casε5 not out of abstract principle but as a 
means of uniting the working class across the divisions of race， nation， 
and religion.22 

Marx’5 perspective was indeed global. As early as February 1858 he 
pointed to Britain’5 structural defìcit in the balance of trade: 

Generally speaking， the so-called balance of trade must . . .  always be in 
favour of the world against England， because the world has yearly to pay 
England not only for the commodities it purchases from her， but also 
the interest of the debt it owes her. The 'really disquieting feature for 
England . . . is this， that she is apparently at a loss to find at home a suffì
cient field of employment for her unwieldy capital; that she must 
consequently lend on an increasing scale， and similar in this point， t。
Holland， Venice and Genoa， at the epoch of their decline， forge herself 
the weapons for her creditors. (CWIS: 429-430) 

20 For a rcccm popular hisrory of thc US-British rclationship during thc Civil War. scc 
Amanda Forman. World on Fire: An Epic HistoryojTwo Nations Divided (London‘ 2010) 

2 1  Marx is probably confusing thc StJamcs’s Hall rally. which rook placc in March 1 86， and 
was indccd organiscd by thc tradc unions. with a rally addrcsscd by Bright. a militam 
abolitionist and supportcr of thc Norch. in Rochdalc in Dcccmbcr 1861. during thc Trent 
atfair. whcn Britain camc closc ro war with thc US; scc Bill Cash.}ohn Bright (London. 
201 1). ch s. and for thc 까'ent crisis. Forcman. World on Fire. chs 7-9. 

H 까1C importancc of thc Civil War and thc lrish strugglc for Marx's imcllcctual 
dcvclopmcm in thcsc ycars is strcsscd in Raya Dunaycvskaya.Marxism and Frudom 
(London; 1971). ch v. and Kcvin Andcrson. Mar，λ at the Margins (Chicago. 2010). 
chs ， and 4. 
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까1ε most important of these creditors would be the United States， 
towards which Marx’s attention increasingly turned. He told Danielson 
on 15 November 1878: 

꺼1e most interesting field for the economist is  now certainly to be found in 
the United States， and， above all， during the period of 1 873 (since the crash 
in Septe떠t다lT빼I 
、w빼v야매h“1니삐ic미CI래h tO be e리뼈labo아r띠떼a따te해d d버i버d re여q뿌u비ir따re in England centuries-were here 
realised in a few y얀earπs. But the observer mus야t look not tO the older States 
on the Adantic， bur tO the newζr ones (Ohio is a striking example) and the 
newest (Cal.ψrηia f.i.). (CU-씨: 344) 

The fall guy 

Marx’s .preoccupation with the US was， as we have seen， one reason why 
the work was never finished. It was Engels who was ldi to clear up the 
mess. 1his was considerable， as he explained to the German socialist 
leader August Bebel a few months atter Marx’s death (30 August 1883): 

As soon as 1 am back [from Eastbourne) 1 shall get down tO Volume l in 
real earnest and that is an enormous task. Alongside parts that have 
been completely fin ished are others that are merely sketched out， the 
whole being a brouillon [draft) with the exception of perhaps two chap
ters. Quotations from sources in no kind of order， piles of them jumbled 
tOgether， collected simply with a viεW tO future selection. Besides that 
thζre is the handwriting which certainly cannot be deciphered by 
anyone bur me， and thεn only with diffìculty. You ask why 1 of all people 
should not have been tOld how far the thing had got. It is quite simple; if 
1 had known， 1 should have pestered him night and day untjJ it was all 
fin ished and printed. And Marx knew that better than anyone e1se. He 
knew besides that， if the worst came tO the worst， as has now happened， 
the Ms. could be edited by me in the spirit in which he would have done 
it himself， as indεεd he told Tussy [Marx's youngest daughter Eleanor) as 
much. (Cμμ9: 53) 

Whether Engels actually succeeded in carrying out this ‘enormous 
task' in Marx’s spirit has come into question in recent years. ln particu
lar， the publication of the 1863-65 Maηuscript in MEGA2 has provoked 
widespread criticism of Engels’s edition of Capita/， III. 까1is， of course， 
isn't the first timε that Engels has been in trouble. 1he discovery attεr 
the Second World War of the ‘humanist’ young Marx of the Ecoηomic 
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and Phil050phical MaηU5crψt5 0/ IS44 encouraged some to portray 
Engels as Marx’s evil twin， who， particularly atter the latter’s death， 
encouraged the construction of a scientistic and determinist ‘Marxism’. 
Whatever the real theoretical differences between the two (and we shall 
touch on some below)， this portrayal of Engels is absurd: towards the 
end of his life he was particularly concerned to correct dogmatic read
ings of Marx， as his letters of the early 1890S on historical materialism 
clearly ShOW.'3 

Now， however， Engels is on trial again.  Carl-Erich Vollgraf and 
]ürgen ]ucknickel aptly call the ISÓ3-5 MaηU5cr，ψt ‘Marx’s biggest con
structlon slte’. The accusation against Engels is that he turned a 
building site into the facsimile of a finished building. Vollgraf and 
]ucknickel document the very extensive changes that Engels made to 
Marx’s text-substantially increasing the number of chapters， chang
ing their order， incorporating parenthetical comments and footnotes 
into the text， adding text of his own， cutting and polishing Marx’s text， 
and making a variety of corrections." 까le effect of this editing， Michael 
Heinrich complains， is to make Marx’s text seem more fin ished than it 
actually was: 

꺼1e arrangement of a text and the headings used obviously strongly 
influence the understanding of a text， especially if the text is not fìnished 
but in large parc sketchy and incomplete. By puning this material 
together into chapters and insercing headings， this draft character is 
concealed. But even more imporcant， the readers can no longer tell at 
what point in the manuscript ‘presentation’ turns into ‘ inquiry’. The diε 
ference bctween presentation and inquiry， however， is of central 
imporcancc for Marx’'s own methodical understanding. To Marx， ‘pres
entatlon’ does not just mean the more or less skilful assembly of fìnal 
results. Thc factual correlation of the conditions presented should be 
expressed by the correct presentation of the categories， by ‘advancing 
from the abstract to the concrete’. To Marx， the search for an adequate 
presentation is an esscntial parc ofhis process of inquiry. But the differ
ence between complete and incomplete presentation is concealed by the 

2j Unfortunatdy there seems tO be no satis담ctory book.length study ofEngds’s thought. 
c야ert띠tai“in비세1냐Iyψy끼’서in Eng만l“IS빼s 
is probab비Iy the best of a bad bu nch. See a뇌Iso the spec디I녀a뇌1 issu띠e on Engds. Inttrnational 
Socialism. 2.64 (1994). hccp://www.marxists.de/theory/engds/. 

24 Carl. Erich VolIgraf and J ürgen J uckn ickd. ‘Marx in Marx’s Words? On Engds’s Edition 
。f the Main Manuscript ofBook j of Capital’.}ournalofPoliticaIEconomy. j2:I (2002). 
quotation from p40. 
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structure imposed by Engels. Additionally， Engels tried to strengthen 
the coherence of the text through omissions and connecting phrases. 
꺼1e readers do not learn that a large part of Marx’'s manuscript is open 
and undecided. Engels gives them a possible solution of the problεms 
without letting them know that there is a problem: the solution given by 
Eη�els appears as a mostly complete elaboration by Marx.2S 

Heinrich is particularly critical of the very extensive editing and rear
ranging that Engels made of chapter 5 of the manuscript， ‘까le Division 
ofProfit into Interest and Net Profit (Industrial or Commercial Profit). 
Interest-Bearing Capital'， which he transformed into Part Five of 
Volume III. 1his is especially messy， including two long sections entitled 
‘Confusion’ largely consisting of excerpts from evidencε given at the 
parliamentary enquiries into the suspension of the Bank Act 1844 
during the panics of 1847 and 1857， accompanied by Marx’s comments. 
Engels found dealing with this part of the manuscript especially diffi
cult， telling Laura Lafargue (4 November 1892): ‘꺼le day 1 finish that 
section on Banks and Credit， which has been my stumbling block for 
4-5 yiεars . . .  -the day 1 finish that， there will be some consumption of 
alcohol-you bet! ’  (CW50: 션; in English in the original) 

Engels divided the manuscript into 15 chapters， in the process reor
dering the material considerably. He also amended the following 
sentence: ‘It lies outside our plan to give an analysis of the credit system 
and the instruments this creates (credit money， etc)，’ by inserting the 
word ‘detailed’ before ‘analysis’ (compare MEGA2， 11/4.2: 469 and 
CIII: 525). According to Heinrich: 

for Marx’s concept of presentation the central question is whether the 
inherent laws regulating credit can actually bc discussed on the highly 
abstracr level of Capital， or whether they are linked to a number of his
torically specifìc institutional factors， such as rhe constirution of thc 
money and banking sysrem， so thar there cannor be a general crεdir 
rheory. In Marx’'s manuscripr rhis quesrion remains open. Engels chose 
to present rhe research matcrial found in Marx’'s manuscript on rhe gεn
eral lcvel， which led to rhe reproach against Marx rhar he had unduly 
generalised spεcifìc historic condirions of rhe credir sysrem in 1 9th cen
rury England.'. 

's Michad Heinrich. ‘Engds’ Edicion of che Third Volume of Capital and Marx’'s Original 
Manuscript’• Scimct and Socitty. 60:4 (1996-1997). p4S7. 

，6 Heinrich. ‘Engds’ Edition of the Third Volume of Capital and Marx’'s Original 
Manuscript’. PP46ι-463 
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Heinrich’s specifi.c criticism about the treatment of credit can on1y 
properly be addressed when we considεr the prob1em of Marx’s overall 
construction of Capital in the concluding section of this chapter and 
examine his method in chapters 2 and 3. But his genera1 indictment of 
Engels is overstated. Engels inherited from Marx the Hercu1ean 1abour 
of comp1eting Capital at a time when he himself was ageing， strugg1ing 
with chronic illness， and engaged in an enormous correspondence with 
a growing internationa1 socia1ist movement. He was a1so subject to the 
same din of enquiries about when Capital， IIl， in particu1ar wou1d 
appear that Marx had suffered for the 1atest 15 years of his life. In the 
event， it was pub1ishεd in 1894， nine years aner the pub1ication of 
Vo1ume II， and not 10ng before Engels’s own death. Heinrich is right 
that Engels’'s editing of chapter 5 of the manuscript makes it seem more 
fi.nished than it actually was. But if he had εxcluded this materia1 he 
wou1d have been attacked a1so. He was in an impossib1e situation. 
Moreover， Vollgraf and Jucknickel are right to point out that ‘Engels’s 
editingwork did noÍ: concea1 the fact that the third vo1ume had remained 
a torso and that the manuscript remained a dran， even in its pub1ished 
version. 1he many digressions Marx made in his exposition and in his 
reflections are recognisab1e as such even without the optica1 too1 of the 
parentheses which Engels rεmoved’.27 One doesn’t require the immense 
apparatus of the MEGA2 to rea1ise， for examp1e， that the chapter Engels 
gave the tide ‘Development of the Law’s Interna1 Contradictions' 
(another ofHeinrich’s bugbears) is a fragmentary dran. 

1his doesn’t a1ter the fact that some ofEngels’s editing is unfortunate. 
He changed the subtide of Vo1ume III from ‘Gestaltuη!geη des 
Gesal찌roz빡5’ (Figures of the Process as a Who1e) into ‘Der 
Gesamtprozeß der kapitalistischeη Produktion’ (1he Process of Capita1ist 
Production as a Who1e). For reasons that shou1d become clear in the next 
two chapters， 1 prefer the origina1 subtide. It is， moreover， important to 
know that ‘One of the most frequendy cited of Marx’s remarks on the 
causes of crises-‘1he ultimate reason for all rea1 crises a1ways remains 
the poverty and restricted consumption of the masses， in the face of the 
drive of capita1ist production to develop the productive forces as if on1y 
the abso1ute consumption capacity of society set a 1imit to them'
appears in a passage from which Engels removed the parentheses 
(compare CIII: 615 with MEGA2 II/4.2: 539-540). He a1so seems to have 
rep1aced every occurrence of ‘productive capita1ist' with ‘ industria1 

>7 VollgrafandJucknickel. ‘Marx in Marx’s Words?’. p67 
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capitalist’. 꺼lis is misleading because it encourages the view that Marx is 
offering an account of industrial capitalism when he is quite clear that 
productive capital includes what we would call service sectors (eg trans
POrt). Most seriously of all， Engels interpolates into Marx’'s discussion of 
the tendency of the rate of profìt to fall， in a passage where Marx is sug
gesting that higher labour productivity may cause the rate of profìt to rise 
thanks to a cheapening of the elemεnts of constant capital， the reassuring 
pronouncement: ‘In actuality， however， the rate of profìt will fall in the 
long run， as we have already seen’ (CIII: 337; translation modifìed; com
pare MEGA2 II/4 . 1 :  319). Here undoubtedly Engels's politico-historic 
predilections overcome an accurate rendering ofMarx’s own thinking." 

But the biggest weakness of Engels’s edition of Volume III has long 
been well known， namely the famous Supplement and Addendum where 
he out!ines the so-called historical interpretation of the labour theory of 
value， claiming that it holds true in conditions of simple commodity 
production， prior to the development of capitalism， but ηot where capi
talist productions prevails. 까lis involves a complete misunderstanding 
ofMarx’'s value theory， as we shall see in chapters 3 and 4; it is rejected by 
virtually every contemporary commentator on Capital. Moreover， as 
John Weeks points out， the aαount that Engels gives of the transition 
from feudalism to capitalism is very different from Marx’s: ‘Engels 
argued that the development of capitalism could be explained in “purely 
economic" terms， “without the necessity for recourse in a single instance" 
to any “p이itical interference". In coritrast， Marx devoted the fìnal sec
tion ofVolume 1 of Capital to the violent methods that accompanied the 
emergence of capitalism’ 29 

1hese theoretical differences are important， both bεcause Engels 
enormously influenced the reception of Marx’'s work and because they 
indicate the distinct perspective from which he edited Capital. But they 
should also remind us that Engels needs to be treated as himself a con
tributor to the critique of political economy. After all， it was he who fìrst 
broached this critique publicly in his 1844 article ‘Out!ines of a Critique 
of P이itical Economy' and in The Co쩌itioη of the Working Class in 
Eη'glaηd (1845). 1hese texts were important reference points for Marx 
while working on Capital， when he acknowledged (7 July 1864): ‘'As you 
know， 1.  1’m always late off the mark with everything， and 2. 1 invariably 

18 5ee Geert Reuren， “‘Zirktl vicitux. or Trend Fall? The Course of rhe Profir Rar< in Marx’s 
Capital I I I '， History ofPolitical Economy， 36.1 (，004)， PP171' ‘7'. 

'9 John W<eks， Capital， Exploitation and Economic Crisis (London， 1010)， chs 1 and 1 
(quorarion from P30) 
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follow in your footsteps' (CW41:  546-547). He calls the ‘Oudines’ ‘bril
liant’ in the 1859 Preface to A Contributioη to the Critique of Political 
Ecoηomy (Con: 2 1). Marx reread the Coηditioη when writing the I86I-63 
Maημscript and wrote to Engels on 1 8  April 1863 : ‘50 far as the main 
theses in your book are concerned， by the by， they have been corrobo
rated down to the last detail by developments subsequent to 1844. For 1 
have been comparing the book with the notes 1 made on the ensuing 
period’ (CW41:  468). While writing Capital， 1， he modesdy told Engels 
(10 February 1 866) that the great chapter on 깨e Working Day’ ‘supple
ments your book (채etchψ) up to 1865’ (CW42: 224). It is， moreover， 
Engels who first formulates the concept of the industrial reserve army of 
labour， arguing in the Conditioη that ‘English manufacture must have， 
at all times save the brief periods of highest prosperity， an unemployed 
reserve army of workers， in order to be able to produce the masses of 
goods required by the market in the liveliest months'.'o 까le influence 
that Engels and his distinct theoretical perspective (which， as we shall 
see， highlights the role of competition) had on the development of 
Marx’s own critique of political economy would repay separate study. 
But these differences don't diminish the scale of Engels’s accomplish
ment in completing Capital for publication， for all that it may not pass 
the test of modern scholarly editing. In publishing Capital， 111， he made 
available what he told Danielson (23 April 1885) was ‘the concluding and 
crowning part’， ‘the most astounding thing 1 havε ever read' to later gen
erations (CÞ짜7: 278). 

1hε long and winding road 

But if Capital has a history， it also has a prehistory. One can tenta
tively identify three phases in Marx’s development as an economic 
thinker. It is worth noting that the periodisation 1 have adopted cuts 
across Louis Althusser’s famous ‘epistemological break' between thε 
young ‘humanist Marx' struggling with the influences of Hegel and 
Feuerbach in the fìrst half of the 1840S and the ‘scientifìc’ Marx that 
emerges in the ‘Theses on Feuerbach’ and The Germaη ldeology at 
rhe middle of the same decade." 까lÍs doesn't necessarily invalidate 

}O Engds， Co찌tion oftht Working CL때， pI24. Garorh Srodman]onos srrossos rho 
indopondom conrriburion ofEngds’s oarly wrirings in ‘Engds and rho Gonosis of 
Marxism’， NtwL샘 Rtvitw. 1/106 (1977); soo also Rigby. Engtls and tht Formation of 
Marxism， chs 1 and }. and. for a m。π S야prκal rako. Hal Drapor. Karl Marx's ThtOη of 
Rtvolution (4 vols. Now York. 1977-90). chs 7 and 8. 

}I  Louis Al띠 
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Althusser’s incerpretation， but it underlines the comψP미lexit따t다y’ of Marπx's 
dev앤e리lιo매pme 
in chapters 2. and 3.) 

I IS44-7: The humanist critic ofpolitical economy 
Marx started his incensivε study of political economy after his arrival in 
Paris in the aucumn of 1843. As he later explained， having accempted a 
critique of Hegel’s political philosophy， he had reached: 

the concIusicin that . . .  legal relations . . .  [and] political forms . . .  originate in 
the material conditions oflife， the totality of which Hegel， following the 
example of English and French thinkers of the eighteenth century， 
embraces within the term ‘civil society’; that the anatomy of this civil 
society， however， has to be sought in political economy. (Coη: 2.0)32 

As was his practice throughouc his life， Marx took plenciful notes 
excerpring from and commencing on the works of political economy he 
was reading. These Exzerpthefte merge inco the texts with which we 
most associate the ‘Young Marx'， namely the ‘Notes on Mill’ and the 
Ecoηomic aηd PhilosophiαI Maηuscripts of IS44.33 But we fìnd broadly 
the same problematic in the slightly later draft article on Friedrich List， 
wriccen in March 1845， just before Marx and Engels started work on the 
body of writing published posthumously as The Germaη ldeology.34 Here 
Marx shows an incrεasingly confìdenc grasp of the categories of political 
economy that led him to plan a two-volume Critique of Politics aηd 
Political Ecoηomy and even， in a characteristic leccer of 1 August 1846 
explaining to his publisher why he hadn’t delivered this work， a separate 
Critique ofEconomics (CW38: 49). 

In these texts Marx uses the fìndings of rhe political economists to 
exemplify the theme of alienated labour and more broadly to show how 
bourgeois society violates the human essence. For our purposes， in some 
ways more inceresting than the much beccer known Paris Manuscrψts 
are the ‘Notes on Mill’， excerpts from and commencs on James Mill’s 

32 Imporcant studies ofMarx’'s early developmem include Michad Löwy. Tht ThtO’"] 01 
Rtvolution in tht Young Marx (Brill. 2002). Starhis Kouvdakis. Philosophy aηd 
Revolution: From Kant to Marx (London. 2003). and David Leopold. Tht Young Karl 
Marx (Cambridge. 2007)' My fullest discussion is in Marxism and Philosophy (Oxford. 
1983). ch 2 

33 SeeJürgen Rojahn. ‘까1e Emergence of a Theory: the Imporcance ofMarx’s Norebooks 
Exempl ified by Those from 1844’. Rtthinking Marxism. 1 4.4 (2002). 

34 1 owe my undersranding of the drafi: on List and its significance ro Lucia Praddla. wh。
discusses it in ‘New Developmemalism and rhe Origins ofMerhodological Narionalism’， 
Compttition and Change. 18  ι (2014) 
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Elemeηts ofP，。ιticalEcoηomy (182.0). Here Marx endorses but elaborates 
on Mill ’'s conventional defìnition of money as the medium of exchange: 

the mediatiη!gfunction or movement， human， social activity， by means of 
which the products of labour mutually complement each other， is 
estranged and becomes the property of a material thing external to man， 
viz. money. If a man himself alienates this mediating function he 
remains active only as a lost， dehumanised creature. 까le relatioη 
between things， human dealings with them， become the operations of a 
being above and beyond man. (EW‘ 2.60) 

Money as the autonomised mediator between human activities is an 
alienated expression ofhumans’ species being， a concept that Marx takes 
from Ludwig Feuerbach， but gives a new content. According to Marx， 
human beings fìnd fulfìlment through creative activity: 

Hence this mediator is the lost， estranged essence of private property， 
private property alieηated and external to itself;. it is the alienated medi
aμon of human production， the alienated spe디es-activity of man. All 
the qualities proper to the generation of this activity are transferred to 
the mediator. 꺼lUS man separated from this mediator becomes poorer as 
man in proportion as the mediator becomes richer. (EW 2.61) 

This is quite typical ofMarx’s treatment of political economy at this 
stage. He broadly accepts the descriptions of economic relations and 
practices that he fìnds in the works he studies， but offers a different 
interpretation of their signifìcance. As Allen Oakley puts it about 
Marx’s more extended discussion in the Paris Manuscripts: 

When he turned his attention to the elaboration ofhis own critique of 
the system that political economy had enabled him to outline， the distri
bution status oflabour is taken as an empirical fact of capitalism. Marx’s 
ultimate concern was with the situation oflabour in general， humanistic 
terms rather than only in material terms-that is， with labour vis-a-vis 
the realisation ofhuman potential， with labour as an essential ontologi
cal process.3' 

Or， as Althusser puts it， ‘Marx doesn’t modify any of the economists’ 
concepts， he simply reads them， by relating thεm to their h idden 
essence: the alienation of human labour， and across this alienation， the 

35 Allen Oakley. Marxs Critique ofPolitical Economy: Intellectual Sources and Evolution (2 
vols. London. 1984). 1. P49. 1’m grateful tO Colin Barker for drawing my attention t。
Oakley’'5 important work 
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human essence’.36 But this interpretation isn’t just lowered onto the 
economists' concepts and descriptions， like an external scaffolding. On 
the contrary， the philosophical anthropology that guides Marx’5 assess
ment is itself formulated thanks to his encounter with political 
economy， which in parti.cular allows him to begin to transcend 
Feuerbach by reconcεiving the relationship between humans and 
nature. No longer is this relationship defìned， as it was by Feuerbach， by 
sensibility (SiηηLichkeit)， the passive faculty of receiving sense impres
sions emitted by an external nature; now it is labour that binds humans 
to the rest of nature in an active process of mutual transformation. Thus 
in the Mamμcrψts Marx praisεs Hegel because ‘he adopts the stand
point of modern political economy. He sees labour as the essence， the 
self-confìrming essence， of man’ (EW: 386). It is this understanding of 
human beings as inventive social producers that forms the basis of 
Marx’5 critique of alienation: the alienation of labour under capital 
means that workers are denied the possibility of fulfìlling the very core 
of their species being.37 

But Marx’5 endorsement of‘the standpoint of modern political econ
omy’ is not complεte. Remarkably in the light of his later intellectual 
evolution， he distances himself from the labour theory of value: 

Both on the question of the relations of money to the value of meral and 
in his demonsrrarion rhar the cost of producrion is rhe sole fa다or in rhe 
dεrerminarion of value Mill succumbs to rhe error， made by rhe emire 
Ricardo School， of defìning an abstract law wirhom memioning rhe 
Ructuarions or rhe cominual suspension through which ir comes into 
being. If εg it is an iηvariable law rhar in rhe lasr analysis-or rarher in 
the sporadic (accidenral) coincidence of supply and demand-rhe cost of 
producrion derermines price (value)， rhεn ir is no less an iηvariable law 
rhat these relarions do nor obtain， ie rhar value and cost of producrion 
do nor srand in any necessary relation. .  꺼1e rrue law of εconom1cs IS 

chance， and we learned pεople arbirrarily seize on a few momems and 
esrablish rhem as laws. (EW: l59-l60)38 

Meanwhile， the humanist critique of political economy was being 
developed independently but in parallel by Marx’5 fellow Feuerbachian 

36 Louis Althusser. ‘Sur Feuerbach‘. in Écrits philosophiqut5 tt politiqut5 (Fran‘。is
Matheron. ed; 2 vols. Paris. 1994. 1995). II. P213 

37 Two good studies ofMarx on alienation are Chrisropher J Arthur. Dialutiα ofLabour 
(Oxford. 1986). and Sean Sayers. Marx and Alimation (Basingstoke. 2011) 

38 See the discussion ofMarx’s in itial rejection of the labour theory of value in Ernest 
Ma찌d‘ The Formation oftht Economic Thought ofKarlMarx (London“”이. ch 3 . 
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communist Friedrich Engels， soon to become his lifelong collaborator. 
In ‘Oudines of a Critique ofPolitical Economy’， published in 1844 and， 
as we have seen， an importam reference poim for Marx (who memions it 
in the Paris Manuscripts)， Engels also reje다s the labour theory of value 
in very similar terms: ‘Abstract value and its determination by the costs 
of production are， atter all， only abstractions， nonemities’ (CW3: 42S). 
But， whereas Marx treats private property as an expression of alienated 
labour， Engels (perhaps thanks to the influence of the followers of 
Robert Owen he encoumered during his fìrst stay in Manchester in 
1842-44) relates it to compe따ion: 

in the end everything comes down to competition， so long as private 
property exists . . .  because private property isolates everyone in his own 
crude solitariness， and because， nevertheIess， everyone has the same 
interest as his neighbour， one landowner srands antagonisticaIIy con
fronted by another， one capitalist by anorher， one worker by another. In  
rhis discord of identical interests resulring preciseIy from rhis identity is 
consummared the immoraliry of mankind’s condirion hirherto; and rhis 
consumma띠n is competirion. (Cμ'3: 431-432.)39 

Informing the young Marx’s and Engels’s r며ection ofRicardian value 
theory is a hostility to abstraction very differem from the stance taken 
by Marx in his later economic works. In the writings of the early and 
mid-1840S abstraction is associated to what is limited and partial com
pared to the concrete existence of what Marx and Engels call in The 
Germaη ldeology ‘the real individuals， their activity and the material 
conditions under which they live，’ which can ‘be verifìed in a purely 
empirical way’ (CWS: 31). Thus Marx already uses the expression ‘abstract 
labour' in the Paris Maηuscrψts， but merely to characterise the aliena
tion of the worker， who ‘ l ives from one-sided， abstract labour' (EW 
288). By comrast， in Capital and the dratts preceding it， abstraction is 
the essemialanalytical tool to idemifying the inner structure of càpital
ist economic relations. As we shall see in chapter 2， by the time Marx 
writes the IS，ι[-Ó3 Maηuscript one of his main criticisms of Ricardo has 
become that he isn’t abstract enough.40 

39 See the interesting. if severe. discussion ofEngds’'s e.rly writings in Kouvd.kis. 
Phi/osophy and Revo/ution. ch 4 . •  nd. on Engds's first encounter with M.nchester. Hunt. 
The Frock-Coated Communist. ch 3. lt should be stressed th.t competition is .Iso . m.jor 
them.tic preoccupation of the 1844 Manuscripκ where. for example. Marx writes: ‘까le 
only wheds which political economy sets in motion aregrud and the war ofthe 
avanαous-competition’ (EW: 3깅) 

40 I 'm grateful [0 Rob Jackson for this point. 
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2 IS47-I.앙7: The critical Ricardian 
Marx’s stance towards ‘the Ricardo School' decisively changes in the 
second phase of his treatment of political economy， but this is part of a 
more complex and comprehensive theoretical recasting. The Pover.η of 
Phi따ophy (1847)-Marx’s first ‘mature， complete and conclusive work' 
(Georg Lukács)-marks a decisive shitt." Devoted to a critique of the 
French socialist Pierre-]oseph Proudhon’s Philosophie de la misere， this 
text is the site of Marx’s first εxplicit formulation of the concept of the 
relations of production (Produktioηsverhält.ηisse) . In an excellent discus
sion of the origins of the basic concepts ofhistorical materialism， Göran 
Therborn notes: 깨ε Iζrm “Produktivkräfte" (“forces of production" or 
“productive forces") was bequearhed to Marx by rhe classical econo
mists. In the form of “producrive powers"， it occurs in Smith and 
Ricardo， and his excerprs and quorarions from rhem， Marx (from the 
Ecoηomic aηd Philosophical Maηuscripts onwards) usually translates it 
into German as Produktivkr.샤e.’ Marx’s firsr formularion of his rheory 
of history in rhe manuscripts dratted in 1845-7 and posthumously pub-
lished as The German ldeology， trears rhe development of the producrive 
forces as rhe cause of transformarions in social relarions. But， as 
Therborn points out， in rhis rext， ‘the concepr rhar accompanies rhe 
“rces of production is Verkehr or Ve채ehrsjòrm， a much broader term 
meaning approximately communication， commerce or intercourse’ 42 

As lare as his letter of 28 Dεcember 1846 to Pavel Annenkov where 
Marx roughs our rhe argumεnt of The Poverty ofPhilosophy， he srill uses 
the concept of Verkehr where in his later wriring we would expecr to find 
that of rhe relarions of producrion， to refer to the social relarions thar 
inreracr wirh the producrive forces: 

Man never renounces what he has gained， but this does not mean that he 
never renounces the form of society in which he has acquired certain 
productive forces. On the contrary. If he is not to bε dεprived of the 
rεsults obtained or to forfeit the fruits of civilisation， man is compelled 
to change all his traditional so디al forms as soon as the mode of com
merce ceases to correspond to the productive forces acquired. Here 1 use 
the word commerce in its widest sense-as we would say Verkehr in 
German ... Thus， the economic forms in which man produces， consumes 

4' Georg Lukács， Histoη aηd Class COnsciOI“nm (London， '97 ')' p33. It is to be regretted 
that as shrewd a comme 
which he says ‘ddivers little that was oflasting rdevance to the evolution ofMarx’s 
critique of political economy'，MarxS Critiqul o!PoliticalEconomy， 1， PP'09'"O. 

42 Göran Therborn， ScimCl Class and SOcilty (London， 1976)， PP3SS， 368. 
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a�d exchanges are transitoηI and historical. With the acquisition of new 
productive faculties man changes his mode of production and with the 
mode of production he changes all the economic relations which were 
but the necessary relations of that particular mode of producdon. 
(CWj8: 96-97) . 

In  The Poverty Of Philosophy Marx maintains the contrast between 
the productive forces， whose development is cumulative， and ‘transltory 
and historical' social relations， but the latter arε given a much more 
precise specifìcation as the social relations of production， which in turn 
havε defìnite economic meaning as the relations of effective control over 
the productive forces.43 까lÏs conceptual shirr then allows a reformula
tion of Marx’'s critique of political economy: ‘Economic categories are 
only the theoretical expressions， the abstractions of the social relations 
of production’ (CW6: 1야). The association of production relations and 
economic categories is a persisting theme in Capital and its drarrs， as we 
see in chapters 2 and 3. The introduction of the concept of relations of 
production serves two crucial functions in The Poverη ofPhilo때hy. 
First， it permits Marx to conceptualise capital as a social relation. For 
example: ‘Machinery is no more an economic category than thε bullock 
that drags the plough. Machinery is merely a productive force. The 
modern workshop， which depends on the applicàtion of machinery， is a 
so디al production relation， an economic category ’ (CW6: 183). In a 
slighdy later text， Wage Labour aηd Capital (published in 1849 but 
based on lectures given in 1847)， Marx takes this a step further， specify
ing the capital relation as one between capital and wage labour: 

꺼?us capital presupposes wage labour; ωage labour presupposes capital. 
They reciprocally condition the existence 01 each other; th앤 re，때rocal，너 
bringforth each other. 

Does a worker in a cotton factòry produce merely cotton textiles? 
No， he produces capital. He produces values which serve afresh to com
mand his .labour and by means ofit to create new values. (CW9: 2 14) 

The view of the capital relation expressed in this passage (the fìrst 
paragraph of which is quoted in Capital， 1: 724 n 21) implies a theory of 
how value is creatεd， something Marx dismissed in the ‘Notes on Mill’. 
This brings us to the second function of his introduction of the concept 
of the relations of production: it allows him to historiζise and denatural
ise classical political economy， but also to use it as a basis of analysis. 50 

43 S<e G A Cohen's classic treatment: Karl Marxs 1heoηofHistory (Oxford， 1978)， ch 1 1 1 .  
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in The Poverty 0/ PhiLosophy he famously criticises the ‘Metaphysics of 
Political Economy'， writing， for example: ‘Economists express the rela
tions ofbourgeois production， thε division oflabour， credit， money， etc， 
as fìxed， immutable， eternal categories’ (CW6: 162.). But his attitude to 
Ricardo changes. In his ‘Critical Notes on the Article “The King of 
Prussia and 50cial Reform"’ (1844)， Marx refers to ‘the cynic Ricardo' 
(EW: 406). Now he writes: ‘Doubdess， Ricardo’s language is as cynical 
as can be. To put thε cost of manufacture ofhats and the cost of mainte
nance of men on the same plane is to turn men into hats. But do not 
make an outcry at the cynicism ofit. 꺼1e cynicism is in the facts and not 
in the words which express the facts’ (CW6: Ii.S). And he goes consider
ably further: 

Ricardo shows us the real movement of bourgeois production， which 
constitutes value ... Ricardo establishes the truth ofhis formula by deriv
ing it 타om all economic relations， and by explaining in this way all 
phenomena， even those like rent， accumulation of capital and the rela
tion of wages to profits， which at first sight seem to contradict it; it is 
precisely that which makes his doctrine a scientific system. (CW6: 
1 2.3- 12.4) 

까1is is an especially interesting passage because Marx here praises 
Ricardo for what， as we shall see in chapter 3， hε will criticise him for 
doing in the 13，ι[-63 Maηuscrψt， namely trying to establish a deductive 
connection between value and other economic relations. Marx now 
explicidy embraces the labour theory of value: ‘the determination of 
value by labour time .. .is therefore merely the scientifìc expression of the 
economic relations of present-day society， as was clearly and precisely 
demons띠Iεd by Ricardo long before M Proudhon’ (CW6: 138). And 
towards the end of The Poverty of PhiLosophy Marx defends Ricardo’s 
theories of rent and wages in some detail. 50 at this stage in his intellec
tual development Marx is critical of Ricardo and other political 
economists for eternising the historically specifìc and transitory rela
tions of production of bourgeois society， but believes they give an 
accurate account of the substance of these relations.44 A particularly 

44 The ‘Drafi: Article on List’ represents an imporrant step rowards the theoretical position 
Marx tl찌‘a뇌1야‘ke‘(e앙s in Tht POαver.따ηη1 0fPhil，써lμoωsoψ'phy.πT깨hu따JS heπe wr끼ite따c야s“I“thπc다따rπc ‘ l“ fAd떠am Smit빼I 
t“he。야rπe타t“ica뇌1 St떠artlng-p。미int of political economy. then its real point of deparrure. its real 
school. is “civil society' (dit bürgtrlicht CtStllsch껴). of which the di따rent phases of 
devdopment can be accurate!y traced in political economy’ (CW4: 273). Moreover. Marx 
in this text accepts the labour theory of value. as the following passage makes clear: 
‘“'Labour' is the living basis of privatc properry. it is private properry as the creative source 
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remarkable example of this is in his 1847 lecture on wages， where he con
cedes that the political economists are right to criticise trade unions， 
since any wage increases will by， reducing profits， lead directly or indi
rectly (via labour-saving innovations) to workers losing their jobs， but 
insists that this is besides the point: 

If in the associations it really were a matter only of what it appears to be， 
namely the fixing of wages， if the relationship between labour and capi
tal were eternal， these combinations would be wrecked on the necessity 
of things� Bur they are the means of uniting the working class， of prepar
ing for the overthrow of the entire old society with its class 
contradictions. (CW6: 43St 

This position-that trade unions are ineffective or worse economi
cally but are valuable as forms of class organisation-is an instable one 
that was only overcome when Marx criticised in the London Notebooks 
of 1850-53 (partially published in MEGA2) the idea common to Ricardo 
and Malthus that population pressures prevent real wages from rising 
above a subsistence minimum; this critique was most fully developed in 
‘Value， Price， and Profit’ (1865) ' In my view， Marx nevertheless remains 
in the framework forged in The Poverty of Philosophy of critical 
Ricardianism up to and beyond his resumption of his economic studies 
in London in the early 1850S. The London Notebooks contain excerpts 
from and comments on Ricardo’s Priηcψles， alongside (among other 
topics) extensive notes on British debates on currency and banking， 
excerpts from a wide range of political economists， and studies of world 
history and colonialism. By this period Marx is becoming more critical 
ofRicardo， as is clear also in his correspondence of the early 1850S， which 
explores the currency debates and Ricardo’s th�ory of rent (see chap
ter ι). As a result， Marx’s economic analysis developed in ways that 
threaten to burst out of the Ricardian framework: for example， Lucia 
Pradella argues that it is in the notes on Ricardo that ‘Marx distin
guished for the first time the value of wag'εs from the value produced by 
workεrs'.46 But something new happεns in 1857. 

。fitsdf. Private property is nothing but objtct.까td labour ’ (CW4: 278). 
45 Marx may have been inAuenced here by Engels. whose first stint workingat the family 

firm ofErmen & Engds in Manchester in ，842-44 had given him much more d irect 
experience of an actual workers’ movement: see rhe very similar assessment of the trade 
union s[rw짧le in The Condition ofthe Working Cμ55. PP250-261. 

46 Lucia Praddla. Globalization and the Critique ofPolitical Econo쩌. New lnsight5 from 
Marx's μ'riting5 (London. 20'4). See ch IV for exrensive discussion of the London 
Norebooks. The passage in question isMEGA2 IV/8: 4'3-4 '4. Note also rhis somewhat 
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3 ISS7-S3: the art.펜'cer 0/ categories 
Beyond any specific theoretical changes， what appears in the Grμηdrisse 
is a new preoccupation with the construction and ordering of categories. 
These categories in turn are seen as articulating the structure of capitalist 
relations of production. Even if prompted by Marx’s rereading ofHegel’s 
Science of Logic， this shitt must be understood in terms of the problems 
Marx inherited from Ricardo. This will form the subject matter of the 
next two chapters and， to some extent， of this book as a whole. 

It is， however， worth stressing the continuities in Marx’s critique of 
political economy. There is， to begin with， a set of theoretical presupposi
tions that rεmain unchanged. Thε philosophical anthropology that 
Marx formulated in the Paris Maηuscripts underlies all his later eco
nomic writings. 꺼lis is most obvious in the account of the labour process 
in Capital， 1， chapter 7. This passage， for εxample， lucidly states the basis 
ofMarx’'s critique ofFeuerbach in The Germaη !deology: 

Labour is， fìrst of all， a process between man and nature， a process by 
which man， through his own actions， mediates， regulates and controls 
the metabolism (S뺑we씨sel) between himself and nature. Hε con
fronts the materials of nature as a force of nature. He sets in motion thζ 
natural forces which belong to his own body， h is arms， legs， head and 
hands， in order to appropriate the materials of nature in a form adapted 
to his own needs. 까lfough this movement he acts upon external nature 
and changes it， and in this way he simultaneously changes his own 
nature. (CI: 2.83) 

The Germaη !deology also includes， as we have already seen， Marx’s 
and Engels’s first oudine of their theory of history. Not only is this 
presupposed by the evolving critique of political economy， buc， as the 
example of The Poverη 0/ Philosophy shows， the latter provides the 
occasion for the clarification and reformulation of the basic concepts of 
historical materialism. Most of the best books on Marx’s theory ofhis" 
tory draw heavily on remarks he makes in passing in Capital. 낀lere are 
also thematic continuities: At least some of the content of Marx’s 
theory of fetishism， according to which social relations among persons 
take the form of relations between things， is already present in his 

earlier passage in ‘、Wage Labour and Capital’: ‘The workc::r reccives means of subsistcnce in 
exchange for his labour. but the capitalist receives in  exchange for his means of subsistence 
labour. the productive activity of the worker. the creative power whereby the worker not 
。nly replaces what he consumes but gives tO the accumulated labour a greater value than it 
previously possessed’ (CW9: 2 I )l 
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writings of the mid-I840S. Thus in the ‘Notes on Mill’ he identifies this 
happεning with money: 

1n money the unfettered dominion of the estranged thing over man 
becomes manifest. The rule of the person over the person now becomes 
the universal rule of the thing over the persoη， the product over the pro
ducer. Just as the equivalent， value， comained the determination of the 
alienation of private property， so now we see that moηey is the sensuous， 
corporeal existence of that alieηation. (EW: 2.70) 

1n Capital，'II1， Marx writes in very similar vein about 

that inversion [Verkehruη!g] of subject and object which already occurs 
in the course of the production process itself. We saw in that case how all 
the subjective productive forces of labour presem themselves as produc
tive forces of capital. On the onε hand， value， ie the past labour that 
dominates Iiving labour， is personifìed imo the capitalist; on the other 
hand， the worker conversely appears as mere objectifìed labour power， as 
a commodity. (CIII: 136) 

There is， as we.shall see， a lot more g이ng on in the later passage， but 
the continuity with the earlier one is also evident. Roman Rosdolsky 
even comments on the ‘Notes on Mill’: ‘'All the elements of the later 
theory of commodity [fetishism] are present here， even if they appear in 
philosophical guise' . •  7 ’This can’t be exactly right， since， as we have seen， 
Marx didn’t accept the labour theory of value in the earlier text， while 
the theory is presupposed by the distinction between living and dead 
labour in the later one (for more on this distinction see chapter 4). 
Nevertheless， the resonances are indeed striking. Another recurring 
preoccupation is with Chapter XXV1 ofRicardo’s Princψles， ‘On Gross 
and Net Revenuε’. Here Ricardo criticises Adam Smith for arguing that 
a country’s wealth is a function of its gross revenue: 

Provided its net real income， its rem and profìts be the same， it is of no 
importance whether the nation consist of ten or of twelve mill ions of 
inhabitants， its power of supporting Reets and armies， and all species 
of unproductive labour， must be in proportion to its net， and not its 
gross income. 1f fìve mi llions of men could produce as much food and 
c10thing as was necessary for ten mill ions， food and c10thing for the 
fìve millions would be the net revenue. Would it be of any advamage 
to the country， that to produce this same net revenue， seven mill ions 

47 Roman Rosd이sky. 7he MakingofMarx's Capital (London. 1977)， p1 L8. 
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of men should be required， that is to say， that sevεn millions should be 
employed to produce food and c10thing suflìcient for twelve m ill ions? 
The food and c10thing of five mi llions would still be the net revenue 
The employing a greater number of mεn would enable us neither to 
add a man tO our army and navy， nor to contribute one guinea more to 
taxes. (R， 1: 348) 

Ricardo is hεrε targeting the idea， with which his predecessors (David 
Hume as well as 5mith) had struggled， that a state’s prosperity (and 
hence its power) was a function of the size of its population. The passage 
fascinated Marx. In the 1844 Maηuscrψts it was evidence of political 
economy’s indifference to human beings: ‘For Ricardo men are nothing， 
the product everything' (EW: 306). In an articlε ofMarch 1853 Ricardo 
is described as regarding “‘Net Revenue" as the Moloch to whom entire 
populations must be sacrificed’ (CWII :  531). But by the time of the 
EconomicMaηuscrψt OfIS6I-Ó3 his attitude towards Ricardo had become 
more charitable: ‘Ricardo expressed these tendencies [towards maximis
ing profitability] consistendy and ruthlessly. Hencε much howling 
against him on the part of the philanthropic philistines’ (CW32.: 175). As 
is made even clearer in Capital， 111 ， by the 1860s Marx is now praising 
Ricardo for what he had earlier criticised him for: 

What other people reproach him for， ie that he is unconcerned with 
‘human beings' and concentrates exclusively on the development of the 
produ띠ve forces when considering capitalist produ다ion-whatever 
sacrifices of human beings and capital values this is bought with-is 
precisely his significant contribution. The development of the produc
tive forces of social labour is capital‘s historic mission and justification. 
(CIII: 368) 

In what sensε is Capital un6nished? 

50 even when there is an apparent continuity of preoccupation in Marx’s 
economic writings， closer attention suggests the discontinuities are more 
important-not， perhaps， with respect to the basic understanding of 
human nature and history than hε developed in the mid-1840S， bur cer
tainly in the theoretical development ofhis critiquε of political economy. 
The same sel1se of a project constantly undergoing reconstruction is evi
dent when we consider what may seem like a silly question: in what sensε 
is Capital unfinished? It seems silly because Marx died before he had 
published more than the first volume， and Engels finishes Capital， 111 ， 
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with a note that the manuscript had broken off at this point. As 
Althusser rather melodramatically puts it， ‘the reader will know how 
Volume 1hree ends. A title: Classes. Forty lines， then silence'.48 

But there is a bigger problem， which concerns how precisely Marx 
conceived Capital itself No sooner had he started on the Grundrisse than 
he started sketching out a plan of the work of which it would be the basis: 

The order obviously has ro be (1) rhe general， absrracr dererminanrs 
which obrain in more or less all forms of sociery... (2) 꺼1e caregories 
which make up rhe inner srrucrure of bourgeois sociery and on which 
rhe fundamenral c1asses resr. Capiral， wage labour， landed properry. 
Their inrerrelarion. Town and counrry. The three grear social c1asses. 
Exchange berween rhem. Circularion. Credir sysrem (privare). (3) 

Concenrrarion of bourgeois sociery in rhe form of rhe srare. Viewed in 
relarion to irself. The ‘unproducrive’ c1asses. Taxes. Stare debr. Public 
credir. The population. The colonies. Emigrarion. (4) The inrernarional 
relarion of production. Inrernarional division of labour. Inrernarional 
exchange. Exporr and imporr. Rare of exchange. (5) The world marker 
and crises. (G: 108) 

A littler later Marx comes up with another version of this plan， 
wherε he drops the initial discussion of ‘the general， abstract determi
nants’， but considerably elaborates on his pr이ectεd analysis of capital (in 
the process showing the influence that Hegel’s Logic was having on him 
at this stage): 

< 1 .μ. (1ωI샤) Ge히eneπc야r메a뇌I co띠on따1c야e매pr ofca삐pl마Ir다때a꾀1.-(μωz샤) Parr띠ic디ω띠ul뼈l니l바a따r디i미c다ryo애ofca뻗plπt다떠a꾀1: cir따rπ띠Cαωu배l 
capiral， fìxed capiral. (Capiral as rhe necessaries of Iife， as raw marerial， a잃 s 
Insrr따ru띠ume 
Accumulation. (2) Capital measured by itself Profit. Interest. ιιe ofcapi
tal: ie capiral as dis미ncr from irself as inreresr and profìr. (3) 1he circulatioη 
of capitals. (씨 Exchangε of capiral and capiral. Exchange of capiral wirh 
revenue. Capiral and prices. (ß) Competition of capitals. (y) Coηceηtratloη 
ofcapitals. 111 .  Capiral as credir. IV. Capiral as share capira1. V. Capital as 
moηey market. VI. Capiral as source of wealrh. 까1e capiralisr. Afi:er capi
ral， landed properry would be dealr wirh. Afi:er rhar， wage labour. AII 
rhree presupposed， 껴emovemeηt얘rzces， a싫sκ띠c디따ir，띠띠c디ωu배l 

inner ro아t대때a매Ii띠t다대y. On rhe orher side， rhe rhree c1asses， as producrion posired 

48 Althusser. ‘끼1< Object of Capita/'. P'93. 5ee on the subject of this entire section. the highly 
informed study by Michad Krätke. “‘Hier bricht das Manuskript ab" (Engds). Hat das 
Kapital einen 5chluss? ’， Bâträgt zur Marx-Engels.Forschung. 따'ue Folge (200I) and (lOOl). 
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in its three basic forms and presuppositions of circulation. 1heη the state 
(5tate and bourgeois society.-Taxes， or the existence of the unproductive 
classes.-The state debt.-Population.-The state externally: colonies. 
External trade. Rate of exchange. Money as international coin.-Finally 
the world market. Encroachment of bourgeois society over the state. 
Crises. Dissolurion of the mode of production and form of society based 
on exchangζ value. Real positing of individual labour as social and vice 
versa.)> (G: 2.64) 

A slightly lacer revision of whac Marx will come to chink of as che firsc 
‘book’ on capical shows his concepcs sectling on a more definitive shape， 
scill Hegelian in form: boch capical in general and capical as a cocalicy are 
organised as che Hegelian criad of universal-parcicular-singular: 

‘Capital. I. Geηerality: (1) (a) Emergence of capital our of money. 
(b) Capital and labour (mediating itself through alien labour). (c) The ele
ments of capital， dissected according to their rela띠n to labour (Product. 
Raw material. Ins았tru비ume디며n마1πt 0“f labour.) (μ떠z샤) Parπtμicαcu싸4μlμanzat，μionη1 01 ca.째Ipi“ita씨1: 
(헤a꾀) Ca삐plt뎌때a씨l c디띠ir띠c디ωu뼈l 
capital: Capital and pro야ht. Capital and in따te야rest. Capital as value， distinct 
from πself as interest and proht. II. Particularity: (1) Accumulation of 
capitals. (2.) Competition of capitals. (3) Concentration of capitals (quan
titative distinction of capital as at same time qualitative， as measure of its 
sizε and inAuence). III .  Singuμnη: (1) Capital as credit. (2.) Capital as 
stock-capital. (3) Capical as money market. (G: 2.7S) 

In che chree parcs of ‘Capital. 1. Geηeraιq’ in chis plan， we can 
roughly discern che beginnings of che chree volumes of C째ital devoced 
respeccively to produccion， circulacion， and che unicy of produccion and 
circulacion. Marx outlined a boiled down version of che overall scruccure 
roughed ouc in che Grundrisse in a letter to Lassalle of 2.2. Fζbruary 18S8: 
‘The whole is divided inco 6 books: I. On Capical (concains a flεw incro
duccory Chapters). 2. On Landed Propercy. 3. On Wage Labour. 4. On 
che 5cace. S. Incernacional Trade. 6. World Markec' (CÞη。: 270). Marx 
sec out exactly che same scruccure in che Preface co A Coηtributioη to the 
Critique ofPolitical Economy， published wich Lassalle’s heψ chε follow
ing year. Table 2， drawn up by Oakley， gives a helpful overview ofMarx’s 
plan for his cricique of policical economy ac chis scage (see also his 1εtter 
to Engels， 2 April l8S8 [CWso: 297]). 50， when he finally came co wrice 
Capital becween 1863 and 1867， did Marx scick by chis ‘six-book plan’ ? If 
he did， chen Capital is a mere fragmenc of a vasc and unfinished 
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work-and indeed necessarily unfìnished since， as David Harvey puts it， 
‘Marx would have had to become Methuselah to have completed this 
gargamuan project꺼
and it was u캠n써ed upon publication of the fì rst of the three projected 
parts (which represemed only 1/72 ofhis total project’ s。

Table 2 

Marxs Planned Critique ofPolitical Economy (1858-9) 

BOOK 1 :  CAPITAL 
Parr 1: Capital in general 

Chapter 1: The commodity 
Chapter 2:  Money 
Chapter 3: Capital 

Section 1: Production process of capital 
1: Transformation of money into capital 
2: Absolute surplus value 
3: Relative surplus value 
4: Original accumulation 
S: Wage labour and capital 
6: Appearance of the law of accumulation in simple circulation 
Section 2:  Circulation process of capital 
Section 3 : Capital and profìt 

Part 2:  Competition of capitals 
Part 3: Credit as capital 
Part 4: Share capital 
BOOK II: LANDED PROPERTY 
BOOK III: WAGE LABOUR 
BOOK IV: THE STATE 
BOOK V: FOREIGN TRADE 
BOOK VI: WORLD MARKET AND CRISES 

Source: Allen Oakley.M aπ’S Critique ofPo!itica!Economy (， vols. London. 1984). 1. p1S9. 

Maximilien Rubel goes even further， treating the six-book plan as the 
realisation of the ‘Economics’ Marx conceived in the mid-1840S. lndeed， 
The German ldeology， 꺼?e Poverty of Philosophy， and the Communist 
Maη함to ‘were， broadly speaking， part of the “Economics카 According 
to Rubel， in the fì rst of the plans in the Grμηdrisse: 

49 Oavid Harvey. A Companion to Marx's Capita!， Vo!ume 2 (London. '0 1 3). P384. 
SO Oussd. Towards an Unknou.끼Marx. plI l  
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we have the logical and dialectical structure of a plan that was never sub
jected to further modifìcation except in several points of detail and was 
ultimately fìxed as a double triad of rubrics with a rigorous and defìnitive 
order. Marx was. consequently. committed both morally and scientifìcally 
to fulfìl  the established schema; and it was in this spirit that he described 
his plan when informing his closest friends ofits concretisation.11 

Rubel conrends that the reason why Marx lefi: the six-book plan 
unrealised was that the initial book on capital simply proved far too long 
for him to complete his project. But Rubel relies on assertion rather than 
argument to support this inrerpretation. Michael Lebowitz. who agrees 
that Marx never abandoned the six一book plan. concedes: ‘Even the most 
sympathetic reader must conclude. however. that Rubel fai!ed to prove 
his case'." The alternative view is put most powerfully by Rosdolsky. who 
argues that Marx found himself in the ISÓI-Ó3 Manuscrψt increasingly 
dealing with material-for example. competition and landed property. 
that was supposed to be excluded from the analysis of‘capital in general’ 
to which the manuscript was devoted. Therefore. in 1864-5 he modified 
the six-book plan. absorbing the conrent of the books on landed prop
erty and wage labour into. respectively. Capital. III. Part 6. on ground 
renr. and Capital. 1. Part 6. on wages. What about the final three books. 
on the state. inrernational trade. and the world market? According to 
Rosdolsky. ‘they were never really “abandoned". That is to say. their sub
ject matter was never fully assimilated inro the second structure of the 
work but rather hεId back for the “evenrual conrinuation" itself’ 53 

At issue in these disagreemenrs is in part a question of method. Even 
ifwe leave aside Rubel’'s claim that Marx’s theoretical writings from The 
Germaη Jdeology onwards are all instalmenrs of the ‘Economics’. there is 

5' Joseph 0’Malley and Keith AIgozin， eds， Rubel on Kar/Marx (Cambridge， 1981)， PPIl7， 107 
5' Michad A Lebowitz， Beyo뼈 Capital: Marx’s Po/itica/ Economy ojthe Working C/ass (wd 

edn; Basingstoke， 1003)， P'9. Lebowitz by comrast does 0따r argu mems， but these 
represem a substamive critique of the limits ofMarx’s critique of pol itical economy that 1 
touch on in chapter 5 bdow. 

53 Rosd이sky， The MakingojMarxs Capital， P13; see general ly， ch " which summarises the 
debates among early 10th cemury Marxists abouc Marx’s plans. M ichad Hdnrich takes a 
broadly similar line to Rosdolsky， though he dates the sh ifi: in Marx’s plans tO 1863-4: 
‘Reconstrucrion or Deconstruction? Methodological Comroversies abouc Value and 
Capital， and New Insights from the Critical Edition’. in Bdlofiore and Fineschi， eds， 
Rereading Marx， pp81.83 . Danid Bensaïd suggests that the 1857 plan represems ‘an 
imermediary stage [in the move from the histOrical tO the logical order of presemation] 
where the srrucrural primacy of production remains obscured by the classical analysis of 
the factOrs of production 까1US the three first books announced rdate tO Capital， tO Land， 
and tO Labour 까1e momems of the tOtal process are still concdved in rdation tO these 
factors;' La Discordance des umps 엔arIS， '99씨， p'7. 
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something problematic about the assumption that the vast cycle of writ
ing spread over nearly 20 years from the Grundrisse to the French edition 
of C째itaL， 1， are realisations of a plan formulated in the early pages of 
the former text. Such an interpretation leaves no space for the creative 
process in which Marx confronts problems， lets his pen do his thinking 
for him by working them through on paper， and then reformulates cat
egories and theories. As Regina Roth puts it， ‘revision was one of the 
main characteristics of Marx’s working style'.54 There is no reason why 
this process of constant self-criticism should have spared Marx’s overall 
conception of the structure of his work any more than it did specifìc 
concepts. 까tis doesn’t mean that we can assume that Marx abandons the 
six-book plan， merely that his persisting with it must be demonstrated. 
(These criticisms apply with equal force to Harvey’s use of another pas
sage from the Gruηdrisse， which 1 discussed in the Introduction.) 

Developing an understanding of the theoretical recastings through 
which Marx’'s analysis develops is impeded by a tendency to treat the 
Grundrisse as the standard by which his subsequent theoretical develop
ment is to be judged. Sometimes this involves trεating the later 
manuscripts， and especially CapitaL， as vulgarisations of the more ‘criti
cal’ and Hegelian Gruη‘irisse， a view especially prevalent in ‘etherealist’ 
readings of Marx’s value theory." 1 have more to say about this in later 
chapters， but let me express now my preference for the approach adopted 
by Jacques Bidet: 

Unlike other commentators， 1 do not seek the ‘truth’ of Capital in the 
earlier versions. 1 hold that Marx works Iike an ordinary researcher， never 
producing a new version except because of the insufficiency of its prede
cessor with respect to the project he was pursuing， and under no obligation 
to explain to himself the reasons for the changes to which he proceeds.’6 

Following this path， we can see how， across successive manuscripts， 
Marx increasingly incorporates into his conceptualisation of ‘capital in 
general' topics that were originally meant to be covered in later books. 
꺼1is is clear in two plans that he wrote in January 1863 as part of the 
ISóI-Ó3 Manuscript: 

s4 Roth， ‘Karl Marx’'s OriginaJ Manuscriprs in rhe Marx-Engds-Gesamrausgabe (MEGA)’， P33. 
55 For example， Hans-Georg Backhaus， ‘On rhe Dialecrics of rhe Value Form’， Thesis Eleven， 

1 ( 1980). See aJso Roberto Fineschi， ‘Dialecric of rhe Commodiry and i【s Exposition: The 
German Debare of rhe 1970S-A Personal Survey’， in BelJofiore and Fineschi， eds， 
Rereading Marx. Toni Negri offers a srrongly anti-Hegelian version of rhis argument in 
Marx beyond Marx (Sourh HadJey， MA， 1984). 

56 Jacques Bider， Explication et reconstruction du Capital (Paris， 2004). pl I. 
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//1he third section ‘Capital and Profìt’ to be divided in the following 
way: 1) Conversion of surplus value into profìt. Rate of profìt as distin
guished from rate of surplus value. 2.) Conversion of profìt into average 
profìt. Formation of the general rate of profìt. Transformation of values 
into prices of production. 3) Adam Smith’s and Ricardo’s theories on 
profìts and prices of production. 4) Rent. (Illustration of the difference 
between value and price of production. 5) History of the so-called 
Ricardian law of rent. 6) Law of the fall of the rate of profìt. Adam 
Smith， Ricardo， Carey. 7) 1heories of profìt. Query: whether Sismondi 
and Malthus should also be included in the 1heories ofSurplus Value， 8) 
Division of profìt into industrial profìt and interest. Mercantile capital. 
Money capital. 9) Revenue and its sources. 끼le question of the relation 
between the processes of production and distribution also to be included 
here. 10) Reflux movεments of money in the processes of capitalist pro
duction as a whole. I I) Vulgar economy. 1 2.) Coηclusioη. 'Capital aηd 
wage labour '. / / . . .  

//1he fì rst section ‘Prod，μctzoη Process ofCapiμl’ [ Q  be divided in the 
followingway: 1) Introduction. Commodiry. Money. 2.) Transformarion 
of money into capiral. 3) Absolute surplus value. (a) Labour process and 
valorizarion process. (b) Constant capital and variable capiral. 
(c) Absolure surplus value. (d) Srruggle for the normal working day. 
(c) Simultaηeous workiη'g days (number of simultaneously employed 

’ laboure찌. Amount of surplus value and rare of su띠us value (magni
rude and heighr?). 4) Relative surplus value. (a) Simple cooperarion. 
(b) Division of labour. (c) Machinery， etc. 5) Combinarion of absolute 
and relarive surplus value. Relation (proporrion) berween wage labour 
and surplus value. Formal and real subsumption oflabour under capital. 
Producriviry of capiral. Producrive and unproducrive labour. 
6) Reconversion of surplus value into capiral. Primirive accumularion. 
Wakefield’s rheory of colonisarion. 7) Res싸 of the productioη proα'ss. 
Eirher sub 6) or sub 7) the change in the form of rhe law of appropria
tion can be shown. 8) 1heories of surplus value. 9) 1heories of productive 
and unproducrive labour.// (CW33: 346-347) 

1hese plans correspond relatively closely to， respectively， the drafi: of 
Capital， 111， in the ISó3-5 Manuscrψt and Capital， 1， as it finally appeared 
(plus ‘1he Resulrs of the Immediate Process of Production’， and minus 
Part 6 ，  ‘Wages’). Among the notable changes here is Marx’s decision to 
replace the discussion of thε commodity and money in the 1859 
Coηtributioη (the I8，ι[-Ó3 Maηuscript had been conceived as 
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the continuation of the Coηtributioη) with a new treatment. But the 
inclusion of subsequently abandoned parts on ‘Theories of profìt’ and 
Theories of surplus value' show that Marx was still following the model 
of combining substantive exposition with critique of the political econo
mists that we fìnd in the Coηtributioη. The plan for ‘Capital and Profìt’ 
(Section 3 of the ‘Chapter’ on ‘Capital’ in the plans of 1857-9) includes 
treatments of interest and rent that go beyond what Marx had initially 
envisaged for his analysis of ‘capital in general’. This change in all likeli
hood was a consequence ofhis grapplingwith Ricardo’'s theory of rent in 
the /86/-63 Maηuscrψt. As noted above and explored further in chapter 
2， this involved a decisive development of Marx’s value theory with the 
formulation of the concept of price of production， which is also now 
included in ‘Capital and Profìt’. But this concept itself makes reference 
to a topic that Marx had initially excluded from the analysis of capital in 
general， namely competition between capitals， which brings about the 
equalisation of the rate of profìt on which the transformation of values 
into prices of production depends. 

Further evidence that Marx was moving away from the six-book 
plan is provided by a slightly earlier letter to Ludwig Kugelmann of 28 
December 1862: 

I was delighred ro see from your letter how warm an inreresr is raken by 
you and your 감iends in my cririque of polirical economy . . .  Ir is a sequel 
ro Parr I [Coηtribution to the Critiquf! 0/ Political Ecoηomy]， bur will 
appear on irs own under rhe rirle Capital， wirh A Contributioη to the 
Critique 0/ Political Ecoηomy as merely rhe subrirle. In  facr， all ir com
prises is whar was ro make rhe rhird chaprer of rhe I1 rsr parr， namely 
‘Capiral in General’. Hence ir includes neirher rhe comperirion berween 
capirals nor rhe credir sysrem. Whar E.ηIglishmeη call ‘The Principles of 

Political Economy' is conrained in this volume. It is rhe quinressence 
(rogether with the 11m part)， and the developmenr of rhe sequel (with 
the exception， perhaps， of the relationship berween rhe various forms of 
state and rhe various economic strucrures of sociery) could easily be 
pursued by orhers on rhe basis rhus provided. (Cf，fμ1:  43Sr7 

57 Rubd cites this letter as evidence that Marx ‘reserved for himsdf the whole of the second 
triad; in other words. the rubrics on the state. foreign commerce. and the world market!’， 
Rubd on KarlMarx. p198. But Marx makes no mention of these topics. apart from his 
intriguing reference to ‘the rdationship between the various forms of state and the various 
economic s[ruc(ures of socicry’. A Iitde later in the same letter he writes ‘1 am going either 
tO write the sequd in German. ie to conclude the presentation of capital. competition and 
credit. or condense rhe nrsr rwo books [rhe 1859 Contribution and a revised version of rhe 
IS，δI-Ó3 i\1anuscrψt] for English consumprion into one work. 1 do nor rhink we can count 
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Marx is certainly here retreating from the idea of completing the six
book plan himsεlf. But the letter is also evidence ofhow much his ideas 
abollt his project were in flux: thus he still envisages CapitaL as a contin
uation of the Coηtribution. an idea he seems to have abandoned a few 
weeks later. And he still proposes to exclude competition and credit. 
This remains his offÌcial position in the iS63-5 Mamμcript. Thus he 
writes at the beginning of what becomes the section on ‘Revaluation and 
Devaluation ofCapital; Release and Tying Up ofCapital’ in CapitaL， III ， 
Chapter 6: 

The phenomena rhar we srudy in rhis � require for rheir ful l  develop
menr rhe credir sysrem and comperirion on rhe world marker， which is 
always rhe basis of rhe capiralisr mode of producrion， [and] which in any 
casξ rhey need as rheir sphere of action. Bur rhese-more concrere forms 
of capiralisr producrion 1) can only be depicred afi:er rhe general narure 
ofcap때l is undεrS[Qod and 2.) are ourside scope of our work and belong 
[Q irs possible conrinuarion. Nonerheless， rhe phenomena referred [Q in 
rhe headingof rhis � can be rreared here in general. (MEGA2 I I/4.ι: 178) 

As Heinrich points out， Engels inserted the word ‘comprehensively’ 
before ‘depicted’ when εditing CapitaL， III (CIII :  205).’8 But， once 
again， one appreciates Engels’s problem. Marx simultaneously excludes 
credit and competition from the scope of CapitaL， and then immedi
ately goes on to discuss them; he does this on a much larger scale in his 
exploration of the ‘confusion’ surrounding financial inarkets in Volume 
III， Part 5. This reflects， it seems to me， an ambivalence about what to 
cover in CapitaL that is quite systematic. ln part this is because of the 
increasing analytical importance of competition， a subject to which 1 
return in chapter 3. But it is worth noting that the process in which the 
construction of CapitaL progressively devours content reserved for the 
later parts of the six-book plan continues into Volume 1. Thus the state， 
international trade and the world market figure heavily in chapter 3 1 ，  
which， under the apparently technical title of‘Genεsis of  the lndustrial 
Capitalist’， givεs an astonishingly powerful account of the procεss of 
primitive accumulation that includes inter-state wars， the colonial 
system， credit， banking， taxation， and slavery-all methods relying on 
‘thε power of the state， the concentrated and organised force of society 

。n irs having any dfecr in Germany unril ir has been given rhe seal of approval abroad' 
(CW41 :  436). This indicares only rhat thar Marx was mainraining rhe oprion (bur only 
rhe oprion) of complering rhe fìrsr ‘book’ 。frhe .858-9 plan. 

58 Heinrich， ‘Engels’'s Edirion of rhe 끼lird Volume of Capital’， PP46'-461 
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[die Staatsmacht， die konzentrierte und organisierte Gewalt der 
Gese!fsch껴] ’ (CI : 916. MI :  703). Moreover. in the French edition of 
Capital， 1. the treatment of the industrial resεrve army and the business 
cycle in chapter lS (‘The General Law of Capital Accumulation’). sec
tion 3. is substantially extended to include material on the world 
market and colonialism.19 

까1US. as Oakley puts it. ‘the teηdency was for the scope of Capital per 
se to increase. The ultimate signifìcance of this tendency is undear.’ He 
elaborates on this judgement thus: 

There are some indications that Marx intended Capital to present a selε 
contained and seIεsuffìcient exposition of his critical theories. The 
reorganisation of the categories treated relative to his original plans 
seem [sic) to have been directed towards that end. This is qualified by the 
suggestion that such seIεsuffìciency represented an intellectual compro
mise reIative to the ideal of a much larger work such as the Six-Book 
project. There can be no doubt that Capital as it was lefi: by Marx was 
unfinished. And it is not c1ear just what the finished work would have 
includεd. In this respect. at least. the status of the work as ir was eventu
ally published must be assessed wirh caution. This diffìculty is 
compounded by the lack of any definitive evidence as to how Marx ulri
mateIy perceived rhe work.60 

This seems a shrewd assessment of the uncertainties surrounding the 
shape Marx sought to give his critique of political economy. and all the 
more remarkable because Oakley made it in the early 1980s. before even 
the full version of the ISóI-Ó3 Manuscript had been published. let alone 
all the other material that has issued from theMEGA2 cottage industry. 
Oakley’5 overall judgement is that ‘Capital is aη u캔ηished c.ιmax to an 
amb땅uous critico껴eoretical project 0/ uncertain dimensions. It certainly 
cannot legitimately be read as a defìnitive or axiomatic statement of 
Marx’s critical theory':' $0 once again Capital appears like a mirage. 
shimmering without any defìnite shape. And once again this seems to go 
toO far. 

Capital is certainly unfìnished. not simply in the literal sense but also 
because of the uncertainties about Marx’s overall plan of his critique of 

59 5cc Lucia Pradcl1a. Lattualita dd Capitale: Accumulazione t impoverimento nel 
capitaιsmo globale (Padua. 2010). and ‘Impcrialism and Capitalist Dcvdopmcnt in Marx’s 
Capital’. Historical Materialism. 2'ι (20'�). and Andcrson. Marx at the Margim. ch 5 

60 Al1cn Oaklcy. The MalcingofMarxs Critical Theory: A BibliographicalAnalysis (London. 
'98�). pp" o. " 5. 

6， Oaklcy. TheMalcingofMarx’s Critical Theo’'Y. p4. 
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political economy. And it can't be described as ‘a defìnitive . . .  statement of 
Marx’'s critical theory'， if only because he never stopped working on it (it’s 
not clear what form an ‘aXlOmatlc statement’ of the theory would take). 
But that doesn’t explain why we should think that Marx’s pr이ect IS 
‘ambiguous’， which suggests some deep and inherent inconsistency. Marx’s 
theory may be internally contradictory or indeed empirically false， but 
this needs demonstration， which Oakley doesn’t offer. The multiplicity of 
unfìnished manuscripts and Marx’'s shifi:ing plans might su잃est that the 
resulting theory is indeterminate. But this again needs to be shown. Some 
of what 1 have called the ‘etherealist’ readings of Capital with which 1 will 
engage in subsequent chapters point in such a dirεction. 

lt seems clear that Marx’'s own protracted labours-from the summer 
of 1857 till the εarly 1880s-were a struggle simultaneously for greater 
theoretical detεrminacy and deeper empirical scope. He sought to give 
greater precision to the categories that he formulated and the theories 
that he used them to state. Of course， in various cases， he lefi: problems 
unresolved， but the overall theory of the capitalist mode of production 
that he wrought had taken a defìnite shape in the course of the 1860s that 
Marx doesn’t seem to have subsequendy abandoned (see， for example， his 
letter to Engels of 30 April 1868: Cμ깅'1-3: 2.0-6). Stavros Tombazos puts it 
well: ‘By saying that it [Capital] is “complete"， we are simply observing 
that its categories are sufficiendy articulated in order to criticise their 
critiques， more than a century afi:er Marx’s death’.“ The importance that 
he amibuted to Capital is indicated by the evεr greater material that he 
incorporated in it-not merely what has preoccupied us in this section， 
the topics reserved for later sections of the six-book plan， but also the 
empirical data that would allow him to offer an analysis of the capitalist 
mode of production as a global system.63 까lis achievement was， in multi
ple senses， incomplete-in large part because ofMarx’'s inability to let go 
and an accumulation of new empirical material as relendεss and unend
ing as that of capital itsεlf. But we shouldn’t therefore lose sight amid the 
manuscripts of its grandeur and of the conceptual architecture that sus
tains it. Let us then turn to examining this architecture. 

62 Sravros Tombazos. Time in Marx: The Cat쟁'ories ofTime in M arx's Capita/ (Ldden. 
2014). p， 12  

6， 꺼1e global nature of rhe objecr ofCapiral i s  one of rhe main rhemes ofPraddla. 
L'attua/itd de/ Capita/e: see esp ‘Inrroduzione’ and ch I 1 I ;  see also chaprer 7 bdow. 
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Mεthod. 1 :  Ricardo 

The logic of Capital 

Hegel casts a long shadow over Capital. 꺼1is is obvious ro anyone sam
pling the Gruηdrisse， a text impregnated with Hegelian tεrminology. 
But Hegel녕 presencε in Capital itself was obvious ro peπeptlve commen
tators who lacked the benel1t of having read the earlier manuscripts of 
Marx’s critique of political economy. Most famously， while studying 
Hegel's Scieηce of Logic during the First World War， Lenin wrote: 
'Aphorism: it is impossible completely ro understand Marx’'s Capital， and 
especially its I1rst chapter， without having thoroughly studied and under
stood the whole ofHegel’s Logic. Consequently， half a century later none 
of the Marxists understood Marx! "  From a rather different intellectual 
and political perspective， Karl Löwith shrewdly noted ofMarx in 1941 :  
‘How well-schooled he i s  in Hegel is shown less by his early writings 
referring directly ro Hegel， which were influenced by Feuerbach， than by 
Das Kapital. The analyses in this work， although far removed from 
Hegel in content， are unthinkable without the incorporation of Hegel’s 
method of reducing a phenomenon to a notion’' 2 

As both Lenin and Löwith recognise， the critical issue in Marx’s rela
tion to Hegel concerns the method the former employs in Capital. Lenin 
expressed this in another famous remark: ‘IfMarx did not leave behind 
him a “Logic" (with a capital lemr)， he did leave the logic ofCapital'.’ As 
we have already noted， Hegel닝 role as the source of Marx’'s method in 
Capital is the main theme of the contemporary Marxist school commit
ted ro systematic dialectics. A preoccupation with his own method， and 

1 V 1 Lenin， Colùcud ↓wνorks (“so vo이l“s’ κM。야SC∞ow，’ l얘961에l샤ι)，’ 3갱8: 180. For d버isκClωus앉s잉ions ofLμc낀대n띠떼1니…i“띠n'’ 
reading of타He탱ge티1，’ se야e Lou비Jis Alt싸thusser，’ ‘'Len띠1비in before Hegd'， in Lmin and Philosophy and 
Other Essays (London， '97')' Michad Löwy， ‘From the ‘Logic. ofHegd to the Finland 
Station’， in Löwy， Changing th� μ'orld (Adancic Highlands N]， 1993)， and Stathis 
Kouvdakis， ‘Lenin as Reader ofHegd’， in Sebastian Budgen et al， eds， Lmin R<load�d 
(Durham， >007) 

l Karl Löwith， From H<g<l to Ni�tzsch� (London， '96S)， P9l 
3 Lenin ，  Collect�d Works， 38: 3 '9  
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in particular with the proper construction and ordering of categories， 
certainly runs throughout Marx’s economic manuscripts. But fully to 
understand this method requires us to cast the nεt wider than Hegel. In 
a brilliant passag'ε Gramsci brushes aside the conventional account of 
the three sources of Marxism ('English ’ p이itical economy， French 
socialism， and German philosophy): ‘One could say in a sense， 1 think， 
that the philosophy of praxis equals Hegel plus David Ricardo.’ 
Gramsci’'s focus is on what he regards as Ricardo’'s innovation in devel
oping the ‘the formal logical principle of the “ law of tendency치 but his 
intuition admits of wider application.4 Marx forges his own method in 
dialogue with both Hegel and Ricardo-the latter very explicitly， espε
cially in the IS6I-63 Maηuscr，ψt， the former usually more tacitly， though 
we will shortly encounter his more explicit discussions.’ Across succes
sive drarrs， he widens his distance from both as he forges a distinctive 
and original synthesis ofhis own. 

까lOugh it is hard tO separate any of the three parmers to this complex 
intellectual dance， in this chapter 1 focus on Marx’s relationship with 
Ricardo， in the next on his struggle to use but also to surmount Hegel. 
The structure of the present chapter is as follows. 1 start off presenting the 
problem of Hegel’'s influence on Marx’s conception of his own method. 1 
then argue that Marx’'s resort to Hegel can only be understood in the con
text ofhis problem situation when writing the Grundrisse and the IS，ψ-63 
Mamμcr.ψt in particular， namely to overcome the limitations ofRicardo’s 
value theory. This requires consideration of Ricardo’s own historical and 
theoretical context， which then allows us to understand how Marx sought 
to transcend Ricardian value theory-in particular by developing the 
transformation of values into prices of production. This involved him 
developing a different conception of the relationship between abstract and 
concrete levels of analysis from what he found in Ricardo. The chapter 
concludes with Evald Ilyenkov’'s suggestion that Marx’'s critique ofRicardo 
bears analogies to Heg'εl닝 critique of Spinoza-a conclusion that sets the 
scene for the full-on discussion ofHegel in chapter 3. 

One of the εarliεst parts of the Grμηdrisse， the so-called 1857 
Introduction， involves a celebrated discussion of method: 

4 An따tonαon미lio Gr떠a따때ms 
ma띠in economic writings appear in English in Furthtr Seltctions from tht Prison Nottbooks 
(London. 1995). ppI61->77. 4>8-43S. See the excdlent discussion in Michad Krätke. ‘'Antoni。
Gramsci’'s Contribucion tO a Critical Economics’. HistoricalMattrialism. 19:3 (>011). 

S !nrerestingly. in November 18so. Marx and Engds bracket Hegcl and Ricardo cogether as 
representatives of'unfee!ing thinking’ with a sense for ‘devdopment and struggle’ 
(CWIO: S30) 
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lt seems to be correcr to begin wirh rhe real and rhe concrere， wirh rhe 
reaI precondirion， thus to begin， in economics， with eg the population， 
whi야1 is the foundation and the su피ect of the emire social act of pro
duction. However， on closer examination this proves false. The 
population is an abstracrion if 1 leave out， for example， the classes of 
which it is composed. These classes in turn are an empty phrase i f I  am 
nor familiar wirh the elemems on which rhey resr. Eg wage labour， capi
ral， etc. These latter in rurn presuppose exchange， division of labour， 
prices， etc. For example， capiral is nothing without wage labour， without 
value， money， price etc. 꺼lUS， ifI were to begin with the population， this 
would be a chaotic 때resemation (Vorstelliμng) of the whole， and 1 
would rhen， by means of furrher determination， move analytically 
towards ever more simple concepts (BegrijJ) ， from the imagined con
crere towards ever thinner abstractions umil 1 had arrived at the simplest 
determinations. From there thε journey would have to be retraced umil 
1 had finally arrived at the population again， bur rhis rime not as the 
chaotic conception of a whole， but as a rich totality of many determina
tions and relarions. The former is the path historically followed by 
economics at the time of its origins. The economists of rhe sevemeemh 
cenrury， eg， always begin with thε living whole， with population， nation， 
state， several states， etc; but they always conclude by discovering through 
analysis a small number of detεrminam， absrract， general relarions such 
as division of labour， money， value， etc. As soon as rhese individual 
momems had been more or less firmly established and abstracted， rhere 
began rhe economic systems， which ascended from the simple relations， 
such as labour， division of labour， need， exchange value， to the level of 
the state， exchange between nations and the world marker. The larter is 
obviously rhe scienrifically correct merhod. The concrete is concrete 
because it is the concemration of many determinations， hence uniry of 
the diverse. It appears in the process of thinking， therefore， as a process 
of concemration， as a result， not as a poim of deparrure， even rhough it 
is rhe poinr of deparrure in reality and hence also rhe poinr of departure 
for observation (Anschauu뺑-) and conception. Along the first path the 
full conception was evaporared to yield an abstract dεtermination; along 
the second， rhe abstract determinations led towards a reproduction of 
rhe concrete by way of thoughr. In this way Hegel fell imo the il lusion of 
conceiving rhe real as the product of thought concenrrating irself， prob
ing its own depths， and unfolding itself out of irself， by irself， wherζas 
the merhod of rising from rhe abstract to thε concrete is only the way in 
wh ich thought appropriates the concrere， reproduces it as the concrere 
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in the mind. But this is by no means the process by which the concrete 
itself comes into being. (G: 100-101; translation modifìed) 

The meaning of this passage has been much disputed by commenta
tors， but it seems clear enough to me! Marx r디ects an inductive 
movement from concrete particulars to abstract generalisations， prefer
ring instead ‘the method of rising from the abstract to the concrete’ as 
‘the scientifìcally correct method'. It is interesting that he should take 
such care to differentiate this method from that of Hegel， since ‘the pro
gression’ in the Scieηce 0/ Logic has been described also as one ‘from the 
abstract to the concrete’.' According to Mark Mεaney， ‘the entire [1857] 
introduction is indebted for its logical structure to the fìnal chapters' of 
the Logic.8 And Hegel does indeed towards the end of the Logic present 
fìrst analytic cognition， which reduces a given contεnt to concepts， and 
then synthetic cognition， which seeks to integrate these concepts in a 
unity. But he also argues that both suffer from the limitation that their 
content is external to them: this is only overcome in thε Absolute Idea， 
where ‘the method has resulted as the absolμtely self-kη0ψtη'g coηcept 
[Begrif]， as the conc앵t that has the ab잉lute， both as su바ctivε and 
objective， as its subject matter， and consequently as the pure correspond
ence of the concept and reality’. Hegel goes on to elaborate that ‘what is 
to be considered as method here is only thε movement of the coηcφt 
itselL; but it now has . . .  the added signifìcancε that the coηcφt is all， and 
that its movement is the universal absolute activity， the self-determining 
and self..realising movement’ (GL: 737).9 

Marx’s eagerness to dissociate himself from exactly this idea of a self
moving concept is made clear when he goes on， shortly after the passage 
cited， to say: 

to the kind of consciousness-and this is characteristic of the philosophi
cal consciousness-for which conceptual 타linking is the real human 

6 See rhe derailed imerrogarions of rhe 18S7 Imroducrion in Sruarr Hall， ‘Marx’'s Nores on 
Merhod: A “Reading" of rhe ‘18S7 Imroducrion"，’ Cu/tura/ Studits， 17" (2003)， and 
Oerek Sayer. Marx's]l.μthod: Ide% gy， Scienα'， and Crit씨ue in Capita/ (Hassocks， 1979) 

7 George di Giovanni， 'Imroducrion’， ro G W F Hegd， TheScienceofLogic (Cambridge， 
2010)， pxxxv. 

8 Mark E Meaney， Capita/ as Organic (];ηity: The Ro/e of Hege/ 's Science of Logic in ιMarx's 
Grundrisse (Oordrechr， 2002)， p 170; see generally Meaney， ch 7. 

9 'BegrifJ’has usually been rendered as ‘norÎon’ by Hegd’'s English rranslarors; George di 
Giovanni ’'s new edirion of rhe Science ofLogic instead translates it as ‘concepr’， which not 
on Iy makes Hegd's argumem easier ro understand but also it makes the resonances with 
Marx’s use of the term in Capita/ easier to spot. See the emry ‘concepr’ in Michad 
Inwood，A Hege/Dictionary (Oxford， 1992)， PPS8.61. 
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being， and for which the conceptual world as such is thus the only reality， 
the movement of the categories appears as the real act of production
which only， unfortunately， receives a jolt from the outside-whose 
product is the world; and-but this is again a tautology-this is correct 
in so far as the concrete totality is a totality of thoughts， concrete in 
thought， in fact a product of thinking and comprehending; but not in 
any way a product of the concept which thinks and generates itself out
side or above observation and conception; a product， rather， of the 
working-up of observation and conception into concepts. The totality as 
it appears in the head， as a totality of thoughts， is a product of a thinking 
head， which appropriates the world in the only way it can， a way different 
from the artistic， religious， practical and mental appropriation of this 
world. The real su바ct retains its autonomous existence outside the head 
jUSt as before; namely as long as the head’'s conduct is merely speculative， 
merely theoretical. Hence， in the theoretical method， too， the subject， 
society， must always be kept in mind as the presupposition. (G: 102-3) 

50 the ‘concrete in thought'， the result of the process of '‘r디is잉ing from 
the abstract to the c∞o아on따lC따c다reteε’:

’ 
mus얀t be kept distinct from it따t“s ‘presuppos잉1--

[디ionκi，:， ‘t타the real su비ecαt'， namely ‘so야c디iet마ψy'꺼. 
method， Marx seeks to distance himself from Hegel. One might see this 
as an example of what Harold Bloom calls ‘the anxiety of influencε." We 
can see the same oscillation between tacit reference and explicit rejection 
in Capital itself. 1hus， as Jairus Banaji has noted， 

the entire process by which the concrete is reproduced in thought as 
something rationally comprehended is described in places by Marx as 
the ‘dialectical development' of the ‘concept’ of capital， and all 
moments within this movement which are derivable as essential deter
minations， including， of course， the forms of appearance， no matter 
ho씨llusory they are， count as moments (forms， relations) ‘correspond
ing to their concept’. 

50me examples may bring this out: ‘M’ thus appears as a sum of 
values which is internally differentiated， undergoes a functional (con
ceptual) differentiation， and expresses the capital relation [So erscheiηt 
G’ als in sich differenzierte， sich funktionell (begri.fflich) in sich selbst 

10 See the extensive discussion of this passage by Althusser in ‘On the Materialist Dialectic’， 
in For Marx (London， 1970). 

11 Harold Bloom， The Anxiety oflnßumct: A Theo’) ofPoetη (lnd edn; Oxford， 1997). 
11 Jairus Banaji， ‘From the Commodity to Capital: Hegd’s Dialectic in Marx’s Capital’， in 

Diane Elson， ed， Valut: The Represmta“on ofLabour in Capitalism (London， 1979)， p18. 
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unterscheideηde， das K깅!pitaιerhältnis ausdr.μckeηde Wertsumm에’ (CII :  
1 28). Or again: ‘In a general analysis of the present kind， it is assumed 
that actual conditions correspond to their concept [dass die wirklicheη 
Verhält.ηisse ihreη Begriff eηtsprecheη].’ (CIII: 242) ‘It is in fact this 
divorce between the conditions of labour on the one hand and thε pro-
ducers on Ihc Other that form
K깅!pitals bildet] ’ (CIII: 354). Correlatively， externalised and fetishised 
relations such as those in the money markets are described as ‘concept
less (begr.햄'os)’-a usa양 that is not always captured in the English 
translations of Capital. 50 take this passage from Volume 111: ‘In M-M’ 
we have the concept-less [begr햄ose] form of capital， thε inversion and 
objectification [Verkehru쟁 und Versachlichung] of the relations of pro
duction， in its highest power’ (CIII :  5 16 ;  translation modified). 

Now， of course， this language is pure Hegel: we have already seen the 
crowning role of das Begr땀 in the Logic， whose third and concluding 
book， atter the Doctrines of Being and Essence， is devoted the Doctrine 
of the Concept. But how are we to interpret Marx’5 use of this language? 
The passage where hε talks abolit the 5εparation of the producers from 
the conditions oflabour ‘form[ing] the concept of capital’ is particularly 
striking since this implies the kind of movement between concept and 
reality that Marx excludes in the 1857 Introduction. In an even more 
famous text， thε 1873 Atterword to the 2nd German edition of Capital， 
where he gives his most exact account of his relationship with Hegel， 
Marx once again insists on the difference between concept and reality: 

My dialectical method is， in its foundation， not only differεnt from the 
Hegelian， but exacdy opposite to it. For Hegel， the process of thinking， 
which he even transforms into an independent su비ect， under the namε 
of ‘the Idea'， is the creator of the real world， and the real world is only 
the external appearancε of the idea. With me the reverse is true: the 
ideal is nothing but the material world reAected in the mind of man， 
and translated into forms of thought. .  꺼1e mystifìcation which the 
dialectic suffers in Hegel닝 hands by no means prevents him from being 
the fì rst to present its general forms of motion in a comprehensive and a 
conscious manner. With him it is standing on its head. It must be 
inverted， in order to discover the rational kernel within the mystical 
shell. (CI: 1。ε3)

The metaphors that Marx uses here to differentiate between the 
‘rational’ and ‘mystical’ aspects of Hegel’5 dialectic haven’t exactly 
found favour with commentators， who have also taken issue with the 
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distinction Engels draws in ‘Ludwig Feuerbach and the End of C1assica1 
German Philosophy' between ‘the who1e dogmatic content of the 
Hegelian system’ and ‘his dia1ectica1 method， which disso1ves all that is 
dogmatic ’ (CW26: 361)." Engels’s formu1ation in particu1ar imp1ies a 
distinction between form and content that Heg'ε1 is especially concerned 
to deny. For Hegel， ‘the form is the indwelling process of the concrete 
content itself’， 14 까le highest instantiation of this truth is the Abso1ute 
Idea itself， where， as we have seen， the distinction between method and 
externa1 content is supposed1y overcome. Marxist phi1osophers have 
tended to respond to the diffìcu1ty of separating method and system in 
one of twO ways. First， 1ike A1thusser in For Marx and Readiη� Capital， 
one can argue that there is a fundamenta1 difference between Hegel’s 
and Marx’s dia1ectic. The diffìcu1ty that this approach faces is the pres
ence of Hegelian termino1ogy in the work that Althusser identifies as 
the pinnacle of Marx’'s scientific achievement， namely Capital itself. 
Second1y， one can accept that there is a deep theoretica1 identity between 
the Logic and Capital. This is the course taken by the proponents of ‘sys
tematic dia1ectics’， most bo1d1y by Chris Arthur: ‘Speaking for myself， 1 
believe it is patent that the movement of the Logic is indeed that of the 
self-acting Idea . . .  What we can see， however， is a striking homology 
between the structure of Hegel’s Logic and Marx’s Capital， or， at 1east， a 
homo1ogy given some minor reconstr.uctive work on either or both ’ " 
Remarkab1y， A1thusser said something quite simi1ar some 15 years atter 
his initia1 intervention: ‘The process which begins with the abstract to 
produce thε concrete doesn’t break with the Hegelian Deηkprozess 
[thought process] . One can even say that， formally， this Deηkprozα of 
concretization apes from afar the process of Hege리1':’'sLogiκC? 

Neither opt디ion seems particu1arly pa1atab1e. Hegelian categories and 
themes p1ain1y fìgure in Capital. But 1 take serious1y Heg，εl’s pronounce
ment that ‘ 10gic is to be understood as the system of pure reason， as the 
rea1m of pure thought. This realm is truth unveiled， truth as it is in and 
for itself It can therefore be said that this content is the exposition ofGod 
as he is in his eternal essence before the creation of nature and 얘ajinite 
spirit.’ (GL， 29t Marx was right to be anxious about Hegel’s influence 

13 5ee especially Louis Althusser， ‘Contradiction and Overdetermination‘， in ForMarx 
14  G W F Hegd， The Phmommology ofSpiril (Oxford， 1977)， �56; P35 (cranslation modified). 
15 Christopher J Archur， The New Dialectic and Marx's Capital (Leiden， >003)， p7. 
1 6  Louis Althusser， ‘'Avant-propos’ tO G�rard Dum�nil， Le concepl de loi iconomique dans 'Le 

Capital’ (Paris， 1978)， p 17 
17 5ee the discussion in G�rard Lebrun， La patimce du Conc，ψ1: Essai sur le discours htgtlim 

(Paris， 197>)， ppI64-166， and more generally， ch I I I  
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on him. The solution， as 1 argued in my doctoral thesis some 3S years 
ago， lies in recognising ‘the ambiguity of the way in which Marx’s cate
gories function in CapitaL. For they both servε tO enable Marx to 
conceptualise various relationships and constitute an obstacle to this 
conceptualisation’." Remarkably and completely independεntly， ]acques 
Bidet (although with far greater erudition and acuity than 1 had 
achieved) undertook in the early 1980s 

a srudy basεd on a problematic of the ‘epzstem'‘ological supportlobstacle’. 1 
mean by this that， from 1857 on， Marx’s project of a theory of the capital
ist social system sought expression with the aid of the method and 
figures of discourse of Hegelian philosophy， and that he found here a 
certain measurε of support and a possibility of deployment， but at the 
same time an obstacle and cause of stagnation and confusions." 

What such an interpretive approach entails should become clearer in 
what foIIows. But it needs a point of orientation. In my view， Marx fol
lows ‘the method of rising from the abstract to the concrete’ in CapitaL. 
In other words， he starts from highly abstract determinations (the com
modity， monεy and capital) and from them develops (exactly how is a 
crucial issue discussed in chapter 3) more complex determinations， 
involving， for example， aII the perplexities of entrepreneurial calcula
tions， the money market， and real estate. Marx gives an important 
overview of this process at the beginning of CapitaL， III: 

In Volume 1 we investigated the p미he다enome 
Cα.apitali파.st producμon， taken by itself， ie the immediate [“ηmittelbare서 
production process， in which connection all secondary inRuences exter
nal fftemde서 to this process werε left out of account. But this im메mme 
produ따1κc다I디ion pro(‘cess does not εxhaust the life cycle of capital. In the 
world as it actually is [der wirchlicheη W상t]， it is supplemented by the 
process 01 circuμtioη， and this formed our object of investigation in the 
second volume. Here we showed， particularly in Part Three， where we 
considered the circulation procεss as it mediates the social production 
process， that the capitalist production process， taken as a whole， is a 
unity of the production and circulation processes. It cannot be the pur
pose of the present， third volume simply to makε general reRections on 
this unity. Our concern is rather to discover and present the concrete 

18  Alex Callin icos. ‘꺼1e Logic of Capital’ (DPhil 1hesis. Oxford University. 1978). PP'74' 
175 . 1 draw on this dissertation at several points in this chapter and the following 

'9 Jacques Bidet. Exploring Marx's Capital (Brill. 1007). P3 
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forms which grow our of the process ofcapital's movement considered as a 
whole. In their actual movement， capitals confront one another in cer
tain concrete forms， and， in relation to these， both the shape capital 
assumes in the immediate production process and its shape in the pro
cess of circulation appear merely as particular moments [besoηdere 
Momente] 꺼1e confìgurations [Gesta/tuη!geη] of capitaI. as developed in 
this volume， thus approach step by step the form in which they appear 
on the surface of society， in the action of the different capitals on one 
another， ie in competition， and in the everyday consciousness of the 
agents of production themselves. (CIII :  1 17) 

In this context， it’s worth saying something about the hares that have 
been started by the paragraph in the 1873 Anerword that immediately 
precedes the passage cited above: 

Of course the method of presentation must differ in form from that of 
the inaui r니Allerdings muß sich die Darstellungsweise flrmell von der 
Forschungsweise unterscheiden] .  The latter has to appropriate the mate
rial in detail， to analyse its different forms of development and to track 
down their inner connection [innres Baηd]. Only afÌ:er this work has 
been done can the real movement be appropriately presented. If this is 
done successfully， if  the life of the su피ect matter is now reflected back in 
the ideas， then it may appear as if  we have before us an a priori consrruc
tion. (CI: 102.) 

꺼1is remark underlines that Marx attaches great importance to ensur
ing that the ‘real movement’ is ‘appropriately presented’ through the 
proper ordering of well formulated categories， even though this carries 
the danger that this presentation may appear to be ‘an a priori construc
tion’. But some commentators have been encouraged by this passage to 
counterpose the method cif inquiry to that of presentation， arguing that 
thε former， conceived as an inductive 'moment from the concrete to the 
abstract， precedes the latter， thε moment of moving 타om the abstract to 
the concrete proper. For example， Ernest Mandel writes: ‘there is no 
doubt that Marx considered that the empirical appropriatioη ofthe mate
rial should precede the analytical process of cognition'.20 Marx’s 
journalism， notebooks and manuscripts， as well as Capital itself， revεal his 
strenuous efforts to record and interpret the empirical data of capitalist 
development. But it would be a concεssion to the idea (criticised by Hegel 
in the first chapter of the Phenomenologj 0/ Spirit， where he shows that 

'0 Ernest Mandel， Lal< Capitalism (London， '97S)， p'S. 
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the most unique case of ‘sense-certainty’ presupposes universal concepts) 
that the ‘facts’ present themselves to observation pre-conceptually， to 
accept the opposition of ‘the empirical appropriatioη 0/ the material' and 
‘the analytical process of cognition’ that Mandel makes here. We see very 
clearly， notably in the 1361-63 Manuscr.ψt， how the scrutiny of empirical 
patterns is bound up for Marx with the critique of pre-existing theories. 

Ilyenkov puts it very well: 

까le dara of observarion and conceprion were always inrerprered by Marx 
as rhe enrire mass of rhe socially accumulated empirical experiences， rhe 
enrire colossal mass of empirical dara available ro rhe theoretician from 
books， reporrs， statisrical rables， newspapers， and accounts. Ir srands ro 
reason， howεver， thar all these empirical dara are srored in social memory 
in an abridged form， reduced ro absrracr expression. 끼ley are expressed 
in speech， in rerminology， in fìgures， rables， and orher absrract forms 
까le specifìc rask of the rheorerician who uses all this information abour 
realiry does nor， of course， consisr in lending rhis absrracr expression srill 
more absrract form. On rhe conrrary， his work always begins with a criti
cal analysis and revision of rhε abstracrions of rhe empirical stage of 
cognirion， wirh rhe crirical overcoming of rhese absrracrions， artaining 
progress rhrough a critique of the one-sidedness and su에ecrive charac따 
of these absrracrions and revealing rhe illusions conrained in them， from 
rhe standpoinr of rea!iry as a whole， in irs concrereness. In rhis sense 
(and only in rhis sense) rhe rransirion from rhe empirical srage of cogni
tion ro the rarional one also appears as a rransirion from rhe absrracr ro 
the concrere.2I 

$0， as Ilyenkov puts it， ‘the method of presentation in Capital is 
nothing but the “corrected>> mεthod of its iηvest.쩡aμoη’." This suppons 
the argument 1 set out in chapter 1 against treating how Marx proceeds 
in Capital as simply the acmalisation of the method projected near the 
beginning of the Grundrisse. Michael Heinrich is right tO argue: 

Many aurhors see in [rhe 1 8571 ‘Ein leirung’ [Inrroducrionl Marx’5 mature 
conceprion of merhod， but ir is rather rhe ‘fìrsr’ rarher rhan the ‘lasr’ word 

" E V lIyenkov， [‘96이 Tht Dialutics oftht Abstract and tht ConcrUt ofMarx’s Capital 
(Moscow， 1982; cranslarion modified)， pl 48. l Iyenkov’s reading is noc chac far removed from 
che modd of sciencific pracrice off<red by Alchusser， in which ‘Generalicy 1’， pre-exisring 
rheories and concepcs， is cransformed inc。 ‘Generaliry I I I’， a new ‘concrere-in-rhoughr’， by 
‘Generaliry I I ’， ‘rhe ‘cheory. rhar defines rhe fidd in which all rhe problems of rhe science 
musr necessarily be posed'， ‘On rhe Marerialisr Dialecric’， pp184-18S 

22 I 1yenkov， Dialutics oftht Abstract and the Concrete ofMarx's Capital， p‘ 44. 
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on merhod. The ofi:en quored ‘merhod of advancing from rhe abstract to 
the concrete’ is much roo vague ro describe the complex way in which 
Marx acrually argued in Volume 1 of Capital some ren years later.23 

The conceptual construction of Capital has to be interpreted in the 
light of Marx’s understanding of the problems that he had to resolve as 
this understanding evolved across successive manuscripts. 까1Ìs is rele
vant to those readings of Marx that treat his critique of political 
economy as an actualisation of either Hegel’s Logic as a whole or some 
specifìc part of that Logic. Meaney argues that ‘the ordering of economic 
categories in the Grundrisse rdlects the ordering of the logical catego
ries' in the 5cieηce ofLogic. '4 Now even if that argument were valid-and 
Meaney’s reading of the Grundrisse is certainly cogent and interesting
this doesn't explain why Marx turned to Hegel’'s Logic when broaching 
his critique of political economy， and it doesn’t guarantee that later eco
nomic manuscripts preserved the Hegelian structure that Meaney 
discerns in Marx’s fìrst attempt at this critique. More generally， to 
understand why and how， some 50 years aner the 5，αeηce of Logic was 
published， a revolutionary communist used it to analyse the structural 
logic of the capitalist economic system requires giving some thought to 
Marx’s problem situation. Althusser famously argued: ‘there is no such 
thing as an innocent reading'." 1 take this to demand that reading a 
theoretical text involves attending to what Althusser calls the problem
atic informing a text-not merely the implicit presuppositions of the 
explicit assertions it makes， but also the constellation of problems that it 
seeks tO address. 

Marx’s problem situation 

So what was the problem situation that Marx confronted as he embarked 
on what became the Grundrisse? As we have seen， he was prompted to 
resume his economic studies by the outbreak of a global economic and 

'3 Michad H<inrich， ‘R<cons[ruc[ion or D<consuucdon? M<[hodological Comroversks 
abouc Valu< and Capi[al， and N<w lnsigh[s from [he Cridcal Edi[ion’， in Riccardo 
Bdlofior< and Roberco Fin<sch샤ds， Rtr<ading Marx: New Ptrsputivts 생ertht Criti씨 
Edition (Basing�cok<， '009)， p79. 

'4 Mean<y， Capital as Organic Uniη， pix. Ano[her s[udy along similar l in<s co Mean<y’s 
([hough cridcised by him for under<sdmadng [h< [ighcn<ss of [h< rdadonship b<[w<<n 
[h< [wo works) is Hiroshi Uchida， Marx's Grundrisu and Htgt!'s Logκ (T<rrdl Carv<r， 
<d ; London， 1988) 

'5 Louis Al[husser， ‘From Capital co Marx’5 Philosophy’， in Louis Al[huss<r and Éd<nn< 
Balibar， Rtading Capital (London， 1970)， p14. 
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financial crisis， which started in the United 5tates and then spread tO 
Britain and the rest of the world economy.'6 We will see in chapter 6 that 
economic crises had come tO occupy a strategic political significance in 
Marx’s thought. But in the Gruηdrisse he begins by looking at money. 
For some commentators this reflected deep architectonic reasons: thus， 
according tO Meaney， ‘Marx begins his exposition of capital in the pre
cise manner that is recommended by Hegel. He begins with capital as it 
first appears tO consciousness. He begins with the immediate content of 
knowledge， that is， the most simple， and therefore the most abstract 
determinations of capital' -ie simple circulation.27 In fact， the very first 
portion of the manuscript we call the Gruηdrisse is a brilliant fragment 
written in ]uly 1857 where Marx critically appraises two contemporary 
bourgeois economists， the American protectionist Henry Carey and the 
French free-trader Frédéric Bastiat (G: 883-893)." 1his text is both an 
indication of the extent to which Marx’'s perspective is already a global 
one and a warning against attributing more coherence tO his manu
scripts than they actually possess. 

Marx had good reasons for initially focusing on money in the 
Gruηdrisse. One was conjunctural: the crisis started as a financial panic 
that spread from one centre tO another. Another was p이itical: Marx 
launches the initial ‘Chapter on Money’ with detailed critical appraisal on 
the proposals for banking reform recently made by the Proudhonist 
Alfred Darimon. Although Marx and Engels had withdrawn from the 
Communist League in the early 1850S， they continued tO attach great 
importance tO the ideological struggle against rival socialist currents， chief 
among which was Proudhon and his followers. Amid a tightly technical 
discussion of Darimon’s argument that crises could be avoided through 
reforms of the monetary system that ended its reliance on precious merals 
and credit， Marx states the bigger theoretical and political stakes: 

We have here reached the fundamental question， which is no longer 
related to the point of departure. 꺼le general question would be this: 

26 For the American origins of the crisis. see Charles 、111 Calomiris and Larry Schweikart. 
‘The Panic of.8π Origins. Transmission. and Containment’.}ournaL ofEconomic 
Histoη. I J :4 ('99')' The intimate web ofeconomic. hnancial and geopolitical connections 
(and antagonisms) binding together the US and Britain for most of the '9th century is 
well brought out in Alasdair Roberts.Am�rκ'as First Great D�pr�ssioη: Economic Crisis 
and PoLiticaL Disord�r aft�r th� Panic of，837 ‘[Ithaca‘ l。써. 

27 、.1eaney. CapitaL as Organic Unity、 P'I.  
28 In the early .810S Marx critically discusses Carey. for example. in rdation tO what would 

prove to be a crucial issue for the development ofhis own value theory. Ricardo’s theory of 
rent: see for example the long letter to AdolfCluss (1 October .813). CW39: 378-384. 
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Can rhe exisring relarions of producrion and rhe relarions of disrribu
rion which correspond ro rhem be revolurionised by a change in rhe 
insrrumenr of circularion. in rhe organisarion of circularion? Furrher 
quesrion: Can such a rransformarion of circularion be underrakεn wirh
out rouching rhe exisring relarions of producrion and rhe social relarions 
which resr on rhem? If every such rransformarion of circularion presup
poses changes in orher condirions of producrion and social upheavals. 
rhere would narurally follow from rhis rhe collapse of rhe docrrine 
which proposes rricks of circularion as a way of. on rhe one hand. avoid
ing rhe violenr characrer of rhese social changes. and. on rhe orher， of 
making rhese changes appear ro be nor a presupposirion bur a gradual 
resuh of rhe rransformarions in circularion. An error in rhis fundamen
ral premiss would su田ce to prove that a similar misunderstanding has 
occurred in relation ro the inner connections between the relations of 
pro얘du따c다띠t디ion. of dist띠r디ibu따띠lt디ion an찌d ofc디clr따r띠때Cωu비뼈l니la따c디ionπ1. (G: I 12) 

까le Proudhonists， in other words. have a superficial understanding 
of capitalism. which leads them to locate its faults in the process of circu
lation and therefore to argue that these could be oveκome gradually by 
limited monetary reforms. (This is an idea still very much around. for 
example， in the idea that the solution to finarπial crises is more regula
tion씬 50 at issuε m 타따 abstruse discussion of money is the necεssity of 
social revolution. Marx’s discussion proceeds along twO tracks-a 
decailed theorisation of money and its functions and broader historico
political reflections on the distinctive form of social dependence that 
arises when economic relations are regulated by the circulation of com
moditiεs and money (represented symb이 ically as C andM rεspectively)， 
as they are in bourgeois society. Marx’'s analysis leads him to broach the 
relationship between money and capital (it is here that a dis디nction is 
first drawn between the formula of simple circulation， C-M-C， and that 
of capital， initially M-C-C-M [G: 200ff]) and to argue in a brilliant pas
sage that anticipates but greatly εxceeds in theoretical e1aboration his 

'9 George Monbiot offers a contemporary version ofProudhonian monetary reform when 
he supports the introduction of‘demurrage， or negative interest. 끼lis means that it is 
impossible to invest in money， which is another way of saying that， ifit could be 
universally applied， capitalism comes to an end，’ TheAgeofConsmt껴 Man싸'stofora  
New World Order (London， '003)， PP'39-'40. David Graeber’s vast and stimulating 
historical and anthropological account， Debt: The First 5，000 Years (New York， >OII)， is 
too complex and sprawling tO be reduced to a simple theoretical formula， but his 
presentation of capitalism as based on an ‘alliance of warriors and financiers’ (P367) that 
imposes the absrract logic of the market ontO the particularities of socia! practice (in 
which credir and debt relations were originally embedded) has a Proudhon때 ringto it. 
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famous remark in Capital， 1， that the ‘sphεre of circulation’ is ‘the exclu
sive realm ofFreedom， Equality， Property and Bentham' (CI: 2.80) : 

Equality and freedom are _thus not only respected in exchange based on 
exchange values but， also， the exchange of exchange values is the produc
tive， real basis of all eqμliηI and þeedom. As pure ideas they are merely 
the idealised expressions of this basis; as developed in juridical， political， 
social relations， they are merely this basis to a higher power. (G: 245)'0 

This argument serves to undercut the Proudhonists’ criticism of capi
talism for violating thε ideals of freedom and equality. They， like Marx， 
see these ideals as inherent in the process of commodity exchange， but 
they fail to recognise， he argues， that this process necessarily involves 
exploitation. To substantiate this claim， he seeks to derive capital from 
money (an 따tempt that 1 discuss in chapter 3) and makes the decisive 
move in conceptualising the capital relation by arguing that what the 
worker exchanges with capital is his labour capacity (Arbeitsvermögeη) 
(G: 2.82.-3)." Proudhon and his followers then larg'εly forgotten (though 
see， towards the very end of the manuscript， G: 804-5)， Marx elaborates 
his analysis of the capitalist mode of production， broadly following the 
plan he lays Out of production， circulation， and their unity (capital and 
profìt) (G: 2.75). 

But this fìrst march onto the terrain of Capital shouldn’t be allowed to 
obscure the importance of Marx’s initial discussion of money (to which 
he returns towards the end of the Gruηdriss에. Money and credit became 
a subject of intense debate among British political economists during the 
fìrst half of the 19th century-indeed Marx writes that ‘the [English 1 
economic literature worth mentioning since 1830 principally boils down 
to writing on currency， credit and crises' (CIII : 62.4)." At stake in thesε 
debates was an idea that still haunts us， the quantity theory of money. 

30 Although the passage from this quotation is included in Marx’s ‘Chapter on Capital’， 
Uchida argues this is a mistake on the parr of the edirors of the Gr“ndrisse: Mar:o:'s 
Grundrisse and Hegel's Logic， PP15l-153 n 1 

31 In the Grundrisse and the IS，ψ-Ó3 Manuscript Marx uses 'Arbeitsvermögen’ (labour 
capacity)， adopting instead 'Arbeitskra.ft’ (labour power) only in Capital: see CWl8: P554 
n 85， and chapter 5 bel。、v

3l 5ee the excellenr summary of the classical economists’ debates about money and credit (t。
which the followingdiscussion is much indebted) in Makoro Itoh and Costas Lapavitsas， 
PoliticalEconomyofMoney and Finance (London， 1999)， ch 1 ， and the close reading of 
Marx’s journalism in relation parricularly tO the issues involved by 5ergio Bologna (1973). 
‘h“ney and Crisis: Marx as Correspondenr of the New Yo샤Da세 까ibuκ
http://www.wildcat-www.de/en/material!csI3bolo.htm. Marx gives his own accounr of 
these debates in Con: 157-187. 
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David Hume gave this doctrine its classic formulation in 1754: ‘the price 
of commodities is always proportioned to the plenty of money.’ To sub
stantiate this claim he laid one of the main foundation stones of laissez 
foire economics， arguing that rising prices in one country would lead to 
an oudlow of money (and falling prices to an inflow) till equilibrium was 
reached. Drawing an analogy with the tendency of ‘water， wherever it 
commí.micates， to fìnd a level’， Hume appeals to， not ‘a physical attraction 
in order to explain the necessity of this operation’， but ‘a moral attraction， 
arising from the interests and passions of men，’ that ‘makes it impossible 
for money tO lose its level， and ei야ler to rise or sink beyond the propor
tion oflabour and commodities which are in each province’ or country.33 

As its most famous recent exponent， Milron Friedman， makes clear， 
the quantity theory treats money as an inessential veil over ‘real’ market 
transactions: ‘Despite the importance of enterprises and money in our 
actual economy， and despite the numerous and complex problems they 
raise， the central characteristic of the market technique of achieving 
coordination is fully displayed in the simple exchange economy that 
contains neither enterprises nor money’.34 $uch a conception is at least 
more plausible where money takes the form of a commodity (gold and/ 
or silver) that flows freely between countries in accordance with the fluc
tuations of supply and demand expressing Hume’s ‘moral attraction'. 
But what happens when the link to gold is suspended and the banknotes 
in circulation are underpinned by government fìat， as was the case in 
Britain during the period of Restriction occasioned by the wars with 
Revolutionary France (1797-1819)? Ricardo’s fìrst intervention in eco
nomic and political debates was as an advocate of a return ro gold and (as 
a Member of Parliament) a critic of the discretion that Restriction gave 
the Bank ofEngland and bankers in general. He became the main intel
lectual ornament of the currency school， led by one of Marx’s bugbears， 
$am삐Jones Loyd (later Lord Oversrone)， who argued that the quantity 
thεory required tight controls over the banks' ability to create credit 
money. 1heir political victory was embodied in the Bank Charter Act 
1844， which created what would now be called a fìrewall betwεen the 
banking and issuing dεpartments of the Bank of England and limited 
the amount of banknotes it could issue against bullion and securities.35 

33 Oavid Hume. Essays Moral， p，。ιμcaμndLiterary (Eugene F M il ler. ed; Indianapolis. 
1985). pp，81 .  3 13 .  

34 Quoted in Hyman P Minsky. Stabilizingan Unstabl. Economy (New York. >008). p1 >9. 
35 Oavid Kynaston. The City ofLondon. 1 (London. 1994). PP'9-30 (Ricardo on Restriction). 

1 >6-1 )0 (the Bank Charrer Act). 
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1his device in many ways anticipated the unsuccessful attempts by the 
1hatcher government during the 1980s mechanically to control thε 
money supply as a means of reducing the rate of inflation and reviving 
British capitalism. 

1he theoretical arguments and policy recommendations of Ricardo， 
Loyd， and their supporters were strongly contested by the banking 
school. 1hεir cri띠ue was anticipated by the 18th century mercantilist 
economist Sir James Steuart: 

까le circulation of every country ... must ever be inιproporμoη to the iηdus
try ofthe inhabitants， producing the commod，떠'it야ies u떼i 
1f t야he coin of a country， 야lerefore， falls below the proportioη of the pro
duce of industry offered for sale， industry itself will come to a stop; or 
inventions， such as symbolical monεy， will be fallen upon to provide an 
equivalent for it. But if the specie be found abovε the proportion of the 
industry， it will have no effiεct in raising prices， nor will it enter into cir
culation. 1t will be hoarded upon in treasures， where it must wait not 
only the call of a desire in thε proprietors to consumε， but of the indus
trious to satisfy this call ." 

Makoto ltoh and Costas Lapavitsas write: ‘Compared to Hume， who 
put inordinate stress on the functions of mεans of circulation alonε， 
Steuart offered a considerably richer analysis， discussing money as unit 
of account， means of debt repayment， and means of payment in interna
tional transactions'." 1he banking school-for example， the pioneering 
εconomic historian 1homas Tooke， Henry 1hornton， and John 
Fullarton， took over Steuart’s stress on hoarding， an issue that resurfaces 
in Keynes’s concept of liquidity preference， and on what came to be 
known as the law of reflux-the tendεncy of credit money to rεturn to 
its issuer. 까ley also argued that legislation such as the Bank Chartεr Act 
could not prevent money markets from generatingwhat Fullarton called 
‘speculation and ovεr-trading’ 38 

In  the portion of the London Notebooks written betwεen March 
andJune 18S1 Marx intensively studied the debates between the currency 
and banking schools in a section entided ‘Bullion. 1he Perfect Money 
System'. He also read Steuart bεfore turning to Ricardo. Marx sεems to 

36 Sir James Steuarr.An Jnquiη 까to the Princψles ofPolitical Oeconomy (ι vols. London. 
1767). 1 . p401. 1 have raken rhe liberry of modernising Sreuart’s spdling and puncruation 

37 Itoh and Lapavirsas. Politκ'al Economy ofMoney a쩌Finanu， pl J  
38 John Fullarron. On the Regulation ofC“rrencies (London. 1844). p154. Marx gives this 

book the most attenrion in his extracrs on ‘Bullion. 끼1e Perfect Money System’. in rhe 
London Notebooks: MEGA2 IV/8: 95-1 '3. 
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have developed a soft spot for Steuart， whom he liked for his historical 
realism. Thus at the beginning of the 1857 Introduction he praises 
Steuart for avoiding the abstract individualism of Smith and Ricardo 
‘because as an aristocrat and in antithesis to the eighteenth century， he 
had in some respects a more historical footing ’ ‘(G: 84). References to a 
passage marked in the London Notebooks where Steuart bluntly 
expresses the brutal logic of primitive accumulation， declaring that ‘the 
revolution must then mark the purging of the lands of superfluous 
mouths， and forcing these to quit the mother earth， in order to retire to 
towns and villages， where they may usefully swell the number of free 
hands and apply to industry’， reappear in Marx’s later manuscripts 
(MEGA2 IV/8: 갯; G: 276; CIII: 921).39 One of the main results of these 
studies was that Marx took over the critique of the quantity theory of 
money developed by Steuart and the banking school. 40 

His account of the multiple functions of money (as measure of value， 
means of circulation， standard of price， means of payment)， and the law 
of monetary circulation. that he presents in the 1859 Coηtributioη and in 
Capital， according to which ‘the quantity of the circulating mεdium is 
determined by the sum of the prices of the commodities in circulation 
and the average velocity of the circulation of money’， are heavily indebted 
to these economists' arguments (CI : 219)." Indeed， Marx’s definition of 
money as the univεrsal equivalent (which I discuss in chapter 4) seems to 
derive， in formulation at any rate， from Steuart’s description of ‘the pre
cious metals' as ‘an universal equivalent for every thing’ 42 These 
theoretical arguments informed the analyses that Marx put forward in 
his journalism. Thus he published a critique of the Bank Charter Act as 
early as September 1853 and accurately predicted at the height of the 
financial panic in November 1857 that， since the act’'s restriction on the 
Bank of England’s ability to create credit money exacerbated crises， it 
would have to be suspended， just as it had been during the crisis of 1847 

39 Sreuart，An Inquiry into the Principles ofPolitical Oeconomy， !， P'S3. Sreuart refers here [0 
‘rhe revolurions of rhe lasr cemuries' arising from ‘rhe dissolurion of rhe “udal form of 
governmem’ and rhe formarion of‘a perfecdy new sysrem of polirical oeconomy’ (p.so). 

40 Lucia Pradella， Globalization and the Critique ofPolitical Economy: New 1m뺑tsfom 
Marx's Writi쟁J (London， 20'4)， ch 4. 

4' See Iroh and Lapaviras， Political Economy ofMoney and Finanu， ch " and rhe derailed 
examinarion in Pichir Likirkijsomboon， ‘Marx's Ami.Quamiry 까leory ofMoney: A 
Crirical Evaluarion'， in Fred Moseley， ed， Marx's Theo’1’ ofMoney: ModernAppraisaLJ 
(Basingsroke， 20os). 

4' Sreuart，An Inquiry into the Principles ofPolitical Oeconomy， !， P3l7， quored in G: 226-227. 
Bur see， for Marx’s rendency ro rrear money in rhe Grundrisse as a mere symbol of value， 
Roman Rosd이sky， The MakingofMarx's Capital， PP1 l3-1 1 4  
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(CW 12 :  295-300; 15: 379-84) . (We wiU return to Marx’s theory of money 
and banking when discussing crises in chapter 6.) 

But there is then a tension between Marx’s critical endorsement of 
the banking school and his reliance on Ricardo’s version of the labour 
theory of value. From The PoverηI ofPhiLosophy onwards Marx insists on 
Ricardo’'s scientifìc superiority over the other political economists. Thus 
he writes in the I8óI-63 M깅nuscript that， after the fertile inconsistencies 
ofSmith: 

at last Ricardo steps in and calls to science: Halt! 1he basis， the starting
point for the physiology of the bourgeois system-for the undεrstanding 
of its internal organic coherence and Iife process-is the determination 
ofvaιe by μbour-time. Ricardo s았ta따r따 w띠it래h t래hi애s and fo야rπce야s sc디len따c야e to g양et 
o이u따t of t타바he rut， to rende"r an account of the extent to which the other 
categories-the relations of production and commerce-ev이ved and 
described by it， correspond to or contradict this basis， this starting
point; to e1ucidate how far a science which in fact only rεAects and 
reproduces the manifest forms of the process， and therefore also how far 
these manifestations themselves， correspond to the basis on which the 
inner coherence， the actual physiology of bourgeois society rests or the 
basis which forms its starting-point; and in general， to examine how 
matters stand with the contradiction bζtween the apparent and the 
actual movement of the system. 1his then is Ricardo’s great historical 
significance for science. (CW31 :  391) 

Reading Ricardo’'s Priηciples made the same impression on Thomas 
de Quincey in 1819， stirring him from his opium-induced dreams: 

Had this profound work been really written in England during the nine
teenth century? . . Could it be that an Englishman， and he not in 
academic bowers but oppressεd by mercantile and senatorial carεs， had 
accomplished what all the universities of Europe and a century of 
thought， had fai!ed to advancε even by one hair’s breadth? AII other 
writers had been crushed and ovζr1aid by an enormous weight of facts 
and documents; Mr Ricardo had deduced， a priori， from the under
standing itself， laws which first gavε a ray of Iight into the unwieldy 
chaos of materials， and had constructed what had been but a collection 
of tentative discussions into a science of rεgular proportions， now first 
standing on an eternal basis." 

43 Thomas de Quincey， ConftsJions ofan English Opium Eater and Other Writings (Oxford， 
ι。13)， p6S 
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But， as Marx had already shown at some length in the 1859 
Coηtributioη， Ricardo was a hopeless guide to ‘the other categories’ inso
far as they concernεd money， credit and crises. 까lÏs was a very dangerous 
position for Marx to fìnd himselfin， since it seemed to support the argu
ment of Ricardo’s critics that the labour theory of value was a 
metaphysical doctrine， as de Quincey puts it， ‘deduced， a prioη， from 
the understanding itself， of no empirical relevance. Marx doesn’t 
directly confront this problem in the Grμndrisse， where he approaches 
Ricardo largely in the contεxt of his developing analysis of the capital 
relation. Thus he criticises Ricardo along with other economists because 
‘they do not conceive capital in its ψecific character as Jorm， as a relation 
ojproductioη reflected into itself， bur think only about its material sub
stance， raw material etc’ (G: 309). Marx’'s fullest engagement with 
Ricardo is， as we have already seen， in the ISóI-Ó3 Maηuscript. Properly 
to understand this-and therefore Marx’'s resort to Hegel-we havε to 
consider more directly the tensions in Ricardo’s value theory. 

1he impasse ofRicardian value theory" 

Marx’s positive assessment of Ricardo stemmed from the latter’s c1ear 
and rigorous statement of the labour theory of value: ‘the value of a com
modity， or the qμηtity ofaηry other commodity Jor which it lνill exchange， 
depeηds oη the relative quaηtity oflaboμr whi냉쩌 lS 1ηucess.찌arηη'YJ껴vr i따tαsprodu따‘κc
tμlOη%’ alη2d no야t onη t야he greater or less compenηsationη ιb“ic，껴h i.강's pai，μdj껴or t，써ha짜 t 
lμ'abo“urχ.끼R: 1， II) Having， however， introduced this assertion at the very 
beginning of Chapter One of his Priηcψles， Ricardo goes on to add a 
signifìcant exception. This arises from that fact that， depending on the 
variations of the physical conditions of production in different sectors， 
industries will be more capital-intensive or more labour-intensive.45 If 
there is a rise in average wages， the general rate of profìt will fall. This 
will affect capital- and labour-intensive industries alike. But since wagεs 

44 끼1is section draws heavily on my docwral thesis， ‘끼1e Logic of Capital’， and on a 
preliminary dra/i:， ‘Ricardo， Marx and Classical Political Economy’ (1975)， much of which 
was not included in the final thesis， Like all studems ofRicardo. 1 ’m greatly indebted w 
Piero Sralfa’s superb edition ofhis μ'orks and Correspondence. and to his 1 mroduction t。
volume 1 

45 Ricardo in fact distinguishes between two cases， one in which the ratio offixed w 
circulating capital in dilferent industries varies and the other in which the durabiliiy of 
capital varies from secwr to sector， but he writes: ‘According as capital is rapidly 
perishable， and requires w be reproduced. or is of slow consumption， it is c1assed under 
the heads of fixed and circulating capital’ (R: 1 ， 31) 끼1is impl ies that the first case reduces 
to the second. 
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represent a lower proporcion of costs in capital-intensive industries， their 
costs will not rise as rapidly as those in labour-intensive industries， and 
therefore the prices of goods produced in the former will_μlL relative to 
those of goods produced in the laner (R: 1 ，  33-35). Ricardo’'s general state
ment ofhis value theory makes relative prices-the amount commodities 
exchange for each other-depend on the labour necessary for their pro
duction. But in this case the relative prices of commodities change 
without there being a change in the relative amounts of labour time 
required to produce them. 

This argument relies on two assumptions. First， ‘there can be no rise 
iri the value oflabour without a fall i매rofìts' (R: 1， 35); wages and profìts 
are thus inversely related. Second， implicit in the argument is the exist
ence of the general rate of profìt. In other words， Ricardo assumes that 
capital flows between different branches of production under the impe
tus of rises or falls in the rate of profìt until returns on capital in different 
sectors are equalised across the economy. It is this that prevents capital
intensive fìrms from successfully resisting the fall in the relative prices of 
their goods (R: 1， 41-μ):. The same assumptions are to be found also in 
Chapter Two of the Priηciples， where， with their assistance and two 
other key items in Ricardo’s repertoire-the law of diminishing returns 
in agriculture and the theory of wages， he develops the theory of differ
ential rent. 

A number of commentators have isolated the theoretical core of the 
Priηciples in its fìrst seven chapters， where Ricardo dεals with value， rent， 
natural and market prices， wages， profìts， and foreign trade. But the 
chapters on wages and profìts (V and VI respεctively) are， as Marx puts 
1t， ‘not only taken for granted， but fully developed in the first two chap
ters “On Value" and “On Rent"’ (CUt장1:  394). However， Ricardo’s 
exception to the labour theory of value proved to be the symptom of a 
contradiction inherεnt in this set of theoretical principles consisting the 
kernel of his system. Ricardo explicidy admined that the case of wage 
rises in different production conditions represented a limitation of his 
value theory. He wrote in the first edition of the Princ.ψles (1817): 

It appears that the accumulation of capital， by occasioning different 
proportions of fixed and circulating capitals to be employed in different 

46 Indeed. Marx comments. ‘。ne can see that in this first chapter not only are comlηoditits 
assumed tO exist-and when considering value as such. nothing further is required-but 
also wages. capital. profit. and even ... the general rate of profit. the various forms of capital 
as they arise from the process of circulation. and also the difference between “natural and 
market-price"’ (CWj l : 393) 
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rrades， and by giving differing dεgrees of durabiliry ro such fixed capital， 
introduces a considerable modification to the rule， which is of universal 
application in the early stages of society. (R: 1， 66) 

This concession was seized on by Ricardo’s opponents. His friend and 
critic Thomas Malthus wrote to him (24 February 1818): 

For myself， 1 own， 1 am quite satisfied with your own concessions; and 
if as you yourself acknowledge， taxation， foreign materials， and the 
d ifferent quantities of fixed and circulating capitals employed all pre
vent the exchangeable value of commodiries from being determined by 
the labour they cost in production， 1 should say that your theory was 
only true ceteris paribus， which mighr be said of the cost ofmaterials. 
(R: VII， 석3) 

And Robert Torrens writes in an article attacking the labour theory 
ofvalue: 

Bur， as equal capitals seldom possess precisely equal degrees of durabil
ity， this [Ricardo’s modification of the labour theory of valueJ， instead of 
l imiting what he calls the general principle， subverts it altogether， and 
proves， that the relative worth of all things is determined， not by the 
quantities of labour required ro procure them， but by the universally 
operating law of competition， which equalises the profits of stocks and， 
consequently， renders rhe results obtained from the employment of 
equal capitals of equal value in exchange." 

Both Malthus and Torrens were pointing to the fact that the labour 
theory of value and the assumption of a general rate of profìt are prima 
facie inconsistent. If commodities exchange according to the labour 
required to produce them， then the rate of profìt will vary from industry 
to industry depending on wage rates and production conditions. If， on 
the other hand， what Torrens calls ‘the universally operating law of com
petltlon’ is admitted， and capitals arε assumed to flow between different 
sectors until a general rate of profìt equalising rεturns is formed， then 
commodities cannot exchange according to the labour necessary for 
their production. 

The problem for Ricardo was that he required both principles to con
struct his theory. He wrote to James Mill (28 December 1818) commenting 
on Torrens’s article: 

47 Robert Torrens， ‘5tructures concerning Mr Ricardo’s Doctrine respecting Exchangeable 
Value’，Edinburgh Magazineand Littrary Misullany， I I I ，  October 18 18， P336. 
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He makes it appear that Smith says that atter capital accumulates and 
industrious people are set tO work the quantity of wealth is not the only 
circumstance that detζrmines the value of commodities and that 1 
oppose this opinion. Now 1 want to shew that 1 do not oppose this opin
ion in the manner he represents me to do so. bm Adam Smith thought. 
that as in the earlier stages of society. all the produce oflabour belonged 
to the labourer. and as atter stock was accumulated. a part went to profìts. 
that accumulation. necessarily withom regard to the different degrees of 
durability of capital. or any other circumstance whatever. raised the 
prices or exchangeable value of commodities. and consequendy that their 
valuε was no longer regulated by the quantity oflabour necessary to their 
production. In opposition to him. 1 maintain that this is not because of 
this division into profìts and wages.-it is not because capital accumu
lates. that exchangeable value varies. bm it is in all stages of society. owing 
only to two causes: one the more or less quantity of labour required. the 
other the greater or lεss durability of capital:-and that the former is 
never superseded by the latter. but is only modifìed by it. (R: VII: 377) 

Ricardo’s development of the labour theory of value arose from his 
dissatisfaction with the theory of value outlined by Smith in The μTeaLth 
ofN찌ons and aαepted by the other m헤or economists of the day. 
including Malthus and Torrens." For Smith. it is only ‘ in that early and 
rude state of society which precedes both the accumulation of capital 
and the appropriation of land’ that commodities exchanged according 
to ‘the quantities oflabour necessary for acquiring different objects’. He 
argues that. assuming the accumulation of capital. ie assuming that the 
means of production are owned. not by the direct producers. but by capi
talists employing wage labourers. ‘when the pricε of any commodity is 
neither more nor less than what is suflÌcient to pay the rent of the land. 
the wages of the labour. and the profìts of the stock employed in raising. 
preparing. and bringing it to market. according to their natural rates. 
the commodity is then sold for what may be called its natural pricε，’ 
around which market prices Ructuate." It follows that if one of these 

48 Scc rhc brillianr ovcrview ofSmirh ’s. Ricard。’s and Marx’s diffcring approachcs ro valuc 
rheory in Dimirris Milonakis and Bcn Finc. From Political Economy toEconomics 
(London. 2009). ch 4， and， on Sm빼
Thought (London， 1979)， chs 27 and 28. 

49 Adam Smirh，An Inquiry into the Nature and Causes ofthe Wealth ofNations (2 vols， 
Oxford， 1976)， 1 vi， 1 viii ; 1 pp6S， 72. Smirh cquivocarcs over wherher he acrually means 
quanriries oflabour performcd or rarhcr rhe amounr oflabour rhar a commodiry could 
command rhanks to irs price measured by wages. (Malrhus adoprs rhe latter solurion.) I n  
rhe JSÓ/-Ó3 Manuscript Marx analyses in derail ，he tensions and ambiguitics i n  Smith’s 
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‘component parts’ of the exchange value of a commodity rises， its price 
will also rise. 

Ricardo’s opposition to this theory was stimulated by the intense 
controversies among British economists and policy makers at the end of 
the wars with France.so Arrer his first intervention over the bullion con
troversy， he crossed swords with Malthus (initially in their private 
correspondence) over whether or not the Corn Laws restricting the 
import of grain should be repealed. Both were responding to an eco
nomic conjuncture in which a steep rise in the price of corn had been 
accompanied by the improvement and extension of cultivation， high 
government spending and a decline in Britain’'s profitability relative to 
that of other countries. The high cost of living and the slump that fol
lowed Napoleon’s final defeat in 1815 led to increasing tensions between 
the politically dominant aristocracy， the new industrial bourgeoisie， and 
an emerging workers' movement. In 18Il Luddism spread from 
Nottingham to the West Riding， to Lancashire and to Cheshire. 
According to Élie Halévy， ‘ in the summer of 18Il there were no fewer 
than I l，OOO troops in the disturbed counties， a greater force than 
Wellington had under his command in the Peninsula.’ During the pas
sage of the Corn Laws in 1815 parliament was besieged by the London 
crowd. In 1815， arrer 앵'aterloo， there were 155 newly constructed barracks 
and 100，000 troops on garrison in the United Kingdom." 

value theory: CW}o: }76-4I l 
50 5ee. for example. G 5 L Tucker. Progress and p，야ts in British Economic Thought lð50-1에0 

(Cambridge. 1960). ch VI I I .  
5 1  Élie Halévy.A History ofthe English People in I야 (London. 19 12). pp68. 28。얘}. This 

sicuation hardly supports Marx’s comemion in his Afi:erword to the 5econd German 
Edition of Capita/. 1 .  that British ‘c1assicaI political economy bdongs tO a period in which 
the c1ass struggle was as yet undevdoped.’ and that its decline fol l。、wed as ‘the c1ass 
struggle took on more and more explicit and threatening forms' afi:er 18}0. He comradicts 
himsdf. saying that ‘the c1ass struggle between capital and labour ... broke OUC openly afi:er 
the passing of the Corn Laws' (CI: 96. 97). Ricardo was writing at a time of politicaI and 
sociaI polarisa【ion. and the imernal tensions in his theoretical d iscourse certainly 
comributed tO its rapid abandonmem. wdI before 18}0. even by his own fol l。、，vtr$. Marx 
further undermines his 。、.vn c1aim by wrπing in the ISðI-ð3 Manuscript that ‘the real 
science of political economy ends‘ with RichardJones. whose main works appeared afi:er 
18}o. and whom Marx praises for historicising capitalist economic rdations: ‘What 
distinguishesJones from the other economists (except perhaps 5ismondi) is that he 
emphasises that the essemial feature of capital is its socially determined form. and that he 
reduces the whole difference between the capitalist and other modes of production to this 
distinct form.’ so that ‘the capitalist mode of production is regarded as a determinate 
hisrorical category and no longer as an eternal nacuraI rdation of production’ (CW}}: H5. 
HI .  H4). Unlike the case of the detested Malthus. Marx even hnds occasion to praise 
Jones’s stacus as an Anglican c1ergyman: ‘The ministers of the English Church seem tO 
think more than their cominental brethren’ (CW}}: H4). 
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Ricardo and Malthus alike reacted with horror to the Peterloo 
massacre of August 1819， which represented the peak of post-war 
working class insurgency. Both sought ro fìnd the economic causes of 
these discontents. For Malthus the problem was one of overproduc
tion and a shortage of ‘effectual demand'， which could only bε 
ovεrcome with the assistance of ‘unproductive consumers’， especially 
thε landowners and the state. Marx， who loathed Malthus， said of 
him: ‘-being a staunch member of the Established Church of 
England-hε was a professional sycophant of the landed arisrocracy， 
whose rents， sinecures， squandering， heartlessness etc he justifìed eco
ηomically’ (CW31 :  345). Ricardo by contrast， though himself a 
srock-jobber in the City， took the side of the alliance of workers and 
manufacturers opposed to the Corn Laws， declaring: ‘꺼1e interest of 
the landlord is always opposed ro the interest of every other class in 
the community’ (R: VI， 21) . 

For Ricardo， both rising prices and falling profìtability were a conse
quεnce of declining productivity in agriculture that reflected the law of 
diminishing returns， according to which increasing a given factor of 
production will， other things being equal， lead to a fall in the additional 
output gained. 1he only way of remedying this situation would be to 
bring down the price of corn by improving the productivity of agricul
ture or by imp아tingch때er grain. In hisEssay 0η the I;캔μeηκ oJa Loω 
Price ofCorn 0η the Projits ofStock (1815) Ricardo seeks to give his argu
ment theoretical foundations. He argues that a general wage increase 
will lead， not to a 디se in the lεvel of absolm
Smith’s value theory)， but to a fall in the average rate of profìt. He there
forε postulates an inverse relationship between wages and profits. 꺼1e 
theory of diffcεrential rent also developed in the Essay enables him to 
reject the proposition that rent is a component of a commodity’s natural 
price: rent is conceived there as a residue arrer income has been appor
tioned to wages and profits. 

We can now see why the ‘modifìcation’ of the labour theory of value 
Ricardo presented in Chapter One of the Priηcψles was so important. It 
showed that an increase in thε general levεl of wages could lead to a foμ 
in some relative prices (ie those of goods produced in capital-intensive 
industries). Nevertheless， the labour theory of value and Ricardo’s theory 
of profìts are closely connected. If an inverse relation between wages and 
profìts is postulated， then the value of a commodity cannot be conceived 
as thεir sum， as it was by Smith. Some principle of value determination 
indεpendent of wages and profìts is necessary. In the Essay Ricardo reliεs 
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on the assumption that in agriculture corn is both input and output." As 
he started working on the Priηcψles， he sought to develop a more general 
value theorý， writing to James Mill (30 Oecember 1815): ‘1 know 1 shall 
soon be stopped by the word price . . .  Before readers can understand the 
proof 1 mean to give [that improvements in agriculture have no other 
effect than that of raising the rate of profìt]， they must understand the 
theory of currency and of price’ (R: VI， 348-349). 1he labour theory of 
value fìtted the bill， serving to give expression to Ricardo’'s theory of 
profìts. 

1he centrality of this relationship was closely connected to his con
cεption of political economy. He wrote to Malthus (9 October 182.0): 
‘Political Economy you think is an enquiry into the nature and causes of 
wεalth-I think it should rather be called an enquiry into the laws 
which determine the division of the produce of industry among the 
classes who concur in its formation' (R: VIII， 2.78). 1he inverse rεlation
ship between wages and profìts waS the theoretical determination of 
what Ricardo saw as the antagonistic relations of distribution between 
the classes: the workers' gain was the capitalists’ loss， and vice versa. As 
Marx puts it， ‘Ricardo exposes and describes the economic antagonism 
of classes-as shown by the intrinsic relations-and . . .  consεquεndy 
political economy perceives， discovers the root of the historical struggle 
and development' (CW31 :  392.). 1he labour theory of value， by defìning 
the social product independently of the relations of distribution， allowed 
Ricardo to give theoretical expression to this class antagonism. 

Ricardo’s value theory and his theory of profìts were therefore imbri
cated with each other. At the same time， however， the coexistence within 
his discourse of the labour theory of value and the assumption of 
Torrens’s ‘universally operating law of competition， which equalises the 
profìts of stock’， introduced an incoherence into the system. 1his inco
herence made itself felt even within Ricardo’s l ifetime in the efforts of 
his followεrs， most notably J R McCulloch andJames Mill， to rescue his 
value theory by reinterpreting it in such a way as to make it irrefutable， 
primarily by defìning profìts as a form of wages. Mill， for example， 
argues that， since: 

capital is allowed to be correcdy described under the tide hoarded 
labour. .. profìts are simply remuneration for labour. 1hey may， indeed， 
without doing any violence to language， hardly even by a metaphor， be 

5 '  Piero Sra없， ‘Incroduction’， tO The Works and Co"espondmu ofDavid Ricardo ( •• vols， 
Cambridge， '95" 51)， 1， xxxi. 
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dominated wagε5: the wages of that labour which applied， not immedi
ately by the hand， but mediately， by the instruments which thε hand 
has produced." 

McCulloch wenc further in correspondence with Ricardo， suggesting 
that profìts were the wages of machines and natural procεsses! 
(s December 1819， R: VIII， 138) Publicly he followed Mill: ‘1he profìts of 
capital are only another name for the ι'ages 01 accumulated labour'.'4 
Smith had already rεjected a version of this idea， arguing that ‘ in the 
price of commodities . . .  the profìts of stock constitute a componenc part 
altogether differenc from the wages oflabour， and regulated by quite dif
ferenc principles'.55 Ricardo was careful to distance himself from these 
‘convencionalist stratagems’ (as Karl Poppεr would call them) designed 
to protect the theory through redefìnition， while holding fast to his 
value theory. Not long before his sudden fatal illness and death in 
September 1823  he told Malthus (3 August 18셔): ‘As far as  1 have been 
able to reflect on M Culloch [sic] and Mill’'s suggestion 1 am not satisfìed 
with it' (R: IX， 323). In the third edition of the Principles (1821) he wrote 
ofhis ‘modifìcation’ of the labour theory of value: ‘1he reader， however， 
should remark that this cause of the variation of commodities is com
paratively slight in its e라cts . . .  Not so with the other great cause of the 
variation， in the value of commodities， namely， the increase or diminu
tion in the quancity oflabour necessary to produce them' (R: I. 36). 

1his is not to say that Ricardo did not feel that the theory involved 
m매or diffìculties. He wrote to McCulloch (1셔une 18ι。): 

1 sometimes think that if 1 were to write the chapter on value again， 1 
should acknowledge that the relative value of commodities was regu
lated by twO causes instead ofby one， namely by the relative quantity of 
the commodities required to produce the commodities in question， and 
bγ the rate of profit for the time that the capital remained do아rma인n따1tμn뼈 d 
unt때1tl떼il t“he commo여diπ띠tlκe야5 were broug맹;ht to market. Perhaps 1 should find the 
di태culties nearly as gπat in 비is view of the su비ect as in that which 1 
have adopted. (R: VIII ，  194) 

1hese diffìculries may help to explain why the Ricardian school stag
nared and gradually disincegrated after Marx’s death. Marx called the 
I820S ‘metaphysically speaking the most importanc period in the 

S3 James Mil l， Elemtnts ofPol.띠calEconomy， in SelecudEconomic Wn’tings (Donald Winch， 
ed; Edinburgh， 1966)， pp261， 262-263. 

s4 J R McCulloch， The Priηciples of Poli“calEconomy (Edinburgh， 182S)， p29I .  
SS Smich， ’Vealth ofNations， 1 v i ;  1 ，  p67 
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history of English political economy’ (CJ!Tt장2: 298). On the one hand， 
the precursors of the marginalist revolution of the 1870S that is the 
source of the contemporary neoclassical orthodoxy (for example， 
Samuel Bailey) mounted a series of powerful attacks on the labour 
theory of value; on the other， the so-called Ricardian socialists (most 
prominendy Thomas Hodgskin) used the theory to champion the inter
ests of the workers' movement， arguing that， if capital was indeed merely 
accumulated labour， as James Mill and McCulloch argued， why 
shouldn’t the workers receive the full value of their product? John Stuart 
Mill， schooled by his father J ames and J eremy Bentham to be Ricardo’s 
heir， completed the euthanasia of his value theory by adopting the 
theory developed by Nassau Senior (and the object of much scorn on 
Marx’s part in Capital， 1)， according to which profits are the reward of 
the capitalist’'s abstinence from consumption. As Joseph Schumpeter 
puts it， Mill ‘places Ricardo’'s thought as it were on a soft bed， in order to 
let it die quietly’.'6 By 1844 de Quincey， one ofRicardo’'s most loyal fol
lowers， could lament: ‘ Political economy does not advance. Since the 
revolution effected in that science by Ricardo， (18 17) ，  upon the whole it 
has been stationary'.57 

The source of the impasse lay in the internal construction ofRicardo’s 
discourse. The labour theory of value provided an indispensable compo
nεnt of this discourse by providing a principle of value determination 
independent of wages and profits， which were treated as inversely related. 
But Ricardo at the same time treated his value theory as simply a quanti
i:ative empirical proposition whose validity is a matter of contingent fact. 
Hence， given certain other assumptions， above all the proposition that 
equal capitals will receive equal profits， the generality and validity of the 
theory are limited by the existence of differing production conditions. 
Thus the labour theory of valuε is both necessary in order to make 
Ricardo’'s system coherent and at the same time limited by other assump
tions of that very system. 

Underlying Ricardo’'s treatment of his value theory as a conringenr 
proposition is an essentiallY empiricist notion of the economic process. The 
workings of the εconomy are treated as readily accessiblε to observation. 
Therefore， the propositions produced through the scienrific knowledge of 
the economy will be ones summari잉ng these observations-propositions 
of an equivalent epistemological status， all equally refutable and conrin
gent. The only exception will be selεevidenr premisses that sεrve as the 

S6 Joseph Schump<tcr， Economic DoctrintandMtth얘 (London， 19S4)， P37 
S7 Thomas dc Quincey， Tht Logic ofPolitical Economy (Edi빼urgh， 1844)， P ii i . 
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ordering principles of economic science.S8 As we have seεn， among the 
propositions selected for this role is the assumption that a general rate of 
profit exists. But this assertion is in fact far from selεevident. Marx shows 
it to presuppose the separation of the direct producers from the means of 
production， thε existence of a capitalist class controlling these means， the 
creation of surplus value， its transformation into profit， and the competi
tion of capitals necessary for the equalisation of profits. 꺼le existence of 
the general rate of profit is thus specific to a determinate social order， 
namely capitalism. 까le structure， however， of what Marx calls the ‘theo
retical part’ of the Princψles (the first six chapters) is such as to make it 
clear that Ricardo presupposes the existence of a general rate of profit as a 
basic premiss of his argument (CW31: 393). In this way， the existence of 
the capitalist mode of production is inscribed within Ricardo’s discourse 
as ηatural 

From this perspective， Marx found Smith superior to Ricardo: 

lt is Adam Smirh’s grear merir rhar ir is jusr in rhe chaprers of Book 1 
(chaprers VI ，  VII ，  VIII  [of rhe Wealth of N.찌ons]) where he passes 
from simple commodiry exchange and irs law of value ro εxchange 
berween objecrified and living labour， ro exchangε berween capiral and 
wage-labour， ro rhe considerarion of profir and renr in general-in 
shorr， ro rhe origin of surplus-value-rhar he feels some flaw has 
emerged. He senses rhar somehow-wharever rhe cause may be， and hε 
does nor grasp whar ir is-in rhe acrual resulr rhe law is suspended: 
more labour is exchanged for less labour (from rhe labourer’'s srand
point)， less labour is exchanged for more labour (from the capitalist’s 
standpoinr). His merit is that he emphasises-and it obviously per
plexes him-that with the accun씨'atioη ofcapital and thε appearance of 
properηI in laηd-that is， when the conditions of labour assume an 
independenr existence over againsr labour itself-something new 
。ccurs， apparently (and actually， in the resu lt) thε law ofvalue changes 
into its opposite. It is his theoretical strength that he feels and stresses 
this contradiction， juSt as it is his theoretical weakness that the conrra
diction shakes his confidence in the general law， even for simple 
commodity εxchange; that he does not perceive how this contradicrion 
arises， through labour capacity itself bεcoming a commodity， and thar 
in the case of this specific commodity its use-value-which therefore 

S8 Such a conception of economic science is developed by rhe Ricardian J E Cairnes: Tht 
Characur and Logical Mtthod ofPoliticalEconomy (London， 187S). Bur ir is also embraced 
by leading advocares of neoclassical orrhodoxy: for example， Liond Robbins，An Essay on 
tht Naturt and Significanct ofEconomic Scimct (London， 1933). 
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has norhing to do wirh irs exchange-value-is precisely rhe energy which 
creares exchange-value. Ricardo is ahead of Adam Smirh in rhar rhese 
apparent contradicrions-in rheir resulr real contradicrions-do nor 
confuse him. Bur he is behind Adam Sm빼 in rha� he does nor even sus
pecr rhar rhis presenrs a problem， and rherefore rhe specific development 
which rhe law of value undergoes wirh rhe formarion of capiral does nor 
for a moment puzzle him or even anracr his anemion. (CW30: 393-394) 

In Ricardo’'s case the treatment of the general rate of profÌt as a selε 
evident fact requiring no explanation introduced an element of 
incoherence into his discourse that led to the disintegration of his 
school. 1he inconsistency of this premiss with the labour theory of value 
could lead to two courses of action. Since， as a matter of fact， returns on 
capital do tend to be equalised， then， either the labour theory of value 
should be abandoned， or the apparent inconsistency of the two prin디
ples should be removed by a theory that seeks to explain the existence of 
the general rate of profÌt starting from the labour theory of value. 
Neoclassical economics took the fÌrst course， Marx the second.S9 

Ricardo， Hegel and Spinoza 

Towards the end of the lengthy excursus on ‘1heories of Surplus Value' 
in the IS，ιT-ó3 Maημscript， Marx summed up his view of the causes of the 
disintegration ofRicardianism: 

꺼l.e firsr difficulry in rhe Ricardian sysrem was rhe exchange of capiraI 

and labour-so as tO be corresponding to the ‘law of value '. 
The second di쩌다llry was rhar capitals ofequal magηitude， no maner 

whar rheir organic composirion， yield equal profits or rhe general rate of 
pr야t. (CWp.: 361) 

As Marx acknowledged， these problems were identifÌed by Ricardo’s 
crirics. Bailey， for example， h ighlighted the fÌrst problem， namely thar in 
treating wages as the price of labour and simultaneously making labour 
the source of value， Ricardo found himself caught in a contradiction: ‘If 
this principle [the labour theory of value] is rigidly adhered to， it follows， 
that the value of labour depends on the quantity of labour producing 
it-which is evidendy absurd. By a dεxterous turn， therefore， Mr 
Ricardo makes the value of labour depend on thε quantity of labour 

59 꺼1e sorry tale of the transformation of economics as a result of the marginalist revolution 
is told in Mi lonakis and Fine， From Political Economy to Economics. 
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required to produce wages꺼 Marx in the Gruηdrisse discovers the solu
tion to this problem when he argues that what the worker sells to the 
capitalist is not labour， but labour capacity， whose value， determined like 
that of all other commodities by the socially necessary labour time 
required to produce it (or， in this case， to reproducε the worker in which 
the labour capacity is embodied)， is represented by the wage. As he puts 
it in the I8óI-Ó3 Manuscript: 

Instead of labour， Ricardo should have discussed labour capaciη. But， 
had he done so， capital would also have been revεaled as the material 
condition oflabour， confronting the labourer as power that has acquired 
an independent existence. And capital would at once have been revealed 
as a defiηite social relationshψ Ricardo thus only distinguishes capital as 
‘accumulated labour' from ‘ immediate labour'. And it is something 
purely physical， only an element in the labour process， from which the 
relation between the worker and capital， wages and profits， could never 
be developed. (CW32.: 36-7) 

50 in this case as well it is Ricardo’s naturalising of the capital rela
tion that underlies the theoretical contradiction. But it is the problem 
of the general rate of profit that dominates Marx’s discussion ofRicardo 
in the I8óI-Ó3 Manuscrψt. As we saw in chapter 1， Marx comes at the 
problem from the angle of the theory of rent， and more particularly in 
his critique of Rodbertus. Here he argues that competition， in equalis
ing returns across sectors， transfiεrs surplus value from capitals with a 
lower than avεrage organic composition (the ratio of capital invested in 
means of production to capital invεsted in labour power) to those with 
a higher than average organic composition. As result， commodities 
εxchange， not at their values (= the socially necessary labour time 
required to produce them)， but at what he initially calls their average 
prices， later in the I8óI-ó3 Maηuscrψt cost prices， and in Capital prices 
of production:61 

the capitalists strive (and this striving is competition) to divide among 
themselvεs thε quantity of unpaid labour-or the products of this quan
tity of labour-which they squeeze our of thε working class， not 
according to the surplus-labour producζd direcrly by a particular capital， 

60 Samud ßailo)'.A Cri‘l씨Disstrtation on the Nature， A1easures and Causes ofValue 
(London， 182S)， PS I . 

61 On rhe mulriplo meanings Marx gives rho rorm ‘cosc pnce’ in the 1361-6) Mant“cr'pt， seo 
Enr피IUO Dussel， Towards an Unknown Marx: A Commmtary on the Manuscripts of 
1361-6) (London， 2001)， p2S0 n 4. 
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bur corresponding.firs싸 to the relative portion of the aggregate capital 
which a particular capital 때resents and secondly according to the 
amount of surplus-Iabour produced by the aggregate capital. 까le capital
ists， like hostile brothers， divide among themselves the loot of other 
people’s labour which they have appropriated so that on an average one 
receives the same amount of unpaid labour as another. 

Competition achieves this equalisation by regulating average prices. 
These average prices themselves， however， are either above or below the 
value of the commodity so that no commodity yields a h igher rate of 
profit than any othεr. It is therefore wrong to say that competition 
among capitals brings abour a general rate of profit by equalising the 
prices of commodities to t타비heiπr v얘a뇌hωues 
vertingt“뻐hπe va!tωues oft싸he commodities into average prices， in ωhich a part of 
surplus value is transferred from one commodity to another， etc자 le value 
of a commodity equals the quantity of paid and unpaid labour contained 
iη it. 끼le average price of a commodity = the quantity of paid labour it 
contaiηs (objectified or Iiving) + an average quota of unpaid labour. The 
latter does not depend on 1νhether this amouηt was contained in the 
commodity itself or on whether mòre or less of it was embodied in the 
value of the commodity. (CW3I :  2.64)" 

50 it is here that Marx is prompted to develop his famous (or notori
ous) transformation of values into prices of production. He is prompted 
to make this move， which Dussel calls ‘a central moment of the 
Maημscripts ofISIι[-63， perhaps the most important creative moment’， to 
overcome Ricardo’s denial of the existence of absolute rent-ie rent that 
arises simply from the ownership of land， unlike di많rential rent， which 
is a consequence of differences in levels of productivity.“ Acknowledging 
absolute rent appeared to Ricardo to be inconsistent with the labour 
theory of value. Marx’'s solution， developed first in the I86I-63 Maηuscr.ψt 
and restated in CapitaL， IIl， Part 6， is to argue that absolute rent is pos
sible so long as one assumes that the organic composition of capital and 
labour productivity are lower and hence the rate of profit higher in agri
culture than in other sectors. If capital were fully mobile， it would flow 
into agriculture until prices in the sector fell to a level that would secure 
investors the average profit， transferring surplus value to other sectors. 
But the institution of private property in land prevents this happening; 

6， Marx in facr anrκipares rhis solurion， arguing rhar competirion leads ro capirals sharing 
surplus value in proporrion ro rheir size， in a passage in rhe Grundrisse rhat isn’t developed 
furrher in this manuscript: G: 435-436 

63 Dussel， Towards an Unknown Marx， P，03 
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agricultural products are therefore sold at their values rather than their 
prices of production， and the landowners appropriate the difference as 
(absolute) rent: 

It is quite simply the private owηership ofland， mines， water， etc by cer
tain people， which enables them to snatch， intercept and seize the excess 
surpLus-vaLue over aηd above profit (average profit， rhe rare of profit deter
mined by the general rare of profit) contained in the commodities of 
these particular spheres of production， these particular fields of capital 
investment， and so to prevent it from entering into the general process 
by which the general rate of profit is formed. (CW31 :  271)“ 

It is in the course of this critique of Ricardo that Marx begins to 
reflect systematically on his method. Thus he interp이ates during a dis
cussion ofRodbertus: 

//Adam Smith， as we saw abovε， first correctly interprets value and the 
relation existing berween profit， wages， etc， as component parts of this 
valuε， and then he proceeds the other way round， regards the prices of 
wages， profit and rent as antecedent factors and seeks to determine rhem 
independently， in order then to compose the price 01 the commodiη out 
of rhem. The meaning of this change of approach is that fi rst he grasps 
the problem in its inner reμtioηshψs， and then in the reveηeJorm， as it 
aþpeaη in compeμition. These two concepts of his run counter to one 
another in h is work， naively， wirhout his being aware of rhe contradic
tion. Ricardo， on the orher hand， consciously abstracts from the form of 
competition， from the appearance of competition， in order to compre
hend the Laws as such. On the one hand he must be reproached for not 
going far enough， for not carrying his abstraction to completion， for 
instance， when he analyses the vaLue of rhe commodity， he at once allows 
himself to be inRuenced by consideration of all kinds of concrete condi
tions. On the other hand one must reproach him for regarding the 
phenomenal form as immediate aηd direct proof or exposition of the 
gεneral laws， and for failing to interpret it. In regard to the first， his 
abstraction is too incomplete; in regard to the second， ir is formal 
abstraction which in itself is wrong./ / (C1o/장1:  338) 

The first criticism is a point Marx repeatedly makes against Ricardo: 
far from being， as he is commonly represented， the author of an abstract 
and deductive theory that takes no account of concrete circumstances， 

64 On Marx’s theory of renc， see Ben Fine and Alfredo Saad-Filho，A1arxs 'Capital’(sth edn; 
lι이ldon， '010)， ch I}，  and Oavid Harvey， Tht Limits to Capital (Oxford， '98>)， ch 1 1 .  
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Ricardo fails sufßciently to differentiate the abstract from the concrete. 
- Thus Marx goes on to reproach him for failing to ‘consider surpl，μ5 value 
separately and independently from its particular forms-profit (interest) 
and rent’ (CW32: 9). But， as the following passag'ε makes clear， Ricardo’s 
failure to bring ‘his abstraction to completion’ lεads to the problems that 
bedevil his valuε theory: 

Some of rhe observations that occur in Ricardo’s writing should have led 
him to the distinction between surplus value and profit. Because he fails 
to make this distinction， he appears in some passag'ζS to descend to the 
vulgar view-as has already been indicated in the analysis of Ch. 1 ‘0η 
ιlue’-the viεw that profit is a mere addition over and above the value 
of rhe commodity; for instance when he speaks of the determination of 
profit on capital in which the fixed capital predominates， etc. This was 
the source of much nonsense among his successors. This vulgar view is 
bound to a떠ε， if the proposition (which in practice is cor따t) that on 
the average， capitals ofequal size yield equal pr，껴Ú or thar profit depends 
on rhe size of rhe capital employed， is not connected by a series of inrer
mediary l inks with rhe general laws of value erc: in shorr， if profit and 
surplus-value are treated as identical， which is only correct for rhe aggre
gate capital. Accordingly Ricardo has no means for derermining a 
general rate ofpr，야t. (CW3l: 60-61) 

Ricardo’'s failure to develop the relationship between abstract and 
concrete through ‘a series of intermediate links' is the essence of the 
second criticism: 

He presupposes a general rate ofprofit or an alJerage profit ofequal magni
tude for differenr capital invesrmenrs of equal magnitude， or for di빠renr 
spheres of production in which capirals of equal size are employed-or， 
which is the same thing， profit in proporrion to the size of the capiral 
employed in the various spheres of production. Instead of postulatiηg 
this general rate of profit， Ricardo should rather havε examined in how 
far its existence is in fact consistenr wirh rhe derermination of value by 
labour-rime， and he would have found that insread of being consisrenr 
with i때rima focie， it coηtradicts it， and that its existence would there
fore have to be explained rhrough a number of inrermediary stages， a 
procedure which is very differenr from merely including ir under the law 
ofvalue. (CW3 1 :  401) 

By the time Marx wrote this comment he had， thanks to his devel
opment of the transformation from values to prices of production， a 
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much clearer idea of what this explanation ‘through a number of inter
mediary stages’ involved. Capita/ offers the fullest picture of this 
process. In Capita/， 1 ，  Marx analyses the immediate process of produc
tion. 1his involves in particular presenting the forms of extraction of 
surplus value within this process and the accumulation of capital. 
Among the importaht concepts introduced at this stage is that of the 
organic composition of capital (to repeat， the ratio between constant 
and variable capital， invested respectively in means of production and 
labour power). But at this stage of the analysis Marx does not distin
guish between the aggregate social capital and individual capitals 
(w빼 one ve타r디마y끼I이lmpo아rπI떠an따t e앉xc야ept띠n that we will consider in chapter 3). 
One of the major shifts that takes place in Capita/， III， is that， having 
presented the process of circulation in the preceding volume， Marx 
introduces the effects of the differences both among individual capi
tals and between different kinds of capital (productive， commerciaL 
interest-bearing) 

In Part 1 ，  he introduces the concept of the rate of profit. While the 
rate of surplus value-the ratio of surplus value to variable capital
measures the degree ofεxploitation of the worker， the rate of profit is the 
ratio between surplus value and the total capital (constant as well as vari
able) advanced. 1hen in Part 2. he shows how competition among capitals 
leads to the formation of a general rate of profit equalising returns across 
sectors and hence the transformation of values into prices of production. 
1his involves， in Chapter 10， a detailed discussion of the process through 
which competition leads， via the Buctuation of market prices in response 
to shifts in supply and demand， to the formation in individual sectors of 
market values， which represent the norm of socially necessary labour 
time for individual kinds of product. 1he relationship between these 
two processes is established in thε following passage: ‘What competition 
brings about， first of all in one sphere， is the establishment of a uniform 
market value and market price our of the various individual values of 
commodities. But it is only the competition of capitals in different 
spheres that brings forth the production price that equalises the rates of 
profit between those spheres’ (CIII: 2.81).'’ 

6S Compare an earlier version of this passage in the 1361-63 Manuscript. which shows that 
Marx had not then formulated the concept of market value: CW3 J :  3S6. Capital. l I I .  Part 
1 is called ‘The Transformation ofProfir into Average Profit’. See Dussd on the decisive 
importance ofMarx's formulation of the concept of average profit in the IS61-63 
Manuscript: Towards an Unknown Marx. Pp83ff. Figure 4. 1 .  ‘Some categorial mediations 
between surplus value and profit’ (Dussd. P46). conveys the complexity of the 
constdlation of concepts that Marx devdops 
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1he rransformation of values into prices of production thus allows 
Marx to avoid Ricardo’s errors.66 In Capital， 1， he formulates his theory 
of value and surplus value， abstracting from the ‘concrete conditions' 
that interfere with Ricardo’s argument in Chapter 1 of the Princ.ψles. 
1hen， in the course of Capital， II， and the fÌrst two parts of Capital， III， 
Marx develops the ‘series of intermediate links' that allow him to explain 
the formation of a general rate of profÌt and hence how commodities， 
though regulated by the ‘rule of value’， do not exchange at their values 
(CU，장2: 361). 1here is much more to be said about what this method of 
proceeding through ‘ intermediary links’ involves， and 1 return to this in 
chapter 3. But for the moment 1 want to focus on its bearing on Hegel’s 
influence on Capital. Fred Moseley has developed one of the most 
important recent interpretations of Marx’s mεthod， based on the idea 
that ‘there are twO main stages (or levels of abstraction) in Marx’s theory 
in Capital. 1he fÌ rst stage has to do with the prod，μcμoη ofsuψlus value 
and the determination ofthe total surplus value， and the second stage has 
to do with the distributioη of surplus-value and the divisioη ofthe pre
determiηed totalsurplus value iηto iηdivid，μal parts (equal rates of profÌt， 
commercial profÌt， interest， and rent) .’ Capital， 1， is concerned with the 
production of surplus value and the bulk of Capital， III ， with its distri
bution through the formatipn of a general rate of profÌt and the 
fragmentation of the surplus value created in production into revenues
commercial profÌt， interest， profÌt of enterprise， rent-appropriated by 
different fractions of the capitalist class. But Moselεy further argues that 
the relationship between these two levels is best understood through the 
connection that Hegel draws in The Scieηce of Logic between the catego
ries of universal， particular and singular. 67 

66 Our ofincompetence and a concern for my own sanity. [ abstain in this book from the 
debate abour the ‘transformation problem’ [mpressive recent contriburions include 
Alfredo Saad-Filho. Th( Valu( ofMarx (London. >00>). Andrew Kliman. Rulaiming 
Marxs ‘'Capital’ (Lanham MD. >007). and Fred Mosdey's rcview of the [atter in 
HistoricalMaurialism. 18.4 (ι。10). Mosdey offers a comprehensive treatmcnt of the 
s뼈tι:t in Jl10ney and Totality: Marx’s Logical M(thod and th( End ofth( ‘Transformation 
Probüm’(forrhcom ing) 

67 Fred Mosdey. ‘The Universal and the Parriculars in Hegd’s Logic and Marx’s Capital’. In  
Mosdcy and Tony Smith. eds.Marxs Capital and H(g(ls Logic (Ldden. >014). Mosdey’s 
。vcrall interpretation of Capital has been devdoped in a number of arricles. for example. 
‘Hostile Brothers: Marx’s Thcory of the Distriburion ofSurplus Value in Volume [ ! I  of 
Capital’. in Marrha Campbdl and Geerr Reuten. eds. Th( Culmination ofCapital 
(Basingstoke. >00>). There are other aspects of this interpretation that [ touch on in the 
next chapter. Hiroshi Uchida a[so argues that Marx’s theory of capiral must be 
understOod through Hegd’s dialectic of universality. parricularity. and singularity 
Marx‘s Grundrisse and H(gd'‘"sLogic. 
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Moselεy’s distinction between the two levels of abstraction in 
Capital is a persuasive one (though， as we have seen， these two levels in 
fact involve a succession of differem determinations). And he poims to 
passages such as the following (which we encoumered in chapter 1) in 
the Grundrisse: 

Capital. I. Generaιη: (1) (a) Emergence of capital out of money. (b) 
Capital and labour (mediating itself through alien labour). (c) The ele
ments of capital， dissεcted according to their relation to labour (Product. 
Raw material. 1nstrument oflabour.) (2) Particularizatioη ofcapital: (a) 
Capital circulant， capital fixe. T urnover of capital. (3) The si쟁uμnη of 
capital: Capital and profit. Capital and interest. Capital as value， dis
tinct from itself as interest and profit. 1I. Particuμrity: (1) Accumulation 
of capitals. (2) Competition of cap때ls. (3) Concentration of capitals 
(quantitative distinction of capital as at same time qualitative， as meas
ure of its size and inAuence). III .  Singuμr까: (1) Capital as credit. (2) 
Capital as stock-capital. (3) Capital as money market. (G: 275) 

Buc fully to establish the depth ofMarx’s adoption ofHegel’s catego
ries， we need to consider the categories themselves. One theme of the 
Scieηce OJ Logic that is cemral to Heg<εl’s system as a whole is the critique 
of the concept of universal inherited from traditional Aristotelian logic. 
1he old logic distinguished sharply betwεen a universal concept and its 
particular instances. 1he relationship between universal and particular 
was an external one: the universal provided a principle for classifying the 
particulars， buc remained an empty form imposed on the reality (the 
particulars) it sought to classify. Such a universal was abstract for Hegel 
in the sense that it lacked thε concretε comem of mediation provided by 
the particulars and their relationships: 

what makes this universality an abstraction is that the mediation is only 
a conditioη， or is not posited in it. Because it is not posited， the unity of 
the abstraction has the form ofimmediacy， and the content has the form 
of indifference to its universality， for the content is nothing but this 
totality which is the universality of absolute negativity. (GL: 537) 

1hus separated from each other， particular and universal represem an 
obstacle to knowledge: the classincation of particulars in the absence of 
any attempt to articulate their imernal struccure does not deepen our 
comprehεnsion of reality. But this is not the only mode of relation 
between universal and particular. Hegel advances as the resolucion of 
the comradiction between universal and particular the concept of the 
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s잉ir띠n멍gu띠뼈la따r，띠
’ 
or the concrete ur따ersal， in which the universal is the unifica

tioη of the particulars: 

the turning back of삐s side [the particular] i nto the universal is two
fold. either by virtue of an abstraction that lets the particular faIl away 
and climbs into a higher and the highestgem“. or by virtue of the sin
guLariη to which the universality in the determinateness descends. 
-Here is where the false start is made that makes abstraction stray 
away from the way of the concept. abandoning the trurh. Its higher 
and highest u niversal to which it rises is only a surface that becomes 
progressively more void of content; the singularity which it scorns is 
the depth in which the concept grasps itself and where it is posited as 
concept. (GL: 546) 

까lis critique of abstract universality has its echoes in the 1857 
Introduction. where Marx r이ects the sort of abstraction in which， 
because it starts from the.concrete， and ascends in exactly the way Hegel 
describes， ‘the full conception was evaporated to yield an abstract deter
mination'. And Marx’s notion of ‘the scientifìcally correct method'， ie 
‘the method of rising from the abstract to concrete'， recalls Hegel’s con
ception of the concrete universal， which ‘ is not a mere sum of features 
common to several things， confronted by a particular which enjoys an 
existence of its own. It is， on the contrary， self-particularising or self
specifying， and with undimmed clearness fìnds itself at home in its 
antithesis까8 꺼le ‘totality which is the universality of absolute negativity’ 
is the universal as synthesis of particulars. As such it is subjectivity as the 
return of self out of other， the universal that retains its identity when 
mediated in particularity: ‘1he concrete is the universal which makes 
itself particular， and in this making itself particular and fìnite yet 
remains eternally at home with itself’ •• 

Perhaps the best way into considering further how this conception of 
universality throws further light on the nature ofMarx’s method is pro
vided by the very interesting interpretation offered by I1yenkov. He 
suggests that the differences between Marx and Ricardo arε best under
stood in the light of Hegel’s critique of Spinoza.70 Hegel’'s differences 
with Spinoza derived from the very thesis that he took over from him-
omηis deter.χηinatio ηegaμo 강t (all determination is negatio마
deduced from this doctrine that all fìnite existεnce involves negation the 

68 H�g�l's Logic (Oxford. 1975). �163; P'>]' 
69 G W F Hegd. L�ctures on th� Histo’"y ofPhiLosophy (3 vols. London. (963). I I .  P381. 
70 I1yenkov. DiaL�ctics oftht Abstract and tht ConcrtU ofA1arx’5 CapitaL. ch 3 . 
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conclusion that all fÌnite beings are modifÌcations of the self-sufficient 
substance that is God. The result， according to Hεgel， is that the world is 
effaced. Spinoza’s system is， Hegel insists， not (as the common accusa
tion held) Atheism， but ‘Acosmism’: the various determinations of reality 
(conceived by Spinoza primarily as the attributes of thought and exten
sion and a variety of more concrete modes) are resolved into Substance.71 

For Spinoza， universal and particular are distinct; therefore their 
unπy， Hegel claims， consists in the abolition of the particular. To have 
formed the concept of concrete universality would have involved con
ceiving negation as ‘absolute determinateness， or negativity， which is 
absolute form; in this way of looking at it negation is the negation of the 
negation， and therefore true affirmation’.72 To appreciate the signifÌcance 
of this criticism we need to bear in mind the structure that Hegel attrib
utes tO the dialectical process whose basic forms are unfolded in the 
Logic. The starting point of both the diale다ic as a whole (the fÌrst cate
gory of the Logic， being)， and of each stage of the dialectic， is an original， 
simple unity. Because this unity is simple and hence without distinction 
it is unconscious. Consciousness presupposes differentiation. This is 
brought out most sharply at the start of the Logic， where being， the abso
lute beginning of all philosophy， lacks any sort of determination at all. 
까1Ìs absence of determination means that being passes into nothing， 
which is equally an absolute lack of differentiation. Being as such is 
unknowable， ineffable. But to give the original starting point the deter
minateness that it lacks and that it requirεs in order to be known is also 
to limit and deny it. 0ηmis determinatio ηegatio est， Hegel follows 
Spinoza in a퍼rming: that is， to determine a thing is to establish its 
limits， to state what it is ηot. 까lUS negativity is introduced-the second 
stage of the dialectic， and the moment that Hegel describεs as the prop
erly dialectical stage， fÌrst negation. The original unπY is broken up; a 
thing fÌnds identity by mεans ofits relation to its other， to what it is not. 
It is esrranged from itsεlf. 

The third moment of the dialectic is what Hegel dεscribes as its 
s얘pe야cu떼u바la때t디ive moment←-secon찌ld negation， or the negatioη ofthe ηegatioη. 
Here the entity that has passed over into πs other as a result of fÌrst nega
tion discovers that its other is identical with itself and thus returns Out 

7' Hegd. Lecturts on the Histo’-y ofPhilosophy. I I l .  pp，8o.，S，. Hegd’s imerpre，a，ion of 
Spinoza is ofcourse highly comroversial. For a Marxis， cricique. see Pierre Macherey. 
Hegelou Spinoza (Paris. 1977). Gilles Deleuze provides an in Auential alternacive reading 
i n Spinoza et le probltme d능'xpression (Paris. 1968) 

7' Hegd. Lectures on the Histo’-y ofPhilosophy. I l I. p，86 
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of its other to itself. This is the movement of subjectivity. Subjectivity 
presupposes fìrst negation， the differentiation ofits original unity， but if 
it remains at this stage consciousness is estranged from the reality of 
which it is part， for it acquires its identity by means of its relation to 
what it is not， to the other. It fìnds itself， transcεnding this selεestrange
ment by recognising it for what it is-selfestraη'gemeηt. Thus by 
recognising the other as itself， by fìnding itself iη its other， subjectivity 
establishes itself. 73 

Hegel famously puts forward the slogan: ‘Everything turns of grasp
ing the True， not as S，μbstaηce， but equally as Subject'.74 It is through the 
process just described that substance is transformed into subject. The 
original unconscious unity of substance is broken up through fìrst nega
tion， and then rε-established at a different level. The unity that is restored 
is different from that with which we started because it has gone through 
the process of selεestrangement and achieved conscious comprehension 
of the process as a whole through the recognition of the other as itself. 
This solution operates at all levels of the dialectic. Logic is the original 
unity of the Absolute Idea that， divided and self-estranged in the exter
nality of Nature， fìnds a subjective， self-conscious unity at the level of 
Absolute Spirit in the selεcomprεhension of the total process in specula
tive philosophy. God passes from an unquestioning unconscious unity 
with his creation through the agony of separation to the conscious reali
sation of the unity between creator and created in the Christian 
congregation. Social man passes out of the natural and organic unity of 
the family to the estrangement of an atomised civil society only to fìnd 
reconciliation between substantial and subjective in the state." 

In the absence of negation of the negation， subjectivity falls outside 
substance and we have the position that， according to Hegel， we fìnd in 
Spinoza， where: 

73 FredricJameson is one of a number of commemators who are dismissive ofwhat he calls 
‘the triparcite formula': Tht Htgtl Variations: On tht Phenomenology ofSpirit (London， 
1010)， P'9. In supporc he cites a passage where Hegd argues that， because it is als。 ‘the 
restoration of the or쟁inal immtdiacy’， the negation of the negation ‘can also be coumed as 
fourch， and instead of a triplicity， the abstract form may also be taken to be a 
quadruplicity’. But Hegd goes on tO rea쩌rm h is commitmem to the triple form taken by 
the dialectic. He acknowledges that formalistic treatmem of triplicity， for example in 
traditional logic and Kamian philosophy， ‘has rendered that form tedious and has given it 
a bad name. Yet the insipidity of this use cannot rob it of its inner worch， and the fact that 
the shape of reason was discovered， albeit withouc conceptual comprehension at first， is 
always to be highly valued.’ GL: 746-747. 

74 Hegd， Phenomenology ofSpirit， �'7; p'。
71 See Charles Taylor’'s patiem and lucid exploration of Hegd’s system in H쟁tl 

(Cambridge， (977). 
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cognition is an external reAection that fails to comprehend what appears 
a I1n ite-that is， thε determinateness of thε attribure and the mode， and 
in general itself as well-by not deriving them from substance; it behaves 
like an extεrnal understanding， taking up the detεrminations as given 
and reducing them tO the absolure but not taking their beginning from 
it. (GL: 472) 

The εxpulsion of particularity， mediation， subjectivity， and the nega
tion of the negation from substance is reflected， Hegel claims， in 
Spinoza’s geometrical method， which reproduces the deductive system 
of the classical model of science common to both the so-called rational
ists and empiricists of the 17th and 18th centuries: ‘Absolute substance， 
attribute and mode， Spinoza allows to follow one another as defini
tions， he adopts them as ready-made， withour the attribures being 
developed from the substan따1κceζ， 0아r the modε야s from the at다tribu따ltε야s? 
He탱ge라l's injunction tO comprehend substance as subject is directed 
against Spinoza (and his own mentor Schelling， whom he tends to class 
with Spinoza).77Advance bεyond Spinoza， Hegel argues in a key passage 
in the Pheηomoηology whose full meaning will become clearer in the 
following chapter， involves understanding that: 

the l iving Substance is being which is in trurh Suψect， or， what is the 
same， is in trurh actual only in so far as it is the movement of positing 
itself， or is the mediation of its self-othering with itself. 끼1is 
Substance is， as Subject， pure， simple ηegatlVtη， and it is for this very 
reason the bifurcation of the simple; it is the doubling which sεtS up 
opposition， and then again the negation of this indifferent diversity 
and of its antithesis. Only this self-restoriη't sameness， or this reAec
tion in othεrness within irsζIf-not an or땅inal or immediate unity as 
such-is the True. It is rhe process of its own becoming， the circle 
that presupposes its end as its goal， having its end also as its goal， 
having its end also as its beginning; and only by being worked our to 
its end， is ir acrual." 

Ilyenkov argues that， like Spinoza， Ricardo treats reality as ‘modifica
tions of one and the same universal substance’， value. And value is 
conceived by Ricardo as an abstract universal， as what is generic to its 

76 Hegd. Lectures on the History ofPhilosophy. I I I ，  P269. 
77 On the signihcance ofSpinoza to the devdopment ofGerman c1assical idealism. see 

Dicter Henrich. Betwun Kant and Hegel: Lectures on German /dealism (Cambridge MA. 
2003). Part I l  

78 Hegd. Phenomenology ofSpirit. �18; plO. 
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particular forms. These forms are thus external to value; the necessity of 
their existence as forms of value is not proved， but is the arbitrary result 
of an empirical induction. I1yenkov concludes: 

All  rhζ merits ofRicardo’'s method ofinquiry are closely connecred wirh 
rhe poinr of view of subsrance， rhat is， wirh rhe conceprion of the 0피ect 
as a single whole coherenr in aII its manifestations. Conrrariwise， aII the 
defects and vices ofhis mode of unfolding his theory aκ rooted in com
plete failurε to understand this whole as a historicaIIy formed one." 

I1yenkov somewhat muddies thε water by linking his argument to a 
version of the historical interpretation ofMarx’s value theory.80 But this 
should not be allowed to obscure the real insight thar llyenkov’s com
parison between Ricardo and 5pinoza offers. For the latter， Hegel 
claims， differentiation， because it is negation， is external to substance. 
For Hegel， differentiation is inherent in the concεpt. ln other words， the 
difference between 5pinoza and Hegel lies in rhe absence in the former’s 
work of the concept of negation of negation or of interηaL coηtradictioη. 
50 Marx is indeed right that Ricardo fails to treat capitalism as the result 
of a historical process. But he had already diagnosed Ricardo’5 naturali
sation of capitalism in The Pover，η 0/ PhiLosophy. The problem that he 
identifìes in the 1361-63 Manuscr.ψt is that none of the classical political 
economists， even Ricardo， are able to treat their object as an internally 
differentiated and contradictory structure. 

We can adapt Hegel’s 다iticism of 5pinoza’5 method to apply to 
Ricardo: ‘Value， general rare of profìt and price， Ricardo allows to follow 
one another as defìnirions， he adopts them as rεady-made， without the 
general rate of profìt being developed from value， or price from the gen
eral rate of profìr.’ This criticism is identical with the one rhat， as we have 
seen， Marx made of Ricardo: ‘lnsread of postuLaμη� this geηeraL rate of 
pro.fit， Ricardo should rather have examined in how far its existeηce is in 
fact consistent with rhe dεrermination of value by labour-time， and he 
would have 6ound that insread of being consistent wirh it ， prima focie， it 

79 I1yenkov， Dialtctics ofthe Abstract and the Concrete， pPI8" '94 
8。 끼1US I1yenkov argues that ‘Marx formed scientific definitions of‘value in general"， “value 

as such"， on the basis of concrete consideration of direct exchange of one commodity for 
another involving no money ... precisdy that kind of value which proves to be dementary， 
pri mordial both logically and historically，’ Dialectics of Abstract a쩌 Concrete， PP79.8。
Aparc from the fact， as Marx emphasises in his ‘Notes on Wagner’， he starts in Capital， 
not from ‘value in general’， buc with the commodity (CW14: 544)， h is analysis ofthe 
value form in Volume !， Chapter 1 ， does not StOP short at the dementary and rdative 
forms， which indeed p。애it exchange without money， but concludes with the money form 
and price (the expression of values in money). More on all this in chapter 4 
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coηtradicts it， and that its existence would therefore have to be explained 
through a number of intermediary stages.’ 

Ilyenkov sums up the difference in a particular daring formulation 
that invokes Hegεl’s slogan of transforming substance into subject in the 
Preface to the Pheηomeηoloiy: 

까le essencε of the Marxian upheaval in political economy may be 
expressed in philosophical terms in the following manner: in Marx’s 
theory， not 0ηly the substaηce of value， labour， was understood (Ricardo 
also attained this understanding)， but， for the first time， value was simul
taneously understood as the Sl껴'ect of the entire dεvelopment， that is， as 
a reality developing through its inner contradictions into a whole systεm 
of economic forms. Ricardo failed to understand this latter point.81 

50 how far is Marx tributary to Hegel? 

81 I 1yenkov.Dialectics ofthe Abstract and Concrete. P'78 
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The Hegel problem 

Hegel offers Marx the resource of a differem conception of science from 
the classical one on which both Ricardo and his succεssors rεly. In his 
system knowledge no longer takes the form of a deductive system whose 
premisses are typically justified by the claim they derive from some 
direct encoumer between thought and reality. Hegel offers an explicit 
critique of what is now called the covering-law conception of explana
tion， where a phenomenon is explained by having its description deduced 
from a universal law and the statemem of a set of initial conditions. 
Here explanation proceeds through the subsumption of phenomena 
under principles: 

Now， here， according to the conception of the non-speculative sciences， 
it is placed in this dilemma: the principle is either an unproved hypoth
esis or demands a proof which in turn implies the principle. The proof 
that is demanded of this principle itself presupposes somεthing else， 
such as the logical laws of proof; these laws are， however， themselves 
propositions such as required to be proved; and so it goes on to inlì.ni
tude， if an absolute hypothesis to which another can be posed is not 
made . . .  But these forms of proposition， of consecutive proof， etc， do not 
apply to what is speculative . . .  as though the proposition before us here， 
and the proof were something separate from it there; for in this case the 
proof comes with the proposition. The concept is a selεmovement， and 
not， as a proposition， a desire to rest; nor is it true that the proof brings 
forward another ground and middle term and is another movement; for 
it has this movement in itself. '  

1 G W F Hegd， Luturts on the Histoη ofPhilosophy (3 vols， London， '963)， 11 ， PP368'369 
(translation modified). The c1assic discussion of the covering law modd is Carl G. 
Hempd， Aspects ofScientific Explanation (New York， 1965). In economics， Milton 
Friedman 。따red a way out ofHegd's dilemma by arguing that the premisses of economic 
theories must be conceived as fictions from which fruitful empirical consequences can 
neverthdess be derived: see Essays in Positive Economics (Chicago， 1964)' Interestingly 
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The idea that ‘the proof comes with the proposition’ is an interesting 
anticipation of Imre Lakatos’5 idea of ‘proof-generated concepts’: 
‘Conjectures and concepts both have to pass through the purgatory of 
proofs and refutations. Naïve co띤ectures and naïve concepts are super
seded by improved co띠e따res (t)야�heorem찌l 
theoretical concepts} groψing out of뻐e me뻐od of proofs and refutations‘f 
The idea that the process of proving a thεory can generate new concepts 
is radically inconsistent with the classical model of sciεnce. On the 
latter conception， the basic concepts of a science are formulated through 
the process of analysis that precedes the deduction of the science from 
the basic axioms incorporating these concepts. To assert that the deduc
tion itself could generate new concepts would violate the principle of 
logic that deductive inference cannot increase content. As we shall see 
more fully in the following section， Marx’5 discourse in Capital is one 
whεrε ‘the proof comζ5 with the proposition’. The successive transfor
mations through which this discourse unfolds involve the introduction 
of riew concepts， where the assertions incorporating them， and adding 
new content to the analysis， are not simply deduced from those with 
which it starts. 

So Marx’5 debt to Hegel lies much deeper that the tεrminological 
overlap evidεnt to readers especially of the Grundrisse. But the relation‘ 
ship is a problematic one. Hegel’5 breach with the classical model of 
science is possiblε because of the new conception of subjectivity that he 
develops. For Hegel， subjectivity is not the external guarantee of thε 
validity of the science’5 axioms. Subjectivity is the result of a process， 
and this process is at the same time thζ conceptual cognition of reality. 
The system of science is the process wherεby the essential structures of 
subjectivity are constituted. This interpenetration of the concepts of 
science and of subjectivity transforms them both. In this chapter 1 first 

Marx criticises Ricardo for using unrealistic assumptions in what might now be called his 
models: ‘끼，e presupposiμons in thc il lustrations must nOt bc selεconcradiccory. 까ley must 
therefore be formulared in such a way as to bc rcal presuppositions. relll hypotheses. and 
not assumed absurditics or hypothetical realities and impossibilitics’ (CW31 : 1 >1). This 
concradicts the claim made by Leszek Nowak in his inccresting study ofMarx’s method in 
Cllpitlll that ‘Marx incroduccs some assumptions of which he knows Il priori co bc false in 
cmpirical reality’ and then subscquencly drops ‘these counccrfactual assumptions’ The 
Structureofldelllislltion: Towllrds Il Systemlltic lnterpretlltion ofthe Mllrxilln Idell of 
Science (Dordrecht. (980). pn The more abscract levels of determination in Cllpitlll 
g。、fern the more concrete levels 

ι Imre La‘catQS， Pro생 IlndR따tlltions (Cambridge. (976). P9 1 .  This text is a supcrb 
demolition of thc classical conception of sciencc on its home ground-mathematics. l t  is 
interesting that Lakams should go on to argue that ‘Hegd and Poppcr reprcsenc the only 
fallibilist traditions in modern philosophy.’ p139. n 1 .  
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consider how Marx draws， somewhat eclectically， on the categories 
through which Hegel develops this unifìcation of science and subjectiv
ity， but also how across successive manuscripts he increasingly reworks 
his own concepts so as to reduce his dependence on the Hegelian dia
lectic. 1 then consider in detail how Marx moves from the abstract to 
the concrete， by progressively introducing new determinations that， as 
we have just noted， add new content to thε theory; one important 
resulting shirr is the rising profìle of competition in the later drarrs. 
Finally， 1 discuss how the structure of externalisation that Marx traces 
through the three volumes of Capital provides the context in which to 
understand his mature conceptualisations of ideology (as fetishism) 
and of science. 

The goal of Heglζ1 's system is to overcome the distinction between 
subject and object in Absolute Spirit. But this distinction is to be over
come through the selεdevεlopment of an articulated system of concepts 
In other words， Heglε1 rejects the notion that knowledge is dependent on 
the subject’'s immediate access to the real; here he differs not only with 
other proponents of absolute idealism like Schelling， but rejects a basic 
tenet of classical εmpiricism， where knowledge derives from sense-expe
rience. Mediation-relation to other-is a necessary moment in .the 
Absolute’s progression to self-knowledge. Thus the speculativζ aim of 
Hegel닝 system-the identity of subject and object in Absolute Spirit
can only be achieved discursively， ie as a structured system of concepts. 
He commences the Scieηce ofLogic by r이ecting the 

separa[ion， presupposed once and for all in ordinary consciousness. of 
[he coηteηt and i[s form， òr of truth and certaiηη. Presupposed ftom the 
start is [ha[ [he ma[erial of knowledge is presem in and for i[self as a 
ready-made world ou[side [hinking; rha[ [hinking is by i[self emp[y. [ha[ 
i[ comes ro [his ma[erial as a form from oU[side， fills i[self wi[h i[， and 
only [hen gains a comenr. [hereby becoming real knowledge. (GL: 2.4) 

Hεgel rejects this separation of fòrm and content because for him the 
categories of Logic， which provide the structure of all the sciences， are 
not a set of concepts that we construct in order to know a reality exter
nal to thought. Their movement provides the process whεreby the form 
generates content， ie wherεby thought constitutes reality. Such a move is 
open tO Hegel because the structure of his dialectic is one in which the 
concept is forced to pass beyond the primal unity ofBeing and to exter
nalise itself in the mediations of Essence， where， tO account for the 
appearances， an underlying substratum must be postulated. 까lÍs is the 
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moment of first negation in the Logic. It is thus that form acquires con
tent for ‘the necessity of the connectedness and the immaηeηt emergeηce 
of distinctions must be found in the treatment of the fact itself， for it 
falls within the concept’s own progressive determination’ (GL: 34). 

But the connection between the concept and its manifestation in 
Essence (and Nature) is an external one. The relations constituting the 
categories ofEssence link entities that preserve their independence even 
in their unity. The Doctrine ofEssence: 

i ncludes all the categories of metaphysic and of the sciences in general. 
They are products of reAectivζ understanding， which， while it assumes 
the differences to possess a footing of their own， and at the same time 
also expressεs their relativity， stil l  combines the twO statements， side by 
side， or one afi:er another， by an ‘also’， without bringing these thoughts 
or unifying them in the concept. 

Spinoza’s philosophy remains， for Hegel， trapped at the level of the 
understanding， as opposed to reason， the truly speculative dimension of 
thought. The inner connection of the concept into which the media
tiòns of Essence pass does not only overcome the independence that 
persisted between the terms of these mediations; it also abolishes the 
related distinction between the understanding and the reality on which 
it reAects. The concept forms a spiritual unity， the third term of the dia
lectic， the negation of the negation， in which the subject and object are 
united. Thus the unity of the concept， whose realisation is the Absolure 
Idea， is subjectivity， the return to self out of other: ‘In this turning point 
of the method， the course of cognition returns at the same time into 
itself. This negativity is as self-sublating contradiction， the restoratioη of 
the first immediacy， of simple universality; for thε other of the other， the 
negative of the negative， is immediately the positive， the ideηtical， the 
universal ’ (GL: 746). 

But， as we have already seen， the unity of the Absolute Idea is not 
the simple restoration of the primal unity of Bεing. Subjectivity is the 
identity of self in the other， bur it is also return out of other: if the recol
lection of its passage into othεrness were effaced， it would cease to be 
subjectivity: 

In the absolute method， the concept maintains itsel fin its otherness， the 
universal in its particularisation， in judgement and reality; at each stage 
of funher determination， the universal elevates the whole mass of its 

3 Htgtl's Logic (Oxford， 1975)， � I I4; pI66 (translation modifìed). 
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preceding concent， not only not losing anything in its dialectical 
advance， or leaving it behind， but， on the concrary， carπrηying with itse!f 
all t타h녀a따I디it나ha앓s ga인me 

꺼le con따ten따t of the Absolute Idea is， however， in no way discinct from 
its form， and this form is the dialectical method， the structure of the 
process whereby Being has become the Absolute Idea， which ‘ is not an 
extraneous form， but the soul and notion of the content'.4 The conse
quence of evolving the content out of the form and then resuming ic 
back into the Idea is that the Idea is nothing other than the process by 
which it is arrived at: 

Seeing that there is in it no cransition， or presupposition， and in gen
eral no specifìc character other than what is Auid or cransparenc， the 
Absoluce Idea is for itse!f the pure form of the concept， which concem
plates its concencs as its own se!f. It is its own contenc， in so far as it 
ideally distinguishes itse!f from itse!f， and one of the two things dis
tinguished is a se!f idencity in which however is concained the cotality 
of the form as the system of terms describing its concent. This concent 
is the 씩stem of Lo양c. All that is at this stage le.ft for the Idea is the 
Method ofth‘s content-the spec댄c ωnsciousness of the value and cur
rency ofthe ‘moments'.' 

This dialectical method describes a circle: ‘By nature of the method 
just indicated， the science presents itself as a circle that winds around 
itself， where the mediation winds the end back to the beginningwhich is 
the simple ground' (GL: 751). Subjectivity consists in the circular struc
ture of the dialectic and the circular scructure rεsults from the peωliar 
aim assigned to science， the transformation of substance into subject. 
The process whereby the su비ect constitutes itself is identical with the 
scientific comprehension of reality， and with reality itself. Subjectivity 
consists in the teleological structure ofboth thought and reality. 

All this underlines very strongly that it is impossible to separace 
Hegel닝 method and his system in the way that Engels advocated. But it 
also highlights the difficulty that Marx faces in inheriting from Hegel 
the thesis that knowledge is a process of internal differentiation， or， more 
precisely， a process driven by its immanent contradictions. For Hegel 
conceptualises this process using the concept of the negation of the 
negation. Not simply is this concept central to Hegel's account of the 

4 Hegel’:r Logic， �l‘B; P196. 
S Hegel's Logic， �1J7; P191 (translation modif1ed); italics added. 
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srrucrure of subjecriviry， bur he sees rhe conrradicrions rhar develop in 
fìnirε rhings as serving ro resume rhem inro rhe spirirual uniry of rhe 
Absolure. 1he negarion of rhe negarion overcomes rhe fìnirude of mare
rial realiry. Hegel berares ‘rhe ordinary renderness for rhings， rhe 
overriding worry of which is rhar rhey do nor conrradicr rhemselves’ 
(GL: 367) .  1he ‘principle: “'All rhings are in rhemselves conrradicrory"’ 
serves ro enrhrone absolure idealism: ‘rhe rrurh is rhar rhe absolure is jusr 
because rhe fìnire is rhe immanenrly selεconrradicrory opposire， because 
ir is ηot’ (GL: 381， 38S). In a famous passage Hegel pronounces: ‘까le 
claim rhar rhe fi.ηite is an idealisation defìnes idealism. 1he idealism of 
philosophy consisrs in norhing elsε rhan rhe recognirion rhar rhe fìnire is 
nor rruly an exisrenr . . .  A philosophy rhar arrribures ro fìnire exisrence， as 
such， rrue， ulrimare， absolure being， doεs nor deserve rhe name of phi
losophy’ (GL: 12-4). 

1here is， particularly among conremporary philosophers， much dis
cussion abour rhe exacr meaning of such remarks of Hegel’s. In his 
inrroduction ro his new translation of the Science 0/ Logic， George di 
Giovanni distinguishes betweεn two broad approaches. 까le fìrst， and 
more traditional， asserts that ‘the Logic makes an onrological commit
menr and ro that extenr advances a dogma'; according ro the second， ‘the 
Logic still operates within the framework ofKanr’.s and Fichte’s idealism 
and ro that extenr never abandons the realism of discursive thought'.6 
꺼le latter， as di Giovanni describes it， ‘hermeneutic’ approach embraces 
a variety of positions， including that of Slav이 Ziiek， who attacks ‘the 
absurd image ofHegel as the “absolute idealist"， who “pretended ro know 
everything"， to posses Absolure Knowledge， ro rεad the mind of God， ro 
deduce rhe whole of reality from the selεmovemenr of (his) Mind'. Here 
is one ofhis many elaborations of this ‘deflated’ view ofHεgel: 

The standard talk about the Hegεlian Spirit which al ienates itself t。
irself， and then recognises itselfin its otherness， and thus reappropriates 
its content， is deeply misleading: the Self tO which Spirit returns is pro
ducεd in the very movement of this return， or， that tO which the process 
of return is rεturning is produced by the very process of returning. In a 
subjective process， there is no ‘absolm
agεnt playing with itsεIfthε game of alienation and disalienation， losing 
or dispζrsing itself and thεn reappropriating its alienated content; atter 
a substantial tOtality is dispersed， it is another agent-previously its 

6 George Di Giovanni. ‘ Imroduction’. tO G W F Hegd. The Science ofLog.κ (Cambridge. 
2010). pplv.lvi. 
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subordinated moment-which retotalises ir. It is this shifring of the 
centre of the process from one moment to another which distinguishes a 
dialectical process from the circular movement of alienation and its 
overcoming. It is because of this shifr that the ‘return to itself’ coincides 
with accomplished alienation (when a subject retotalises 떠e1f). In this 
precise sense， substance returns to itself as subject， and this transubstan
tiate is what substantial l ife cannot accomplish.7 

1he extracts that 1 have perhaps too plentifully cited above from 
Hegel indicate that Ziiek is engaging in what Frεud called ‘wild analy
sis’. Shortly atter the passage just quoted he complains about Hegel’s 
‘many misnomers’; the general thrust ofZiiek’s interpretation of Hegel 
is to save him from himself by reworking his conception of subjectivity 
with the help ofZiiek’s own version of Lacanian psychoanalysis.8 What 
is valid in his argument is that Hegel’'s conception of subjectivity is struc
tural. 1he absolute isn’t a substance， and certainly is nothing like a 
personal God; it is， as we have seen， identical with the process of its own 
becoming. But the references to the idea of Hegel pretending (or being 
misread as pretending) to ‘know the mind of God’ arε a ridiculous cari
cature of the position of those who take the ontòlogical reading of the 
Logic seriously. Di Giovanni engages in a similar caηard. 1hus he writes 
of one exponent of this interpretation， ]  M E McTaggart: 

It transpires ... that， despite aLl protestations that the Logic must be read 
as 10양c， McTaggart has in fact invested it from the beginning with pre
Kantian， Spinozist overtones. While taking the Logic to lay out the 
blueprint of a universe of meaning that makes the discovery of an actual 
cosmos possible， he assumes that it thereby also lays out the blueprint of 
that cosmos. Ir is from the start an exercise in cosmogony.’ 

7 51avoj Zizek， Lm 1ban Nothing (London， >012)， P239， ppι34-235. More conventional 
examples of the ‘hermeneuric’ approach include Robert Pippin， Mod�rnism as a 
Philosophical Probl�m (Oxford， 199')，.and Terry Pinkard， H'g，l's Phmomonmology 
(Cambridge， 1994). Fredric ]ameson shrewdly observes: ‘this rescue operation， which 
makes Hegd respectable and allows him re-entry into the fraternity of professional 
philosophers， has a consequence which elementary dialectics might have predicted in 
advance， namdy ... the sl ippage of the non-philosophical (or “sociological") chapters [of 
the Phmommology ofSpirit) into the impressionistic Aabbiness of a generalising “culture 
critiquc'"，’ 1b，H，쟁" ιriations: On th� Phmommology ofSpirit (London， 2010)， pplO- l l .  
Gérard Lebrun’'s impressive study， La patimu du Conupt: Essai sur l� discours higilim 
(Paris， ' 972)， underlines how hard it is to assimilate Hegd tO either the dogmatic or the 
hermeneutic readings. 

8 Zizek， Lm 1ban Nothing， P235. 
9 Di Giovanni， ‘Introduction’， plvii. 5ee] M E McTa잃art，A Commmta’"y on H�g�l's Logic 

(New York， 1964). 
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Di Giovanni goes on to refer to ‘McTaggart’s Absolute Idea from 
which， allegedly， every minute detail of reality can in pr디in따1κ띠c디ip미le be 
deduc야edι

， 10 
t떠am비1너ly is찌n't Hegel’s version of the Absolute: he famously， and scornfully， 
demolished ‘Herr Krug [who] once challenged the Philosophy of 
Nature to perform the feat of deducing 01셔Y his pen’. 꺼lUS Hegel argues 
that in Nature， as the sphere where the Idea is alienated， ‘contingency 
and determination from without has its right， and this contingency is at 
its greatest in the realm of concrete individual forms . . .  This is the impo
Rηce 0/ Nature， . that it preserves the determinations of the Concept 
only abstractly， and leaves their detailed specifìcation to exter때 deter
mination.’ But we should note that this conception of Nature implies 
its inferiority relative to thought: ‘Thus Nature has also been spoken as 
the selfdegradatioη 0/ the Idea， in that the Idea， in this form of exter-
naliIy， is in a disparity with irs own self?
realm of contingcncy， Hegel is asserting， and nO[ qualifying his abso
lute idealism. 

There is an obvious sεnse in which Hegel’s pr이ect is a continuation of 
those developed by Kant and Fichte. Like them， he is concerned to 
dεvelop a philosophical theory of the constitution of subjectivity. 12 But 
everything turns on what is meant by the word ‘constitution’ here. 
Kant’s transcenden때 ar탱gume 
c야erned to establish the conditions of possible experience， in the process 
deducing a set of categories through which the sense-impressions given 
to the mind are organised as the causally governed objective world of 
appearances presented to a unitary， enduring subject. But this kind of 
constitution is for Hegel thε paradigmatic case of the separation of form 
and contεnt against which he so continuously polemicises. 꺼le implica
tion of this polemic is that the categories of his Logic are the essential 
forms of being-not so that everything can be deduced from them 
(apart from an띠띠yπ[“대h끼띠i 
f!awed form' of reasoning)， but in order to grasp their role in the process 
of constitution of (absolute) subjectivity. Moreover， as 1 have relenrlessly 

10 Di Giovanni. ‘ lntroducrion’. plviii 
11 Hege/'s Philosophy ofNature (Oxford. 1970). � >50. ppn.션. and p>J'; � >48; Pl 7  

D i  Giovanni cit<s rh. id . .  o f  rh. ‘ impot<nc. ofNarur<’ againsr McTaggarr. wirhour 
seeing rhar α curs across his own prd.rr<d interpr<rarion. according ro which ‘Narur< is 
for H egd. jusr as ir was for Schdling’， ‘rh. “pr<.sdf' of rh. “sdf". nor jusr rh. “。rh<r.rhan.
sdf '  ofFicht<.’ ‘1 ntroduction’. pplvii. lix. 

12  S .. Di<t<r H.nrich. Between Kant a써Hege/: Lutures on German Idea/ism (Cambridg. 
MA. lOOJ) 
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emphasised， the Hegelian subject is nothing other than the teleological 
structure of the dialectical process， that is， the absolute method that is 
posited at the end of the Scieηce of Logic. '3 

Where does this leave Marx? We can begin tO answer this by consid
ering more closely the points at which he resorts to Hegelian categories 
systematically. One of the latest is the 2nd edition Chapter 1 of Capital， I， 
where in seeking to articulate his theory of the commodity， Marx uses 
Hegel’5 d ialectic of quantity/quality/measure to structure the first three 
sections. 1hese categories come from the Doctriné of Being， which is 
best understood as an immanent_ critique of the treatment ofknowledge 
as a mere register of the immediate aspects of things and of their quanti
tative and mutually iridifferent relation_s. One can see why this would be 
attractive to Marx when struggling with critics of Ricardo such as 
Samuel Bailey who seek to reduce value to a purely quantitative relation
ship.'4 But more useful for understanding the development of Marx’s 
method is another case， namely his formulation in the Gruηdrisse of the 
distinction between ‘capital in general’ and ‘many capitals’. 

Marx presents his conception o'f capital in general here: 

Capital in general， as distinct from the parricular capitals， does indeed 
appear (1) 0씨y as an abstraction; not an arbirrary abstraction， bur an 
abstraction which grasps the specific characteristics which distinguish 
capital from all other forms of wealth-or modes in which (social) pro
duction develops. These are the aspects common tO every capital as such， 
or which make every specific sum of values into capital. And the distinc
tions within this absrraction are likεwise abstract parricularities which 
characterise every kind of capital， i띠n t!대ha따t디it디i“s t!매he다센iηr매pos떠s인it띠r디띠i띠on시1 (Positioη) or 
negation (Negaμoη) (eg fixed capital or circulating capital) ; (2.) however， 
capital in general， as distinct 타om the particular real capitals， is itself a 
real existence. This is recognised by ordinary economics， even if it is not 
understood， and forms a very imporrant moment of its doctrine of equi
librations etc. For example， capital in this geηeral for까， although 
belonging to individual capital ists， in its elemeηtalform as capital， forms 
the capital which accumulates in the banks or is disrribured through 

' 3 See [he very c10se interrogacion ofHegd on ，hese issues in Michad Rosen， H앵"l's 
Dia/ectic and its Criticism (Cambridge， '982)， and Louis Al，husser’'s sugges，ive leC[ure， 
‘Marx’'s Rdacion [Q Hegel ’， in Politics and Histoη': Montlsquilu， Rousseau， H.까f:，land 
Marx (London， '972)， an eX[faC[ from a longer pos，humously published ，en， ('967) ‘La 
Querdle de l ’humanisme’， in Écrits philosophiqu'5 ，t politiqu'5 (François Macheron， ed; 
2 vols， Paris， '994， '99S)， 1 1 ，  PP447-4S6 

' 4  See ，he ex，ensive discussion of ，hese issues in Alex Callinicos， ‘까1e Logic of Capital' 
(DPh il 까1esis， Oxford Universi'y， '978)， ch 1 1 1 ，  and also chap，er 4 bdow 
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thern， and， as Ricardo says， so adrnirably distributes itself i n  accordance 
with the needs of production. (G: 449) 

Capital in general itself includes， as we såw in the preceding chapter， 
three moments-production， circulation， and their unity. But ‘the 
three processes of which capital forms the unity arε external; they are 
separate in time and space. As such， the transition from one into the 
other， ie their unity as regards the individual capitalists， is accidental. 
Despite their iηηer uηiη" they exist independeηtly alongside one 
another， each as the presupposition of the other’ (G: 403)' 1hus in the 
case of the devaluation of capital， a capitalist is unable to sell his prod
uct， or only at prices lowζr than their value. 1he externalisation of the 
inner unity of capital providε5 the basis for the transition from capital 
in general to many capitals: . 

( . . .  Conceptually， competition is nothing other than the inner nature 0/ 
capitaL， its essential character， appearing in and realised as thε reciprocal 
interaction of many capitals with one another， the innεr tendency as 
external necessity.) (Capital exists and can only exist as many cap�tals， 
and its self-determination therefore appears as their reciprocal interac
디on with onζ another.) (G: 414) 

까1e Grundrisse contains many other passages like this， where the 
distinction between capital in general and many capitals is mapped onto 
the opposition of innεr and outer (for example， G: 443-444， 51O， 552.， 
651 ， 6 57). Now this opposition derives.direcdy from the category ofinner 
and outer in The Scienα ofLogic. 1his comes in the Doctrine ofEssence， 
which， as McTaggart puts it， ‘consists in the assertion of the duplicity of 
reality-its possession of an internal and external nature， capable of dis
tinction from each other， but not indifferem to each other’.'� 50， unlike 
in thε Doctrine of Being， the determinations of Essεnce are not mutu
ally indifferent; their relationship to each other is now posited: 

Outer and inner are determinatεness so posited that each， as a determi
nation， not only presupposes the other and passes over into it as its truth， 
but， in being this truth of the other， rernains posited as determinateness 
and points to the totality ofboth._:꺼1e inner is thus the completion of 
essεnce according to form. For in being determined as innεr， essence 
irnplies that π is deficient and that it is only with reference to its other， 
the outer; but this other is not just being， or even concretε existence， but 

' 5  McTaggart. Comm<ntary on H<gtl's Logic. p88 
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is rhe reference to essence or the inner. Whar we have here is nor jusr rhe 
reference of rhe rwo to each other， bur rhe derermining elemenr of abso
lure form， namely thar each rerm is immediarely irs opposirε， and each is 
a common reference to a third， or rarher to their uniη，. (GL: 461) 

The point about the inner is that it remains inner. The unity ofwhich 
it is constituted is not manifested as unity. Thus the inner unity corre
sponds to an apparently unrelated external reality. As Charles Taylor 
puts 1t: 

There is a link of equivalence berween rhe srare where realiry is purely 
inner， in rhe sense ofhidden， and realiry is purely ourer， in rhe sense of 
external to irself， nor inwardly relared to any l inks of necessiry. The 
more rhar rhe essence is hidden (inner)， rhe more realiry is purely exrer
nally relared ourer. Thar is whar Hegel calls rhe immediare uniry of 
ourer and inner.'. 

We can see now how this corresponds to Marx’s argument in the 
Grundrisse. Because there is no direct social connection between the 
producers in the capitalist mode of production， the relationships that 
must exist if this mode is to be reproduced become operative by means of 
competition: ‘competition is nothing more than the way in which the 
many capitals force the inherent determinants of capital upon one 
another and upon themselves' (G: 651). Hegelian categories not only 
serve to conceptualise the relation of capital in general and many capi
tals; rhey also provide rhe transition from one to other: 

Since value forms rhe foundarion of capiral， and since ir rherefore neces
sarily exisrs only rhrough εxchange for counter-vaLue， ir rhus necessarily 
repels irself from irself. A universaL capitaL， one wirhour alien capirals 
confronring ir， wirh which ir exchanges-and from rhe presenr srand
poinr， norhing confronrs ir bur wage labourers or irself-is rherefore a 
non-rhing. The reciprocal repulsion berween capirals is already con
rained in capiral as realised exchange value. (G: 42m) 

꺼1e economic content of this statement is clear enough: the labour 
theory of value presupposes a situation where the means of production 
are controlled by autonomous but mutually interdependent producers. 
Therefore， in the circulation process， where the capitalist seeks to real
ise the value of his product， he is confronted by other， competing 
capitalists-‘many capitals’. But Marx conceptualises this by resorting 

.6 Charles Taylor， Hegel (Cambridge， '977)， pq8. 
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to another Hegelian category， repulsion and attraction. This time it 
comes from the Doctrine ofBeing， where we are still dealing with sur
face relationships， rather than the articulated structure of Essence. 
With many capitals， we have entered the sphere of competition-the 
sphere that， Marx consistently argues in successive manuscripts， if we 
take as our starting point， leaves us the captive of the superficial， the 
appearances rather than the inner structure of the relations of produc
tion (see below). In the sphere of Being， the negativity of finite reality 
can only be posited as a limit-that is， as what distinguishes something 
from its other. We are in a world of subsistent things whose distinctness 
consists in the limits separating them. This means that their necessary 
unity (necessary because relation to other is the mode by which Being 
differentiates itself) arises from their interaction. The onε gives rise to 
the many and the latter’s unity consists in their mutual repulsion and 
attraction. 5imilarly， for Marx， the unity of capital consists in the inter
action of competing ‘many capitals'. 

But the employment of their catεgories is far from unproblematic. For 
Hegel the external is concept-less (b앵r핸os) in two related senses. First， 
the εxtεrnal is unconceptualised-the inner connections that form its 
εssence have not been articulatεd and therefore reality appears unrelated. 
This could perhaps be called the epistεmological sense of externality. 
Externality， however， is also the externalisation of the concept-the 
point at which it passes over into reality， thereby becoming selεestranged 
(as in Nature). This， ifyou likε， is the ontological sense of externality. Of 
course， for Hegel the two sensεs are not really separable. The inner con
nections that once articulated reveal the structure of externality are 
simultaneously the means by which the concεpt resumes reality back 
into its now sεlf-conscious spiritual unity. But it is important to keep the 
two separate from Marx’s point of view， as he makes clear in the 1857 
Introduction and the Afterword to the Second German Edition of 
CapitaL， 1 .  

Marx himself， however， does not always make the distinction. 
Sometimes it seems as if the realm of many capitals， of competition， is 
the realisation of the concept of capital in general elaborated previously: 
‘Competition merely expresses as real， posits as an external necessity， that 
which liεs within the nature of capital’ (G: 65 1). We see a similar ambi
guity in the highly Hεgεlian expression Marx otten resorts to in the 
Gru쩌'risse of ‘positing the presupposition’ (setzeη die Voraußeκuηù 
One of Hegel’s prεoccupations is with the self-justification of Logic as 
an ‘absolute science' dependent on no presuppositions. Hence he starts 
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the Scieηce of Logic with being as a pure， abstract， undifferentiated and 
unmediated unity， but from which all the categories can be developed 
thanks to the activity of ‘determinate negation’， which operates thanks 
to the Raw inherent in every concept. This process is the selεdevelop
ment of the content because it is driven by internal contradiction， but it 
involves the progressive positing of the various determinations that are 
required to provide the abstract starting point with both concrete con
tent and rational support. Not only is this a process of internal 
differentiation; through the positing of the presuppositions the starting 
point becomes rationally grounded. The circular movement of the dia
lectic reRects this process through which being simultaneously generates 
its concrete content and achieves its retrospective justifìcation: 

In rhis advance rhe beginning rhus loses rhe one-sidedness rhar ir has 
when derermined as somerhing immediare and absrracr; ir becomes 
mediared， and rhe line of scienrific forward movemenr consequenrIy 
rurns inro a cirde.-Ir also foIIows rhar whar consrirures rhe beginning， 
because ir is somerhing sriII undeveloped and empry of conrenr， is nor 
yer rruly known ar rhar beginning， and rhar only science， and science 
fuIIy developed， is rhe completed cognirion of ir， replere wirh conrenr 
and finaIIy rruly gròunded. (GL: 49) '7 

Hegel’5 conception of positing has the same ambiguity as that of 
externality. The term ‘posit’ [setzeη1 plays an impo띠nt role in the philo
sophical writing of Hegel능 slighrly older contemporary Fichte， who 
developed a theory of absolute subjectivity in which the self posits both 
itself and its other. Dieter Henrich writes: 

‘Setzen’ has a richness of connorarions， and Fichre consranrIy plays wirh 
rhem. For instance， . . .  [r]o posir implies ro consrirure somerhing， ro esrab
lish ir originaIIy as a srare rhar comes inro being by way' of rhe 
esrablishmenr ofirs consrirurion ... Anorher associarion wirh setzeη is rhe 
word ‘ law’ (Gesetz); and sriII another is ‘ invesrirure’ (Eiηsetzuηtg)， in rhe 
sense of a ruler or prelare being ‘ invesred’ 18 

Michael lnwood identifìes the key ambiguity in Hegel’5 own 
usage: ‘To say that someε안r바삐i 
t디띠ion마s， e리it버he강r o야fw뼈hic때ch may be dφomm매1녀ant in a given context. (1) What is 

'7 꺼1e 디rcular movemem rhrough which rhe presupposirion is posired in Hegel and Marx is 
d iscussed in Hi roshi Uchida， Marxs Grundrisseand Hegel's Logic (Terrell Carver. ed; 
London. 1988). chs 1 and 3. 

18  Henrich. Between Kant and Hegel. p'33. 
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gesetzt is explicit or set out rather than implicit or in itself. . .  (2.) What 
is gesetzt is produced by or dependent on something else . . .  5uch posit
ing can be either physical or conceprual ’. 19 50 to posit a presupposition 
may be more than to state the dependence between two concepts: it 
may be really to produce the referent of the posited concept. Patrick 
Murray rightly notes that Marx does not follow Hegel in imagining a 
presupposition-less science: 

Marx does not leave the circle ofHegelian systematic dialectics unbro
ken; he objεcts to the ‘presuppositionlessness’ of Hegelian systematic 
dialectics and insists that science has premisses， which he and Engels 
sketched in The German Jdeolo장'. ’Ihese premisses are given by nature 
and are not themselves subject tO being incorporated as ‘results’ of 
som
ro Marx’s explicit and frequently reaffirmed divergence from strictly 
Hegelian systematic dialectics (at least as he， questionably， under
stOod Hegel).'o 

One could indeed go further and argue that Marx’s theory presup
poses， not just nature， but all the relations and mechanisms it posits as 
existing in찌depen찌dent따 as the rεal ‘premisses’ of his theory. But hε does 
not therefore abandon the Hegelian usage of positing the presupposi
tion， notably in this important passage in the Gruηdrisse: 

The conditions and presuppositions of the becoming， of the arisiη!g， of 
capital presuppose precisely that it is not yet in being but merely in 
becomiη!g; they therefore disappear as real capital arises， capital which 
itself， on the basis of its own reality， posits the conditions for its realisa
tion ... 끼lese presuppositions， which originally appeared as conditions of 
its becoming-and hence could not spring from its actioη as capital
now appear as results of its own realisation， reality， as posited by it-ηot 
as conditions 01 its arisi쟁 but as results 01 its preseηce. It no longer pro
ceeds from presuppositions in order to become， but rather it is itsεlf 
presupposed， and proceeds from itself tO create the conditions of its 
maintenance and growth. (G: 459-60) 

The substantive point that Marx is making is developεd considerably 
further in CapitaL， 1， Parts 7 and 8， on the accumulation of capital. 1n the 
Grundrisse it allows him to copper-bottom the claim he has already made 

19 Michad Inwood，A H，쟁el Dictionary (Oxford. 1992). P224 
ι。 Parrick Murray. ‘Marx’s “Truly Social. Labour Thoory ofVa!uo: Parr 1，’ Histor.κ"al 

Materialism. 7  (2000). p，8 
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in the 1857 Introduction that the categories must be studied according to 
the role they play in the functioning of the capitalist mode of production 
rather than their historical genesis: ‘In order to develop the laws ofbour
geois economy， therefore， it is not necessary to writε thε real history ofthe 
relations of prod，μctioη. But the correct observation and deduction of 
these laws， as having themselves become in history， always leads to pri
mary equations-like the empirical numbers eg in natural science-which 
point towards a past lying behind this system’ (G: 460-461). These reflec
tions precede the Foηηeη， Marx’s discussion of precapitalist forms of 
production.2I 

But there remains this idea that ‘capital creates its own presuppositions’. 
Here is how Marx restates the idεa， without the Heg，εlian terminology， in 
Capital， I : 

Ir is nor enough thar rhe condirions of labour are concenrrared ar one 
pole of sociery in rhe shape of capiral， while ar rhe orher pole are grouped 
masses of men who have norhing to sε11 but their labour power. Nor is it 
εnough thar they are compellεd ro sell themselves volunrarily. The 
advance of capiralist production develops a working c1ass which by edu
carion， rradition and habit looks upon the requiremenrs of rhat mode of 
production as selεevident natural laws. The organisation of the capital
isr process of production， once it is fully developed， breaks down all 
resistance. The consrant generarion of a relative surplus popularion 
kεeps the law of supply and demand of labour， and therefore wages， 
within narrow limits which correspond to capiral’'s valorisation require
mεnts. The silent compulsion [stumme Zwang] of economic relations 
sers the seal on the domination of rhe capiralisr over the worker. Direct 
extra-economic force [A짜rö’'koηomische， un짜ttelbare Gewalt] is still 
of course used， but only in exceprional cases. In rhe ordinary run of 
rhings， the worker can be lett to the ‘natural laws of producrion’， ie it is 
possible to rely on his dependence on capital， which springs from the 
conditions of producrion themsεlves， and is guaranteεd in perpetuity by 
them. It is otherwise during rhe historic 양nesis of capitalist production. 
까le rising bourge이sie needs rhe power of the state， and uses it to ‘regu
laκ’ wages， ie to force rhem into the Iimits suirable for making a profit， 
to lengthen the working day， and tO keep the worker himself at his 
normal level of depεndence. This is an essential aspect of so-called primi
tive accumularion. (CI: 899-900) 

11 Eric Hobsbawm’'s imroduccion to Karl Marx， Precapitalist Economic Formations 
(London， 1964) ，  is still of gr.at valu. in und.rstanding th.Formen. 
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The thought then is that the normal functioning of capitalist eco
nomic relations tends to generate the conditions of.their reproduction 
The Grundrisse version alarmed Edward Thompson， who sees in the 
idea of capital positing its presuppositions ‘an organicist structural
ism . . .  (ultimately an Idea ofcapital unfolding πself)’ from which ‘many 
activities and relations (of power， of consciousness， sexual， cultural， 
normative)’ are excluded.22 In the last passage cited Marx invokes both 
εconomic mechanisms-the reserve army of labour-and a broader 
process of socialisation (‘education， tradition and habit’) to explain 
why the ‘silenr compulsion of economic relations’ replaces direct coer
cion in subordinating labour to capital. Much more would need ro be 
said， particularly abour the latter， for this argumenr ro be persuasive 
and capable of addressing Thompson’s objection， bur it certainly 
doesn’t depend in any way on ‘an Idea of capital unfolding itself’ 23 
Even the Gruηdrisse passage has the felicitous comparison of the relics 
of the historical formation of capitalism with the empirical constanrs 
in the physical sciences， which curs across any suggestion that the pos
iting of the presuppositions is a movemenr from concept ro reality. The 
presence of hisrorical remnants is a sign of the recalcitrance of the 
material. But the assimilation of the conceprual and the real built inro 
Hegel’s concεption of positing the presupposition is a potenrial source 
of confusion:' 

Marx from time to time signals his concern about the misleading 
effects of an overreliance on Heg리ian categories. For example， he writes 
in the Urtext of the 1859 Coηtribuμioη， using another of Hegel’'s favour
lte terms， voraussetzeη， to preposlt or presuppose: 

H E P Thompson. The Poverη ofTheory and Other Essays (London. 1978). P2S4 
23 까1e idea of capital positing its presuppositions has been taken up in the postcolonial 

cririque ofMarxism: see Dipesh Chakrabarcy. Provincializing Europe: Posκ'olonial 
Thought and Historical D깜πnce (Princeton. 2000). ch 2. Vivek CI배beroffús a 
generally persuasive rebuccal in Postcolonial Theoη and the Spectre of Capital (London. 
2013). though he fails tO addπss the distincrive role ofimperialist violence and racism in 
colonial (and POStC이。nial) concexts. 

24 Marx’s commitmenc tO the Hegdian vocabulary of positing is neverthdess persisrenc. as is 
shown by rhis inceresring passage in a discussion of the circuit of money capital (M ... M') 
in a manuscripr he started in 1877 : ‘M ’exists as a capiral rdation; λ1 no longer appears as 
mere money. but is expressly posrulared [gesetzt) as money capiral. exprcssed as value thar 
has valorised irsdf. ie thus also possesses the property of valorising itsdf. ofbreeding more 
value rhan it itsdfhas. M is posited [gesetzt) as capital by its rdation tO another parr of M ’  
as something posited b y  itsdf. a s  tO the e따Ct o f  which i t  has been rhe causc. as tO thc 
consequence ofit is the ground. M’thus appears as a sum ofvalues which is incernally 
differenciated. undergocs a funcrional (conceptual) differenciation. and expresses the 
capital rdation [So erscheint G’als in sich d“fertnzitrtt， sich funktio싸 (begr뺏'ich) in sich 
selbst unterscheidende， das Kapitalverhältnis ausdrückende Wertsumme]' (cn: 1 28)， 
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It is made quite definite at this point that the dialectical form of presen
tation is right only when it knows its own l imits. The examination of the 
simple circulation shows us the general concept of capital， because 
within the bourgeois mode of production the simple circulation itself 
exists only as preposited by capital and as prepositing it. 끼1e exposition 
of the general concept of capital does not make it an incarnation of some 
eternal idea， but shows how in actual reality， merely as a necessary form， 
it has yet to flow into the labour creating exchange value， into produc
tion resting on exchange value. (CW생: 50S) 

끼1Ìs passage is particularly interesting because it comes in a text 
that in some ways shows Marx at his most Hegelian， seeking to deduce 
capi대l from money (a movε 따icised in the next section). The worries 
expressed in passages like this do not lead him ever to abandon 
Hegelian categories. Consider， for example， the following criticism of 
the political economists in CapitaL， II， edited from late manuscripts: 
‘one confuses the economic determination of form [die ökoηomische 
Formbestimmtheit] which arises from the circulation of value with an 
objective property; as if  objects which in themselves are not capital at 
all but rather become so only under definite social conditions could iη 
themseLves and in their very nature be capital in some definite form， 
fixed or circulating’ (MIIπ1: 164μ4; translation modified)." As Isaac 
Rubin points out， the Hegelian concept of Formbestimmtheit is con
sistently used by Marx to designate what is distinctive to his 
conception of the economic: the forms and functions constitutive of a 
specific set of production relations.“ Thus in the IS6I-63 Maηuscr.ψt 
he refers explicitly to ‘the form determination [Formbestimmtheit] ， 
the definite social relation of production’ (CW30 : I I 7;  translation 
modified). Or again， when criticising Ricardo’s confused treatment of 
fixed. and circulating capital， he comments: ‘What is at issue here is 
not a sεt of definitions [D야ηitioηeη] under which things are to be 
subsumed. It is rather definite functions [bestimmte F，μηktioηeη1 that 
are expressed in definite categories [bestimmte Kategorieη] ’ (CII :  303; 
translation modified). 

Neverthεless， the overall structure of Marx’s argument shifts away 
from the Hegelian forms that he originally adopted. Thus in the preced
ing chapter we encountered Fred Moseley’s interpretation of CapitaL 

2S The Penguin version of this passage (CI I :  냐 ，) omits a phrase; neither translation captutes 
the meaning of Formbestimmthât. 

26 1 1  Rubin， Essays on Marx's TheoryofValue (Detroit， '972)， P37. 
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through the lens of the Hegelian categories of universality/particularity/ 
singularity. As we saw there， this interpretation draws attention to the 
role that the Logic plays in helping Marx to develop his critique of 
Ricardo， and in this respect it is valuable. But it has limits. 1he passagε 
from the Gruηdrisse where Marx most explicitly invokes the categories 
of universal!particularity/singularity includes under singularity 
'(1) Capital as credit. (2) Capital as stock-capital. (3) Capital as money 
market' (G: 275). But CapitaL， III， does not conclude in this way. Instead， 
finance and credit are covered in Part 5， which is followed by Part 6 on 
rent and Part 7 on the different forms of class incomes. As Jacques Bidet 
puts 1t: 

Comrary， therefore， to what Marx foresaw in his in itial plans， these 
categories of universal/particular/singular ceased to organise the exposi
tion and prescribe a hierarchical order between the various momems. 
There is no genuine universal relation， but a dominam and global one. 
Particularity is omnipresem， but it is d iverse， cannot be united as par
ticularity， and is thus flOt theoretically pertinem. Singularity dissolves 
into a range of different relations.27 

Moseley himself in effect concedes the point when he writes: ‘ In 
Hegel’s singularity， a particular form is the perfect embodiment of the 
true nature of the universal; whereas for Marx， credit capital is the 
opposite of the true nature of capital-it is the most fetishised form of 
capital， which makes it appear as if interest comes from capital itself， 
without any relation to labour and the produ다ion process'.28 In  other 
words， Marx in Capital does not conceive the financial markets as the 
concrete universal in Hegζl’s terms. In the case of interest-bearing 
capital， the normal formula of capital， M-C-M'， is reduced to M-ftι 
capital appears to expand without investing in means of production 
and in the labour power that alone creates new value by using these 
means to produce commodities: ‘In interest bearing capital， the capi
tal relationship reaches its most externalised [äuße싸ht에 and 
fetishised form. Here we have M-M'， money that produces more 
money， selεvalorising value， without the process that mediates the 
two extremes’ (CIII: 5 1 5 ;  translation modified). Marx elaborates in a 
passage we have already encountered: ‘1he fetish character of capital 
and the representation of this capital fetish is now complete. In M-M' 

27 Jacques Bidet， E�ploring Marx's Capital (Leiden， 2007)， ppI82'183. 
28 Fred Mosdey， ‘The Universal and the Particulars in Hegd’s Logic and Marx’s Capital'， in 

Mosdey and Tony Smith， eds， Marxs Capital and Hegel s Logic (Leiden， 2014)' 
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we have the concept-less [begr뺑ose] form of capital， the inversion and 
。이ectifìcation [Verkehrung uηd VersachlichuηIg] of the relations of 
production， in its highest power' (CIII :  5 16) .  

50， unlike Hegel’s concrete universal， which ‘with undimmed clear
ness fìnds itself at home in its antithesis'， the fìnancial markets are 
characterised in Capital by the absence of the concept. This indicates the 
fundamental structural difference between Hegel's Logic and Marx’s 
C째ital. The movement of the Scieηce 0/ Logic is one of internalisation. 
The inner connection that forms the ground of reality is developed out of 
the εxternalisation of Being in Essence. This internal connection is pro
gressively articulated as the spiritual unity of the concept in the third 
book of the Logic. It is through the concept’'s retrospective comprehen
sion of this process as its own selεformation (Eriηηeruη�) that this 
internalisation is effected. Thus Hegel writes: ‘the resroration of their 
[form and matte례 original idεntity is the inner recollection [Erinηeru쟁] 
of their e얹xt따e야r디rior아r띠at디ion' (ιGL: 393). The same path is taken by the 
Pheηome.ηology， which concludes in Absolutε 5pirit’s retrospective survey 
of the different forms of consciousness (or 5pirits) through which it is 
constituted. 까le fìnal paragraph declares: ‘The goal， Absolute Knowing， 
or 5pirit that knows itself as 5pirit， has for its path the recollection 
[ErinηeruηIg] of the 5pirits as they are ih themselves and as they accom
plish the organisation of their realm.’ Hegel goes on ro say that the 
historical unfolding of these di라rent forms of consciousness and their 
philosophically ‘comprehended organisation’ in the Pheηomeηolo잉1， 
‘comprehended history， form alike the inwardising and the Calvary of 
absolute spirit [die begr펌ne Geschichte， bilden die Erinnerung und die 
Schädelstätte des absoluten Geiste，권?’ 

By contrast， the structure of Capital is that of a process of progressive 
externalisatioη. This is a theme to which Marx constantIy returns in 
Capital， III . Thus towards the end of the book he reflects on the distort
ing εHεcts of circulation and competition: 

In Volume 2.，  of course， we had [0 presem [his sphere of circula[ion 
only in rela[ion [0 [he de[ermina[ions of form [Formbestimmuη'geη1 i[ 
produces， [0 demonsna[e [he funher developmem of [he form of 
capi[al [ha[ [akes place in i[. In  acwali[y [Wirklichkeit] ， however， [his 
spherε is [he sphere of compe[i[ion， which is subjec[ [0 accidem in  
each individual case; i e  where [he inner law [ha[ prevails [hrough [he 
accidems and governs [hem is visible only when [hese accidems are 

'9 G W F H<gd， 7be Phenomenology ofSpirit (Oxford， 1977)， � 808; p4n 
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combined in  large numbers， so that it remains invisible and incompre
hensible to the individual agents of production themselves. Further， 
however， the actual [1νirkliche] production process， as the unity of the 
immediate [umηittelbareη] production process and the process of 
디rculation， produces new confìgurations [Gestalte써 in which the 
threads of the inner connection get more and more lost [mehr und 
mehr die Ader des innern Zusammenhangs verlorengeh이， the relations 
of production becoming indεpendent of one another and the compo
nents of value ossifying i nto independent forms. (CIII :  966-967 ; 
translation modifìed) 

1he disappearance of ‘the threads of the inner connection' is a func
tion of the ways in which the surplus valuε created in production is 
transformed and fragmented thanks， crucially， to competition. 까1US the 
presentation of the rate of profìt-the ratio of surplus value to the total 
capital advanced-in Capital， III， Part !， represents a fìrst step in this 
process of externalisation: 

In surplus value the relationship between capital and labour is laid 
bare. In the relationship between capital and profìt， ie between capital 
and surplus value as it appears on the one hand as an excess over the 
cost pricε of thζ commodity realised in the circulation process and on 
the other hand as an excess determined more precisely by its relation
ship to the total capital， capital appeaη as a relationship to itself， a 
rεlationship in which it is distinguished as an original sum of value， 
from a new value that it posits. It ap'pears to consciousnεss as if capital 
creates this new value in the course of its movement through the pro
duction and circulation processes. But how this happens is now 
mystifìed， and appears to derive from hidden qualities that are inhεrent 
in capital itself 

The furthεr we trace out the valorisation process of capital， the more 
is the capital rεlationship mystifìed and thε less are the secrets of its 
internal organisation laid bare. (CIII :  139) 

1his procεss of externalisation is crucially a consequence of the new 
forms that arise through the circulation process: 

In the circulation process， as we have alrεady shown， the production of 
surplus valuε， and of valuζ in general， assumes new charactζristics. 
Capital runs through the cycle ofits transformations， and fìnally it steps 
as it were from its innεr organic life into its external relations [aus seinem 
innern organischen Leben in ausωärtige Lebensverhältniss야， relations 
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where it is not capital and labour that confront one another， but on the 
one hand capital and capitaI. and on the other individuals as simple 
buyers and sellers once again .  (CIII :  1 35)찌 

The transformation ofvalues into prices of production-presented in 
Part 2， and crucial， as we have seen， in Marx’5 ability to advance beyond 
Ricardo-represents a furrher step in this process; now capitals appro
priate surplus value in proportion to their size， and the actual extraction 
of surplus value in production is furrher concealed: ‘the price of produc
tion is already a completely externalised and prima focie concept-Iess 
form [ganz veräusserlichte und prima focie begr.핸'ose Form] of commod
ity value， and is therefore in the consciousness of the vulgar capitalist 
and consequendy also in that of the vulgar economist’ (CIII: 300; trans
lation modified). And externalisation continues with the fragmentation 
of surplus value into industrial and commercial profit， rent， and interest. 
The trinity formula-according to which these forms of revenue corre
spond to the productive contribution of different ‘ factors of 
production’-is the ideological apex of this process. Marx discusses it at 
the beginning of the concluding Part 7 of Capital， III， ‘The Revenues 
and Their Sources': 

Capital-profit (or berrer still capital-interest)， land-ground rent， labour
wages， this economic trinity as the connection between the components 
of value and wealth in general and its sources， completes the mystification 

3。 끼lis passagc c1carly contradiccs chc inccrprccation offcrcd by Stavros Tombazos， 
according tO which Capita! must bc undcrstood in thc light ofHcgd’'s disrinction in 
Book 3 of thc Scimct ofLogic bctwccn mcchanism， chcmism， and tdcology: 깨c 
catcgorics ofVolumc 1 obcy a Iinear and abstracc ccmporalicy， homogcncous， a cimc chac 
is supposcd co bc calculablc， mcasurablc. We call chc lacccr 까hc time of produccion" 까1C 
dcccrminacions ofVolumc II fic inco a cyclical cemporalicy 끼1e various cacegories of“che 
time ofcirculacion" concern che curnover of value. Finally， Volume I I I  is che volume of 
capical's “organic time"， che unicy of che cime of produccion and che cime of circulation，’ 
TimdnMarx: η，t Cattgorits ofTimt in Maπ's Capita! (Leiden， 201 씨. P3. In che 
passage ciced in che cexc Marx does calk abouc capical ’s ‘organic l ife’， buc he idencifies ic 
wich che ‘ Inner’ value rclacions of Capita!， 1 ， where che capical/wage labour rdacion is 
analysed， 、이1ile Capita!， I I I ，  deals wich che ‘excernal rdacions' in which we are 
confronced wich compecicion becween capicals and markec inceraccions among 
individuals. Moreover， che concrasc Tombazos draws becween che linear cemporalicy of 
Volume 1 and che cyclical cemporalicy ofVolume II is over.scaced: already in Parc 7 of 
Capita!， 1 ，  Marx presencs che reproduccion of capical as a periodic process and discusses 
che business cycle (see chapcer 6 bdow). Tombazos’'s reading ofMarx， co which 1 rccurn 
in chapcer s ，  and \\“ch (despice che disagreemenc expressed here and bdow) concains 
many valuable insighcs. plainly inAuenced Oanid Bensaïd ’s inccrprecacion of Capita!: see 
especially Marx for Our Timts: Advmturts and Misadvmturts ofa Critiqut (London‘ 
2002)， ch 7 
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of the capitalist mode of production， the reincation [Verdinglichuη'g] 
of social relations， and the immediate coalescencε of the material rela
tions of production with thεir h istorical and social detεrmtnatlon 
[geschichtlich-sozialeη Bestimmtheit] : the bewitched， inverted and 
topsy-turvy world haunted by Monsieur le Capital and Madame la 
Terre， who are at the same timε social characters and merε things [die 
verzauberte， verk빠te und auf den kopf gestellte Welt， wo Monsieur le 
Capital und Madame la Terre als soziale Charaktere und zugleich 
unmittelbar aμ blosse Diπ!ge ihren Spuk treiben] .  (CIII: 968-9; MIII: 
830; translation modined)31 

It is in this light that we must understand Marx’s own preferred sub
tirle for Capital， III ， ‘Gestaltuη'geη des Gesamtproz빡5’ (Figures of the 
Process as a Wholε). 1he volume is devoted to analysing the specific 
configurations taken by the externalised forms of capital rεlations of 
production. Of coursε， Capital， III， is unfinished. But we know how 
Marx intended it to end. Hε wrote to Engels on 30 April 1868: ‘Finally， 
since those 3 items (wages， rεnt， profit (interest)) constitute the sourcεs of 
income of the 3 classes oflandowners， capitalists and wage labourers， we 
have the class struggle， as the conclusion in which the movement and 
disintegration of the whole shit resolves itself' (CÞ싸3: 2.6). 50 rather 
than closing in on the unity of the concept， Capital opens out onto the 
class struggle. 

One of the weaknesses of many ‘Hegelian’ interpretations of Capital 
is that they ignore the fact that Hegel was himself， like Marx atter him， 
an attentive reader of political economy and that he developed a com
plex analysis of civil society as the sphere in which the infinitely 
expanding subjective desires of modern individuals can be realised but 
which leads to a destabilising polarisation of wealth and poverty. 
Hegel’s logic is therεby disjoined from his social philosophy." He 
argues in his Phiμophy ofR쟁ht: ‘1he inner dialεctic of society drives 

JI See rhe derailed discussion of Capita!， I I I， Part 7， in Michael Krärke， “‘Hier brichr das 
Manuskripr ab." (Engds) Har das Kapita! einen Schluss?’， 1 1 ，  Btiträgt zur .Marx-Engds
Forschung. Neut Fo!gt (ι。Ol). Thc fcrishisric characrer of rhe forms of revenue is also one 
。frhe main rhemes ofMarx’s earlier discussion， ‘Revmue and Its Sources'， in  rhe ISlfI-Ó3 
Manuscript (CWJl : 449-541). 

，ι So Tombazos， in rhe middlc of an ultra-Hegdian imcrprerarion of Capita!， makes rhe 
asronishingly misleadingpronouncemem rhar， for Hegd， ‘civil so디cry， when cxamincd 
on irs own， is erhically inferior’ ro rhe family: Timt in Marx， PIJ8. For much morc 
sarisfyingdiscussions ofHegd’'s social philosophy， sce Lucia Praddla， ‘Hegd， 
Imperialism， and Universal H isrory’， Scimu & Socitty 78 (ι。14)， Allen W Wood， Htgd's 
Ethica! Thought (Cambridge， 1990)， ch 14 ，  Domenico Losurdo， Htgd and tht Frudom 0/ 
tht Modtrns (Durham NC， l004)， and Zizek，Lm Than Nothing， PP416-SJ 
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it-or in the fìrst instance this specific socieη-to go beyond 따 own 
confìnes and look for consumers， and hence the means it requires for 
subsistence， in other nations which lack those means of which it has a 
surplus or which generally lag behind it in creativity， etc.’ 끼1is process 
leads to the development of international trade， with all its ‘fluidity， 
danger， and destruction’， and to the establishment of colonies for the 
surplus population of civil society. ‘Through their representations and 
reflections， human beings expand their desires， which do not form a 
closed circle like animal instinct， and extend them to false infìnity. But 
on the other hand， deprivation and want are likewise boundless， and 
this confused situation can be restored to harmony only through the 
forcible intervention of the state.’ Thus， while Hegel sees modern socie
ties as liable to inherent economic and social contradictions that went 
unrecognised by Smith and Ricardo， he argue's that the state (which is 
‘objective spirit’ so that ‘ it is only through being a member of the state 
that the individual [/;ηdividuum] himself has objec따ity， truth， and 
ethical life’) represents a moment of rεconciliation in which these 
antagonisms can at least be contained.33 Quite unlike Marx’s critique of 
political economy， Hegel’s dialectic of civil society concludes in the 
‘harmony’ established by the state. 

Given this fundamental difference of structure from the Logic and 
the Philosophy 0/ R쩡ht， Marx’s resort to Hegelian categories is best 
seen as a philosophical cannibalisation. His critique of political εcon
omy is not simply directed at the theories of the political economists; it 
implies also a critique of the concept of science presupposed by these 
theories. Only Hegel offered a critique of this concept of science and 
the epistemology it involved. Marx then extracted categories from the 
Logic to set them to work， but in a fai rly pragmatic way. This is true 
even in the manuscript most deeply indebted to Hegel， thε Gruηdrisse， 
where， in order to conceptualise the relation between capital in general 
and many capitals， Marx draws on categories from the Doctrines of 
Being (repulsion and arrraction) and ofEssence (inner and outer). And 
as he revises and reformulates his concepts across successive manu
scripts his distance from the Logic grows. Thus the dialεctic of 
universality/particularity/singularity undoubtedly helped Marx think 
through the difference between his method and Ricardo’s. But， as we 
have seen， by the time he reaches the ISÓ3-S Maηuscrψt， it no longer 
functions as a blueprint 

3 3  G W F Hegel， Eltmmts oftht Philosophy ofR뺑t (ζambridge、 ‘9에‘ �2셔‘ pp267-268; 
§ι47. p268; �18S， pn3; 9>S8， P276. 
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Rising from the abstract to the concrete 

The formula of‘rising from the abstract to the concrete’ as the ‘scientifi
cally correct method’ put forward by Marx in the 1857 Introduction 
functions there as a slogan， although one with tremendous resonances 
thanks to its source in the Scieηce 01 Logic. 1 have already said that it does 
in fact accurately summarise how Marx， in thε light of the extended 
methodological discussions in the IS6I-63 Maηuscript， actually proceeds 
in Capital. But what does this involve more precisely? 

The method of Capital is e딴ctively that of the progressive intro
duction of increasingly complex determinations. (Commentators 
sometimes distinguish between the oppositions abstract/concrete and 
simple/complex. 1’m dubious that this can be made out successfully.) 
Gérard Duménil calls this process ‘dosed abstraction . . .  a concretisation 
constructed element by element’， and Fred Moseley ‘the sequeηtial 
determination of the key variables'.3' Thus Marx starts in Capital， 1 ，  
Part 1 ，  with the cominodity and money before introducing in Part 2. the 
more complex category of capital. 까lÌs process continues across succes
sive volumes， culminating in Marx’s exploration of the configurations 
of externalisation in Capital， III. 까le earlier and more abstract concepts 
serve to explain the later and more concrete ones. 꺼1Ìs is very clear in 
the overall structure of Capital: the formation of value and surplus 
value and the accumulation of capital in the immediate process of pro
duction (Volume 1) has explanatory priority over the circulation of 
capital (Volume II) and the unity of produ띠on and circulation 
(Volume III). Moreover， the concrete figures studied in Capital， III ， are 
mystified only if considered in their own terms， which means from the 
perspective of competition. Take， for example， the following discussion 
of the rate of profit: 

Surplus value and the ratε of surplus value are， relative to this， the 
invisible essence to be investigated [das [];ηsichtbare und das zu eηlòr
scheηde T-f상sentliche) ， 、，vhereas the ratε of profit and hence the form of 
surplus value as profit are visible surface phenomena [der Obe껴'äche 
der Escheiningen zeigen). 

As far as thε individual capitalist is concerned， it is evident enough 

34 Gérard Duménil. L� Concept d� loi économiqu� dans ’'ü Capital’ (Paris. 1978). p89; Fred 
Mosdey、Mon<yand Totality: A Macro.Monnary Interpretation ofMarx's Logic in 
Capitaland th� Transjòrmation Probl�m (forthcoming). Despite the d isagreements 
expressed above. 1 find Mosdey's approach the most satisfactory to resolving issues such as 
the transformation problem. 
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rhar rhe only rhing rhar inreresrs him is rhe rario of rhe surplus value， rhe 
excess value which he receives from selling his commodiries， ro rhe roral 
capiral advanced for rhe producrion of rhese commodiries， whereas nor 
only do rhe specifìc rarios of rhis excess value ro rhe parricular compo
nenrs ofhis capiral， and irs inner connecrions [inηerer Zusammenhang] 
wirh rhem， nor inreresr him， bur ir is acrually in his inreresr ro disguise 
rhese parricular rarios and inner connecrions. 

Even rhough rhe excess value of rhe commodiry over irs cosr price 
arises in rhe immediare process of producrion， ir is only in rhe circula
rion process rhar ir is realised， and ir appears all rhe more readily ro 
derive from rhe circularion process in as much in acrualiry， rhe world of 
comperirion， ie on rhe acrual marker， [iη der Wirklichkeit， innerhalb der 
Koηkurreηz， auf dem wirchlicheη Markt] ir depends on marker condi
rions [Marktverhältnisseη] wherher or nor rhis excess is realised and ro 
whar exrenr. (CIII :  13 4 ;  rranslarion modifìed) 

One very important point that emerges here is that the mystifica
tion involved in the rate of profit is functional from the perspective of 
the individual capitalist. 까lis theme-that the externalised forins of 
appearance of the capital relation are real and necessary-recurs in 
Capita/， III ，  and I return to it in the next section. Of more immediate 
relevance here is that surplus value is the ‘ invisible essence’ relative to 
which the ‘visible surface phenomena’ can be explained. 50 notice that 
Marx in a passage cited a liπ따tt떠tle earlier says t비ha따t pr디1C야e o야f pro얘d뻐ucκ따c다띠[디ion i냐 s 
‘'prηTf7ηma 
va!tωue theory such e얹xt야e야rn때a메lμi“se려d forms ac얘qu비iπrπe their concept-that is， 
they can be explained. 꺼le significance of Marx of the distinction 
between value and price of production is that it permits an advance in 
the understanding of how the law of value governs concrete market 
phenomena. 

Explanation on this method thus means something like being 
placed correctly in the system of concepts that together form the .. theory 
of the capitalist mode of production. It is worth underlining here that 
the distinction between abstract and concrete (and indeed between all 
the di없rent determinations) is one between coηcφts. To return to a 
contrast drawn in the preceding section， Marx’s concept of externality 
IS εpistemological， not ontological. The relationship between the differ
ent determinations is not one between the concept and its realisation， 
but between differεnt levels of a system of concepts. In this sense the 
relations arrivεd at in Capita/， IIt Part 7-the trinity formula， etc-are 
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no longer external. In Capital they have been woven into a wider set of 
conceptual connections that demonstrates their necessity. 1heir εxter
nality consists in their isolation and defìnition as the object of political 
economy by the vulgar economists who rejected Ricardo’s value theory. 
1he distinction between inner and εxternal connections refers to the 
places of the concepts concerned within Marx’s theory. 1his conceptual 
grasp of the Gesamtprozeß is not the same as Hegelian Eriηηeruη!g， for 
hεre there is a bifurcation between the conceptual and the real， not 
their fusion. 

1he same is true of abstract and concrete more generally. 1hese aren’I 
properties that somehow inhere in concepts. Let’s take as paradigmatic 
examples of abstract and concrete the concepts of value and price of pro
duction. In what sεnse is one abstract and the other concrete? Certainly 
the concept of value isn't vag，μer than that of price of production. It is a 
determinate concept involving a fairly clear specifìcation of what value is 
and what it means for a commodity tO sell at its value. Nor is the relation 
of value and price of production one of genus and species; the extension 
of the two concepts is the same， the difference lying in the fact that in 
the case of the price of production surplus value is apportioned to capi
tals on the basis of the general rate of profìt rather than of the rate of 
profìt on their own capital.3S Nor is the relation one between thought 
and reality such that the abstract (value) provides a theoretical model of 
the concrete reality (price of production). Price of pro여ducαtion is (to use 
the vocabulary of the 1857 Introduction) a ‘concrete in thought’， defìned 
in terms of the theoretical discourse of Capital rather than somε refer
ence tO the reality beyond the theory. Abstract and concrete are a matter 
of the places concepts occupy within this discourse. As Bidet puts it， ‘the 
abstract/concrete relationship is to be understood as something within 
the totality of thought that the theory provides: it is an ordering rela
tionship within the thεoretical '.36 

If the movement from abstract to concrete is thus something that 
unfolds within thought， how does Marx’s thεoretical discourse acquire 
factual contεnt? Hegel’s solution， namely that this very movemεnt 
unfolds the contεnt implicit in the catεgories themselves by means of 
determinate negation， is ruled Out since it is dependent on the teleology 
that is the vεhicle of Hegel’s absolute idealism. Equally， however， Marx’s 

3S From Part 4 of Capital， I I I， onwards Marx deals with specific configurations (eg 
commercial and mone)' capital， landed propert)') that aren’t common (0 capi[al as a 뼈ole， 
but this differencia<ion does not characterise the abstract/concrete relationship in general 

36 Bidet， Exploring Marx's Capital， P'74. 
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method is inconsistent with the classical conception of science， where a 
theory is conceived as a deductive system whose content is implicit in its 
premisses and is then made explicit through the subsumption of particu
lars under the covering laws includεd in the premisses. 1t follows that the 
process of ‘dosed abstraction' involves at each stage the introduction of 
new content that has not presented earlier in the process. To be more 
precise， by the time that Marx writes the manuscripts that have come 
down to us as Capital， he has rejected the idea， common to both Hegel 
and the classical conception of science， that the content of a science is 
implicit in its starting point. 

까lÏs way of proceeding is something that Marx achieves rather than 
using from the start. 까le methodological shift is clearest in Marx’'s dis
cussion of the relationship between money and capital. 1n both the 
Grundrisse and the Urtext of the 1859 Coηtributioη he seeks to derive 
capital from money. 1n both texts (the Urtext takes over quite a lot of 
material from the Grundrisse) Marx’'s analysis of the different forms and 
functions of money concludes with: 

money as universal material representative of wealth emerges from circu
larion， and is as such irself a product ofcirculation， borh of exchange ar a 
higher porentialiry， and a particular form of exchange . . .  ; ir srands inde
pendent of circularion， bur rhis independence is only irs own process. Ir 
derives from ir jusr as ir rerurns to ir again . . .  In rhis characrer ir is jusr as 
much irs precondirion as πs resulr. Irs independence is nor rhe end of all 
relaredness to circularion， bur rarher a n쟁l1tive relarion to ir 꺼1Ïs comes 
from irs independence as a resulr of M-C-C-M. (G: 2.16-2. 17) 

50 here money takes the autonomous form of self-expanding value， 
expressed in an early version of the genεral formula for capital， M -C-λ{'. 
Marx develops this thought most fully in the concluding section 6 of 
chapter 2. (‘Money’) in the Urtext， ‘Transition to Capital'. 1he following 
passage sums up his argument: 

As a form of universal wealrh， as exchange value become independent， 
money is incapable of any orher movement bur rhe quantirarive one: to 
expand irself. By concepr ir is rhe essence of all rhe use values; bur irs 
quantirarive limirs， as rhe limirs of whar is always merely a definire mag
nirude of value， a definire sum �f gold and silver， is in contradicrion wirh 
irs qualiry. 까lar is why roored in irs narure is a consrant drive to g。
beyond irs own limirs ... 50， fixed as wealrh， as rhe universal form of 
wealrh， as value rhar counts as value， money is a consrant drive to g。
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beyond its quantitative limits; an endless process. Its own viability con
sists exclusively in this; it preserves itself as self-impo따nt value 얘r쐐 
geLteηder Wer시 distinct from use valuε only when it coηtinually muLti
plies itselfby means of the process of exchange itself. The active value is 
only a surplus-value-positing value. (CW29: 495， 496) 

까1e thought then is that money can only sustain its role as the uni
versal representative of wealth if it assumes the form of capital and 
therefore seeks constandy to expand quantitatively through the extrac
tion of surplus-value-a process that， as Marx goes on to argue in both 
texts， requires the purchase and exploitation oflabour power: 

Money [as capital] is now 0ψectified μbo“κ irrespective of whether it 
possesses thε form of money or of a particular commodity. None of 
the reified modes of being of labour confronts capital， but each of 
them ;:tppears as a possible mode of its existence which it can assume 
through a simple change of form， passage from the form of money into 
the form of commodity. The only opposite of re껴ed labour is unre껴ed 
labour， and the opposite of 0ψectified labour， suψective labour. Or， the 
opposite of past labour， which exists in space， is living labour， which 
exists in time. As the presently existing unreified (and so also not yet 
objectified) labour， it can be present only as the pOIνeκ potential ity， 
abil ity， as the labour capaciη， of the living subject. 꺼1e oppositζ of 
capital as the independent， firmly self-sufficient objectified labour is 
living labour capacity itself， and so the only exchange by means of 
which monεy can become capπal is the exchange between the posses
sor of capital and the possessor of the living labour capacity， ie the 
worker. (CW29 : 502) 

It’s worth noting that this argument really has the form of a hypo
thetical inference: if money is to function as the universal representative 
ofwεalth， theη it must take the form of selεexpansion of value (which 
itself requires the appropriation of the worker’s living labour). In other 
words， the deduction is a conditional one rather than the kind of imma
nent conceptual drive that is supposed to prompt us from one 
determination to another in Hegel’s Logic. In any case this argume 
disappears in the I얘859 COlη1πtrηibut. μwη and only fìgures very briefly in thε 
ISóI-ó3 Maημscripι which Marx intended as a continuation of the chap
ters on the commodity and money in the former book. The manuscript 
starts with the general formula of capital during a discussion of which he 
throws in the highly Hegelian remark that ‘the more the quantity of 
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exchange-value or money is increased the more it corresponds to its 
concept’ (CW30: 19). 

But Part 2 of Capital. I. ‘The Transformation ofMoney into Capital’， 
contains not a hint of this kind of conceptual derivation. Marx analyses 
the general formula of capital， M -C -Aι and goes on critically to exam
ine mainstream explanations of the selεexpansion of capital， and in 
particular the idea of profìt on alienation， arguing that this can only 
hold in specifìc cases where commodities are sold above their value， but 
not in general. 까lÎs analysis leads him to conclude: ‘The transformation 
of money into capital has to be developed on the basis of the immanent 
laws of the exchange of commodities in such a way that the starting 
point is the exchange of equivalents，’ even though the capitalist emerges 
from the circuit with more money than he originally invested. ‘These are 
the conditions of the problem. Hic Rhodus， hic salta!' (CI: 268-9)37 The 
solution comes in the existence of ‘a commodity whose use value pos
sesses the peculiar property of being a source of value， whose actual 
consumption is therefore itself an objectifìcation (Vergegeηstäηdlichuη�) 
oflabour. The possessor of money does fìnd such a special commodity on 
the market: the capac띠 for labour (Arbeitsvermögeη)， in other words 
labour power (Arbeitskraft)’ (CI: 269). 

What is noteworthy about this version of thε movemζnt from 
money to capital is that Marx simply introduces fì rst M-C-M' and 
then the purchase and sale of labour power successively as new deter
minations without any attempt to deduce them from the preceding 
determinations. Bidet puts it like this: ‘the procedure followed is no 
longer a dialectic of forms， nor a logical deduction， but a specifìc mode 
of progression that， by recourse to the "ordinary experience" contained 
in the “formula" M-C-M'， and the critique based on the categorial 
results ofPart One， is able to provide the means of presenting the new 
determinations， those of the capitalist relations of production’." There 
is in fact a problem with how Bidet puts it here that is best brought out 
by considering Heinrich ’5 assertion that ‘an intrinsic necessary rela
tionship between money and capital must be revealed.’ He criticises 
Marx’5 abandonment of the deduction of capital from money in 
Capital， 1: ‘With this omission， Marx abetted the interpretations . . .  

37 까1(: Latin rag ffieans: ‘Here i s  Rhodes! Leap over it here!'-a challenge in A(Sop's Fabl(S t。
a boaster who claimed tO have jumped over the island ofRhodes. 

38 Bidet， Exploring Marx's Capital， p168. See also the importanc critique ofMarx’'s early 
attempts tO derive capital from money in John Mepham. ‘From the Grundrisse tO 
Capital’. in Mepham and David.Hil lel Ruben. eds. lssu(S in Marxist Philosophy (3 vols. 
Brighcon. 1979). 1 
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that contrast a market economy and capital as separate things'.39 까1Ís 
opens the door to ‘something like a “socialist market economy"’ '0 

Heinrich may have in mind Bidet’'s work， which particularly subse
quent to his study of Capital has developed the argument that Part 1 of 
Capital， I ， ‘Commodities and Money'， presents a genεral thεory of a 
market economy of which capitalism is merely one possible realisa
tion.41 Bur this is an interpretation that demonstrably contradicts 
Marx’s own view that the object of Capital is the capitalist mode of 
production. Thus he explicitly r디ects Torrens’s view， discussed in 
Chapter 2.， that the law of value only obtains prior tO the accumulation 
of capital， writing: 

the product wholIy assumes the form of a commodity only-:as a result 
of the fact that the entire product has to be transformed into exchange
value and that also aII the ingredients necessary for its production 
enter it as commoditiεs-in other words it wholIy becomεs a commod
ity only with the development and on the basis of capitalist production. 
(CW32:  265) 

The italicised sentence in the following passage is one of many where 
Marx makes it clear that Part 1 of Capital， I， is as much about capitalism 
as the rest of the threε volumes: 

the prerequisite， the starting-poiηt， of the formation of capital and of 
capitalist production is the development of the product into a commod
ity， commodity circulation and consequendy money circulatiop within 
cεrtain limits， and consequendy trade developed to a certain degree. It is 
as such a prerequisite that we treat the commodity， since we procεed 
from it as the simplest e1ement in capitalist production. On the other 
hand， the product， the result of capitalist production， is the commodity. 
What appεars as its e1ement is later rεvealed tO be its own product. Only 
oη the basis ofcapitalist production does the commodity become the geηeral 
form of the product aηd the more th때roduction d，α'elops， the more do the 
products in the form of commodities enter iηto the process as iη!gredieηts. 
(CW32: 300-301; italics addεd in final sentence.) 

，9 Michad Hdnrich.An Jntroduction to the Three Vo/umes ofKar/Marx's Capita/ (New 
York. >012). pp84. 2，1 n 2。

40 Michad Heinrich. ‘Reconstruction or Deconsrruction’ Merhodological Comroversies 
abouc Value and Capiral. and New Insighrs from rhe Crirical Edirion’. in Riccardo 
Bcllofiore and Robeno Fineschi. eds. Rereading Marx: New Peη'pectives after the Critica/ 
Edition (Basingscoke. 2009). p80 n 8 

41 SeeJacqucs Bider. Thioriede /a moderniti (Paris. 1990). and Thiorieginira/e (Paris. 1999). 
cririciscd in Alcx Callin icos. The Resources ofCrit‘que (Cambridgc. 2006). ch 1. 
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$0 the pattern of economic relations that Marx analyses in Parc I of 
CapitaL. 1. prevails only where the capitalist mode of production is domi
nant. Moreover， all the categories of CapitaL have as their object the 
capitalist mode of production. 1hey do so as a totality: let’'s recall that in 
the 1857 1ntroduction Marx calls the concrete as ‘a rich totality of many 
determinations and relations'， ‘the concentration of many determina
tions， hence unity of the diverse' (G: 100; 101). 1he implication is that it 
is a mistake to isolate specifìc categories and relate them to referents 
abstracted from the real totality. 1he categories refer to the capitalist 
mode coLLectiveLy. 1his is as true of those presented in Volume 1， Parc 1， as 
it is， say， of those through which Marx analyses fìnancial markets in 
Volume II1. Parc 5.  Whether or not the later categories are in some way 
implicit in their predecessors is irrelevant， since all have same referent. 
1herefore Heinrich is mistaken when he ar용les that Marx’'s abandon
ment of the attempt to derive capital from money prevents him from 
ruling ouc market socialism. 1here is， with respect to Marx’'s method， 
nothing special about the transition from money to capital. Each step in 
his analysis involves the presentation of a new determination that intro
duces furcher content and thereby contribuces to an understanding of 
the capitalist mode of production as a totality， 

Althusser puts it very well: 

Far from proceeding by rhe auto-productioη of conceprs， Marx's rhoughr 
proceeds rarher by rhe position of conceprs， inauguraring rhe explorarion 
(analys싸 of rhe rheorerical space opened and closed by rhis position. 
then by rhe position of a new concept， enlarging thε theoretical field. 
and so on. up to the constitution of thεorerical fields of an extreme 
complexiry." 

1fMarx doesn’t proceed by deduction. either conventional or Hegelian， 
how are the specifìc determinations connected? 1s the move from one to 
the nεxt merely arbitraryt3 1he answεr is that the presentation of each 
determination poses a problem that is resolved by the next. I1yenkov treats 
the move from money to capital as exemplary of this approach: 

4' Louis Alchusser. ‘Avant.propos’ to Duménil .Le coηupt d� loi iconomiqu� dans 'L� 
Capital'. PP'7 .• 8. Alchusser is here summarising Duménil’'s account of Marx's mechod. 
buc by councerposing ‘internal ’ conceprual decerminations (value) and ‘excernal ’ macerial 
decerminacions (use value) Dur찌lil boch mis때resenr5 Marx’'s mature view of the 
rdacionship becween value and use value (see chapcer 4 bdow) and fails to capcure rhe way 
in which new content is continually incorporaccd into che analysis as Marx’S prc:sentatlOn 
ofhis cacegories proceeds. 

43 끼lis quescion was posed co me by my much missed friend and comrade Chris Húman. 
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The axiomatic and unquestionable principle of Hegelian dialectics is 
that the entire system of categories must be developed from the 
immanent conuadictions of the basic concept. If the development of 
commodity-money circulation inro capitalistic commodity circula
tion had been presented by an orrhodox followεr ofHegelian logic， he 
would have had ro prove， in thε spirit of this logic， that thε immanent 
contradictions of the commodity sphεre generate by themselves all 
the conditions under which value becomes spontaneously growing 
value. 

Marx adopts the reverse procedure: he shows that commodity 
money， however long it may go on within itself， cannot increase the 
overall value of commodities being exchanged， it cannot create by its 
movement any conditions undεr which money put into circulation 
would necessarily fetch new money. 

At this decisive point in the analysis， thought goes back again to 
the eηη!piriα of the capitalistic commodity market. It is iη the empiriα 
that the economic reality is found which transforms the movement of 
the commodity-money market into production and accumulation of 
surplus-value. Labour power is the only commodity which， at one and 
the same time， is included in  the sphere of application of the law of 
value and， without any violation of rhis law， makes surplus-value， 
which direcrly contradicts the law of value， borh possible and 
necessary. 

F redric ] ameson 0없rs a more generalised accounr ofMarx’5 procedure: 

One of rhe ways of reading Capital-that is， of grasping rhε place ofits 
i ndividual analyses and proposirions in ‘ the consuuction of rhe 
whole-lies in seeing it as a series of riddles， of mysteries and para
doxes， ro which ar rhe proper moment the solution is supplied. 
Unsurprisingly， this solution will be a dialecrical one; it will not dis
sipate the strangεness of the inirial paradox or antinomy by way of a 
dry and rational unmasking， but presεrve rhe strangeness of the prob
lem wirhin the new strangeness of the dialectical solution. The 
elaboration of these riddles is of unequal length; they overlap， they 
find their dénouments at unpredictable moments， in which from time 
ro time the identity of some of the riddles with each other is unexpecr
εdly revealed." 

44 E V I1yenkov， The Dialectics ofthe Abstract and the Concrete of Marx's Capital (Moscow. 
1982)， pP275-η6. 

45 Fredric Jameson， Representiη'g Capital (London， 2G1I)， PI4  
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Competition， appearance and science 

까lÍs way of thinking about Capital. as a chain of problems. the solution 
to each of which drives us on to the next， has the great merit of captur
ing the intensive creative process involved in writing it， the constant 
construction and reconstruction of categories through which Marx 
developed， refined， and reworked his analysis. 1he chain pushes through 
the successive parts of the 1363-5 Mam‘script and of Capital， 1， pointing 
beyond them to the books that Marx originally planned but was forced 
to abandon and on to the efforts of later Marxists to develop his critique 
of political economy. One consequence of this process is that opposi
tions that were important at one stage of the project become less 
important later on. 1hus take the distinction between capital in general 
and many capitals， as we have seen， so important in the Gruηdrisse. 
Roman Rosdolsky argues that the contrast continues to organise 
Capital: ‘whereas the first two volumes of Capital do not fundamentally 
go beyond the analysis of “capital in general n， the third volume is the 
place where competition， credit and share capital are introduced， in the 
originally envisaged order， even if not quite as extensively as Marx had 
intended at the outset’.“ Moseley also argues that: 

he maintained these two basic levels of abstraction in his fìnal manu
scripts atter 1863 . Marx clearly did not abandon the distinction between 
the production and the distribution of surplus value in his theory， nor 
did he abandon the key quantitative premiss of the prior determination 
of the total surplus value. Therefore he did not abandon the correspond
ing levels of abstraction of capital in general and competition. 꺼1e 
subjects added to Volume III in the January 1863 out!ine are all related 
to the distribution of surplus value， which still belongs to the level of 
abstraction of competition." 

1he broad contrast that Mosεley draws between the production of 
surplus value in Volume 1 and its distribution (and fragmentation) in 
Volume III seems to me correct. But it is hard to sustain the idea that 
competition is restricted to Capital， III . For one thing， Marx in a pas
sage in the 1363-5 Mamμcrψt that we discussed in chapter 1 denies that 
this volume is concerned with credit and competition: ‘these-more 

46 Roman Rosd이sky. The MakingofMarx's Capital (London. 1977). PP40-41. 1 followed 
I나비his…s“lnte 
(ιLμ。on뼈donκ’ 198혀예 3) ) 

47 Fred Moseley. ‘끼1e Developmenc of Marx’s Theory of the Distribution ofSurplus-Yalue in 
the 1861-63 ManuscriptS’. in Bellofiore and Fineschi. eds. Rereading Marx. p14S 
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concrete forms of capitalist production 1) can only be depicted after the 
general nature of capital is understood and 2.) are outside scope of our 
work and belong to its possible continuation. Nonetheless， the phenom
ena referred to in the heading of this � can be treated here in general’ 
(MEGA2 II/4.2.: 178). For another， competition nevertheless plays an 
explanatory role at a crucial stage in thε analysis in CapitaL， 1. One of the 
most critical distinctions Marx draws in this volume is that between 
absolute and relative surplus value. These two ways of raising the rate of 
surplus value involve， respectively， lengthening the working dày and 
reducing the share taken by replacing the value of labour power in the 
working day. The latter method， because it involves the technological 
transformation of the production procεss required to increase the pro
ductivity of labour， constitutes the real subsumption of labour under 
capital， as opposed to the merely formal subsumption where direct pro
ducers using unchanged technology become wage labourers employed by 
capi떼 (CI: 102.3-5; CW34: 42.8-9). 

But how exactly does higher productivity increase the rate of surplus 
value? In CapitaL， 1 ， Chapter 12. ，  ‘The Concept ofRelative Surplus Value'， 
Marx offcεrs what seems like two stories. the ofIÌcial and the unofIÌcial. 
끼le ofIÌcial version focusεs on the effcεct of raising productivity in con
sumption goods industries， which reduces the value oflabour power and 
therefore (assuming that money wages fall accordingly) raises the rate of 
surplus value. But Marx then offers a strange disclaimer: 

까le general and necessary [endencies of capi[al mus[ be dis[inguished 
from [heir forms of appearance. 

While i[ is no[ our imemion here [Q consider [he way in which [he 
immanem laws of capi[alis[ produc[ion manifes[ [hεmselves in [he 
external movemem of individual capitals， asserr [hemselves as coer디ve 
laws of compe[i[ion， and [herefore emer imo [he consciousness of [he 
individual capi[alis[ as the mo[ives which drive him forward， this much 
is c1ear: a sciemifìc analysis of competition is possible only if we grasp the 
inner nature of capital， jUS[ 'as the apparem motions of the heavenly 
bodies are imelligiblε only [Q someone who is acquainted with [heir real 
mo[ion， which is no[ perceptible [Q [he senses. Neverrheless， for thε 
unders[anding of the production of rεlative surplus value， and merely on 
the basis of [he results al ready achieved， we may add the following 
remarks. (CI: 433) 

Marx then proceeds to show how an individual capital in any sector 
may， through technical innovation， rεduce its costs of production below 
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the average for that sector. This means that the individual value of its 
commodities are reduced below what Marx calls here their social value 
but which he names as the market value in Capital， III. In other words， 
in every sector competition establishes a norm of average efficiency that 
constitutes the socially necessary labour time required to produce a 
given type of commodity， represented by its market value. The innovat
ing capital， if it sells its products at this market value， will reap a surplus 
profit over and above the prevailing average. Marx argues that it will in 
fact， in order to attract a sufficient market， charge a price lower than that 
equivalent to the market value but higher than the individual value， and 
thus still secure a surplus profit. The value oflabour power falls as a pro
portion of the total value created， and hence the rate of surplus value for 
the individual capital rises. Bur this advantage is only temporary since 
other capitals may copy the innovation and reduce their own costs. 
Once this happens on a sufficiently large scale the sectoral norm of effi
ciency changes and the market value falls， eliminating the innovator’s 
surplus profit bur reflecting a higher level of labour productivity and 
technological development. Marx’s summing up again implicitly disa
vows the significance of this unofficial story: 

The law of determination of valuε by labour-time makes itselffelt tO the 
individual capitalist who applies the new method of production by 
compelling him to sεII his goods under their social value; the same law， 
actmg as a coerc1vε law of competition， forces his competitors to adopt 
the new method. The general rate of surplus value is therefore ulti
mately affected by the whole procεss only when the increase in the 
productivity of labour has seized upon those branches of production 
and cheapened those commodities that contribute towards the neces
sary means of subsistence， and are therefore elements of the value of 
labour power. (CI :  436)" 

48 Interestingly， in the ‘Immediate Results of the Process ofProduction’， the abandoned 
‘Sixth Chapter' of Capital， 1， Marx when inrroducing rdative surplus value presents it 
through this case: CI: 1013'4. There is some resemblance between Marx’'s theory of 
differential profit andJoseph Schumpeter’s conception of entrepreneurial profit， which 
arises when innovarion causes a β11 in the entrepreneur’'s COSts: The Theoη ofCapitalist 
Developmtnt (New Brunswick， 1983)， ch 4. But Schumpeter， following neoclassical 
。rthodoxy， holds that at equilibrium ‘production must Aow on essentially profidess' (P31); 
accordingly， profit only arises in the disequilibrium situation generated by innovation， 
and disapp<ars once the innovation has been imitated， diminating the entrepreneur’s 
advantage ‘entrepreneurial profit ... and also the entrepreneurial function as such， perish 
in the vortex of the competicion which screams alter chem’ (PIH). For Marx， however， 
surplus value is generated ac equilibrium; che cheory ofdi따rential profic explains only che 
cemporary increases in che race of surplus value gained by innovating capicals 
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1hese qualifìcarions indicare Marx’s discomforr abour giving compe
ririon an explanarory role so early in his analysis. As Bider observes: 

Marx’'s awkwardness is c1ear: he tries to rεsist the necessiry forced upon 
h im of dealing here with comperition， but despite his denials and refer
ences to a later moment， he ends up well and truly engag'εd in a full 
exposition of the principles of competition within the branch . . .  까le 
thesis of the chapter (1 2] ， which is that of the whole ofPart Four， can be 
summed up in one phrase: rhere is in capiralism a historical tendency ro 
relarive surplus value， in orher words to a relarive decline in rhe value of 
labour power resulring from an increase in producriviry in rhe branches 
producing wage goods， because rhere is a constant tension among capiral
ists in all branches， arising from the facr rhar none of rhem has any 
furure unless rhey succeed in raising their productiviry as rapidly as their 
competitors. To put ir anorher way， rhe competitive relationship 
between capiralists， far from being a subsequent caregory whose narural 
place would be Volume Three， is involved righr from rhe srart in explain
ing rhe global movement of capiral， the producrion of surplus valuε 49 

As Alfredo Saad-Filho also nores， Marx in facr deals wirh rwo rypes 
of comperirion.'o In Capital， III， he is concerned wirh inrer-branch 
comperirion-in parricular， rhe flow of capiral berw야n differenr sec
rors in response ro flucruarions in profìrabiliry rhar leads ro rhe 
formarion of rhe general rare of profìr. Ir is rhis form of comperirion 
rhar Dussel emphasises when discussing Marx’'s crucial confronrarion 
wirh rhe problem of renr in rhe lSóI-63 Maηuscnpt: ‘“Comperirion" is 
rhe movemenr of rhe roraliry of capiral wirhin which prices are levelled， 
eqμιsed (ausgleicheη means ro level， make equal)， and so an “average 
level (Durchschηittsniveau)" is producεd in all branches of producrion'.' 

49 Bider. Exploring Marx's Capital. p ' 45. Bider also c1aims: ‘rhis couple “exrra surplus 
value/rdarive surplus value" rhar occupies an absolurdy cenrral place in rhe rheory was 
。nly recognised by Marx ar . very I.re srage. Ir does nor yer appear ejrher in rhe 
Gru찌'risu. nor in rhe I3th-3 Manuscripts’ (p' 4')' Bur rhere is a very c1ear discussion in 
rhe I3t5I-t53 Manuscrψt: see CW30: '38-'40. And as early as ‘Wage Labour and C.piral ’ 
(，849). Marx observes rhar innovation allows the innovating capitalist to undercut his 
rivals: CW9: •ι3-H4 

50 Alfredo Saad-Filho. The Value ofMarx (London . •  00.). PP40-4' 
5 1  En rique Dussd. Towards an Unknown Marx: A Commentary on the Manuscrψts of 

I3t5I-t53 (London. '001)， p84. But. despite the importance of the transformation of values 
into prices of production to Marx’'s discussion of renr. in the portion of the IStη-153 
Manuscrψt devoted to ‘Capital and Profìt’ (forerunner of Capital. I 1 I). he excludes 
discussion of‘the difference between the real prices-even the normal prices of the 
commo얘dit’ltI따les야s←←-→n쩌d t대he티바iηr v얘alωu마c야s. T까깨he mo야rπe deta떼a잉씨ile넓c뼈d [κXVI-994씨1 invest얀tI멍g뿜atlon 。“ft야thiαs po미Înr nr I 
bdong앙S to the chapter on competition’ {CW3}: 101). 끼1is scems another symptom of 
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But Marx also deals with iηtra一branch competition， which is initially a 
differentiating force， when an innovating capital lowers its costs below 
the sectoral average， thereby allowing it to undercut its rivals and secure 
a surplus-profit. But this is also the process through which a new norm 
of average efI1ciency represented by market value is established， so diε 
ferentiation serves ultimately (through the reactions of other capitals in 
the sector) a force of equalisation， but at a more advanced productive 
level. Hence the importance of Marx’s most systematic discussion of 
market value in Capital， III， Chapter IO (seε chapter 4). 

According to Bidet: 

what really breaks down in the process of elaboration of Capital， beyond 
the arriculation of ‘capital in general’ and ‘multiple capitals'， is the very 
idea of ‘many’， which disappears because it divides into two kinds of 
multiplicity corresponding to two kinds of competition， within the 
branch and between branches ... with each of these having its own proper 
moment of introduction: one in Volume One， Part Four， the other in 
Volume Three， Parr Two [on the formation of the general rate of profit]. 
In shorr， the specific logic of the specific object that is capital does not 
call for the relegation of competition to Volume Three， but rather a more 
complex distribution of this ‘determination’ S2 

50， rather than stick to the organising principle of capital in glεneral/ 
many capitals， what Marx does in his later manuscripts is to widen the 
scope of capital in general. He is uneasy about this， in all probability for 
two reasons. First， he is determined to maintain the analytical priority 
of production over circulation， and bringing competition into the analy
sis of the process of production might seem tO compromise this priority. 
5econdly， as we saw in chapter 1， he is， as it were， systematically uncer
tain about how legitimate it is for him to cover material intended for 
later books in Capital. 1he following formulation late in Capital， III， is 
seen by some commentatOrs as expressing the compromise Marx evεntu
ally hits on to justify broaching the subject of competition: ‘the actual 
movement of competition lies outside our plan， and we are only out tO 
present the internal organisation of the capitalist mode of production， 
its ideal average， as it were’ (CIII: 970).S3 But whatever ambivalence 
Marx continues tO feel about this shouldn’t be allowed tO obscure how 

Marx’s untasiness about how to deal with competition. 
S' Bidet， Exploring Marx's Capital， pl’L 
S3 For example， Michad Heinrich， 'Capital in General and the Structure ofMarx’s Capital’， 

Capital & Class， I} :>  (1989)， and Dussd， ηwards an UnknowιMarx， P'S4 n 4. 
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the movement from abstract to concrete ceases to be a set of global oppo
sitions and becomes a much more differentiated process in which the 
introduction of new determinations continuously ref1nes the analysis. 
Within this procedure， production retains its general priority over circu
lation， εven though the unity of production and circulation is previewed 
in Capital， 1， Chapter 12.  꺼le effect is to pull how Marx conceptualises 
competition away from the idea common in thε Gr，μηdrisse of it realising 
thε inner nature of capital to a very different stress on thε dependence .of 
the general tendencies of capital accumulation on competition， a 
thought also present in the Grundrisse， as this passage cited earlier in 
this chapter indicates: ‘competition is nothing morε than the way in 
which the many capitals force the inherεnt determinants of capital upon 
one another and upon themselves.’ As Riccardo Bellof1orε putS It， ‘the 
originality ofMarx’5 position， if it is “translated" into the later terminol
ogy， is not only in his macro-social foundation of microeconomics， but 
also in his careful analysis of the micro-competitive mechanism realising 
the systemic tendency， that is， in his circμlar journey from “macro" to 
“micro"’ and from “micro" to “micro”? 

It should be noted that Marx discusses competition elsewhere in 
Capital， 1， in Section 2. of Chapter 2.5， ‘The General Law of Capitalist 
Accumulation’. Here he analyses how the accumulation of capital leads 
to a rise in the organic composition of capital (the ratio of constant to 
variable capital) and also to the concentration and centralisation of capi
ta1. The latter process involves respectively the growth in the size of 
individual capitals (concentration) and the absorption of smaller by 
larger capitals (cen띠lisation). The concentration of capital is a rεlatively 
slow process， and 

rhe increase of each funcrioning capiral is rhwarred by rhe formarion of 
new capirals and rhe subdivision of old. Accumularion， therefore， pre
sents itself on the onε hand as increasing concentrarion of the means of 
production， and of the command over labour; and on the other hand as 
repulsion of many individual capitals from one another. 

까lis fragmentarion of the total social capital into many individual 
capitals， or the repulsion of the fractions from each other， is counter
acred by their attraction . . .  Ir is concentrarion of capitals already formed， 

’4 Riccardo Bcllofiorc. ‘Marx and rhc Macro.moncrary Foundarions ofMicrocconomics’， in 
Bdlofiorc and Nicola Taylor. cds. Th， Constitution ofCapital:Essays on Volum， l ofMarx's 
Capital (Basingsrokc. 2004). p201 .  Marx’'s uncasincss abour compcririon in Capital may 
in parr rcAccr a rcacrion againsr rhc ccnrral rolc hc and (morc srrongly) Engds arr배urcd 
ro compcririon in rhcir carly humanisr cririquc of polirical cconomy (scc chaprcr 1). 
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descruccion of cheir individual independence， expropriacion of capical
ist by capicalisc， cransformation of many sma:lI into few large capitals. 
(CI: 776-7) 

As early as The Poverty 01 PhiLosophy Marx writes: ‘Monopoly pro
duces competition， competition produces monopoly’ (CW6: 195) . But 
here in Capital， 1， the differences and relations between attraction 
(=concentration)， repulsion， (=fragmentation)， and centralisation are 
bεtter explained than， for example， in the 18ι[-63 Maηuscrψt. In the 
French edition of Capital， 1， Marx adds a much more detailed discussion 
of the centralisation of capital， which he plainly regards a much more 
transformative force than mere concentration (‘which grows directly out 
of accumulation， or rather is identical with it’: CI: 776). Centralisation 
demands organisational changes with the development of the joint stock 
company and allows large-scale investments such as those in the rail
ways. But it in turn is dependent on ‘a development of the two most 
powerful levers of centralisation-competition and credit’ (CI: 778-
779). 50 herε again we see Marx broaching topics that he had previously 
excluded from the scope of Capital. His reason is once again their role in 
accounting for the fundamental tendencies of capital accumulation: 

And while in this way [eg the development of railway companies) cen
tralisation intensifies and accelerates the effects of accumulation， it 
simultaneously extends and speeds up those revolutions in the technical 
composition of capital which raise its constant portion at the expense of 
its variable portion， thus diminishing the relative demand for labour. 
(CI: 780rs 

Marx’'s shifi: towards giving competition a place in Capital， 1， is related 
to another interesting feature of his discussion of relative surplus value， 
namely that it invokes the interests and intentions of individual actors. 
끄le innovating capitalist adopts a new technology with the aim of secur
ing a surplus profìt; that technology is gεneralised through the reactions 
of other capitalists. In Capital， 111， Part 3， Marx invokes the same mecha
nism to explain why capitalists make innovations that， by raising the 
organic composition of capital， bring down the rate of profìt: 

No capitalist voluntarily applies a new method of production， no matter 
how much more productive it may be or how much it might raise the rate 

SS 1’m grareful [0 Lucia Praddla for drawing my arrenrion [0 rhe imporrance of comperirion 
in Marx’s d iscussion of rhe rendency [Owards rhe concenrrarion and cenrralisarion of 
capiral in  Volume 1 
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of surplus value， if  it reduces che race of profic. But every new mechod of 
produccion of chis kind makes commodiciζ5 cheaper. Ac first， cherefore， 
he can sell chem above their price of production， perhaps above their 
value. He pockets the difference between their coscs of production and 
che market price of the other commodities， which are produced ac higher 
production coscs. 까lÏs is possible because the averag'ε socially necessary 
labour time required to produce thesε latter commodities is greater chan 
che labour time required with the new method of produccion. His pro
duction procedure is ahead of the social average. But competition makes 
the new procedure universal and subjects it to the g'εneral law. A fall in 
the profit rate then ensues-firstly perhaps in this sphere of production， 
and subsequently equalised with the others-a fall that is completely 
independent of the capicalists’ will. (CIIl: 373-374; see the almost identi
cal passage in the I86I-63 Manuscript: CW카: 147-148) 

끼lis form of reasoning provides an answer to the criticism made by 
Thompson that Marx tends to portray capital as a selεreproducing 
hypostasis， as well as to rational choice theorists such as Jon Elster who 
argue that Capital lacks ‘micro-foundations’ referring to the interests 
and intentions of individual actors. As a methodological individualist 
Elster seeks to reduce social structures to the unintended effects of indi
vidual actions.S6 But the kind of analysis that Marx offers in his 
discussion of relative surplus value serves to integrate economic struc
tures and individual agency without reducing either to the other. Bidet 
once again puts it very well: 

까le rεference to che tendencies of the system and the interεsts of thζ 
ruling class would be purely metaphysical if they were not l inked to 
thε question of the interεSts of the ‘ individuals’ who composε the 
syscem， and che compulsions chat weigh on them as individuals-indi
vidual capitals ‘personified’， as Marx says， by their holders. Capicalism 
possεsses no general tendency unless this is connected with what 
moves individuals， with chε structure of interests and compulsions 
thac che competitive relationship defines. 까lÏs is the objecc of che 
theory of extra surplus value， which defines whac conscitutes the main 
dynamic of the capitalist structure， chat through which it has a ten
dency， ie relative surplus value. This determination is just as ‘ inner’， 
‘essential' and ‘primary’ as che general class articulation that makes 

16 See especially Jon EIsrer， Making Sense ofMarx (Cambridge， 1981) and， for an alrernarive 
perspecrive， Alex Cal lin icos， A1aking Histo’-y: Agency， Structure and Change in Social 
Theory (2nd edn; Leiden， 2004) 
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rhe bourgeoisie bearer of a pr이en and common imeresr， rhus of a 
general ‘rendency'.57 

But of course the ‘main dynamic of the capitalist structure’ is not vis
ible to individual actors. Discussing the effects of competition on the 
behaviour of prices， Marx makes a point that he repeats regularly in 
Capital， especially Volume III: 

All rhese phenomena seem [0 comradin borh rhe derermina[Íon of 
value by labour [Íme and rhe na[Ure of surplus value as consiS[ing of 
unpaid surplus labour. In competition， thereflre， ever:γthi탱 appears 
μ1Jside dou끼 [verkehπ] . 꺼le fìnished confìgurarion [Gestalt) of eco
nomic relarions， as rhese are visible on rhe surface， in rheir ac[Ual 
[reale써 exiS[ence， and rherefore also in rhe norions wirh which rhe 'bear
ers and agems [Träger und Ageηten) of rhese relarions seek [0 gain an 
underS[anding of rhem， is very differem from rhe confìgurarion of rheir 
inner core [Ker쟁estalt) ， which is essemial bm concealed， and rhe con
cepr corresponding [0 i[. h is in fan rhe very reverse and amirhesis of 
rhis. (CIII :  3 10) 

But the confìgurations encountered in competition are simultane
ously inverted and functional. 까ley have， in other words， a certain 
reality rather than beingpurely illusory. This is signalled at the very start 
of Capital， 1， when， in presenting commodity fetishism， Marx writes: 

Objecrs of miliry bεcome commodi[Íes only because rhey are rhe prod
ucrs of rhe labour of privare individuals who work independendy of 
each Q[her. The sum [Oral of rhe labour of rhese privare individuals 
forms rhe aggregare labour of sociery. Since rhe producers do nor come 
in[O social coman umil rhey exchange rhe producrs of rheir labour， rhe 
spe디al social characreris[Ícs of rheir privare labours appear only wirhin 
rhis exchange. In Q[her words， rhe labour of rhe privare individual 
manifeS[s irse!f as an e!emenr of rhe roral labour of sociery only rhrough 
rhe relarions which rhe acr of exchange esrablishes berween rhe prod
ucrs， and， rhrough rheir mediarion， berween rhe producers. To rhe 
producers， rherefore， the social relatioηs betweeη their private labours 
appear as what they are， ie rhey <:10 nor appear as direcr social relarions 
berween persons in rheir work， bm rarher as marerial (diη!glich) rela
rions berween persons and social relarions berween rhings. (CI: 1야-166; 
iralics added) 

’7 Bidet， Exploring Marx's Capital， P'j2. See Tony Smith， The Logic ofMarx's 'Capital’ 
(Albany， '990)， Pl'9 n 30， for a very similar argument. 
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In other words， the value relations governing the producers of com
modities appear misleadingly as ‘the socio-natural properties 
[gesellscha.ftLiche Natureigenscha.fte서 of thlεse things' (CI: 165) because 
thεse producers really are governed by the exchange of their products on 
the market.’· Appearances are misleading， but also real. Hegel’s distinc
tion between Schein-sometimes translated as ‘ illusory being'， but ‘shine’ 
in the latest English edition of the Science 0/ Logic-and Erscheinu쟁 
(appearance or phenomenon) is relevant here. According to Inwood， 
‘Schein is correlative to Weseη (“essence"): essence shows or appears 
(scheiηt)， but itself remains hidden behind a veil of Schein.’ By contrast: 

(1) Erscheinuη!g is also the appearance of an essence， bur the essence fully 
discloses itself in Erscheinung and keeps nothing hidden. . .  (2) An 
Erscheinuηg is， like Schein， transiεnr and dependenr， bur what it depends 
on and succumbs to is not， immediately at least， an essence bur another 
Erscheinung. Hence Erscheiηuη!g， in conrrast to Schein， is a diverse， inrer
depζndenr and Aucruating whole or world. (3) Eηcheinung conrrasts 
primarily not with ‘essence’ bur ‘concept’ or ‘acruality’ (as what fully 
embodies the concept)， and is conringenr and Aeeting rather than neces
sary， rational， and stable:'9 

‘Essence must appear’ (GL: 418). As Inwood puts it， for Hegel， ‘the 
essence or nature of anything essentially manifests itself. It is only an 
essence in virtue of its manifestation， and the manifestation is as essen
tial as the essence앤 $0， even if individual appearances are ‘contingent 
and fleeting’， their existence itself is not. Marx’s own treatment of how 
capitalist relations appear draws on both the Hegelian categories Schein 
and Erscheinuη!g. Schein: the ‘ inner connection'， Marx says in numerous 
passagεs， is invisible， concealed， etc， behind the appearances. 
Erscheinu쟁: the di빠rent externalised conngurations-pront， interest， 
rεnt， εtc-are related to each other， forming an ‘inverted world'. And 

18 Valuable studies ofMarx’'s theory of commodity fetishism includeJacques Rancière， ‘Le 
Conception de critique et de critique de 1 ’économique politique des ‘Manuscrits de 1844" 
au “Capital "，’ in Louis Althusser et al， Lire Le Capital (Paris， '973)， Norman Geras， 
‘Essence and Appearance: Aspects ofFet빼ism in Marx’s Capital’，NewL랜 Review， I/이 
('97.)，John Mepham， ‘까1e 끼1eory ofIdeology in Capital’， in Mepham and Oavid H il ld
Ruben， eds， /ssues in Marxist Philosophy (3 vols， Brighton， '979)， 1 ，  Ali Raccansi， ed， 
ldeology， "ιúhod and M ar:、 (London， 1989)， and Stuart Hall ，  ‘The Problem ofldeology
Marxism without Guarantc:es’， in Betty Macchews， ed， Marx: A Hundred Years On 
(London， '983). 

19 lnwood， A Hegel Dictionary， p39. 1 put into lower case terms that Inwood capitalised for 
purposes of cross-reference 

60 G W F Hegd， lntroductoη Lectures on Amhetics (Michad Inwood， ed; London， '993)， pxxi 
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what they are contrasted to involves a fusion of essence and concept， as 
in the passage cited a little earlier: ‘1he fìnished confìguration of eco
nomic relations . .  .is very differεnt from the confìguration of their iηner 
core， which is essential but concealed， and the concept corresponding to it ’F‘ 

As forms of appearance (Erscheinu쟁ifòrmen) of capitalist produc
tion relations， derivative categories such as interest and rent are 
systematically misleading about the real nature of these relations: what 
above all disappears is the origins of the various forms of revenue in the 
extraction of surplus value in the immediate process of production. Bur 
Marx goes to great trouble to show that these forms are not therefore 
arbitrary or illusory. Near the end of Capital， III， in Chapter 50: ‘1he 
Illusion Created by Competition [Der Scheiη der Koηkμrreηz] ’， he pre
sents fìve distinct mechanisms that lead working capitalists to treat the 
new value created by living labour as ‘auronomous and murually inde
pendent forms of revenue， namely wages， profìt and ground rent’ (CIII: 
1007). 까le following passage gives a sense of his argument: 

The value determination as such interests and a빠cts the individual capi
talist， and capital in any particular sphere of production， only in so far as 
the diminished or increased amount oflabour that is required with the 
rise or fall in the productivity of the labour producing the commodities 
in question enables him in the one case to make an extra profìt at the 
existing marker prices， while in the other case it compels him to increase 
the price of his commodities， since more wages， more constant capital， 
and hence more interest， falls to the share of each unit product or indi
vidual commodity. This interests him only in so far as it raises or lowers 
his own production costs for the commodity， ie only in so far as it places 
him in an exceptional position. 

Wages， interest and rent， on the other hand， appear to him as govern
ing l imits not only to the price at which he can realise the portion of the 
profìt that accrues to him as a functioning capitalist， the profit of enter
prise， but also the price at which he has to sell the commodity， i f  
continuing reproduction i s  to be  possible. I t  i s  a matter of  complete 
indifference to him whether he realises the value and surplus value con
tained in the commodity on its sale or not， as long as he extracts from 
the price the customary profit of enterprise， or greater profit， above the 
cost price as individually givεn for him by wages， interest and rent. 
Apart from the constant capital component， therefore， wages， interest 

61 Bidet distinguishes four di따rent meanings Marx gives to Erschúnung: Exploring Marxs 
Capital. pp188'189 
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and rεnt appear to him as the limiting elements to commodity price. and 
hence as creativε and determining elem다ItS. (CIII :  1013) 

For the purposes ofhis daily calculations and decisions. the capitalist 
doesn’t need to know about value and surplus value. Catεgories such as 
wages. profìt. rent and interest serve simultaneously as ideological repre
sentations and as means of orienting his practical activities. 까lOugh. as 
Marx’s denunciation of the trinity formula indicates. they represent the 
apogee of fetishism. they at the same time have a social reality. This fasci
nating passage captures the duality: 

In this quitε alienated form [ganz en야emdeten Form] of profit. and in 
the same measure as the form of pront hides πs inner core. capital more 
and more acquires a material shape [sachfiche Gesta떠. is transformed 
more and more from a relationship into a thing. but a thing which 
εmbodies. which has absorbed. the social relationship. a thingwhich has 
acquired a fictitious life and autonomy [Sefbständ，땅keit] in relationship 
to itself. a sensuous-supersensous [sinηfich-übeηinnfiches] entity; in this 
form of capitaf aηdpr，껴t it appears superficially as a ready-made presup
position. It is the form of its actuality. or rather its actual form of 
existence [die Form seiηer Wirkfichkeit oder lliefmehr seiηe wirkfiche 
Existeη행rm] . And it is the form in which it lives in the consciousness of 
its bearers [Träger] . the capitalists. and is reRected in their rεprζsenta
tions [VOηteffiμη!geη].’ (CW32.:  484; translation modified) 

1 have substantially changed the original. to be frank rather poor 
translation. partly in order to bring out that Marx associates ‘the quite 
alienated form of profìt’ with the Hegelian category of actuality 
(Wirklichkeit). For Hεgel. ‘actuality is thè uniη 01 essence aηd concrete 
extsteηce; in it. shapeless essencε and uηstable appearance . . .  have their 
truth.’ (GL: 46S) 50. in being actual. profìt and the other forms of reve
nue partake of the essential relations of the capitalist mode of production 
at the same [im
functlon rather than illusion that ideology is Strictly deduced as a cart
gorial ensemble implied in a function defìned by the structure. that of 
the capitalist acting in the competitive relationship'''' Thus， as Jamεson 
notes， Marx’s critique of fetishism: 

locates the ideological. not in opinions or errors. worldviews or concεp
tual systems. but in thε very process by which daily life is systematically 

62 Bidet. Exploring Marx's Capital. plOO and 5ee generally. ch 8. 
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reorganised on all irs levels (rhe body and chε senses， rhe mind， cime， 
space， work process， and leisure) by rhar [Oral quasi-programming pro
cess rhar is racionalisacion， commodificarion， insrrumencalisacion， and 
rhe like ... rhis is somehow a process wirhouc a su비ect.63 

꺼le movement of exrernalisacion that Capital traces is therefore not 
that from reality to illusion; Marx seeks rather to reconstruct the inner 
logic of a reality that encourages individual actors to accept representa
tions that obscure this logic. As 5tuart Hall puts it， ‘the ideological 
categories in use . . .  positioη us in relation to the account of the process as 
depicted in rhe discourse' they help to articulate and thereby lead us to 
accept a partial and one-sided explanation of the whole.“ This is why 
starting from these representations is a scientific catastrophe: ‘Vulgar 
political economy does nothing more than express in doctrinaire fash
ion this consciousness [ie that of the individual capitalistJ ， which， in 
respect of irs motives and notions， remains in thrall to the appearance of 
the capitalist mode of production’ (CW32: 486). The merit of rhe ‘criti
cal economists’， and chief among them Ricardo， is that they seek ‘to 
grasp the inner connection in contrast to the multiplicity of outward 
forms’， though， as we have seen， ‘classical economy is not interested in 
elaborating how the various forms come into being， but seeks to reduce 
them to their unity by means of analysis， because it starts from them as 
given premisses’ (CW32: 498， 499， 500). Marx’s own method is designed 
to overcome the defects ofboth approaches. 

It should be clear from the foregoing that Rosa Luxemburg was quite 
misraken when she asserted in her critique of the reproduction schemes 
in Capital， II ，  Part 3 that the ‘analysis of individual capitals .. .is given in 
Capital， Volume 1 ’:' ]airus Banaji has repeated the same error more 
recently: ‘Capital， Volume 1 comprises the analysis of thε enterprise (of 
capitalist production) as an isolated eηtl얀， as individual capital'.“ In 
general， Capital concerns itself with aggregate social capital. The disrinc
rion between aggregate social capital and individual capitals is nor 
posired in Capital， 1， wirh the exceprion， as we have seεn， of the analysis 
of relative surplus value in Chapter 12 ， about which Marx feels decidedly 

63 FredricJameson， ιltnces ofthe Dialectic (London， 2009)， P33I .  
64 Hal l ，  ‘The Problem ofIdeology’， P76 
61  Rosa Luxemburg， The Accumulation ofCapital (London， 197 1)， P349， criricised by N 1 

Bukharin， ‘ lmperialism and che Accumulacion ofCapical’， in Luxemburg and Bukharin， 
Imperialis껴 a써the Accumulation ofCapital (London， 1972)， p239 

66 Jairus Banaji， Theory as Histoη.' Essays on Modes ofProduction and Exploitation (Leiden， 
2010)， p60. 
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uneasy. The individual capitalist figures， as Marx makes amply clear， 
only as the personification of social capital (see chapter 5)' 50， when indi
vidual capitalists and workers confront each other in Capital， 1， it is as 
cases of social types， to exemplify the relationship ‘between collective 
capital， ie the class of the capitalists， and collective labour， ie the working 
class' (CI : 344)， and on the basis that ‘each individual capital forms only 
a fraction of the total social capital’ (ClI: 427). 

It is only in Capital， II， Part 1 ， on the basis of his analysis of the cir
cuits of money， productive， and commodity capital that Marx is able to 
posit the distinction between individual capitals and aggregate social 
capital. He does so in the course of discussing the circuit of commodity 
capital (C’-M'-C. . .  P . . .  C"， or C'. .. 디: 

C' . . .  C'. . . presupposes C (= L + mp) as other commodities in the hands 
of others， commodities which are drawn into the circuit and changed 
into productive capital by way of the opening process of circulation. 
까len， as a resu It of productive capital’5 function， C’once again becomes 
thε closing form of the circuit. 

But precisely because t hζ circuit C'. . .  C’prεsupposes in its description 
the existence of another industrial capital in the form C (= L + mp) . . .  ， it 
itself demands to be considered not only as the generaL form of the cir
cuit， iε as a social form in which every industrial capital can be considered 
(except in the case of its lì.rst investment)， hence not only as a form of 
motion common to all individual capitals， but at the same time as the 
form of motion of the sum of individual capitals， ie of thε total social 
capital of the capitalist class， a movement in which the movement of any 
individual industrial capital appears as a partial one， intertwined with 
thε others and condi띠ned by them. (CII: 176-7; heπ ‘P’ S떼lds for pro
duction， ‘L’ for labour power， and ‘mp’ for means of production.) 

Only now that the interrelationship of individual capitals has been 
posited can the reproduction of thε aggregate social capital be analysed， 
as Marx proceeds to do in Capital， II， Part 3， where he explains: 

What we were dealing with in both Parts One and T wo， however， was 
always no more than an individual capital， the movεment of an autono
mous part of the social capital. 

Howεver， the circuits of individual capital are interlinked， they pre
suppose one another and condition one another， and it is precisely by 
being interlinked in this way that they constitute the movemεnt of the 
total social capital [ges싸ch캠lichen GesamtkapitaLs] . . .  What we have 
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now ro consider is the circulation of the individual capitals as compo
nents of the rotal social capital， ie the circulation process of this rotal 
social capital. Taken in its entirety， this circulation process is a form of 
the reproduction process. (CII :  4l9-430) 

Marx’'s analysis of the reproduction process in fact continues to treat 
individual capitals as tokens of general types， though these are now the 
tWO main departments of social production (1， means of production， and 
11 ，  means of consumption). It is only in Capital， 111， Part l， when pre
senting the formation of the general rate of profit through flows bεtween 
sectors where the organic composition of capital varies， that he explicitly 
posits the differeηces between capitals. Aggregate social capital remains 
the object of Marx’s enquiry， but now he is providing himself with the 
conceptual tools needed to analyse its fractioning (as surplus value is 
broken up into industrial and commercial profit， interest， rent， etc) and 
its individualisation as competing units of capital. 

Through this continuous process of ‘dosed abstraction' Marx con
stantly integrates more empirical material into his analysis. Both Dussel 
and I1yenkov emphasise this aspect to his moves from one determination 
to another. And it is evident from evεn the briefest scan of Capital the 
extent to which it is based on the most intensive (and indeed unending) 
process of empirical study. But the incorporation of empirical material 
into specific determinations should be seen primarily as the way in 
which Marx adds fresh content to his analysis. It does not represeÌlt any 
kind of direct empirical corroboration of individual propositions. As 1 
have already emphasised， Capital confronts its real object， the capitalist 
mode of production， as a totality. Marx himself makes this point in the 
celebrated letter to Kugelmann of II July 1868 where he comments on a 
review of Capital， 1， in Literarisches Centralblatt für Deutschlaηd: 

the man is making the greatest concession possible by admitting that， if 
value means anything at all， thεn my conclusions must be conceded 까le 
unforrunate fellow does not see that， even if there were no chapter on 
‘value’ at all in my book， the analysis 1 give of the real relations would 
contain the proof and demonstration of the real value relation. The chat
ter about the 'need to prove the concept of value arises only from complete 
ignorance both of the subject under discussion and of the metho.d of 
science. Every child knows that any nation that sropped working， not for 
a year， but let us say， just for a few weeks， would perish. And every child 
knows， roo， that the amounts of products corresponding ro the diffcεring 
amounts of needs demand differing and quantitatively determined 
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amounts of sociecy’5 aggregace labour. Ic is self-evidenc chac chis necessiη 
of che distribution of social labour in specific proporcions is cζrcainly noc 
aboI빼ed by che spec까c껴rm of social produccion; ic can only change ics 

form ofman야statzoη. Nacural laws cannoc be abolished ac all. The only 
ching chac can change. under hiscorically differing condicions. is che 

form in which chose laws asserc chemselves. And the form in which chis 
proporcional distribution of labour assercs itself in a state of society in 
which the interconnection of social labour expresses itsdf as the private 
exchaη'ge of the individual products of labour. is precisely the exchange 
value of these products. 

Where science comes in is co show how the law of value assercs icsdf. 
50. if one wanted co ‘explain’ from the outset all phenomena that appar
ently contradict the law. one would have co provide the science b얘re the 
science. It is precisely Ricardo’5 mistake that in his first chapter. on 
value. all sorts of categories that still have co be arrived at are assumed as 
given. in order co prove their harmony with the law of value . . .  The vuIgar 
economist thinks he has made a greac discovery when. faced wich the 
disclosure of the intrinsic interconnection. he insists chat things look 
different in appearance. In fact. he prides himself in his clinging to 
appearances and believing them co be the ultimate. Why then have sci
ence at all? (CHiμ3: 68-69) 

Marx is saying a number of things here. First. he is presenting the 
law of value-that commodities exchange in proportion to thε socially 
necessary labour time required to produce them-as the specifìc form 
taken under capitalism of a transhistorical law requiring that labour be 
allocated to different branches of production to meet social needs.67 
Secondly. he is reaffìrming the critique developed at length in the 
13ó1-Ó3 Maηuscrψt of Ricardo’'s abstract and deductive method and. 

67 Compare this interesting passage， inserced in the IS61-63 Manuscript into a passage 
transcribed from the Grundrisse (G: 454'461， CW34: >31->38): ‘//Naturalμωsof 
production! Here， it is true， it is a matter of the naturallaω's ofbourgeois production， hence 
of the laws within which production occurs at aparticular historical stage and under 
particular historical conditions ofproduction. rf there were no such laws， the system of 
bourgeois production would be a ltogether incomprehensible. What is involved here， 
therefore， is the presentation of the nature of this parcicular mode of production， hence its 
naturallaws. Buc just as it is itself h띠orical， so are its nature and the laws ofthat nature. 
The nacural l.ws of the Asiatic， the ancienc， or the feudal mode of production were 
essencially d ifferent. On the other hand. it is entirely cercain that human production 
possesses ddinite laws or relations which remain che same in all forms of production 
These identical characteristics are quite simple and can be summarised in a small number 
of commonplace phrases//’ (CW34: >36). Duménil 0없rs the mosc excended (though 
problematic) scudy ofMarx’s concept oflaw: Leconcept de loi iconomique dans le Capital. 
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correlarively， of rhe vulgar economisrs' insisrence of sricking ro rhe sys
remarically misleading appearances. And finally he is offering a 
conceprion of science where validarion does nor arrive from esrablishing 
rhe rrurh of rhe premisses (which is presumably whar rhe reviewer was 
asking for when he demand a proof of rhe labour rheory of valuε ar rhe 
srarr of Capital). To do so would be ro ‘provide rhe science b뼈π rhe 
science'. One hears rhe echoes here of Hegel’s cririque of rhe classical 
deducrive conceprion of science and insisrence rhar ‘rhe proof comes 
wirh rhe proposirion’. Bur Hegel can only be of limired help here 
because ir is solely rhe self-movemenr of rhe concepr rhrough irs differ
enr dererminarions rhar esrablishes rhe rrurh of rhe science. Marx roo 
believes rhar ‘rhe T rue is rhe whole';s bur here rrurh is secured by rhe 
success of rhe rheory in capruring rhe real objecr: ‘rhe analysis 1 give of 
rhe real relarions would conrain rhe proof and demonsrrarion of rhe real 
value relarion.’ 

Marx offers no elaborarion of whar rhis mighr involve， bur rhere is an 
inreresring passage in a letter ro Engels of 9 Augusr 1862 where he 
explains rhe resulrs ofhis cririque ofRodberrus and Ricardo on renr: 

1. All 1 have [0 prove theoretically is [he possibiιη of absoluce rem， wi타1-
ouc infringing [he law of value. This is [he poim round which [he 
theoretical controversy has revolved from [he [ime of [he Physiocra[s umil 
[he presem day . . .  
I I .  As regards [he existeηce of absoluce rem， [his would be a quesrion [ha[ 
would require statistical solu[ion in any coumry. Bu[ [he imponance of 
a purely [heore[ical solu[ion may be gauged from [he fac[ [ha[ for 3S 
years s[a[is[icians and prac[ical men generally have been maimaining 
[he exis[εnce of absolu[e rem， while [he (Ricardian) [heore[icians have 
been seeking [0 explain i[ away by [he dinc of very forced and [heore[i
cally feeble abs[raccions. Hi[her[O， 1 have invariably found [ha[， in all 
such quarrels， [he [heore[icians have always been in [he wrong 
(CW41 :  403) 

$0 here we have Marx， pupil of Hegel and criric of empiricism， siding 
wirh ‘srarisricians and pracrical men’ againsr rhe ‘rheorericians’. Implicir 
here is a conceprion of corroborarion very similar ro rhar offered by Elie 
Zahar ro Lakaros’s philosophy of sciεnce. Lakaros followed his reacher 
Karl Popper in arguing rhar scienrific rheories involve empirically falsifi
able hyporheses. Bur he criricised Popper’s rendency ro compare isolared 

68 Hegd. Phmommology ofSpirit. �，o; P' 1 .  
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hypothesis and empirical evidence. What are tested， he contended， are 
scientific research programmεs， articulated systems of theories whose 
implicit structure (or ‘heuristic’) allowed the generation of new hypoth
eses. A research programme is empirically progressive if it predicts a 
‘noveJ fact' and if this prediction is ζorroborated. Zahar added the 
nuance that ‘a foct ωiLL be considered as novel with respect to a 양ven 
hypothesis ifit did not belong to the problem situation ωhich governed the 
hypothesis ’':' Now this isn’t exact1y thε situation that confronted Marx， 
inasmuch as it was a recognised εmpirical phenomenon， absolute rent， 
that represented an anomaly for Ricardian value theory. But he was able 
to overcome this anomaly by reformulating the labour theory of value in 
a way that， through the analysis of reJative surplus value discussed above， 
integrated a range of empirical phenomena ignored by the Ricardians. 
How well it captured the whole process of capitalist deveJopment will， 1 
hopε， become c1earer in the following chapters. 

It is， however， worth stressing Marx’s empirical focus against sugges
tions such as the following by DanieJ Bensaïd: ‘Under the influence of 
“English" science， he thought within the constraints of a strange 
object-capital-an understanding of which required another causality， 
different laws， another temporality-in shorr， a different mode of scien
tificity. “German science" marks the spot'.70 Bensaïd is right about the 
very complex form of conceptualisation required by Capital's ‘strange 
object’， and he has written very well about the distincrive conception of 
historical temporality deveJoped by Marx and later figures such as 
Wa!ter Benjamin.71 But the implication of his invocations of ‘German 
science' is that Marx drew on early 19th cεntury Naturphilosophie. 
Tracking back the reference Bensaïd makes causes this impression to dis
solve. Marx is ar his most playful when he writes to Engels on 2。
February 1866: 

You wil l  understand， my dear fellow， that in a work such as mine， there 
are bound to be many shortcomings in the detail. But the composition， 
the structure， is a triumph of German science [deutsche Wissenschaft]， 
which an individual German may confess to， since it is in no way his 

69 El ie  Zahar. ‘Why Did Einsrein's Programme Supersede Lorenrz’s?객ritish Journal ofthe 
Philosophy ofScience. 24  ('973). P'03; soe also Imre Lakaros. Philosophical Papers (2 vols . .  
Cambridge. '978) 

70 Bensaïd. Marx for Our Times. p206. 
7' See Aln Callin icos. ‘Daniel Bensaïd and rhe Broken Time ofPolirics’. lnternational 

Socialism. 2" 3S (2012). For srudies of rime in Capital. see Tombazos. ηme in Marx. and 
Massimiliano Tomba.Marxs 1능mporalities (Brill . 20'3). 
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merir bur rarher belongs ro rhe narion. Which is all rhe more grarifying， 
as ir is orherwise rhe si l l iest nation under the sun! 

Schönbein proved (by expe야nment띠t냐) rhat an마y Rame burning in the air 
converrs a cerrain quantity of rhe nirrogen in rhe air into ammonium 
nitrare， rhar every process of decomposirion gives rise ro borh nitric acid 
and ammonia， rhar rhe mere evaporarion of warer is rhe means causing 
rhe formarion ofborh plant nurrients. 

Finally， Liebig’s ‘jubilarion’ ar rhis discovery: 
‘The combusrion of a pound of coal or wood resrores to rhe air nor 

merely rhe elements needed ro rεproduce rhis pound of wood or， under 
cerrain condirions， coal， bur rhe process of combusrion in itseif' (nore 
rhe Hegelian caregory) ‘transforms a cerrain quantiry of nirrogen in rhe 
air inro a nurriεnt indispensable for rhe producrion ofbread and mear’. 

Feel proud of the Germans. It is our duty to emancipate this ‘deep’ 
people. (CW42.: 2.32. ; 띠nslarion modifìed) 

Marx shows here his continuing commitment to Hegelian categories， 
as he does indeed in Capital itself. when he cites the ‘molecular theory of 
modern chemistry' as an illustration of ‘the law discovered by Hegel. in 
his Logic. that at a certain point merely quantitative di많rences pass over 
by a dialectical inversion into qualitative distinctions' (CI: 42.3).72 까1e 
examples he cites of‘German science'. however. come from no Romantic 
weird science (Bensaïd suggests the structure of Capital is modelled on 
that ofHegel’'s Philosophy ofNature) but from particular instances of the 
empirical and mathematical physical sciences of Marx’s day. He is best 
understood as seeking to forge a distinctive conception of scientifìcity 
that can integrate the empirical data of the statisticians and the formal 
quantifìcations of the political economists with the conceptual articula
tion. involving the progressive introduction of ever more concrete 
categories. required to grasp the complex totality that is the capitalist 
mode of production. 

To condude: the story 1 have told here is ofhow Marx. in forging his 
own method. draws on Hegel but progressively moves away from him. 
까lÌs idea. of a certain methodological Hegelianism. is open to the criti
cism that it relies on precisely the kind of separation of form and content 
that Hegel denounces.73 1his is a tricky subject， because Hegel’s own 
account of the integration of form and content is inseparable from his 

72 See my discussion of the dialectic(s) of nature in Rtsourus ofCritiqut， ch 6. 
73 까lis criticism w.s， for example， made by J.irus Ban.ji in  a panel at the Historical 

Maltrialism conference in London， November 2012 
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concεption of the dialectical method as the self-development of the 
Absolute Idea." The ideal of integrating form and content nevertheless 
seems to me necessary for Marxist thinking that is both dialectical and 
materialist. It is in this way that thought can capture the contours of its 
object in their full depth， achieving what Marx calls in his early Critique 
ofH앵el's Doctriηe ofthe State ‘the discovery of the par따ular logic of the 
particular object’ (EW: 159)' He affirms this ideal in a sardonic comment 
to Engels (1 February 1858) on Lassalle’s plan ‘to expound political econ
omy in the manner of Hegel. He will discover to his cost that it is one 
thing for a critique to take a science to the point at which it admits of a 
dialectical presentation， and quite another to apply an abstract， ready
made system of logic to vague presentiments of just such a system’ 
(CW39: 261): Capital as 1 interpret it can only be condemned for failing 
this ideal if the form remains Hegelian. In other words， if Marx simply 
took over the categories of the Scieηce of Logic and applied them to capi
talist economic relations that would amount to a separation of form and 
content." But this is just what Marx doesn’t do. As 1 have shown， even in 
the Grundrisse he cannibalises Hegelian oppositions for his own pur
poses. By the time we get to Capital， he has thoroughly reworked his 
categories into a distinctive conceptual system that is his own. The aim 
of this endless adjusting and polishing is to develop a set of categories 
that can conceptually grasp capitalist economic relations. In other 
words， what Marx is trying to achieve is juSt the alignment of form and 
content that dialectical thought seeks. 50 let’s consider some of the con
tours of this alignment. 

74 See Rosen. Hegel's Dialectic and /ts Criticism. esp ch ι. 
7S 1 criticise in chapter s the idea. put forward by. amongothers. Chris Arthur and Moishe 

Posrone. that Hegd’s ldea somehow corresponds tO capital. and that therefore Hegelian 
form is firred ro capitalist content 
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Value 

Where to begin? 

In a late text， the ‘Notes on Wagner’ completed arrer January 1881 ，  Marx 
is adamant that he does ‘not procεed from “concepts"， hence neither 
from the “concept of value" . . .  What 1 proceed from is the simplest social 
form in which the product of labour presents itself in contemporary 
society， and this is the “commo짜η”’ (CW24: 544). Whereas Ricardo's 
Pηηcψles begins with a chapter ‘On Value'， the fìrst chapter of Capital， 
1， is dεvoted to ‘The Commodity’， the ‘economic cell form’ of‘bourgeois 
society’， the ‘elementary form' of wealth where ‘the capitalist mode of 
production prevails’ (CI: 90， 1 25). As Daniel Bensaïd wittily puts it， 
‘Spinoza begins with God. Marx with the commodity’ 1 까lÍs way of 
commencing is indicative of the method defended by Marx in the letter 
to Kugelmann that we discussed in the last chapter: the task is not to 
prov，ε the labour theory of value at the start， but to show how the law of 
value governs all the complex confìgurations through which capitalist 
economic relations are formed and reproduced. But it also symbolises 
the shirr that Marx makes in how to conceptualise value: no longer is it 
treated as a quasi-natural substance inhering in commoditiεs， but 
instead it becomes the web of relationships articulating capitalism into a 
totality. The main aim of this chapter is not to expound Marx’'s value 
theory-there are a number of good modern introductions-but rather 
to clari타 two issues-Marx’'s celebrated and problematic initial presen
tation ofhis value theory in Capital， Volume 1， Chapter 1， and subsequent 
debates about the form ofvalue.' 

Marx admits: ‘Beginnings are always diffìcult in all sdences.’ (CI: 89) 
This is certainly true of Capital， 1 . Like many of his readers， Marx 

1 Danid Bensaïd. La Discordance dts umps (Paris. 1995). plI 
> 5ee cspecially Joseph Choonara. Unravelling Capitalism: A Guide to Marxist Political 

Economy (London. 2009). Ben Fine and Alfredo 5aad페ho. Marxs 'Cap‘tal’ (5th edn; 
London. >010). and Duncan Foley. Understanding Capital: Marxs Economκ Theory 
(Cambridge MA. 1986) 
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struggled with the opening chapter. In response tO Engels’5 complaints 
about the obscurity of Chapter 1 in proof (‘Sheet 2. in particular has the 
marks of your carbuncles rather firmly stamped upon it’， Engels told 
Marx on 10 June 186]: CW42.: 381)， he added an appendix， ‘1he Value 
Form'. In the second edition (18π) Marx extensively rèvised Chapter 1， 
dividing it into four sections， the third of which was a rewritten version 
of the . appendix. Further revisions were made in the French edition， 
wherε， Marx told Nikolai Danielson (15 November 1878)， ‘1 was also 
sometimes obliged-principally in the fi rst chapter-tO “'apLatir" [flat
tεn] the matter in its French version' (CU-μ5: 343)' Even by Marx’s 
standards this is a particularly strenuous process of revision. How deep 
do the problems lie? 

Responding to later complaints by Engels about the proofs of what 
would become Part 4 on relative surplus value， Marx offers him an 
overview of what he regards as his main intellectual achievements 
(2.4 August 1867) :  

The best points in my book are: I .  (this i s  fundamental to  all understand
ing of the facts) the twofold character oflabour according to whether it is 
expressed in use-value or exchange-value， which is brought out in the 
very First Chapter; 2.. the treatment of surplus-value regardless ofits par
ticular forms as profìt， interest， ground rent， etc. 까lis will be made clεar 
in the second volume [= Capital， II and III] espεcially:까le treatment of 
the particular forms in classical political εconomy， where they are for 
ever being jumbled up together with the general form， is an olla potrida 
[hotchpotch] . (CW43= 407-408) 

1he second point we havε already εncounterεd in the two preceding 
chapters: it is crucial both to Marx’5 critique of Ricardo and tO his pres
entation in CapitaL， III， of the distribution of surplus value and the 
accompanying process of externalisation of capitalist economic rela
tions. But the first is also crucial tO the double movement through which 
Marx transcends Ricardo by， on thε one hand， introducing a far more 
articulated set of categories designed tO present the ‘ intermediate links' 
between the law of value and its externalised configurations， and， on the 
other， developing a more abstract starting point for value theory. 까1Ìs 
starting point is the distinctioh between abstract social labour and con
crete usεful labour: 

On the one hand， all labour is an expenditure ofhuman labour powεr in 
thε physiological sense， and it is in this quality of being equal， or 
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abstract， human labour that it forms the valuε of commodities. On the 
other hand， all labour is an expenditure of human labour power in a 
particular form and with a definite aim， and it is in this quality ofbeing 
dεfinite useful labour that it produces use values. (CI: 1 37) 

Abstract and concrete labour thus correspond respectively to value 
and use value. Note here the reference to value， and not exchange value. 
In the course of Chapter 1 Marx complicates the traditional distinction 
drawn by Adam Smith between ‘the utility of some particular object， 
and . . .  the power of purchasing other goods which the possession of that 
object conveys. The one may be called “value in us란 the other， “value in 
exchange"，'3 Exchange value， as Ricardo emphasises in Chapter 1 of his 
Principles， corresponds to the relative price of a commodity. Marx takes 
over this conception of exchange value at the opening of Chapter 1 :  
‘Exchange value appears fìrst of all as the quantitative relation， the pro
portion， in which use values of one kind exchanges for use values of 
another kind’ (CI: 126). But thζn he distinguishes exchange value from 
and subordinates it to value， understood as the socially necessary labour
timε required to produce a commodity. He writes midway through his 
discussion of the form of value in Chapter 1 ，  Section 3 : 

the value of a commodity is independently expressed through its expres
sion (DarstelluηIg) as ‘exchange value’. When， at the beginning of this 
chapter， we said in the customary manner that a commodity is both a 
use value and an exchange value， this was， strictly speaking， wrong. A 
commodity is a use value or objεct of utility， and a ‘value’. It appears as 
the twofold thing it really is as soon as its value possesses its own partic
ular form of manifestation， which is distinct from its natural form. This 
form of manifcεstation is exchange value， and the commodity never has 
this form when looked at in isolation， but only when it is in a value rela
tion or an exchange relation with a second commodity of a different 
kind. (CI: 152) 

Differentiating value from both exchang，ε value and use value points 
Marx’s analysis in two directions. In onε we have the exchange relations 
between commoditiεs as forms of appearance (Erscheinung�βnηeη) of 
their values， culminating in the differentiation of money as a distinct 
commodity that acts as the universal equivalent in which thε values of 
all other commodities are expressed. This is part of what is addressed in 

3 Ad.m Smirh ，An lnquiry into the Nature and Causes ofthe Wealth ofNations (2 vols; 
Oxford， 1976)， 1， ch iv; 1， p44. 
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rhe problemaric of rhe form of value (discussed below)， bur ir also con
srirures rhe basis of Marx’'s rheory of money， which informs rhe 
unfolding analysis across all rhree volumes of Capital. ln rhe orher 
direcrion， rhe disrincrion berween absrracr labour/value and concrere 
labour/use value organises rhe emire discourse of Capital， 1 . 까1Ïs is 
expressed mosr crucially in rhe conceprion， pur forward in Chaprεr 7， of 
rhe immediare process of capiralisr producrion as ‘rhe uniry of rhe 
labour process and rhe process of valorisarion [Verwertuη!gsprozeß]’， 
where rhe elemems of rhe uniry refer respεcrively [Q rhe role of concrere 
useful labour in making use values and ro rhar of absrracr social labour 
in crearing value and surplus value (Cl: 304). The disrincrion funcrions 
ar more derailed poims: for example in Chaprer 8， concrere labour by 
using up means of producrion rransfers rheir value [Q irs producrs， while 
absrracr labour creares rhe new value rhar is divided berween capiralisr 
and worker. This whole developmem modifìes earlier posirions Marx 
had raken. Thus he wrires in rhe 1859 Coηtributioη: ‘Use value as such， 
since ir is independem of rhe dererminare economic form， lies ourside 
rhe sphere ofinvesrigarion of polirical economy. Ir belongs in rhis sphere 
only when ir is irself a dererminare form' (Coη: ι8). By comrasr use value 
and rhε concrere labour rhar produces ir play an imegral role in rhe dis
course of Capital. 4 

ln rhese ways Marx’'s developmem of rhe distinction berween 
absrracr and concrere labour plays fìrs in wirh his overall approach [Q 
merhod discussed in chaprers 2 and 3. Bur what are we [Q make of rhe 
famous fì rsr secrion of Capital， 1， Chaprer 1， where he moves from 
exchange value and use value [Q absrracr and concrere labour? Ir is here 
rhar he argues rhar where rwo commodiries are rreared as equivalem， 
‘borh are εqual [Q a rhird rhing， which in irself is neirher rhe one nor rhe 

4 Roman Rosdolsky lisrs rhe following cases where use value plays an explanarory role in 
Capital: rhe money commodiry， rhe exchange berween capiral and labour， lìxed and 
circularing capiral， ground renr， raw marerials， and rhe reproducrion schemes: The Mak끼g 
ofMarx's Capital (London， 1977)， Pp83-88. Marx’s exclusion of use value from polirical 
economy in rhe 1859 Contribution is odd because ir is di recrly conrradicred in rhe 
Grundrisst， to which rhe larer rexr is heavily indebred ‘rhe disrincrion berween use value 
and exchange value bdongs wirhin economics irsdf， and ... use value does nor lie dead as a 
simple presupposirion， which is whar Ricardo makes ir do’ (G : 3ι。). Gérard Duméni l ’s 
massive and impressive srudy of Capital is premissed on rhe exclusion of use value from 
polirical economy， while he conceives Marx’s value rheory as rhe exposirion ofinrernal， 
conceprual rdarions: Le conctpt de loi économique dans 'Le Capital’ (Paris， 1978). As Bider 
purs It， ‘Duménil ’'s reading rransforms rhe rheory of Capital inro pure formalism on rhe 
side of rhe rheory of value， inrerprered in srricrly raurological rerms， and inro pure 
empiricism on rhe side of use value， presenred as mere con디ngency，’ Exploring 1\1 arx's 
Capital (Leiden， 2007)' Pl49 
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other. Each of them， so far as it is exchange value， must therefore be 
reducible to this third thing’ (CI: 127). Marx proceeds by elimination. 
Use values are necessarily qualitatively different from one another; this 
heterogeneity is inherent in use value， since it consists in nothing more 
than the ability to meet some particular human need， and this rules out 
both use value and the concrete labour that produces it from acting as 
the ‘third thing’ that makes commodities commensurable. By elimina
tion Marx identifies the abstract social labour expendεd on products as 
what renders them εquivalent: ‘Let us now look at the residue of the 
products of labour. 1here is nothing left of them in each case but the 
same ghosrly objectivity [gespenst쟁'e Gegenstä.ηdlichkeit] ; they are merely 
congealed quantities ofhomogeneous human labour， ie ofhuman labour 
expended without regard to the form of its expenditure’ (CI: 1 28; trans
lation modified). 

It has to be said that if interprεted as the ‘proof’ ofthe labour theory 
of value， as it was， for example， by the leading marginalist theorist Eugen 
von Böhm-Bawerk， this argument hasn’t gone down well.’ What Marx’s 
method of elimination seeks to do here is to find an abstract property 
common to commodities that would render them commensurable. But 
why hit on abstract labour? Why not， as the marginalists did， home in 
on utility-in other words， not the concrete quality of a particular use 
value but the property they all share of fulfilling desire (or， in more con
temporary terms， satisfying prefcεrεnces) ? 1he effect of adopting this 
alternative propεrty is， as Maurice Dobb puts it， to shift the focus of 
economic analysis from ‘relations of production’ to ‘the relations of com
modities to the psychology of consumers'.6 1he most effective way of 
parrying this rebuttal is 0없á:d by Marx’5 overall approach of developing 
a set of determinations that progressively capture the complexity of capi
talist relations by articulating them into a totality. To be fair， this is a 
diffìcult point to get over at the start of a demanding scientific treatise， 
but Marx seems almost to glory in thε misunderstandings to which the 
way he precedes gives rise. Replying to yet another objection by Engels to 

S Paul 5woezy， od， KarlMarx and the Close ofHis Sysum by Eugen von Böhm.Bawerk and 
Böhm-Bawerk 's Criticism ofMarx by Rudolph Hi lfording (London， 1975). 50e also the 
critique of tho labour theory of valuo in Anthony Cutlor ot al， A1arx's ‘'Capital’and 
Capitalism Today (l vols， London， '977， 1978)， !， Part " and my rosponso， ‘Marx’s ‘Capital’ 
and Capitalism Today-A Critique’， Jnurnational Socialism， l.l ('978). 

6 Maurico Dobb， Political Econoη'yand Capitalism (London， 1937)， pll. As Dobb 
demonstrates. the tendency of nooclassical economics has boen progressi\'ely tO formaliso 
this psychology: soo Dobb， ch V， and Maurice Goddier， RationaιηandJrraηonaιη in 
Economics (London， 1971). 
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the proofs of Capital， 1， he explains (27 ]une 1867) that the problem will 
be solved in Volume III : 

Hεrε it wil l be shown how the philistines’ and vulgar economists' 
%’mer ofconceiviη!gthings a띠es， namely， because thε only thing that is 
ever reflected in their minds is the immediateform ofappearance of rεla
tions， and not their inner connectioη. Incidentally， if the latter were the 
case， we would sureIy have no need of science at alI. 

Now if 1 wished to r，야tα all such 0에ections in advaηce， 1 should 
spoil the wholε dialectical method of εxposition. On thε contrary， thε 
good thing about this method is that it is constantly settiη'g traps for 
those fcε1I0ws which will provoke them into an untimely display of their 
idiocy. (CW43: 390) 

Not only vulgar economists have fallen into Marx’5 traps. Chapter 1 
in its different versions remains a difficult and unsatisfacrory text; this is 
the justifì.cation fór Althusser’s advice ro skip Part 1 ， ‘Commodities and 
Money’， when fì.rst reading Capital， 1， and return ro it only after fì.nish
ing the rest of the book.' Widely denounced as a sign of Althusser’s 
distaste for the Hegelianisms in Chapter 1， this recommendation has the 
merit of common 5εnse; Marx himself advised one correspondent ro 
start with Part 8 on primitive accumulation (lerrer to Mrs Wollman， 
19 March 1877: Cμ끽5: 21 1-21 2). But srruggle w빼 Chaptεr 1 we must. 
One source of the difficulry is rhe sotto voce argument that Marx pursues 
throughout the chapter. Isaak Rubin was the fì.rst to notice this: 

If in the Critique Marx passed imperceptibly from exchange value to 
value， in Capital he seems， on the contrary， to remain on a given point， as 
if foreseeing objections from his opponents. Afi:εr the statement which is 
common to both books， Marx points out: ‘exchange-value appears to be 
something accidental and purely relative， and consequently an intrinsic 
value， ie， an exchange-value that is insεparably connected with， inherent 
in it， seems a contradiction in terms. Let us consider the matter a little 
more closely.’ (CI: 1 ι6) 

One can sεe that hεre Marx had in mind an opponent who wanted to 
show that nothing exists excεpt rεlative exchange valuεs， that the con
cept of value is thoroughly superfluous in political economy. \Vho was 
the opponent alluded to by Marx?8 

7 Louis Althusser， ‘Avercissement aux lecteurs du l ivre 1 du Capital ’， L. Capital， Livr. J 
(2 vols， Paris， 1985). 1 ，  pp18-2S 

8 1 1 Rubin， Essays on Marxs Th.ory 01ι1， .. (Detroit， 1972)， ppI07-108. 1 h.ve altered the 
quotation and reference to Capital to the Penguin translation 
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끼le answer is the 5heffìeld mercham and radical pamphleteer 5amuel 
Bailey， critic of Ricardo and pioneer of the subjective theory of valuε that 
came to dominate mainstream economics thanks to the marginalist rev-
0lution.9 Rubin suggests that Marx’s ‘third thing’ argument disposes of 
Bailey， but this seems too quick. He remains a ghostly presence through
out Chapter 1， and is honoured by having the concluding foornote 
devoted to him: ‘If the followers of Ricardo answer Bailey somewhat 
rudely， but by no means convincingly， this is because they are unable to 
find in Ricardo’5 own works any elucidation of the inner connection 
[iηηereη Zusammenhaη!g] between value and the form of value， or 
exchange value’ (CI: 177 n 38). 50 Bailey tops and tails Chapter I. As the 
much more extended discussion ofhim in the 1861-63 Maηuscr，ψt makes 
clear， Marx regarded Bailey as a worthy opponem who scores some poims 
against the Ricardians. To appreciate this we have to rεrurn to Ricardo. 

In ‘'Absolute Value and Exchangeable Value'， a very late text that he 
was working on in the weeks before his death in 5eptember 18직， Ricardo 
makes explicit a distinction implicit in the Princψles， between the 
exchangeable value， by which he means what he calls a commodity’s 
‘proportional value’， or its relative price， that is ‘the power which a com
modity has of commanding any given quamity of another commodity’， 
and its ‘absolute value'， the regulator of relative price， largely a function 
ofthε quamity oflabour required to produce a commodity. Changes in 
relative price do not provide an adequate indicator of absolute value: 
‘'Anything having value is a good measure of the comparative value of all 
other commodities at the same time and place， but will be of no use in 
indicating the variations in their absolute value at distam times and in 
distam places’ (R， IV: 398， 396). 1he problem that Ricardo struggles with 
unsuccessfully is that， in his view， no measure capable of accurately indi
cating changes in absolute value can be constructed because no 
commodity’5 value is immune from the effects of changes in the distri
bution of the net product between wages and profits， effects that， as we 
saw in chapter l， vary according to the organic composition of capital in 
differem branches of production. 

9 On Bailey， see T A B Corley， ‘Bailey， Samud (bap. 1791， d. 1870)’， 0껴rdDictionaηof 
National Biography (Oxford， '004)， http://www.oxforddnb.com/vie、，'/article/I056，
J A Sch삐1ur때e타rκer，샤’，Hi써l“5“story ofEcon01η끼끼ic“ιAnaly，ψ'SIS서(ιLμon찌l벼donκ1， 1954씨4씨)，’ PP486-4얘87，’ 599’ and Robert 
M Rauner， Samutl Bailey and the Classical Theo’']ofιlue (Oxford， 1961). In what foll。、，vs 1 
draw on my discussion ofMarx and Bailey in ‘The Logic of Capital’ (DPhil thesis， Oxford 
University， 1978)， ch I I I ，  though this has becn superseded by James Furner’'s outstanding 
trc:atmc:nt， ‘Marx’s Critique ofSamud Bailey’， HistoricaIMaterialism， 12:2 (2004). Sec also 
Enrique Dussd， Towards an Unknown Marx (London， '001)， p128. 
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Bailey offers a subjective interpretation of value that is directly tar
geted at Ricardo’5 concept of absolute (or intrinsic) value: ‘Value， in its 
ultimate sense， appεars to mean the esteem in which any object is held. It 
denotes， strictly speaking， an effect produced on the mind.’ 낀1Îs concep
tion justifìes the redu다ion of value to relative price: ‘It is impossible to 
designate， or express the value of a commodity， except by a quantπy of 
some other commodity.’ From this Bailey concluded that the very idea of 
trying to construct a mεasure of value presupposing a causal relation 
between changes in the productivity of labour and changes in relative 
price is misconceived: 

Value is a relation between contemporàry commodities， because such 
only admit ofbeing exchanged for one another; and if we compare the 
value of a commodity at one time with its value at another， it is only a 
comparison of the relation in which it stood at these diffcεrent timεs to 
some other commodity. It is not a comparison of some intrinsic， inde
pendent quality at one time， with thε same quality at another period; 
but a comparison of ratios， or a comparison of the relative quantities in 
which commodities εxchanged for one another at two different times.'o 

Bailey contends that ‘the only use of a measure of value， in thε sense 
of a medium of comparison， is between commodities existing at the 
samε time.' Understood in this sense. the measure of value is a non
problem， or rather a problem that is continually solved in practice by the 
market: ‘The requisite condition in the process [of measuring value] is， 
that the commodities should be reduced to a common denominator， 
which may be done at all times with equal facility; or rather it is ready 
done for our hands， since it is the prices of commodities which are 
rεcordεd， or thεir relations to value in money'. " Remarkably， Marx 
agrees with Bailey about this in the ISÓI-Ó3 Maημscript: 

His book has only one positive merit-that he was the first to givε a 
more accurate definitÍon of the measure ofvalue， that κ in fact， of one of 
the functions of money， or money in a particular， dεterminate form. In 
order to measure the value of commodities-to establish an external 
mεasure of value-it is not necessary that the value of the commodity in 

10 Samud Bailcy‘A Critical Disurta‘ion on the Nature， Measures a쩌 Causes of Value 
(London. 1825). pp'. 26. 72-73. 끼1is book is a reply ro Thomas dc Quinccy. ‘Dialogucs of 
1hrce Templars on Polirical Economy’. London l\1agazine. VOI 9. April-May 1824. a 
particularly ef!ectivc statement of the d iffcrences between Ricard。’'s valuc thcory and the 
mainsrrcam approach reprcscnted by Smith and Malthus. 

11 Bailey. CriticalDisurtation on the Nature， Measures and Causes ofValue、 pp"7. " 2  
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terms of which the other commodities are measured， should be invaria
ble . . .  I f， for example， the value of money changes， it changes to an equal 
degreε in relation to all other commodities. 꺼1εir relative values are 
therefore expressed in it just as correctly as if the value of monεy had 
remained unchanged. The problem of finding an ‘ invariable measure of 
value' is thereby eliminated. (CW32: 3 2.0) 

But although Bailey is right that the measure of value is a non-prob
lem， it ‘conceals a much more profound and important question’: 

for commodities to express their exchange-value independently in 
money， in a third commodity， the exclusive commodity， the val.μes 0/ 
commodities must already be presupposed. Now the poim is mεrely to 
compare them quamitativεIy. A homogeneiηI which makes them the 
same-makes them values-which as values makes them qualitatively 
equal， is already presupposed in order that their value and their differ
ences in value can be represemed in this way. (CμT32.: 32.0， 32.1) 

Hence: 

The problem of an ‘ invariable measure of value’ was in fact simply a spu
rious name for the quest for the concept， the nature， 0/ value itself， the 
definition of which could not be another value， and consequendy could 
not be su에ζct to va디ations as value. This was labour time， social labour， 
as it presems itself specifically in commodity production. A quamity of 
labour has no value， is not a commodity， bur is that which rransforms 
commodities imo values， it is their commoη substaηce; as manifestations 
of it commodities are quaιtativ에 equal and only quaηtitatively d“fer
eηt. They [appear] as expressions of definite quamities of social labour 
[1mε. (CW32.: 32.2.) 

Ricardo commits this confusion because， as Marx repeatedly com
plains， ‘he is concerned only with the magnitμde ofν'alue’ (cn상2: 3 18). 
What eludes both Ricardo and Bailey in differem ways is more than the 
reduction of exchange value to ‘an idemical social substance， human 
labour' (CI: 138). The theory of valuε in Marx’5 hands addresses a new 
problem whose nature is suggεsted in his commem (written largely in 
English) on a passage where Bailey stresses the relative character of value 
by comparing it to the concept of distance， which only makes sense as a 
relation between two objects: 

If a thing is distant from another， the distance is in fact a relation 
between the one thing and the other; but at the same time， the 
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distance is something dilferent from this relation between the two 

things. It is a dimension of space， it is some length which may as well 

express the distance of two other things besides those compared. But 

this is not all. If we speak of the distance as a relation between two 

things， we presuppose something ‘ intrinsic’， some ‘property’ of the 

things themselves， which enablεs them to be distant from εach other. 

What is the distance between the syllable A and a table? The question 

would be nonsensical. In speaking of the distance of two things， we 

speak of their dilference in space. Thus we suppose both of them to be 

contained in space， to be points of space. Thus we equalise thεm as 

being both existences of space， and only ah:er having them equalised 

sub ψecie spatii we distinguish them as dilferent points of space. To 

belong to space is their unity. 

But what is this unity of objects exchanged against each other? 

꺼lis exchangε is not a relation which exists betwεen them as natural 
things. It is likewise not a relation which they bεar as natural things to 
human needs， for it is not the degree of their utility that determines 

the quantities in which they exchange. What is therefore their identity， 
which enables them to be exchangεd in a certain measure for one 

another? As what do they become exchaηogeable? (CW32.: 330) 

In other words， what makes it possible for the products of labour to 
take the form of commodities， ie， of use values that arε exchanged in 
proportions expressed by their relative prices? The problem is no longer 
that of measuring changes in relative prices over time. This question， 
which so preoccupied Ricardo， is now embedded in a theory whose 
starting point is to explain why， as Capital， I ， begins by announcing， ‘the 
wealth of societies in which the capitalist modε of production prevails 
appears as an “immensε collection of commodities"’ (CI: 12.5). Marx goes 
on to dεliver a killer punch against Bailey: 

In this context Ricardo is not a fictionist but Bailey is a fcεtishist in that 
hξ ιonceives value ... as a relat.ψn ofo비ects to one another.、 while it is 0써 a 
representation in 0피ects， an objecti1Je expressψn， of a relation between 
men， a social relation， the relationshψ 01 men to their reciprocal producti1Je 
acti1Jity. (CW32.: 334; second italics added) 

Herε we have the key to Marx’s famous complaint against classical 
political economy: 

Even its best representatives， Adam Smith and Ricardo， treat the form of 
value as something of indiffèζrence， something external to the naturε of 
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the commodity itselE The explanation for this is not simply that their 
attention is entirely absorbed by thζ analysis of the magnitude of value. It 
lies deeper. The value form of the product of labour is the most abstract， 
but also the most universal form of the bourgeois mode of production; by 
that fact it stamps the bourgeois mode of production as a particular kind 
of social production of a historical and transitory character. (CI: 1 74 n 34) 

What neither the Ricardians nor their subjectivist critics get is the 
sheer weirdness of value relations， a thought expressed in this striking 
passage from Marx’'s revisions to the first edition of Capital， 1 ， which 
didn’t end up in the second: 

까le reduction of the products of labour to their existence as value 
[μ'erthsein]， is accomplished by abstracting from their use valuε. Or it is 
fixed as value objεctivity [Werthgegenständlichkeit] ， by ignoring all phys
ical properties that make it a certain thing， and therefore also a certain 
useful thing (use-value). What remains is a fantastic objectivity [phaη
tastische Gegenstä‘ηdlichkeit]-objectivity of abstract human labou�， 
objεctive form of abstract human labour， ie human labour， not in the 
liquid state bur in a congealed state， not in the form of movemenr but in 
the form of rest. (MEGA2 II/6: 32.) 

Thè weirdness lies in the way in which commoditiεs come attached 
with ‘a supra-natural propeπy [überηat.μrliche Eigensch깎]， their value， 
which is something purely social [rein Gesellschaftιches] ’ (CI: 149). Marx 
even at one point calls value objectivity imaginary: ‘When we speak of 
the commodity as a materialisation of labour-in thε sense of its 
εxchange얘lue-this itself is only an imaginary 감tη'gebildete]， that is to 
say， a purely social mode of existence of the commodity which has noth
ing to do with its corporeal rεality; it is conceived as a definite quantity 
of social labour or of money’ (CW31 :  26-27). Ghostly， fantastic， imagi
nary， supra-narural-these different adjεctives are all intended to convey 
that condensed in the value of commodities， appearing as a property of 
objects exchanged on the market， is a nexus of social relations. This is 
what the form of value is about. 

、Talue form and money 

There is， however， an ambiguity in what Marx means by the value form. 
Atter aU， in Capital， 1 ， Chapter 1， Section 3 ，  ‘The Value Form， or Exchange 
Value'， he analyses four kinds of relationship among commodities， 
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starting from the simple form of a binary exchange of two products and 
culminating in the differentiation of a universal equivalent， the money 
commodity， ‘in which all the products of labour are presented as mere 
congealed quantities of undifferentiated human labour' (CI: 160). Rubin， 
who has come to be seen as the founder of a distinctive interpretation of 
Marx known as value form theory， however， does not see this analysis as 
central to the problem of value form. ‘By form of value we do not mean 
those various forms which value assumes in the course of its development 
(for example， e1ementary form， expanded form， and so on)， but value 
conceived from the standpoint of its social forms， ie， value as form’ J2 
Rubin points to a passage in the fìrst edition of C째ital， I : 

The form in which the commoditiε5 couηt to one another as values-as 
coagulations ofhuman labour-is consequently their social form. Social 
form of the commodity and value form 아 form of exchangeability are 
thus one and the same thing. If the natural form of a commodity is at 
the same time its value-form， then the commodity possesses the form of 
immediate exchaη!geability with other commodities and consequently an 
immediately social form.13 

$0 the form of value consists in a commodity’s ‘form of exchangeabil
ity’. 1his in rurn requires an account of the conditions of possibility of 
commodities' exchangeability-to use thε terms of Marx’s critique of 
Bailey， to identify the shared space within which we can measure com
modities’ distance from one another. 까1Ìs account requires reference to 
the relations of production. Like Marx， Rubin relates economic forms and 
production relations: ‘the basic notions or categories of political economy 
express the basic sociaιecoηomic flrms which characterise various types of 
production rεlations among peoplε and which arε held together by the 
things through which these relations among peoplε are establishεd’ 14 

What， then， is it abour capitalist relations of production that imprints 
on commodities the form of exchangeability? 1he capitalist mode is， as 
the opening sentence of Capital， 1， proclaims， a system of generalised 
commodity production. It is， in other words， a system of auronomous 
but specialised and interdependent producers whose reproduction 
depends on selling their products on the market to each other. It is 

n Rubin，Essays onMarx's Theoη ofValue， p68 n I. Soo also rho discussion of rho valuo form 
in Jacques Bidor， Exploring Marx's Capital， ch 9. 

13 Karl Marx， ‘1ho Commodiry， Chapror 1 of Capital， Volumo 1 (1S[ Edirion)’， in Albort 
Oragsredr， od， νálue: Studies by KarlMarx (London， 1976)， pp18'19. See Rubin， Essays on 
Marx's Theory ofVal，ι pl 1S  

1 4  Rubin， Essays on Marx’s Theorγ ofValtι p’‘ -
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through the competitive interaction of the units of production on the 
market that the social character of the labour performed within them is 
established. Marx brings this out in a long passage in the appendix on 
‘The Value Form' in the fìrst edition of Capital， I， where he is discussing 
the equivalent form， the basis of the transformation of a specifìc com
modity into money: 

Products ofμbour would nor hecome commodiries， were rhey nor prod
ucrs of separare private labours carried on independenrly of one anorher. 
꺼1e social interconnection of rhese privare lahours exisrs marerially， inso
far as rh、이 are members of a natural，너 evolved social division oflabour and 
hence， rhrough rheir products， satisfy wants of d뺨rent ki짜， in rhe 
totality (Gesamtheit) of which the similarly naturally evolved system of 
social ψants (naturwüchsiges System der gesellscha.ftlichen Bedürfnis씨 
cons1srs. 뀌1is material social interconnection of private lahours carried 
on independently of one anorher is however only mediated and hence is 
realised only rhrough rhe exchaη!ge of rheir producrs. The product of 
privare lahour hence only has social flrm insofar as it has value-form and 
hence the flrm of exchangeability wirh orher products of lahour. It has 
Imme짜a때 sOCla야rm insofar as irs own hodily or natural form is at the 
same time the form of irs exchangeahility wirh orher commodities or 
counts as value-form for another commodity (anderer Ware). Howε:ver . . . 
rhis only rakes place for a producr of lahour when， rhrough rhe value 
relation of other commodities to it， ir is in equivalent-form or， wirh respecr 
to orher commodiries， plays rhe role ofequivalent. 

The equivalent has immediately socialform insofar as it has rhe form of 
immediate exchangeability wirh another commodity， and ir has rhis form 
of immediate exchangeahiliry insofar as ir counts for anorher commodity 
as rhe b떼 ofvalue， hm야 as equal (als Gleic.뼈 . Thεrefore the defi띠re 
useful lahour contained in ir also counts as labour in immedμtely social 

flrm， ie as lahour which possεsses rhe form of equality wirh rhe lahour 
contained in another commodiry ... Thus ... because rhe d，야mte coηcrete 
labour contained in the eqlμ'valent counts as the d.매'niteform 야realisation 
or flrm of apþearance of abstract human labour，‘ ir possesses rhcζform of 
equality wirh other lahour， and hence， although it is private labouκ like all 
orher lahour which produces commodiriεs， ir is nevertheless μbour iη 
Imme짜ately social form. Precisely hecause of rhis it is 때resented in a 
producr rhat is immediate’ exchaη�eable wirh the orher commodiries." 

' 5  Karl Marx， ‘Tho Valuo Form’， Appondix to Capital， Volumo I (1St Edition)， Capital e← 
Class， 4 (Spring '978)， PP' 40" 4' 
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， So it is the necessπy of commodity producers to go onto the market 
and exchangε their products in order to reproduce themselves that leads 
to the transformation of concrete useful labours into units of abstract 
social labour. 1he equalisation of labours that Marx describes in this 
passage is a rεal process. As he puts it in the 1859 Coηtributioη: ‘꺼1Ìs 
reduction [of concrεte to abstract labour] appears tO be an abstraction， 
but it is an abstraction which is made εvery day in the social process of 
production' (Con: 30)." Moreover， he affìrms a few pages latεr， the reduc
tion involves exchange as wε11 as production: 

thε different kinds of individual labour represented in these particular 
use-values， in fact， become labour in general， and in rhis way social 
Iabour， only by acrually being exchanged for one anorher in quantiriεs 
which are proportional [Q rhe Iabour-rime contained in rhem. Social 
labour-rime exisrs in rhεsε commodiries in a larent stare， so [Q speak， and 
becomes evident only in rhε course of their exchange 까1ε point of 
dεparture is nor the labour ofindividuals considered as social labour， bur 
on rhe contrary the particular kinds of labour of privare individuals， ie， 
labour which provεs thar ir is universal social labour only by rhe super
session of irs original characrer in rhε exchange process. Universal social 
labour is consequently nor a ready-made prerequisire bur an εmerging 
result. Thus a new diff1culry arises: on rhe one hand， commodiries musr 
enrεr rhe exchange process as marerialised universal labour-rime， on rhe 
orhεr hand， rhe labour-rime of individuals becomεs marerialised univer
sal labour-rime only as rhe result of rhε exchangε process. (Coη: 45) 

Marx reaffìrms the same point some 15 years later in the French edi
rion of Capital， 1 ， where hε writes: ‘ it is exchange alone that achieves this 
reducrion by setring rhe mosr divζrse products together on a footing of 
equality'.17 1’ 1 1 return to the diffìculty Marx idεntines hεrε， which is at 

16 까lis is a passage where Marx comes close ro rhe usage popular amongcontemporary 
Marxisrs rhar value is ‘real abstracrion [Realabstraktion]’ 끼lis usage seems [0 originare in 
rhe wriringof Alfred Sohn.Rerhd: for a discussion rhar criricises Sohn-Rerhd for arguing 
rhar labour becomes abstracr soldy in exchange， see Ansdm)appe， ‘Sohn-Rerhd and rhe 
Origin of“Real Abstracrion": A Cririque ofProducrion or a Critiquc ofCircularion?’， 
Historical Materialisκ

'7 Marx， Le Capital， ! ，  p102. Passages I ike rhis contradicr rhe argument pur by some value 
form rheorists thar Marx progressivdy dumbs down his value theory across successive 
manuscripts， retrearing to a substantialist version of rhe labour rheory of value closer to 
Ricardo. Although rhe French edition in particular does in some respects simplify rhe 
exposition in Part " Marx doesn’r retrear from his emphasis on rhe value form-for 
example， adding in rhe 2nd German edirion rhe long foornore quored rowards the end of 
rhe prcvious secrion criricising classical polirical economy for neglecting rhe value form. 
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the heart of debates on value form theory. 1 want first to focus on what 
seem to me at once the central strength and weakness of Rubin’s 
approach. Rubin argues forcefully and successfully against the mislead
ing impression created by Marx’'s unfortunate reference in the second 
edition of CapitaL， 1， to abstract labour as ‘expenditure ofhuman labour 
power in the physiological sensε’: 

In Marx’'s theory of value， the transformation of concrete into abstract 
labour is not a theoretical act of abstracting for the purpose of finding a 
general unit of measurement. This transformation is a real social event 
까le theoretical expression of this social event， namely the social equalisa
μoη of different forms of labour and not their physiological equaιη， IS 

the caregory of abstract labour. 18 

Rubin’'s conceptualisation of abstract labour as the result of a process 
of social equalisation dovetails with an interpretation of the law of value， 
very much in line with Marx’'s own account in the letter to Kugelmann 
discussed in the last chapter， as the mechanism through which social 
labour is distributed between diffìεrent units and branches of production 
in response to changes in market prices: 

The increase of productivity of labour changes the quantity of abstract 
labour necessary for production. It causes a change in the value of the 
product of labour. A change in the value of products in turn affects the 
distribution of social labour among the various branches of production 
Productivity oflabour-abstract labour-value-distribution ofsociallabour: 
this is rhe schema of a commodity economy in which value plays the role 

18 Rubin， ι타'says on lvfarxs Theo’'y ofValue， p'44. Srrangely， rhere is no reference ro absrracr 
labour in physiological rerms in Marx’s drafr revisions of Capital， 1， even rhough he wrore 
three versions of the concluding paragraph of(what became in the second edition) 
Section 1， where the distinction between abstract and concrete labour is presented: Karl 
Marx， ‘Ergänzungen und Veränderungen zum ersten Band dcs Kapitals’，MEGA2 1 1/6: S 
Rubin notcs thar in rhe French cdirion of Capital， 1， Marx prcccdcs rhe offending 
scnrcncc wirh onc rhar he had in rhc fìrsr German edition bur omirred from rhc second: 
‘thcre arc nor， srricrly spcaking， rwo kinds oflabour in rhc commodiry， howcver rhc same 
labour is opposed ro irselfdcpending on whcrhcr ir is rdatcd ro rhc usc valuc of rhe 
commodiry， as ro irs producr， or ro rhe value of rhc commodiry， as ro irs objecrive 
expression，’ Marx， Le Capital， 1， PP69-70. See Rubin， Essays on Mar:야 Theory ofValue， 
PP'46-'47 n w. Parrick Murray argues rhar a propcr undersrandingofMarx’s valuc 
rhcory involves breaking down rhe concepr of absrracr labour inro no Icss rhan rhree 
conceprs-Iabour in gencral， absrracr physiologiζal labour， and ‘pracrically abstracr 
labour’-and rccognising thar ir is only the rhird rhar creares value: ‘Marx’s ‘Truly 
Social. L.bour Theory ofv.luc'， Historical A1aurialism， 6 and 7 (woo). Thc main merir 
of rhis argumcnr is rhar ir draws arrenrion ro rhc rc.1 proccsscs of equ.lisarion d iscussed 
in rhc fìnal secriori of rhis chaprer， rhough Murray undcrsrands rhcse much mOre broadly 
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of regulator， establishing equilibrium in the distribution of social labour 
among the various branches of the national economy (accompanied by 
constant deviations and disturbances). The law of value is the lalν ofeqμ1-
librium ofthe commodity economy." 

But， as the last sentence makes c1ear， the bulk of Rubin’s analysis is 
devεloped with respect to simple commodity production， that is， to an 
economy where the units of production produce for the market but 
where labour power is not a commodity because the direct producers 
(artisan or peasant households) control the means of production. It is 
only towards the end ofhis book that he focuses specifically on capitalist 
economic relations， arguing with respect of the transformation of values 
into prices of production: ‘In the capitalist society， the distributioη of 
labour is regulated by the distributioη ofcapital ’.'0 This is an e1egant for
mulation， but can the two processes-the allocation of!abour to different 
units and sectors in response to pricε fluctuations and the movement of 
capital between branches of production-be treated as separable in this 
fashion? Marx， as we saw in the preceding chapter， thought not. 

]ohn Weeks has provided a powerful argument that the law of value 
only becomes operative where the capitalist mode of production prevails: 

Consider fìrst the case of individual producers éhat own thεir means of 
production. For simplicity， we assume rhar rhe inpurs used in produc
rion are produced wirhin a self-contained labour process wirhout 
exchange. A ctedible example might be a subsistence farrner selling a 
porrion of his product. In rhis case， only rhe fìnal producr of rhe labour 
process is a cornrnodiry. Thε mεans of producrion， borh equiprnent and 
current inpurs， are produced by each producer and do nor direcrly face 
rhζ discipline of cornperirion. There is no social rnechanisrn for bringing 
abour a norrnal expendirurε oflabour rirne for rhe rneans of production 
In such a case， rhe lirnited funcrion of cornperirion is ro irnpose a uni
forrn selling price in a rnarket place. Price is a ‘rnerely forrnal rnornent for 
rhe εxchange of use values'. 

This hyporherical siruarion is nor cornrnodiry producrion. Exchange 
does nor appear unril rhe end of rhe process， when all aspecrs of rhe 
labour procεss have been dεrerrnined independendy of exchange. Because 
rhe rneans of production are nor exchanged， rhe producer faces no direcr 
necessiry ro expend any specifìc arnount oflabour tirne on rhern.21 

19 R배in， Essays on Marx's Thtory ofValut， pp66-67. 
20 Rubin ， Essays on Marx's ThtOηofιlut， p1l6. 
21 John 、W<<ks， Capital， Exploitation and Economic Crisis (London， 2010)， pIS 
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1n effect， what Weeks is saying is that in conditions of simple com
modity production what Robert Brenner calls market dependence does 
not obtain. Brenner explains this concept as follows: 

unless they are devoid of their full means of subsistence ( . . .  not necessar
ily of production) and the ability to secure their subsistence by force 
from the direct producers， economic producers will not be required to 
buy inputs on the market. Unless they are required to buy necessary 
inputs on the market， they will not be obliged to sell on the market in 
order to survive. Unless they are required tO sell on the market in order 
to survive， they will not be subject to the competitive constraint， their 
very survival depending on their producing competitively. Unless， 
fìnally， they are subject to the competitive constraint， they can be 
expected to maximise their profìts by seeking the gains from trade， so 
they cannot be counted on to specialise， accumulate， innovate， and 
move from line to line in response to demand.22 

One might indeed argue that the law of value only obtains where 
direct producers are market dependent in the sense developed by Brenner. 
Market dependence in turn， Weeks argues， only exists where the means 
of production are themselves commodities， which itself presupposes rhe 
separation of the direct producers from the means of production and 
therefore the prevalence of capitalist εconomic relations: 

Value can only act as a regulator of price once the εntire product， all 
inputs， are monetised; until this occurs， the product is not a commodity 
in its entirety and all the concrete labour time expended on it need not 
be replaced by money. This， in turn， occurs only with rhe development of 
capitalist production ... ‘Value’ regulates price only under capi대list rela
rions and can be used as a tool of analysis only in capitalist society.23 

Another way of putting it might be to say that capitalist relations of 
production involve two separations. 까le fÌrst is that between the produc
ers， who interact as autonomous， specialised and interdependent units of 
production through the exchange of their products on the market. The 
second separation is that between the direct producers and the owners of 
the means of production， which impliεs the transformation of labour 

H Roben Brenner. ‘Property .nd Progress: Where Ad.m Smith Went Wrong’. in Chris 
Wickh.m. ed. Marxist Histo’)'-Writingfor the Tzωmη-Fiηt Cmtury (Oxford. 2007). 
pp60-61 、ν'e will return to Brenner’s requirement th.t producers I.ck .ccess tO the me.ns 
。fsubsistence r.th" th.n the me.ns of production in the next ch.pter. 

23 Weeks. Capital， Eλploitation and Economic Crisis. pI9， See .Iso Alfredo Saad-Filho’s 
critique of value form theory in The ιlue ofMarx (London. 2002). pp26-29 
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power into a commodity. Although Marx presents these two sεpara
tions at different points ofhis analysis in Capital-respectivεly in Part 1 
and Part 2. ofVolume 1， they are in fact interdependent. In other words， 
thε transformation oflabour power into a commodity is only possible in 
a system of generalisζd commodity production; thus only in these cir
cumstances are means of consumption available on the market for 
workers to purchase with their wages. Correlatively， it is only where the 
means of production are themsεlves commodities-which prεsupposes 
their separation from the direct producers-that the units of produc
tion are fully market dependent and so subject to the law of value. 
Hence， to modify Rubin’s remark cited earlier， where the law of value 
obtains， ‘the distribution of labour is rεgulated by the distribution of 
capital.’ Or， as Alfredo Saad-Filho puts it， ‘there is a relation of mutual 
implication between capitalism as the mode of social production， wagε 
labour as the form of social labour， and the commodity as the typical 
form of the Olltput’ 24 

Rubin’s preoccupation with simple commodity production may 
help to explain why (unlike some later value form theorists) he doesn’t 
have much to say about money." In this context， it is a mistake on his 
part to dismiss the signifÌcance of Marx’s discussion of the value form 
in Capital， 1， Chapter 1， Sεction 3. Marx’s references to the form of 
exchangeability in the fÌrst edition focus heavily on thε role of a com
modity that acts as the equivalent in which the values of other 
commodities is expressed. Money emerges as a commodity that takes 
on this function in a general and permanent fashion. 까lÎs is the con
crete form in which commodities are rendered commensurable (though 
only， Marx takes care to emphasisε， because they are all values in the 
fÌrst place). And at thε end of Section 3 in thε sζcond edi띠n， Marx， 
thanks to thε introduction of money as the universal equivalent， pre
sεnts the exchange ratios of commodities (which reflect thε abstract 
labour they embody) as (money) prices: ‘1he simple expression of the 
relative value of a single commodity， such as linen， in a commodity 
which is al ready functioning as the money commodity， such as gold， is 
the price form.' (CI: 1떠)2. 

So price， ‘the monetary expression of value’， has already beεn pre
sented in the very fÌrst chapter of Capital (CW34: 72.). It is therefore 

24 5aad-Filho， 1he Val，κofMarx， p4' 
2S 1 am graceful ro Fred Mosdey for emphasising rhis poinr in correspondence. 
ι6 5ee rhe excellen【 discussion ofChaprer " secrion 3. in Harry Cleaver， Reading Capital 

Political，’ (Brighron， 1979)， ch V. 
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bizarre that a leading contemporary value-form theorist， Michael 
Heinrich， should argue that ‘ it was Marx himself who used a non-mone
대ry theory when discussing the transformation of values into prices of 
production’ 27 Values have already been converted into money prices (and 
are indeed constandy illustrated by examples using pounds or thalers) 
long before Marx comes to the transformation of values into prices of 
production in Capital， III， Part 2.. Elsewhere Heinrich correctly 'states 
that ‘Marx’s value theory is rather a moηetaηηI t.쩌he01ηηJI OJ v，ι싸t 
the va꾀lue form， commodities cannot be related to onε another as values， 

27 Michad Hdnrich. ‘Reconstruction or Deconstruction? Methodological Comroversies 
about Value and Capital. and New Insights from the Critical Edition’. in Riccardo 
Bellofiore and Roberto Fineschi. eds. Rtrtading Marx: Ntw Persptclivts샤tr the Critical 
Edition (Basingstoke. 2009). p92. Hdnrich is supported in this c1aim by John Milios. 
Dimitris Dimoulis. and George Economakis in their interesting and erudite study.Marx 
and tht Classics: An Essayon ιluι Crim and tht Capitalist ModtojProduction (Aldershot. 
2002). 끼ley argue that Marx broke with c1assical political economy in the late 18sos. but 
subsequemly backslid ‘Marx retπats tO the =piricism of the Ricardian theory’ (PI l 9) in 
treating the relationship between value and price of production as a quantitative one. and 
thereby forgetting that ‘value and price are not commenSurate. They are concepts existing 
on differem analytical planes. categories between which there is an unbridgeable semantic 
gulf’ (PI27). They c1aim Marx commits this error particularly when trying tO transform 
valutS lnm prices 。fproducrI。n and 

m 
hlS Ihc。ry ofabs。lm

chaPIer L these Iw。 tirorcIlcal problems are closely rclaIcd in I|1e development ofMarx’s 
critiqut ofRicardo. so ifMilios. Dimoulis and Economakis 3re right. the rOt goes much 
deeper than they s앵gesL 끼ley insist. righrly. that Marx putS forward a monetary theory of 
value. but this is a commonplace in comemporary Marxist value theory. as I note bdow. 
Indeed. it is ofi:en the basis of what is called a ‘single system’ approach tO the transformation 
problem. which treats values and prices of production as monetary and (hence) 
commensurable quamities that imeract with each other. Milios. Dimoulis and Economakis 
regard this as a categOry mistake. but they seem to me tO confuse what single.system 
theorists regard as an implication of ascribing to Marx a monetary theory of value with the 
disrortion of this theory made by neo.Ricardian critics. starting with Ladislaw von 
Bortkiewicz in 1907. in assuming the transformarion problem musr be solved rhrough rhe 
construcrion of a ser of simulraneous equarions: see. for example. ‘Value and Price in rhe 
Marxian Sysrem’. Jnternational EconomκPapers. 2 (1912). and. in criricism. Alex Callinicos. 
‘'Assaulr on Marx’s Theory ofValue’. Jnurnational Socialism. 1.90 (1976). hrrp://www. 
marxisrs.org/hisrory/erol!wrirers/callin icos/I976/07/value.hrm. Some of rhe mosr 
inreresring responses tO rhe neo-Ricardian critique have soughr tO imegrare rime imo rhe 
transformarion: for example. Anwar Shaikh. ‘Marx’'s Theory ofValue and rhe 
Transformarion Problem'. inJesse Schwartz. ed. ThtSubtltAnatomyojCapitalism (Sama 
Monica. 1977). Guglielmo Carchedi. Frontim ojPoliticalEconomy {London. 1991) . ch 3 .  
Andrew Kliman. Rec，μimingMarx's ‘Capital’ (Lanham MD. 2007). and Fred Moseley. 
Monry and Totaliη’ A Macro-Monttaη JnUψrttation ojMarx's Logic in Capiμland tht 
Transformation Prob!tm (forthcoming). Kliman and Mosdey 。따r di fferem versions of a 
single-sysrem approach. To dismiss such an approach. Milios. Dimoulis and Economakis 
musr explain why the method of progressivdy imroducing ever more concrere 
determinations in principle rules out treating rhese dererminarions as imeracting and 
expressing rhe srrucrure of rhese interacrions marhematically. which Marx plainly by his 
pracrice bdieved ro be both possible and legirimare 
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an only with the money form does an adequate form of value exist'.28 In 
this latter view， Heinrich is in line with other contemporary commenta
tors， for example， Fred Moseley， who purs forward what he calls ‘a 
“macro-monεtary" interpretation ofMarx’s theory': Volume 1 is primar
ily abour the determination of the total increment of money (ðM) ， or 
total surplus value， produced in the capitalist economy as a whole. In 
other words， Volume 1 presents mainly a macroeconomic theory， and thε 
main macroeconomic variable determined is the total money profit for 
the economy as a whole’ 29 

Heinrich may have been led into this strange aberration in part 
because he disagrees with Marx’s attempt to show that capitalism requires， 
not merely money， bur a money commodity: 

Marx could not imagine a capitalist money system exisring wirhour a 
money commodiry， bur rhe exisrence of such a commodiry is in no way a 
necessary consequence of his analysis of thε commodiry and money. 
Wirhin rhe framework of rhe analysis of the commodiry form， he devel
oped rhe form dererminations of the general equivalenr， and the analysis 
of rhe exchange procεss yields rhe result thar commodiry owners do in 
facr havε to rεlare rheir commodiries to a general equivalenr. Bur thar the 
general equivalenr must be a specific commodity was not proved by 
Marx， merely assumed. Thar which sεrves as a general equivalenr 
(wherher an acr삐 physical commodity or merely paper mon'ey) cannor 
be determined ar rhe level of simple commodiry circularion ... Only when 
rhe capiralisr credir sysrem is taken inro considerarion . . .  does ir become 
cIear rhar rhe exisrence of a money commodiry is merely a historicaIIy 
rransitory srare of affairs， bur does nor correspond to ‘rhe capiralist mode 
of production， in irs ideal average’ rhar Marx soughr to analyse.'o 

까lÌs is dubious as an interpretation of Section 3， ‘낀le Value Form'， 
where Marx seeks to trace how in the exchange process a specific com
modity (not papεr or credπ) takes on thε role of universal equivalent. 
Bur of coursε he may be wrong. Since the Nixon administration broke 
the link between thε dollar and gold in August 1971  many Marxist 

28 Michad H<inrich.An Introduction to the Thru Volumes ofKarl Marx’s Capital (New 
York. 2012). Pp63.64. 

29 Fred Mosdey. ‘Mon<y and Toraliry: Marx’'s Logic in Volum< 1 of Cap“al’. in Riccard。
、XSB바c티래11μ1011“o아rt: an뼈ld Ni“Iκ，co떼。이Ia Tayl’，Jor야r샤dsι’ 7까he C.αonsπ찌tμ띠l“tωuμωt“ion ofC.α'apital: E.좌ssa쩌a양rys on Ý“'01，ιum…e“10fMar.κnλx찌 

Capi“ta씨lμ(Ba원찌s잉mgsto떼o야‘k<‘<<ζ’ 20。∞。4씨).’ p'냐47. D<Spi【< orh<r diffú<nc<s wirh Mosd<y. Riccard。
Bdlol1or< shares rhis ov<rall inrerprerarion of Capital ‘Marx and rh< Macro-mon<rary 
Foundarions of M icro<conom ics’. in Bdlol1or< and Taylor. eds. Tht Constitution ofCapital. 

30 Heinrich. l，ηtroduction to Capital. p70. 
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political εconomists have reached the conclusion that Marx confused 
the necessity of money with the specifìc， ‘historically transitory’ form it 
took as a commodity.31 But Dimitris Milonakis and Ben Fine offer a dif
ferem perspective: 

Marx’s cheory of money is in pan based upon che nocion chac commod
icy money is displaced by symbols of money and hence， indirecdy， 
symbols of value-chough racilÌcacion of such symbols ulcimacely 
requires imervemion by che scace. Paradoxically， ic is precisely chis dis
placemem in ics mosc modern form， in which che funccions of 
commodicy money or gold are more or less conlÌned [Q che resεrves of 
cemral banks， which leads many [Q r며ect Marx’5 monecary cheory-if 
chey have genuinely considered ic. How can a cheory of commodicy 
money， básed on value cheory， be of relevance when commodicy money 
is no longer in use. [sic] In riposce， ic can be argued chac Marx’5 mone
cary cheory implies the displacemem of commodity money. How chis 
occurs needs [Q be explorεd in ics cheorecical and empirical comexc， 
beyond che mere symbolic circulacion of values as commodities tO 
incorporace chε symbolic， ac cimes， IÌccicious circulacion of surplus 
value. Bm chis is [Q amicipace Marx’5 analysis of IÌnance， chough ic does 
rooc consideracion of che currendy evolving IÌnancial syscem wichin 
che bounds of che produccion syscem on which ic depends for ics prolÌc
abil icy， however， much ic mighc wish ocherwise. Thus ... Maèx’5 cheory 
of money and IÌnance is a neac combinacion of logical and his[Qrical! 
empirical analysis-examining how (surplus) value relacions are expressed 
chrough money as a logical， praccical and comingem process.32 

31 This is， for example， the majority view in the essays in Fred Moseley， ed， Marx's Theory of 
Money: Modern Interpretations (London， lO05) 

32 Dimitris M ilonakis and Ben Fine， From PoliticalEconomy toEconomics (London， 2009)， 
p63. 5ee also 5uzanne de Brunhoff， Marxon Monη (New York， 1976)， Alain Lipietz， The 
Enchanted Wo사d: li캔'ation， Credit and the World Crisis (London， 1985)， Weeks， Capital， 
Exploitation andEconomic Crisis， chs 5-7， 5aad-Filho， The ιlueofMarx， ch 8. and Costas 
Lapavitsas， p，꺼r�야fit“…mη쟁2영'guω따uω/시l써ou“‘“t Prod，따u‘cin쟁'g: HO!ωu“in껴nanceExλpμ/oi“ωts ωAll띠(ιLμon뼈d야onκ’ lO띠。013)， ’ 
ch 4. While M ilonakis and Fine 。따r a good summaryof the strengths ofMarx’s theory 
。fmoney， 1 am wary of the idea of paper money as a symbol. Chris Arthur purs it nicely: 
‘끼1 is money form does not r，ψresent the ‘presupposed" value of commodities; rather， it 
presents it to them as their universal momem. Money is not a re-presemation of something 
given in commodities， bur the only way of making value present (ie， being there [Dasei서 
concretdy， rather than as some unreal abstraction); it is the acruality of value ... ln  
circulation inconvertible paper does not “stand for" gold， it “stands in for" gold . . .  lt is a 
mistake， then， to think inconvertible paper is a representation of“real money"， wh ich 
therefore necessarily is an inadequate substitute for the real thing. lt is in fact money 
ins。“r as it presents adequatdy value for itsdf; this it does not by being a representative 
commodity value. or by being a representation ofvalue， but by playing the role of presenα 
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If Milonakis and Fine are right， Marx’'s conception of commodity 
money needs to be related to his broader theory of money， which itself is 
crucial to how he analyses financial markets and economic crises. We 
rerurn to these matters in chapter 6. The deeper problem with Heinrich’s 
version of value form theory is that， in sζeking right1y to underline the 
extem to which Marx breaks with Ricardo’'s substamialist value theory， 
he renders the critique of political economy ethereal. Take his discussion 
of the role of exchange in validating the value of commodities: 

it is exchange， that consummates the abstraction that underlies abstract 
labour (independenr of whethεr the people engaged in exchange are 
aware of비is abstraction). Bur then abstract labour cannot be measured 
in terms ofhours oflabour: every hour oflabour mεasured by a c10ck is 
an hour of a particular coηcrete act of labour， expended by a particular 
individual， regardless of whether the product is εxchanged. Abstract 
labour， on the other hand， cannot be ‘expεnded’ at all. Abstract social 
labour is a relation ofsocïal validation (Geltungsverhältn씨 that is consti
tured in exchange. In exchange the concrεte acts of expended labour 
count as a particular quanrum of value-constituting abstract labour， or 
are valid as a spεcific quanrum of abstract labour， and therefore as an 
e1emenr of the rotal labour of society." 

But this imerpretation direct1y comradicts Marx’s repeated assertion 
that abstract labour constirutes an expendirure of labour power. Take 
this late example from the ‘Notes on Wagner’: 

타lis duality of the commodity there presζnrs itself [as 1 the dual character 
of the labour whose product it is: of us싹l labour， ie the concrete modes 
of the labours which create usε-values， and of abstract labour， of labour 
as expeηditure oflaboμrpower， rεgardlεss of the ‘useful ’  way in which it is 
expended (on which the presenration of the production process latεr 
depends). (CWl4: 546) 

Jacques Bidet has poimed to the importance of the concept of the 
expenditure of labour power， which only appεars in Marx’s economlC 
manuscripts arrer the Grundrisse， and which has an implicit reference to 
class relations of domination: ‘“Socially necessary" time can only be that 
ofa “socially reg비ated" expenditure. And that rerurns us to thε principle 
of social regulation of expendirure in any society， in other words， to class 

of value. Ir staηds inforg'이d functionally. rather than being a 때resentation of gold. 
standingfor it.’ ‘Value and Money’. in Mosdey. ed . . MarxJ Theory ofMonq. pp"4.  "5. 

H Heinrich. Jntroduction to Capital. PP50-5 1  
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relations. For the question of expenditure immediately evokes that of the 
social compulsion to expenditure.’ Hence: ‘Value， as quantity， is also， by 
being the quantity of an expenditure of socially regulated labour power， a 
social relationship in a specific sense that includes the political 
dimεnsion'.34 But what Heinrich is in effect denying is the very idea of 
value ‘as quantity’. 1hat Marx concεives his theory as an empirical and 
quantitative theory and value itself as having a quantitative dimension is 
clear from the plethora of calculations and numerical examples that 
sometimes overwhelm the reader of his manuscripts. As Bidet notes， ‘an 
explicit intent runs through Capμal from start to finish， that of constitut
ing a science in the modern sense of the term， constructing a homogeneous 
space in which magnitudεs are considered and calculation is possible'.3S 

Production and exchange 

One of the many respects in which Rubin is superior to contemporary 
value form theorists is in his insistence that ‘abstract labour， just as the 
value which it creates， does not only have a qualitative but also a quanti
tative side': 

꺼1e εquality of two amounts of abstract labour signifìes their equality as 
parts of total so디al labour-an equality which is only established in the 
process of social εqualisation of labour by means of the equalisation of 
the products oflabour. 까1liS we assert that in a commodity economy， the 
social equality of two labour expenditures or their equality in the form 
of abstract labour is established through the process of exchange. But 
this does not prεvent us from ascertaining a series of quantitative prop
erties which distinguish labour in terms of its material-technical and its 
physiological aspects， and which causally influence the quantitative 
determination of abstract labour before the act of exchange and inde
pendent ofit. The most important of these properties are: 1) the length cif 
labour expeηditure， or thε quantity of working time; 2) the inteηsiη of 
labour; 3) the qualificatioη of labour; and 4) the quaηtzη 01 products 
produced in a unit of time.36 

34 Bidet. Exploring Marx's Capital. PP43'44. 45. 
35 B‘det‘ Exploring Marx's Capital. pl l 
36 Rubin. Essays in Marx's Thtory 0/ιlue. ppl54.  155-156. Another bugbear ofvalue theory 

that 1 abstain from is the so-called reduction problem (ie how skilled labour is reduced to 
simple labour). See Bidet’'s outstandingd iscussion: ExploringMarx's Capital. ch >. and 
also an inceresting formal treatmenc of these problems: Ulrich Krause. A10ney and 
Abstract Labour (London‘ 198>). 
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Rubin， like Heinrich， argues that ‘the social equality of two labour 
expenditures or their equality in the form of abstract labour is estab
lished through the process of exchange.' As we have seen， Marx in the 
1859 Coηtributioη describes this as a ‘diffìculty’， presumably because it 
seems to contradict the main thesis of the . Iabour theory of value that 
value is created in production. Can both propositions be squared? 

Let us fìrst note that Rubin is mistaken to imply that thε social 
equalisation of labour occurs solely in exchange. Because he treats the 
law of value as governing primarily a simple commodity economy， he 
fails to see how the domination of capitalist economist relations enables 
social equalisation oflabour ωithin prod.μctioη. As Lucia Pradella puts it， 
‘with the industrial revolution， the reduction of individual to abstract 
labour achieves an adequate techηical basis: the activity of the worker is 
emptiεd of content and becomes purely mechanical and formal， while 
manual and intellectual functions are split up’.37 Saad-Filho has analysed 
the ‘normalisation’ oflabour in production thanks to intra-branch com
petition and capitalist control of the production process.38 

꺼1 is correction of Rubin’'s version of value thεory does not， howevεr， 
remove the problem of the contribution made by exchange to the social 
equalisation oflabour. To answεr this question we have to consider more 
closely how Marx defìnes value. At the beginning of Capital， 1， he writes: 

Socially necessary labour rime is rhe labour rime required ro produce 
any use value under rhe condirions of.producrion normal for a given 
sociery and wirh rhe average degree of skill and intensiry oflabour preva
lent in thar so디ery . . .  Whar exclusively derermines rhe magnirude of rhe 
value of any article is therefore rhe amounr of labour socially necessary， 
or the labour time socially necessary for irs production. (CI: Il9) 
Marx doesn’t explore further here what is meant by ‘the conditions of 

production normal for a givεn SOC1εty’， assuming in Capital， 1， that 
so디ally necessary labour time is determined by the average conditions of 
production prevailing in thε sector in question. He only drops this 
assumption in Capital， IIl. Bidet puts it like this: 

one of rhe mosr surprising paradoxes of the plan of Capital is rhar rhis 
famous ‘law of valuε’ is off1cially presented only in Volume Three， more 
prεcisely in Part Two， Chaprεr 10， ar rhe poinr ar which Marx underrakes 

37 Lucia Praddla. Lattualità dtl Capitale: Accumulazione e impoverimento n，l capitalis껴O 
globale (Padua. 2010). pSS. 5ee a150 Raya Dunayev5kaya. Marxism and Freedom: From 1776 
until Today (London. 197 1). PP103-1。ι

38 5aad-Filho. Th， ιlue ofMar.�. PPSS-61. 
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to provide an explanation of the transformation of value inro price of 
production， an explanation in terms of causes that are nothing else than 
the properries that capital possesses from the fact that it is based on a 
market strucrure， in other words on the law of value and the law of com
petition that is inherenr in it.39 

Capital， III， Chapter 10， is entit!ed: ‘꺼le Equalisation of the General 
Rate ofProfit through Competition. Market Prices and Market Values. 
5urplus Profit’. 50 it is part!y .a continuation of the analysis to which 
Chapter 9 is devoted of the formation of a general rate of profit thanks 
to the movement of capital between different branches of production. 
But the importance of the chapter lies in its discussion of how intra
branch competition sets the market values of commodities. Marx first 
presents the category here: 

The assumption that commodities from differenr spheres of production 
are sold at their values narurally means no more than that this value is 
the centre of gravity around which price turns and at which its constanr 
rise and fall is balanced out. Bεsides this， however， there is always a 
market va!tκ (of whi.ch more later)， as distinct from the individual value 
of particular commodities produced by the differenr producers. 까le indi
vidual value of some of these commodities will stand below the market 
value (ie less labour time has been required for their production than the 
market value expresses)， the value of others above it. Market value is to be 
viewed on the one hand as the average value of the commodities pro
duced in a particular sphere， and on the other hand as the individual 
value of commodities produced under average conditions in the sphere in 
question， and forming the great mass of the commodities. Only in 
extraordinary situations do commodities produced under the worst con
ditions， or alternatively the most advanrageous ones， govern the market 
value， which forms in rurn the cenrre around which market prices Aucru
ate-these being the same for all commodities of the same species. If the 
supply of commodities at the average value satisfìes the customary 
demand， the commodities whose individual value stands below the 
market price will realise an extra surplus value or surplus profìt， while 
thosε whose individual value stands above the market price will be 
unable to realise a parr of the surplus value they conrain. (CIII :  279) 

1he reference to ‘more later’ on market value， followed immediately 
by the presentation of the concept， underlines the roughness of Marx’s 

39 Bid<t. Exploring Marx's Capital. Pl4 1  
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discussion， not just here but throughout Capital， II and III. But this 
doesn’t alter its imporrance. To some extent it recapitulates the theory of 
differential profì.t Marx develops in Capital， 1， Chapter 12 ，  where he 
shows how the extraction of relative surplus value can arise through 
individual capitals making an innovation that reduces their costs of pro
duction below the average for the sector and thereby reaping a surplus 
profì.t (see chapter 3 above). At that stage Marx refers to the difference 
between a commodity’5 individual and social value; now the latter is 
rebaptised market value. The shitt in terminology probably indicates 
that Marx has explicitly introduced competition in Capital， II1， Parr 2， 
whereas， as wε saw， he is uneasy about the role that it plays in Capital， 1. 
He might wεII have been better off to have included the analysis of 
market value in Volume 1 (though， as we shall see below， atter the capital 
relation has itselfbeεn posited)， and thereby have strengthened the pres
entation of thε law of value there. But， for whatever reason (perhaps thε 
vestigial influence of the older capital in general/many capitals schζme)， 
he doesn’t do this. 

But what is most signifì.cant here is that Marx refers here to the ‘cus
tomary demand'. Contrary to the claim made both by critics and by 
some Marxists (for example， David Harvey)， Marx does not simply 
ignore the role of supply and demand in his value theory. On the con
trary， Capital， III， Chapter 10， involves his most developed analysis of 
the topic. One way of thinking about the presentation of supply and 
demand here is as a complication of thε concept of socially necessary 
-labour time. Now this is to be considered not merely with respect to the 
conditions of production and the qualities of labour bur also to the level 
of social need for a given producr. But how is social nεed registered 
whεrε capitalist production relations prevail? Given that production is 
jointly controlled by competing capitals， this can only be through the 
disrribution of effective demand among diffcεrent goods and servicεs. 

Marx is carεful to undεrline that supply and demand arε depend
ent variables: 

Lεt us notε here ... that the ‘social need' whïch governs the principlε of 
demand is basically conditioned by the relationship of the different 
classes and their rεspectivε ζconomic positions: in the fìrst place， there
fore， particularly by the proportion between the total surplus value and 
wages， and， secondly， by thε proportion bεtween the various parts into 
which the surplus value itself is divided (profìt， interest， ground rent， 
taxes， εtc). Here again we can see how absolutely nothing can be 
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explained by the relationship of demand and supply， before explaining 
the basis on which this functions. (CIII :  282) 

까lis explains why a presentation of the law of value cannot start with 
supply and demand， since the latter is determinεd by the class relations 
of capitalist society expressed in thε rate and distribution of surplus 
value. But demand plays a necessary εxplanatory role in determining the 
market value of a particular type of product: 

To say that a commodity has use value is simply tO assert that it satisfies 
some kind of social need. As long as we were dealing only with an indi
vidual commodity， we could takε the need for this specific commodity 
as already given， without having to go into any further detail into the 
quantitative extent of thε need which had tO be satisfied. The quantity 
was already impliεd by its price. But this quantπY is a factor of funda
mental importance as soon as we have on the onε hand the product of a 
whole branch of social production and on the other the social need. It 
now becomes necessary tO consider the volume of the social need， iε ItS 
quantity. (CIII: 286) 

Despite some equivocations elsewhere in the chapter， thε following 
passage seems to represent Marx’'s sett!ed view of the role of demand in 
setting market value: 

There is no necessary connection， however， but simply a fortuitous one， 
between on the onε hand the total quantity of social labour that is spent 
on a social article， ie the aliquot part of its total labour power which 
society spends on the producrion of this article， and therefore the pro
portion that the production of this article assumes in the total 
production， and on the other hand the proportion in which thε society 
demands sarisfaction of the nεed appeased by that particular article. 
Even if an individual article， or a dεfìnire quantiry of one kind of com
modiry， may contain simply rhε social labour required to produce it， and 
so far as this aspect is concerned the market value of this commodity 
represents no more than the necessary labour， yet， if the commodity in 
question is produced on a scale rhar εxceeds rhe social need at the time， a 
part of rhe society’s labour rime is wasted， and rhe mass of commodiries 
in quesrion rhen represents on the marker a much smaller quantity of 
social labour rhan ir contains ... These commodities musr therefore be 
got rid of for less than their marker value and a portion may εven be 
completely unsaleable. (까le converse is rhe case if the amount of social 
labour spent on a particular kind of commodiry is too small for rhe 
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specifìc social need which the product is to satisfy.) But if the volume of 
social labour spent on the production of a certain article corresponds in 
scale to the soi:ial need to be satisfìed， so that the amount produéed cor
rεsponds to the customary measure of reproduction， given an unchangεd 
demand， thεn the commodity will be sold at its markεt value. Thε 
exchange or sale of commodities at their value is the rational， natural law 
of the equilibrium between them [das Ratioηelle， das ηatürliche Gesetz 
ihres Gleichgetνichts] ; this is the basis on which divergences have to be 
explained， and not the converse， ie the law of equilibrium should not be 
derived from contemplating the divergences. (CIII : 2.91) 

As Marx makes clear elsewhere， what is at work here is the law of 
valuε， allocating social labour among differεnc branches of production 
in proportion to the social need for differenc use values: 

if in the case of an individual commodity this use value depends on its 
satisfying in and of itself a social need， in the case of the mass social 
product it depends on its adequacy to the quantitatively specifìc social 
need for each particular kind of product and thεrεfore ori the propor
tionate division of labour betwεen thesε various spheres of production 
in accordance with these social nεeds， which are quantitatively circum
scribed. (CIII : 774) 

까le proc야es앓s 0“f co아omψP야et디따it디ion establishes for each produκ따c다t the c∞on닝d버1--
[디io아ons 0“f pro여duc다tion necessary to satisfy a stable level of demand (given 
the class determined relations of distribution) for that product. lt is 
through the correspondence thereby achieved between these conditions 
of production (let’s call them for the sake of simplicity the average condi
tions) and what Marx calls the ‘cuscomary demand' that ‘the social 
equality of twO labour expenditures .. .is established through the process 
ofexchange’. Where this correspondence holds， commodities of this type 
sell at their market value. As Rubin puts it， ‘Market-value corresponds co 
the theoretically defìned state of equilibrium among the diffcεrent 
branches of production. If commodities are sold according to market 
valuεs， then the state of equilibrium is maintained， ie， the production of 
a given branch does not expand or contract at the expense of other 
branches'.'o In this sicuation， some of the labour performed producing 

40 Rubin， Essays on Marx's Theory ofιzlue， P'78. 5ee Rubin， ch ，6， and Carchedi， Fron“ers of 
Polilical Economy. ch }， for good discussions of market value. Carchedi argues: ‘It is c1ear 
that here Marx uses the term ‘average" not in the sense of“mean" but in the sense of 
“modc" or “modal group"， that is. as the value atound which， or the’c1ass in which， the 
values ofcommodities [in a specific scctor) tend to be more heavily conccmrated.’ 
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commodities in less efficient conditions is wasted; it fails to receive social 
validation. By contrast， labour performed producing commodities in 
more efficient conditions creates more value than the same amount of 
labour performed in average conditions， which is reflected in thε surplus 
profìt reaped by more efficient producers. These cases differ from those 
where market prices fall below market value because in the latter condi
tions more commodities are produced than are required to meet the 
‘customary demand’. As Saad-Filho purs it， ‘excess supply does not imply 
that a commodity has lost part of its use value， that the unsold items have 
lost their entire use value， or that the value of εach commodity has 
shrunk， as if value were determined by price rather than the converse’ 4， 

Of course， the level of ‘customary demand' may change-for a vari
ety of reasons: thε level and/or distribution of income may alter， labour 
productivity may rise or fall， the array of types of product may be recali
brated thanks to innovation， and so on. As a rεsult， the equilibrium state 
between production conditions and level of demand will change. 
Moreover， the associated fluctuations in market prices leading to the 
establishment of a new market value will be difficult for economic actors 
to distinguish from the fluctuations where price diverges from market 
value. But this is a necessary feature of a system of generalised commod
ity production regulated by the competitive interaction of autonomous 
bur interdependent capitals， where there is only an accidental connec
tion ‘between on the one hand the total quantity of social labour that is 
spent on a social article ... and on the other hand the proportion in which 
the society demands satisfaction of the need appeased by that particular 
article'. As Marx says of equilibrium elsewhere in Capital， ‘on the basis 
of the spontaneous pattern [ηaturψüchs껑eη Gestaltuη�] of this produc
tion， this balance is itself an accident.’ (CII: S7 It' 

Carchcdi. PS7. Comparc CIII :  283-284， whcrc Marx argucs that whcre commoditics 
produccd undcr worse and bcttcr conditions canccl each other our， average conditions 
dercrminc market valuc; wherc thc quanriry of commoditics produced undcr worsc 
condirions ‘ forms a relativcly significanr quanriry， borh vis-à-vis thc average mass and vis
à-vis rhc oppositc conditions’ (284) ， rheir individual valuc dercrmines marker value; where 
these condirions apply wirh respect to commodiries produced under bctter conditions， 
rheir individual values determine marker value. These differences are imporcanr to Marx’s 
theory of renr， which tends to rdy on the assumption rhar in agric비ture market value is 
determined by rhe worsr conditions of production: for example， CIII :  797. 

4' Saad-Filho， Th. ιlueofMar.λ， pp67-68 
42 In an inreresringdiscussion， Stavros Tombazos argues thar Marx offers two conrradictory 

definirions of socially necessary labour time-a ‘rcchnological definition. Social labour' 
rime depends on rhe producrive power oflabour rhat is irs marhematical opposite，’ and a 
second where ‘rhe useful characrer of rhe rime spenr for rhe production of a commodiry 
assercs itsdf solcly when the commodity is sold，’ which cannot be reconciled since ‘rhere is 
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This interpretation ofMarx’s value theory underlines that value must 
be understood relationally. Saad-Filho argues: 

끼1e equalisation of laboui and the determination of values and prices 
arε the outcomes of a real process in threε stagε5: first， individual labours 
are normalised across those producing the samε kind of commodity; 
second， they are synchronised across those who have produced the same 
kind of commodity in the past or with distinct technologies; and， third， 
they are homogenised across the other types oflabour as the commodity 
is equalised with ideal monεy.” 

Synchronisation corresponds to what Marx analyses as the formation 
of a single market value: 

끼1e equivalεnce bεtween labours producing thε same commodities at 
differem poims in time or with distinct technologies is duε to the fact 
that value is a social relation established by， and reproduced through， 
capitalist production; rather than a substancε historically embodied in 
the commodities by concrete labour. . .  The social reality of value implies 
that only Living Labour creates vaLue서 

Homogenisation-the assignment of prices to commodities that 
equalise concrete labours in the dimension of money-underlines that 
capitalist production is regulated through the competitive interaction of 
capitals on the market. Capitalist control of the expenditure of labour 
power is oriented to producing commodities whose price will realise at 
lεast the average pront， if not a surplus pront. Value thereby governs pro
duction in the shape of prices as units of what Marx calls ‘ ideal money， 
or a measure of value' (κCα1: 2。야4씨). Pro얘duκc다띠[디ion is t타thus 
i띠n a unity that determines the nature of abstract labour. As Riccardo 
Bellonore puts it: 

no immediace relation between these two times. 끼1e former is a funcrion of the productive 
power oflabour， whereas the laner is a function of the balance offorces between the social 
classes，’ ηme in Marx: The Cat쟁ories ofTime in Marx's Capital (Leiden， 2014)， ppH. 35. 
Tombazos goes on to argue that ‘thc so.called “disequil ibria of supply and demand" are in 
reality a merc “tcnsion within valuc". This tension is at the origin of thc movemem of 
capital. of thc constam redisrribution oflabour time in the various productive sectors. 
Capitalist crises arc the method employed by value in order to ovcrcome its imernal 
tension when the laner becomes u배earable’ (PPS4'55). Though expressed differendy. the 
substance of this analysis seems no differem from that given in the text. parricularly since 
Tombazos notes ‘The economic disequi librium is permanem. but the tendency towards 
equilibrium. 、이1ich is manifested with iron necessity. is equally impo띠nt.’ (P55) 

43 Saad.Filho. The Value ofMarx. p54  
44 Saad.Filho， The ιlue ofMarx. p6L 
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꺼le socially necessary labour time (SNLT) constituting value is not just 
a ‘technical’ average， because the sociality of private labours and so the 
same magnitude to be measured‘ is eventuaL매.fixed in market exchange. 
Thus， SNLT is known onψ ex-post. 

The key point is the ‘unity’ of production and circulation， so that 
abstract labour is both something presupposed to， and something fully 
actualised within， fìnal exchange. Commodities are exchanged with 
money because-Marx says-thεy are alreaψ commensurable. As 
values， commodities count as 0피ectifìed abstract human labour， and 
thεy count as objectifìed abstract human labour because they are ex aηte 
ideal money， and because money is a commodity produced by labour. As 
such， as 0비e다ifìed abstract human labour， values are the precoηditions of 
the equalisation going on in exchange. But abstract labour， Marx adds， is 
achieved onψ in actual exchange， when commodities as ideal money 
turn into real money." 

In moving beyond Ricardo’'s substantialist conception of value， 
Marx’'s value theory strikes a delicate balance， neither reducing value to 
embodied labour nor dissolving it into eXj:hange. The result is an under
standing of value that seeks to conceptualise the social relations involved 
in the two separations constitutive of the capitalist mode of mode of 
production-that is， the competitive interaction of capitals and the 
antagonistic relationship between capital and wage labour in the process 
of production. Unfortunately quite a lot of contemporary Marxist dis
course seeks to harden this tissue of relationships into the properties of a 
collective subject， either capital or labour. In the next chapter 1 critically 
discuss the'issues involved. 

4S Riccardo Bdlohore. ‘A Ghost Turning into a Vampire: 끼，e Concept of Capital and 
Living Labour’. in Bdlohore and Fineschi. eds. Rereading A1arx. PI8S '  It is imporcant tO 
stress that homogenisation in the sense of which i【 is understood here neither abolishes 
the heterogeneity of different kinds of useful labour nor is inconsistent with the existence 
。fd iverse social identiti<s: see the arguments for boch these conclusions in Vivek Chibber. 
Postcolo끼'al Theoη and the Spectre ofCapital (London. ι。13). ch 6 . 
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Living labour and capital 

Capital is in some vεry obvious sense aboμt labour. For Marx， abstract 
labour is the substance of value， hence living labour is the source of new 
value， and the surplus value appropriated from this new value rεpresents 
surplus labour performed by wage workers. But contemporary discus
sion of Capital frεquently marginalises wage labour. In this chapter 1 
critically assess some versions of this marginalisation. 까le fìrst of these is 
offered by Enrique Dussel’'s absolutisation of living labour， which ren
ders invisible the relationality of capital. 1hen 1 discuss some of the ways 
in which the constitutive role of wage labour in the capital relation tends 
to be displaced in Marxist writing today. Finally， 1 scrutinise the inßuen
tial idea that Marx conceives capital as a subject analogous to Hegel’s 
Absolute Idea and the corollary drawn by Moishe Postone that the 
analysis of Capital does not require us to see the working class as the col
lective agent of their own and humankind’'s emancipation. 

Dussel 0라rs this gloss on Marx’'s famous letter to Engels of 24 August 
1867 (discussed at the beginning of the last chapter): 

1 personally bel ieve that Marx thought his greatest discovery was the 
category of surplus value or the distinction between abstract and con
crete labour， but both discoveries depend on the fo이씨110\\씨‘ 
af田fìrm wa싫5 r야바he mosr imporrant of all， and of which Marx himself per
haps was nor fully aware): rhe difference berween liviη�Iabour， subsrance 
‘of’ value ‘wirhour’ value， and object.맺edlabour， ‘wirh’ value.' 

Dussel is commenting here on the following passage from the ISóI-Ó3 
Manuscript: 

50 far we have nor spoken of rhe value ofμbour but only of rhe vaιe of 
labour capacity， sincε a direcr exchange of more labour for less would 

1 Enrique Dussd. Towards an Unknown Marx: A Commtntary on thtManuscripts 0/ 
13ól-Ó3 (London. tQOI). p I72 
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contradict the law of commodity ζxchang'ε， and the form， whether the 
labour is active or objective， is εntirely irrelevant， and the more irrelevant 
in that the value of a defì.nite quantity of object，까ed labour is measured not 
by the quantπy of labour 0아c랜ed in it but by rhe average quantity of 
Living Labour required to reproduce the samε commodity. On the other 
hand， the concept of the commodity in and for itself excludes labour as 
process-ie the vaLue of the com modity-: labour as process， in actu， is thε 
substance and measure of value， not value. Only as 0ψect，까'ed labou r is it 
value. Therefore， in considering capital in gεneral-whεre the presupposi
tion is that commodities are exchanged at their vaLue-labour can only 
func띠n as μbour capacity， which is itself an 0낀ective form oflabour. 

In the production process， however， this mediarion disappears. Ifwe 
disregard the formal process of the exchangε between capital and labour 
and consider what really occurs in the production process， and appears 
as the result of thε produ다ion process， a certain quantity of living 
labour is exchanged for a smaller quantπy of。이ective labour， and ar the 
end of the process a certain quantity of objεctifì.εd labour is exchangεd 
for a smaller quantity of objectifì.εd labour. (CW34: 7 1) 

까le distinction between living labour-the labour performed during 
each circuit of industrial capital that creates new valuε-and dead (or 
objectified) labour-the labour performed in preceding circuits and 
represented by the value of the commodities used to make the new prod
uct and consumed by the workers-is indeed fundamental to Marx’s 
analysis. Thus in Capital， 1. he focuses on the dεad labour expressed in 
the value of the means of production that is transferred to new com
modities when living labour uses them up in making this product， 
wntIng: ‘Capital is dead labour which， vampire-like， lives only by suck
ing living labour， and lives the more， the more labour it sucks' (CI: 342.;  
see genεrally CI， Ch 8). But Dussel extends this indisputable featurε of 
Marx’s discourse into a much more ambitious argument: ‘The truth of 
Marx’'s analysis rεsts on and departs from thε “real reality (zνirkliche 
Wirklichkeit)" of the Other， different from capital， the li，:ing labour as 
actuality， as creator of valuε or source of all human wealth in general. not 
only capitalist'. 2 That living labour is different from and opposed to capi
tal is fundamental to Marx’'s argument (though， of course， in Capital 
and the ‘Critique of the Gotha Programme’ [1 87']， he e잉x‘P미lic디it따 떠ects 
the idea that labour is the ‘source of all human wealth').' Dussel， how-

2 Dussd， Towards an Unknown A1arx， pp8-9. 
3 ‘Labour is not the source of al l  wealth. Nature is just as much the source of use values (and 
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evεr， goes further: ‘The “exteriority" of living labour with respect to the 
“totality" of capital is the coηditio sine qua ηoη [necessary condition] for 
the total comprehension ofMarx’5 discourse'.' 

DussεI cites in support of this interpretation a striking passage that， 
having fìrst been written in the Gruηdrisse， Marx repeats in modifìed 
form in the IS6I-Ó3 Manuscrψt: 

The separaμon ofproperηfrom labour appεars as a necessary law of the 
exchange between capital and labour. As ηot-capital， ηot-oψectified 
labour labour capacity appears: 1) Negativ따. Not-raw material， not
instrument oflabour， not-product， not-means of subsistence， not-money: 
μbour separated from all the means oflabour and life， from the whole of 
its objectivity， as a mere possibility. 까lÎs complete denudation， this pos
sibility ofμbour devoid of all objectivity. Labour capacity as absolute 
poúerty， ie the complete exclusion of objective wealth. 까le objectivity 
possessed by labour capacity is only the bodily existence of thε worker 
himself， his own objectivity. 

2.) Positively. Not-object야ed labour， the unobjective， su비ectlve eX1st
ence oflabour itsεlf. Labour not as object but as activity， as living source 
of value. In contrast to capital， which is the reality of general wealth， it is 
the general possibility of the samε， asserting itselfin action. As object， on 
the onε hand， labour is absolute poverη; as su비ect and a다ivity， [on the 
other，l it is the general possibility of wealth. This is labour， such as it is 
presupposed by capital as antithesis， as the objective existence of capital， 
and such as for its part it in turn presupposes capital. (CW30: 170-171 ;  
compare G: 2.95-ι96) 

Dussel argues : 

Can it be said that the ‘living labour’， as realiry and category is the same as 
‘wagε labour' or labour already subsumed within the totality of capital? As 
subsumed， it is an internal dεtermination of capital. But while it has not 
yεt been totalised， living labour is reaιty (the most absolute reality for 
Marx)， and the measure of꾀I derealisation in thε totality of capital， it is 
exterior. To this metaphysical position (beyond the being or the ontologi
cal reflection) of the labourer as corporeaιty (poor， bodily existence of the 
nude body)， as person， as not-being of capital， 、.ve have called it ‘extenoflty’， 

it is surely of such that macerial wealth consists!) as labour. which itselfis only the 
manifestation of a force of nature. human labour power’ (CW>4: 8I) 

4 Dussel. Towards an Unknown A1ar.χ. p8 . Chris Arthur gives his qualined support to this 
approach: see ‘Review ofEnrique Dussd’'s Toω'ards an Unknown Marx’. Historical 
Mattrialism. 1 1 :> (>003). 
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the alterity of the Other than capital. To be ‘Other’ than the totaιty of 
capital is still to be in the exteriority [sic]. From the exterior alterity， on the 
other hand， is where the theoretical critique ofMarx begins.’ 

1he philosophical language used here reminds us that Dussel is not 
simply an outstanding student of Capital and its dratts， but a leading 
liberation theologian: 까le thεme of the worker as suffering body has 
been taken up by other contemporary commentarors. For example， 
Massimiliano Tomba writes: ‘1he i띠ustice of which Capital speaks is 
the injustice inflicted on the body by the domination of dead labour over 
living labour. It is injustice against the body'.7 David McNally proposes 
that at the end of Capital， I， Part 2， there commences ‘a journey from the 
sphere of form-value form ro be prεClSε-ro the domain ofbodies and 
their labours꺼 꺼1is last statement is most definitely wrong. Marx refers 
ro ‘the specificity of the value form， and consequendy of the commodity 
form rogethεr with its further devεlopments， the money form， the capi
tal form， 하C’ (CI: 174 n 34). 1he capital form is presented in Part 2， but 
steadily acquires new determinations-constant and variable capital， 
absolute and relative surplus valuε， accumulation-throughout the rest 
of Capital， 1. Marx’'s attention for much of this volume is indeed directed 
at workers' labours， sufferings and struggles， but these actions and pas
sions are examined within the conceptual framework provided by the 
successive form determinations that Marx constandy introduces. He 
might moreover think that highlighting workers’ bodies mirrors rathεr 
than criticises the separation of manual and intellectual labour that he 
sees communism transcending. 

DussεI is quite right ro insist on the importance of the role that living 
labour plays within Marx’s analytical framework. Marx does sometimes 
refer ro living l'1bour in a strikingly vitalist way， as the dynamising force 
animating the capitalist process. For example， early in the Grundrisse， as 
he is building the catεgories of his value theory: ‘Labour is the living， 

s Dussd， Towards an UnknoLνn Marx， p8 
6 $cc， for cxamplc， Dusscl， TOLν'ards an Unknown A1arx， PP240'24S， Appcndix 2: 

‘Extcriority in Marx’s 끼10ught’. 
7 Mass인Slml바il…liano Tombaι’， M，μar，κrxλx‘xs 7감èmpora씨ι샤tπs서(ιLμe디idcnπ， 2。이13)，’ pl l띠17 . lt is an oddity ofTomba’s 

interprctation that hc boldly dcscribcs Capital as bcing abouc injusticc when Marx 
notoriously denicd this， describing thc fact that labour powcr can crcatc morc valuc rhar it 
possesses as ‘a piecc of good luck for thc bllycr， but by no mcans an injllsticc towards thc 
sdlcr' (CI: 301)， 꺼1C rdationship bctwccn Marx’s conccpt of exploitation and thc idca of 
jusricc has bccn a mattcr of much dcbatc， in my vicw succcssfully a땅hobm by Norman 
Gcras: ‘Thc Controversy about Marx and]usticc’， Ntw Left Rtvitι， l/J so (198S). To ignorc 
this in thc way that Tomba docs sccm problcmatic. 

8 David McNal ly， Monstm oftht Market (Lcidcn， 201 1)， P I J4. 
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form-giving fire; it is the transitoriness of things， their temporality， as 
their formation by living time’ (G: 180). A decade later in Capital， 1， he 
writes of the means of production， inert and deteriorating so long as they 
are not used in the process of production: 

Living labour must seize on these things， awaken them from the dead， 
change them 감om merely possible into real and e빠ctive use values. Bathed 
in the fire oflabour， appropriated as part ofits organism， and infused with 
vital energy for the functions appropriate to their concept and to their 
vocation in the process， they are indeed consumed， but to some purpose， as 
elements in the forrr때on of new use values. (CI: 289-290)' 

From a more analytical angle， Jacques Bidet argues that， ‘by the tiny 
distance that consists in considering labour first of all outside the wage 
relation， Marx opened a non-Ricardian space’. 10 Crucially， this move 
allows him to conceptualise the wage relation as one constituted by 
exploitation， in which capital directs the expenditure oflabour power in 
order to extract surplus value. But distinguishing between labour and 
wage-labour doesn’t justify trεating living labour as a transhistorical， 
indeed absolute and primitive category， as Dussel does， for example， 
here: ‘In the “development of the concept ofliving labour" (and thus of 
capital) the first stεP is to dεpart from living labour itself as the absolute 
simple， first (and hence “non-constructible"， “subject of conceptualisa
tion"， but not definable a priQri) catεgory'." This hypostatisation of 
living labour seems to reflεct Dussel's own philosophical preoccupa
tions; it has absolutely no warrant from Marx’s writings， where living (or 
non-objectified) labour is presented in opposition to dead (or obje다1-
fied) labour， corresponding in value terms to variable capital (invested in 
labour power) and constant capi떼 (invested in means of production). In 
other words， it belongs to the set of determinations through which the 
capital relation is constituted.12 

9 Bur rhe foll。、，vingpassage may be inrended as a correcrive ro rhese more viralisr 
formularions: 'Whar Lucrerius says is selεevidεnt: “nil posse creari de nihilo"， our of 
norhing， norhingcan be creared. “Crearion of value" is rhe rransposirion oflabour-power 
inro labour. Labour p。、，ver irselfis， above al l  e1se， rhe means of narure rransposed inro a 
human organism’ (CI: P323 n ι) 

10 Jacques Bider， Exploring Marxs Capital (Leiden， 2007)， P308 
11 Dussel， Towards an Unknown i\1arx， P196. 
12 5ee， for example， rhis early passage from rhe Grundrisse， 、이1ich brings our rhe 

inrerdependence ofliving and dead labour: ‘The only rhingdisrincr from object.까ed 
labour is non-objectified Iabour， labour 뼈ich is srill objecrifying irse리l“κf，“'，1，μ'abouras 
subjectiviry. Or， object야'ed labour， ie labour which is presenr in space， can also be opposed， 
as past labour， ro labour which is present in time. If ir is ro be presenr in rime， alive， rhen ir 
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As to the broader theme of exteriority， for labour to be other than 
capital is not the same as being outside the capital relatioη. This is indi
cated in the passage cited by Dussel， where Marx， having summarised 
the duality of labour capacity as both negative (absolute poverty) and 
positive (living labour)， concludes: ‘까lis is labour， such as it is presup
posed by capital as antitbesis， as the objective existence of capital， and 
such as for its part it in turn presupposes capital.’ Labour capacity and 
capital thus mutually prεsupposζ onε another. These formulations recall 
a famous passage from μ'áge Labour and Capital that Marx quotes in 
Capitalλ: ‘꺼?us capital presupposes ωage labour; ψage labour presupposes 
capital. They reciprocally condition the existence ofeach other; they recipro
cally bringforth each other ’ (CW9:  214; CI: 724 n. 21). The sεlεexpansion 
of capital can only becomε an autonomous procεss when it succeeds in 
separating the direct producers from the mεans of production， a histori
cal transition that is constandy rεproduced through the process of 
exploitation; for its part， labour capacity is not merely a poor， bare， 
forked animal outside capital， but a historical result that presupposes 
capital’s continually rεnewed success in denying it direct access to the 
means of production. It is a necεssary consεquence of this relationship 
that labour capacity takes the form of wage labour and its value that of 
the value or price of labour. A couple of paragraphs after the passage 
from the IS，ψ-Ó3 Maηuscript cited fìrst in this section， Marx writes: 

ln rhis form， the val.κ
direcdy conrradicrs rhe concepr of value. Bur rhis conrradicrion exisrs. Ir 
is mediared rhrough a series of inrermediare elemenrs， which we have 
developed. ln realiry rhe relarion appears unmediared， and rhεrεfore rhe 
wage appears as rhe value or price of a definire quanriry ofliving labour. 
(CW34: 72) 

Dussel tries to fìnd support for the idea of the exteriority of living 
labour to capi떼 by disti멍uishing labour capac디it마y (Arbeα1μtsverη?ηmηzöge강%η껴 1) 
from la매bOlωu따l 

Once alienared， subsumed， inrra-[Oralised in capiral， labour ‘capaciry' or 
‘possibiliry’ passes [0 irs acr， [0 irs ‘acrualiry’， [0 irs effecrive use. The 
potency becomes act. Only ar rhis momenr， ‘capaciry’ becomes ‘power’， 
from labour capaciry now ir is ‘labour power’. 꺼1is new and disrincr 

can be present only as the liuing suψect. in  which it exists as capacity. as possibility; hence 
as worker. The only use ualue. therefore. 、이1ich can form the opposite pole to capital is 
labour 샤o be exact， ualue-creating， productiue labour)' (G: 271-27디 
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caregory means rhen rhe passage ro rhe effecrive acrualisarion of labour 
as such: rhe effecrively producrive power， bur nor before. 13 

It is strange， and a bit distressing to fìnd such a brilliant and learned 
commentator on Marx making such a fanciful assertion. Marx uses 
‘labour capacity’ from his discovery of the concept in the Gruηdrisse till 
the ISÓ3-5 Manuscript， replacing it in Capital， 1 ， with ‘ labour power’. In 
the ISÓ1-Ó3 Maηuscript he writes of the worker， ‘the sole commodity he 
has to offer， to sell， is precisely his living labour capacity， present in his 
own living corporeity. (Capac따I is here absolutely not to be conceived as 
fortuna， forrune， but as potency， ouvc'f.tlç.)’ (CÞη。: 37) But Marx’5 pres
entation oflabour power in Capital， 1， makes it clear he sees no difference 
between the two expressions and provides no supporr for the claim that 
one is more associated with potency or possibility than the other: 

rhe capaciry for labour (Arbeitsvermögen)， in other words labour power 
(Arbeitskra_쩌. 

We mean by labour power， or labour capaciry， the aggregate of those 
mental and physical capabilities existing in the physical form， the living 
personality， of a human bεing， capabilities which he sets in motion 
whenever he produces a use value of any kind. (CI: 270) 

Marginalising wage Iabour 

Dussel's dubious attempt to extract living labour from the form deter
minations constituting the capital relation and to counterpose it to them 
is an example of a widesprεad trend by contemporary critical thought to 
downgrade or marginalise wage labour. Michael Lebowitz is an excep
tion to this tendency， since he arguε5 that Marx failed suflÌciently to 
recognise the signifìcance of his own stress on the social relativity of 
needs and therefore did not conceptualise the autonomy of wage labour 
as a force co-equal to capital. Consequently he didn’t stick to his insight 
in the Ecoηomzc aηd Philosophical Maηuscripts 011844 that: 

there was not one subject-but two. Whatever the shortcomings of his 
early conceptions， capitalism for him was clearly characterised by rwo 
sides and rheir relations. The relarions of capitalism contained within 
them the relations of capitalism as capital， the same relations as wage 
labour， and the mutual relations of these rwo ro one another. 14 

'3 Dussel， Towards an Unknown A1arx， P'2  
' 4  Michad Lebowitz. Beyond Capital: Marx's Political Economy ofthe Working Class (2nd 
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Bidet offers in my view a much more satisfactory discussion ofMarx’s 
analysis of the value and price oflabour power in Capital that shows how 
the class struggle is built into these concepts: 

까1ε spe디fÌcity of the value/price relationship applied to labour power 
translates into the following ‘curious effect’: the price movement， in the 
sense denoted by Zwischenbeweguηtg [‘subsidiary movements’: cf. C1: 

658-이9] ，  rebounds on that ofvalue. 1n effcζct， the brake that the workers’ 
resistance brings to thε mechanical alignment of the pricε of labour 
power to its decreasing value can be analysεd as an element that modifÌes 
the value and the movement itself， by favouring a growth in the mass of 
working-c1ass means of subsistence. 1t stamps on a va/;μe that productiv
πy tends to dεcrease a principle of growth， at least in so far as this 
resistance determines lasting effects; a new ‘standard ofliving’. And this 
rebound on the magnπude of value is also a rebound for its concept.11 

It is， however， more common to play down the importance of wage 
labour in Capital. Often this is justifìed by reference to David Harvey’s 
development of the concept of accumulation by dispossession
‘accumulation based on predation， fraud， and violence'， whose function 
is ‘to release a set of assets (including labour power) at very low (and in 
some instances zero) cost’-as not， as is commonly attributed to Marx， 
merely a key element of the ‘primitive’ or ‘original’ accumulation that 
brings into existεncε the presuppositions of the capital relation， but a 
chronic feature of capitalism throughout its history. In his original pres
entation of the concept， Harvεy was careful to insist that ‘the two 
aspects of expanded reproduction [the accumulation of capital based on 
thε exploitation of wage labour] and accumulation by dispossession are 
organically linked， dialectically intertwined까 More recently， howεvεr， 
Harvey has been less cautious: 

edn; Basingsroke， >003)， p77 
IS  Bidet， Exploring Marxs Capital， p87; see generally Bidet， ch 4， and， for a similar 

argumem， Maurice Oobb， Political Economy and Capitalism (London， 1937)， PP>09'"。
See Alex Callin icos， The Resourus ojCritique (Cambridge， '006)， ch 4， for a critique of 
Toni Negri， who moves from a two-sllbject conception of the capital relation (capital and 
labour) in il1ar:、 Beyond A1arx (1979) ro a one-subject (the multitude) conception in 
Empire 샤。。이. 

16  Oavid Harvey， The New lmperialism (Oxford， >003)， PP144， 1 49， 176. See the warning 
against the overextension of the concept of accumulation by dispossession in Sam 
Ashman and Alex Callinicos， ‘Capital Accumlllation and the State System: Assessing 
Oav‘id Harvey‘s The New Imperialism“ Historical A1aterial.μm， ‘4:4 샤。06). For an 
example of the comemporary tendency ro give priority ro primitive accumulation， see 
Massimo de Angelis， ‘Separating thε Ooing and the Oeed: Capitalism and the 
Cominuous Character ofEnclosures’， Historical Materialism， 1 ι:ι (1004). 
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Yet there are commonalities as well as complementarities between the 
two processes [Harvey doesn’t specify but presumably he means ‘normal’ 
accumulation based on the exploitation of wage labour and accumulation 
by dispossession]， as Luxemburg correcdy， in my view， suggests by point
ing to the ‘organic relation' between them. The extraction of surplus value 
is， afi:er all， a specifì.c form of accumulation by dispossession， since it is 
nothing more or less than the alienation， appropriation and dispossession 
of the labourer’s capacity to produce value in the labour process.17 

1his is， in my view， a disastrous move. As Harvey acknowledges e1se
where， Marx’s analysis in Capital， 1， systematically assumes that 
commodities exchange at their values.18 Marx was surrounded by radical 
thinkers (for example， Proudhon and his followers) who treated exploi
tation as a consequence of capitalists' illegitimate manipulation of the 
laws of the market. His presentation of the capital relation is intεnded ro 
show that exploitation is a ‘normal’ feature of a system of generalised 
commodity production where labour power has been transformed into a 
commodity. As we have already sεen in chapter 3， Marx therefore treats 
what Harvey calls extended reproduction as sharply distinct from primi
tive accumulation， even if we accept that the latter continues in various 
forms into the present: 

꺼1e organisation of the capitalist process of production， once it is fully 
developed， breaks down all resistance. 까le constant generation of a relative 
surplus population keeps the law of supply and demand of labour， and 
therefore wages， within narrow limits which correspond to capital’'s valori
sation requirements. The silent compulsion of economic relations sets the 
seal on the domination of the capitalist over the worker. Direct extra-eco
nomic force is still of course used， but only in exceptional cases. (CI: 899) 

By subsuming the extraction of surplus value under accumulation by 
dispossession Harvey risks regressing ro a pre-Marxian position where 
modern exploitation is a consequence of‘predation， fraud， and violence'. 
Admittedly， this is a common view on the contemporary radical lefi:， led 
by Michael Hardt and Tony Negri， who argu'e: ‘Capital accumulation 
today is increasingly external ro the production process， such that exploi
tation takes the form of expropηatioη ofthe commoη.’ Accordingly they 
conclude that ‘the exploitation oflabour-powεr and the accumulation of 
surplus-value should be undersrood in tεrms of not profit but capitalist 

17  David Harvey. A Companion to Marx's Capita/ (London. >01이. P3 1 1  
18  A s  above. PP>44->4S. discussing Cl: 710. 
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reηt까 Compare this to how Marx concεptualises capital as constituted 
in its conflictual relationship with wage labour: 

Capital is productive ofvalue only as a relation， in so far as it is a coercive 
force on wage-Iabour， compelling it to perform surplus-Iabour， or spur
ring on the productivε power oflabour to produce relative surplus value. 
1n both cases it only producεs value as the power of labour’'s own objec
tive conditions over labour whεn these arε alienated from labour; only as 
one of the forms of wage labour itself， as a condition of wage labour. 
(CW30: 399) 

1n treating capital as an external forcε， Hardt and Negri transform it 
into a super-subject banening on the commons. The relentless plunder 
of resources is undoubtedly an important aspect of contemporary neo
liberal globalisation， but repressing the relationality of ζapital blocks 
any understanding of the distinctive forms of capital accumulation 
today， and in particular the gigantic extension of the capital relation in 
the past generation reprεsented by thε expansion of industrial capital
isms in East Asia producing for the world market. lt also fails to grasp 
the iηterdependeηce of capital and wagε labour， which is expressed in the 
exploitation of workers， but also in their collectivε capacity to disrupt， 
paralyse， and take control of the production process. 

Harvey is also representative of contemporary left wing thinking in a 
strange slidε that he performs when discussing Marx’'s distinction between 
the formal and real subsumption oflabour under capital. He writes: 

Under what was callεd the putting-out system， merchant capitalists 
would take matεrials to labou rers in their cottages and rεturn to collect 
the workεd up product at a later date. The labourers would not be super
V1Sεd， and the labour process would be Iεfi: up to the cottagers (it ofi:ζn 
entailed family labour and dovetailed with subsistence agricultural prac
tices). But the cottagers depended on the merchant capitalists for their 
monetary incomes and did not own the product thεy worked up. 끼lis is 
what Marx means by formal subsumption. Whεn labourers are brought 
into thε factory for a wage， thεn both they and the labour process are 
under the direct supervision of the capital ist. This is real subsumption. 
50 the formal is out there， dζpendent， while the real is inside the factory 
under the supεrvision of the capitalist. 20 

'9 Michael Hard， and Toni  Ncgri， Commonw�alth (Cambridge MA， 2009)， PP' ，7， '4 1 .  
Slavoj Ziick adop's a similar approach， for cxample in Fi’rst as  가'ag，dy， Thm as  Faru 
(London， 2009)， pp，，8-'48 

20 Harvcy， Companion 10 Marxs Capital， p'74. For ano，hcr examplc of ，his kind of 
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50， according to Harvey， it is only with the real subsumption of 
labour under capital that the direct producers become wage workers 
employed by capitalists. 1his is an astonishing misinterpretation of 
Marx. Marx develops the distinction between formal and real subsump
tion fìrst in the 1361-63 Maηuscr.ψt and 1363-5 Maηusσipt (notably in 
the so-called ‘5ixth Chapter' of Capital， 1， ‘Results of the Immediate 
Process ofProduction’)， which he treats as broadly corresponding tO the 
distir따ion between absolute surplus value (where the rate of exploita
tion is increased by lengthening the working day) and relative surplus 
value (which relies instead on increases in labour productivity). But 
both forms of subsumption presuppose wage labour， as this passage 
where the distinction is fìrst fully developed in the 1361-63 Maηuscnpt 
makes clear: 

The sllbsllmption is formal， in so far as the individllal worker， instead of 
working as an independenr commodity owner， now works as a labollr 
capacπy belonging tO thε capitalist， and thereforε llnder his command 
and sllpervision; also works no longer for himself bll[ for the capitalist; 
the means oflabollr， moreovεr， no longer appear as means tO the realisa
tion of his labollr: his labollr appears instead as the means of 
valorisation-ie absorption of labollr-for the means of labollr. 꺼1Ïs 
distinction is formal in so far as it can exist without callsing the slightest 
alteration of any kind in the mode of production or the social relations 
within 빼ich production takes place. (Cf，V장。: 2.62.) 

But in the case of real subsumption: 

the capitalist mode of prodllction has already seized upon the sllbstance 
of labour and transformed it. The subsllmption of the worker llnder 
capital is no lon양r merely formal: the fact that he works for someonε 
εIse， llnder aliεn command and aliεn sllpervision. Nor is the siruation 
any longer merely as it was in the case of simple cooperation， where the 
worker cooperates with many others， performing the same 、，vork with 
them at the same time， while his work as sllch remains unchanged and a 
merely temporary connection is created， a conrigllity， which by the 
nature of things may easily be dissolved and which in most cases of 
simple coopεration takes place only for spe디fic， limited periods， tO sat
isfy exceptional rεquiremenrs， as with harvesting， road-building， etc 
Nor is it like manllfacrure in its simplest form， where the main thing is 

treatment of formal subsumption see Neil Davidson， How RevoltμJ.ona’7 μ'ere the 
Bourgeois Revolutions? (Chicago， lol !)， PS76 
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rhe simulraneous exploirarion of many workers and a saving on fìxed 
capiral， erc， and where rhe worker only formally becomes a parr of a 
whole， whose head is rhe capiralisr， bur in which he is nor furrher 
affecred-as a producεr-by rhe facr rhar many orher workers are doing 
rhε same rhing alongside him， also making boors， 야c. Wirh rhe rrans
formarion ofhis labour capaciry inro whar is merely a funcrion of parr of 
rhe complere mechanism， rhe whole of which forms rhe workshop， he 
has alrogerher ceased ro be rhe producer of a commodiry. He is only rhe 
producer of a one-sided operarion， which in general produces somerhing 
solely in connεcrion wirh rhe whole of rhe mechanism rhar forms rhe 
workshop. Hε is rhus a living consriruenr of rhe workshop， and has him
self become an accessory ro capiral rhrough rhe manner of his work， 
since his skill can only bε exεrcised in a workshop， only as a link in a 
mechanism which confronrs him as rhe presence of capiral. Originally 
he had ro sell ro rhe capiralisr， insread of rhe commodiry， rhe labour rhar 
produced rhe commodiry， because he was nor in possession of rhe objec
rive condirions for rhe realisarion ofhis labour capaciry. Now he has ro 
sell ir because his labour capaciry only conrinues ro be labour capaciry in 
so far as ir is sold ro capiral. Thus.he is now subsumed under capiralisr 
producrion， has now fallen under rhe conrrol of capiral， no longer jusr 
because he lacks rhe means of labour， bur because of his very labour 
capaciry， rhe narure and manner of his labour; now capiral has in irs 
hands no longer jusr rhe 0비ecrive condirions， bur rhe social condirions 
ofsu비e다ive labour， rhe condi띠ns under which his labour conrinues ro 
be labour ar all. (CW30: 2.79-2.80) 

50 rhe real subsumption of labour under capital does not involve， as 
Harvey asserts， bringing the direct producers ‘ into the facrory for a 
wage’， putting both them ‘and the labour process . . .  under the direct 
supεrvision of the capitalist’. This has already happened when labour is 
formally subsumed under capital. By contrast， ‘with the real subsump
tion of labour under capital a complete revolution takes place in the 
mode of production itself， in the productivity of labour， and in the rela
tion-within production-between the capitalist and the worker， as 
also in thε social relation between them' (CW34: 107-108). In a pioneer
ing study of the origins of the facrory， 5tephen Marglin argues， fully in 
line with how Marx conceptualises formal and real subsumption， that: 

rhe agglomerarion of workers inro facrories was a narural ourgrowrh of 
rhe putting-our sysrem (a resulr， if you will， of irs inrernal conrradic
rions) whose succεss had lirde or norhing ro do wirh rhe rechnological 
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superioriry of large-scale machinery. The key [Q rhe success of rhe fac
[Q�y， as well as irs inspirarion， was rhe subsrirucion of capiralisrs' for 
workers' conrrol of rhe producrion process; discipline and supervision 
could and did reduce cosrs without being rechnologically superior." 

까1Îs doesn’t mean that Marx ignored cases where labour is subsumed 
under capital withollt being transformed into wage labour. Thus he 
refers to: 

forms in which rhe capiral-relarion does nor yer exisr formally， i.e. under 
which labour is already exploired by capiral before rhe laner has devel
oped inro rhe form of producrive capiral and labour irself has raken on 
rhe form of wagε labour. Such forms are [Q be found in social formarions 
which precede rhe bourgeois mode of producrion; on rhe orher hand 
rhey consrandy reproduce rhemselves wirhin rhe laner and are in pan 
reproduced by rhe laner irself. (CW34: 1 1 7) 

Marx gives the example of an Indian peasant who mortgages his 
cotton crop to a usurer. He is sometimes accused ofbeing indifferent， or 
even hostile to the condition of peasants." But he was full of praise for 
the mid-I9th century economist Richard Jones for showing ‘what has 
been lacking in all English εconomists since Sir Janies Steuart， namely， a 
sense of the historical differences in modes of production’ (CW33: 320). 
One of Jones’s main themes is the historical specifìcity of the capital! 
wage labourer relationship， still a comparative rarity in a world where 
most producers were still peasants.23 When discussing the genesis of capi
talist rent in Capital， III， Marx has quite an extensive discussion of 
small-scale peasant proprietors; it is in the course of this that he makes 
his famous statement that ‘large landed property’ under capitalism ‘pro
duces conditions that provoke an irreparable ritt in the interdependent 
process of social metabolism， a metabolisrri prescribed by the natural laws 
of life itsl라J [einen unheilbaren R씩 hervorrufen in dem Zusam71ηr 
des gesellschaftlichen und durch die Naturgesetze des Lebens vorgeschrieb
nen Stoffwechsels]' (CIII: 94!아. 

II $rephen A Marglin， ‘Whar 00 Bosses Oo? 까，e Origins and Funcrions ofHierarchy in 
Capiralisr Producrion’， R，vi，w ofRadical Political Economics， vol 6， no l (1974). p84 

II For example. George Monbior’s very lazy reading of rhe Communist Man싸'sto: Th， Ag， of 
Conseηt:AMan싸'stofora Neω World Order (London， L003)， ppι6-30. See rhe exrensive 
discussion ofMarx on rhe peasanrry in Hal Oraper， Karl Marxs Theory ofRevolution， I I  
(New York， 1978)， chs ll- 14. 

l3 See RichardJones .Literaη Remains， consisting of Lectures and Tracts on Political 
Economy (ed William Whewdl; London， 18S9)， and Marx’s d iscussion ofhis work in 
CWn: 3lo-37 1 .  
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One question posed by the transitional forms considered by Marx is 
what counts as the subsumption oflabour under capital. It is raised in the 
work of one leading contemporary Marxist historian， Jairus Banaji. He 
has strongly criticised attempts to treat free wage labour as a necessary 
and sufficient condition for the existence of capitalist relations of produc
tion， whi대 he associates especially with the school of Political Marxists 
who claim inspiration from Robert Brenner’s work. According to Banaji: 

historica떼， capital accumulation has been characterised by considεrable 
Hεxibility in thε structuring of production and in the forms of labour 
and organisation of labour used in producing surplus-value. The libεral 
conception of capitalism which sees the sole basis of accumulation in the 
individual wage-earnεr conceived as a free labourer obliterates a great 
deal of capitalist history， erasing thε contribution of both enslaved and 
collective (family) units oflabour-powεr. 

To take this furthεr， it would surely represent an advance in Marxist 
theory to think of capitalism working through a 7ηultiplicity offorms of 
exploitation based 0η wage-labour. In other words， instead of seeing 
wage-labour as one form of exploitation among many， alongside share
cropping， labour tenancy， and various kinds of bonded labour， thesε 
specifìc individual forms ofεxploitation may just be ways in which paid 
labour is recruited， ζxploited， and controllεd by employers 꺼1e argu
ment is not that all sharecroppers， labour-tenants， and bonded labourers 
are wagε-workers， but that these ‘ forms’ may reflect thε subsumption of 
labour into [sic] capital in ways where the ‘sale’ oflabour-power for wages 
is mediated and possibly disguised in more complex arrangements.24 

Banaji bases this argument not merely on his historical research but on 
an influential discussion of modes of production he fìrst published in 
1977. His key thesis is ‘forms of exploitation derive their specifìc historical 
“social forms" and “functions" from the relations of production which 
they mediate or which are embodied in thεm’. On this basis he distin
guishes betweεn wage labour as a ‘simple category’， ‘common to several 
epochs of production’， and as ‘a “concrete" catεgory’， ie ‘as abstracι valμe
prod.μaηIg labour， hence as labour which already posits the elemεnts of 
capitalist production’.21 But Banaji has greatly reinforced the power of this 

'4 Jairus Banaji. Theoη'dS Histoη1: Essays on Modes ofProduction a찌Exploitation (Leiden. 
2010). p1 45. 1 criricise Polirical Marxism ar lengrh in Imperialism and Global Political 
Economy (Cambridge. 2009). chs ， and 3 

'5 Banaji. Theory as History. PPI98 n 56. 54. 55. raken from ‘Modes ofProducrion in a 
M，rerialisr Conceprion ofHisrory’. firsr published in Capital & Class. 3 (1977). 
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theoretical argument by demonstrating the extensive existence of wage 
labour in precapitalist societies， for example， the eastern Mediterranean 
in late antiquity.26 He is right to insist that forms of exploitation have to 
be understood in relations to their role in sustaining the tendencies (what 
Marx calls the laws of motion) of a specifìc mode of production. But， if 
wage labour pre-exists capitalism， under what conditions does it become 
‘'abstract， value-prodμciη'glabour’ sustaining the laws of motion of capital
ism? 1he same could be asked of forms of non-wage labour that are， as 
both Banaji and Marx agree， subsumed under capital." 1he only answer 
that Banaji has， as far as 1 know， given to this question is that labour sub
sumεd under capital takes the form of living labour." 1’m not sure that 
this is right: what gives labour the pow<εr to create value is its transforma
tion (through the processes of normalisation， synchronisation and 
homogenisation discussed by Saad-Filho， as we saw in chapter 4) into 
abstract social labour; the opposition between dead and living labour 
presupposes this transformation. But evεn if we accept Banaji닝 formula
tion， this simply shitts the question backwards， since， as we have seen， 
living labour is one of the set of determinations that Marx argues consti
tutes the capital rεlation. 1he problem is under what conditions we can 
affìrm that these detξrminations exist. 

One answer is provided by Robert Brenner’'s concept of market 
dependence， which we touched on in the preceding chapter. He argues 
that ‘capitalist social property relations’ have ‘two defìning e1ements’: 

Economic agents must be separated from the means of subsistence. 
Though they may possess means of production-tools and skills-the 
individual economic agents cannot possεss their ful l  means of subsist
ence， ie all that is necessary to allow them to directly product what they 
need to survive. What this usually mεans is that， at a minimum， they 
must be deprived of ownership of land， or at least of land that， when 
combinεd 、，vith their labour and tools， could provide them with εvery
thing they need to survive.29 

26 Scc， for cxamplc， Banaji， 7htOηas History， chs 4 and 7， and， for thc extensive role of wage 
labour in Egyprian estates supplying the expanding late Roman marke， economy madc 
possible by Constantine’'s carly μh century moncy reform， Banaji， Agrarian ChaηIgtin 
Latt Antiquity: Gold， Labour， a뼈Aristocratic Dominance (rev edn; Oxford， 2007)、 ch 7. 

27 See Banaji， 7htO’-yas HistOlγ， ch 10， another early ess.y where Banaji discusses peasants in 
rhe Deccan in the early 19th century 

28 DuringMarxism 2012， an event organised by the Socialist Workers Party， London，July 2012. 
29 Roberr Brenner， ‘Properry and Progress: Where Adam Smirh Wcnt Wrong’， in Chris 

、X1ickham‘ ed‘ !l1ar;dst History-Writi’19jòr tht T wwη-First Cwtury (Oxford‘ 2007)‘ p60. 
G A Cohen also argues that it is the denial of access to the mcans of subsisrence that is 
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까lÍs condition， together with a sc;cond requiring that economic 
agents lack the means of coercion to extract surplus labour from direct 
producers， ensures that they can only reproduce themselves by produc
ing as efficiendy as possible for the market. By making the fìrst condition 
separation from the means of subsistence， rather than from the means of 
production， Brenner casts subsumption under capital more broadly than 
Marx’s concepts of formal and real subsumption do， since (as we have 
seen) these both presuppose wage labour. This is historically important 
because of the case， studied by Brenner， of the development of capitalism 
in the northern Nεtherlands， where ecological change in the late Middle 
Ages forced peasants into market dependence that promoted economic 
specialisation and higher productivity.JO When Marx discusses the εco
nomic content of wage labour， as he does in the following passage where 
he is contrasting it to slavery， he too highlights how the worker’'s market 
dependence makes labour more productive and versatilε， allowing it to 
meet a wider rangε of needs: 

In the case of the slave the minimum ω'age appears as a constant magnl
tude， indepεndent of his own labour. In the case of the free worker， the 
lJalue of his labour capacity， and the alJerage ψa요e corrεsponding to it， 
does not present itself as confined within this predestined limit， inde
pζndent ofhis own labour and determined by his purely physical needs. 
The alJerage for the class is more or less constaηt here， as is the value of all 
commoditiεs; but it does not exist in this immediate rεality for the indi
lJidual worker， whose wage may stand either above or below this 
minimum. The price oflabour sometimes falls below the lJalue oflabour 
capaCtη， and sometimes rises above it. Furthermore， there is room for 
manoeuvre (within narrow l imits) for the worker’s indilJid.μaιη， as a 
result of which there are differences in wages， pardy betw，εen diJferent 
braηches ofμbouη a따nd p앤art떠I따l 
the industriousness， skill， strength， etc， of the worker， and indeεd these 
differences are in part dεtermined by the measure of his own personal 
performance. Thus the level of the wage appears to vary according to the 
workεr’s own labour and its individual quality. 꺼1is is particularly 
strongly developed where a piece wage is paid. Although the latter. .. does 
not change in any way the general relation between capital and labour， 
surplus labour and necessary labour， it nevertheless expresses the 
necessary for labour tO be subsumed under capital: Kar/ Marx's Th�ory ojHistory (Oxford， 
'978) ，  PP70-7J 

)0 Robert Brenner， ‘1he Low Counrries in the Transition to Capitalism’， .n 
P Hoppenbrou、vers andJ L Zander야ds， P�asants into Farm<rs (Brepols， 100'). 
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relarion for each individual worker differemly. according [0 rhe measure 
of his own personal performance. Grear suengrh or special skills may 
increase rhe purchase value of rhe slave as a person. bur rhis is of no con
cern [0 rhε slave himself. h is di ffjεrem wirh rhe 타ee worker. who is 
himself rhe proprieror of his labour capaαη. 

The higher value of rhis labour capaciry musr be paid [0 rhe worker 
himself. and ir is expressed in a higher wage. Grear differences in wages 
are rherefore found. according [0 whether rhe specific kind of labour 
requires a more highly developed labour capaciry. necessiraring grearer 
production cosrs. or nor. and rhis on rhe one hand opens up an area of 
free movemem for individual differences. while on rhe orher hand ir 
provides a spur [0 rhe developmem of rhe individual’s own labour capac
iry. Cenain as ir is rhar rhe mass of labour musr consisr of more or less 
unskilled labour. and therefore rhar rhe mass of wages musr be derer
mined by rhe value of simple labour capaαty. ir remains possible for 
isolared individuals [0 make rhεir way upwards in[O higher spheres of 
labour by panicular energy. ralem. erc. jusr as there remains rhe absuacr 
possibiliry rhar rhis or rhat worker could himselfbecome a capi다t!isr and 
an exploirer of alien labour. The slave belongs [0 a panicular master; ir is 
uue rhar rhe worker must sell himself [0 capiral. bur nor [0 a panicular 
capitalisr. and rhus he has a choice. wirhin a panicular sphere. as [0 who 
he sells himself [0. and can change masters. AII rhese differences in rhe 
relarion make rhe acriviry of rhe free worker more imensive. more con
rinuous. morε agilε. and more dexrerous rhan rhar of rhe slave. quite 
apan from rhe facr rhar rhey fir the worker himself [0 undenake his[Ori
cal acrions of an emirely differem narure 까le slave receives rhe means of 
subsistence necessary for his maimenance in a natural form. which is as 
fixed in kind as in exrem-in use values. The 타ee worker receives rhem in 
rhe form of money. of exchan，‘ge value. of rhe absrracr social form of 
wealrh ... abstract wealth. exchange value. and nor a specific rradirionally 
and locally limired use value. srill remains for rhe worker rhe purpose 
and resulr of his labour. h is rhe worker himself who rurns rhe money 
imo wharever usζ values he wams. buys rhe commodiries he wams wirh 
ir. and as an 0ωner ofmoηey. as a buyer of commodities. he s때ds in 
exacdy rhe same relarion [0 rhe sellers of commodiries as any orher buyer 
The condirions ofhis exisrence-and also rhe limited exrem of rhe value 
of rhe money he has acquired-narurally compel him [0 spend ir on a 
rarher resuicred range of means of subsisrence. Nevenheless. some 
degree of variarion is possible here. such as eg newspapers. which form 
pan of rhe necessary means of subsisrence of rhe English urban worker. 
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He can save somerhing， form a hoard. He can also wasre his wages on 
spIrlrs， εrc. Bur in acring rhis way hε acrs as a free agenr， hε musr pay his 
own way; he is himself responsiblε for rhe way in which he spends his 
wages. He learns to master himse!f， iη [0ηtrast to the slaue， who needs a 
masrer. .. Since rhe purpose of labour is for rhe wage labourer wages 
alone， money， a defin ire quamiry of exchange value， in which any specific 
characrerisrics of usε value have bεεn exringuished， he is complerely 
indifferem [0 rhε [0ηtent ofhis labour， and rherεfore [0 rhe specific char
acrer of his acriviry . . .  Hence in so far as rhe division of labour has nor 
made his labour capaciry emirεly one-sided， rhe free worker is iηprma
ple rεceprive [0， and ready for， any variarion in his labour capaciry and his 
working acriviry which promises bener wages. . . In Nonh America， 
whεre rhε dεvεlopmem of wage labour has leasr of all been affecrεd by 
remi.niscences of rhe old guild sysrem， erc， rhis uariability， rhis complere 
indiffcεrence [0 rhe specific comem oflabour， rhis abiliry [0 uansfer from 
onε branch [0 anorher， is shown parricularly srrongly. Hεnce rhe con
rrasr berween rhis uariability and rhe un iform， rradirional characrer of 
slaue laboμr， which does. nor vary according [0 rhε requiremems of pro
duction， bur rarher rhε rεvεrse， requiring rhar production should irselfbe 
adapred [0 rhe mode of labour imroduced originally and handed down 
by uadirion， is emphasisεd by all Unired Srares wrirζrs as rhe grand char
acrerisric of rhe freε wage labour of rhe Norrh as againsr rhε slave labour 
of rhe Sourh. (See Cairnes.)31 끼1e consram crearion of new kinds of 
labour， rhis cominuous variarion-which rεsulrs in a mulripliciry of usε 
values and rherefore is also a real developmem of exchange value-rhis 
cominuing division of labour in the whole 0/ the society-firsr becomes 
possible wirh rhe capiral isr mode of producrion. Ir begins wirh rhe free 
handicrafi: guild sysrem， where ir doεs nor meer wirh a barriεr in rhε 
ossificarion of each parricular branch of rhe crafi: irself. (CW34: 436-438， 
largely rεcapirularing CW상 100-IOl; CI: 103 1-1034) 

What Marx is describing here are the modεs of economic action 
facilitated by wage labour that are necessary to support the transforma
tion of concrete into abstract labour， and it is this transformation that 
‘'abstract， vaLue-prodμctη!g labour’ presupposes. One might interprεt him 

31 Marx hcrc rcfcrs ro thc cclebratcd critique of the Amcrican South by thc Ricardian J E 
Cairncs， [1862) Th� Slaue Power， Its Characur， Carur， and Probable Des쟁ns (Columbia 
SC， ι。03). Two outstanding rcccnt Marxist scudics of Amc따an slavcry parcially ovcrlap 
with and parcially diffcr from Marx’s analysis hcrc: Charlic POSt， The Am�rican Road to 
Capitalism (Leiden， 201 1)， chs 3 and s， and Robin Blackburn， The American Crucibl�: 
Slaueη" Emancipation and Human Rights (London， 201 1). 
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as saying rhar rhε wage form provides .rhe framework in which marker 
dependence becomes effecrive. 1he resr rhen of whεn labour is subsumed 
under capiral is rhe exrenr ro which rhe direcr producer is subjecred ro 
economic compulsions ro spεcialise in producing eff1cienrly for rhe 
marker and rhereby inrensively ro dεvelop rhe producrive forces. Marx， 
for rhe reasons spelled our ar lengrh in rhis passage， believes rhar rhis 
will normally rake rhe form of a capiralisr employing wage workers who 
áre rhemselves subjecr ro a similar compulsion rhrough rhe wage form 
irself.32 1hus he considers rhe case of rhe lndian corron producer a very 
limired form of subsumption under capiral rhar is unlikely ro lead ro rhe 
producriviry increases and rechnological rransformarions characrerisric 
of rhe capiral relarion: 

끼1e usurer functions as a capital ist in so far as the valorisation of his 
capital occurs directly through the appropriation of alien labour， but in a 
form which makes the actual producer into his debror， instead of 
making him a seller ofhis labour to the capitalisr. This form heightens 
the exploitation of the producer， drives it ro its uttermost I imits， withour 
in any way， with the introduction of capitalist production-even if at 
first with the merely formal subsumption of labour under capital
introducing the resulting heightenεd productivity of labour and the 
transition to the specifically capitalist mode of production. It is rather a 
form which makes labour sterile， places it under the most unfavourable 
economic conditions， and combines rogether capital ist exploitation 
withour a capitalist mode of production， and the mode of production of 
independent small-scale property in the instruments of labour withour 
the advantages this mode of production 0빠rs for less developed condi
tions. Herε in fact the means of production have ceased ro belong ro the 
producεr， but theγ are nominally subsumed ro him， and the mode of 
production remains in the same relations of small independent enter
prise， only the relations are in ruins. (CW34: 1 1 8-1 19) 

John Weeks’s discussion of simple commodiry producrion cired in 
rhe previous chaprer underlines rhe limirarions of any form of marker 
dependence where rhe means of production have nor been rransformed 
inro commodiries and appropriared by capiral. Wirhour rhis transforma
rion， which grearly facilirares rhe mobiliry of capiral and irs abiliry ro 
creare or resrrucrurε branches of producrion， rhe real condirions of 
absrract social labour rhar Marx highlighrs in his discussion of wage 

32 5ee Cohen. Karl Marx's Th�ory ofHistory. ch Vl I .  for an argument in many πspects 
analogous tO Marx’'s. though avoiding reliance on the labour theory of value 
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labour cannot be sustained. 1here may well be cases of market depend
ence other than wage labour that havε the economic content that Marx 
associates with this form: Brenner’s discussion of the late mediaeval/ 
early modern northern Netherlands offers one example， Charlie Post’s 
studies of the role ofNorthern and Western small farmers in the devel
opment of capitalism in theUnited States another.33 Being opεn to these 
cases seems particularly important given the transformations that agrar
ian economic relations have been undergoing in contemporary 
capitalism.34 But this does not alter the fact that Marx beliεves the prop
erties of labour that he associates with formal and still more with real 
subsumption， and which are required for the technological transforma
tions wrought where capitalist production prevails， are only fully present 
when capital confronts wage labour. 

Marcel van der Linden has recendy 0라red an alternative approach to 
conceptualising labour in modernity: 

Every carrier oflabour powεr whose labour power is sold (or hired out) to 
another person under economic (or non-economic) compulsion belongs 
to the class of subaltern workεrs， regardless of whether the carrier of 
labour power is him- or herself selling or hiring it out and rεgardless of 
whether the carrier him- or herself owns means of production. 

As van der Linden points out， the resulting class of ‘subaltern work
ers’ is ‘a variegated group， including chattel slaves， sharecroppers， small 
artisans and wage earners’. His main argument for this broader concep
tion (echoing Hardt and Nεgri he calls it ‘this “multitude"’) is that the 
boundaries between these different catεgories of direct producer are 
blurred and therefore hard to draw.31 1his is of course true: indeed， it is 
qUltε hard to demarcate between things in the physical as well as the 
social world in general. We still construct concepts that cut up the world 
along what oh:en seem to be unreasonably sharp lines. 끼le reason why 
we do this is because it sεrves our purposes in dif(erent ways. What dis
appear in van der Linden’s portmanteau concept of ‘subaltern workers' 
are prεcisely thε differences in economic form determinations on which 
Marx insists so strongly. Nor is this simply a matter of formalism for its 
own sake. Marx’s approach allows us to isolate thosε cases where surplus 
labour is extracted from direct producers as a result of economic 

33 For thc la[[cr casc. scc POSt. Tht Amtrican Road to Capitalism 
34 5ee Henry Bernstein. ‘'Agriculturc. Class. and Capitalism'. lnttrnational Socialism‘ 

l. I38 (l013) 
3S MaκCI van dcr Lindcn. Worktrs oftht World (Leidcn. lO08). pp33. 3l; sec gcntrally ch l 
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compulsion rather than physical coercion. By doing so he connects the 
subsumption of labour under capital with the intensive development of 
the productive forces that he holds to be characteristic of the capitalist 
mode of production. All the other categories of labour listed by van der 
Lindεn and more besides may cluster around this central case (which 
Marx righrly or wrongly associates with the wag'ε form)， but those who 
disagree with him need to addrεss the connection he posits. None of rhis 
means rhar Banaji and van der Linden are wrong to point to a broader 
specrrum of producers subordinared to capital than simply wage work
ers. Successful struggles against exploitarion may oh:en dεpend on 
mobilising broad layers of those subjects of capiral， particularly in rhe 
Global South. But effectivε polirical srraregy cannor lose sighr of rhe diε 
ferences in actors’ posirion in producrion rεlations thar may lead in 
particular siruarions to divergences in interest.36 

The pseudo-subjectivity of capital 

One way of eliding the relarionaliry of capiral is to absrracr labour from 
irs relarionship with capiral， and thereby to rransform capiral into an 
exrernal force. Another is to focus on capiral itself， rrearing it as an 
autonomous subject.37 Perhaps rhe leading commentator to express rhis 
view is Chris Arthur， for whom ‘rhe key advance of value form rheory is 
rhe insighr rhar rhe value form develops to the point ar which， with self.. 
valorising value， ir is constiruted as a se{f-reμtioη， and takes over the 
world of production and consumption given to ir.’ The accusarion againsr 
conremporary value-form rheorisrs of etherealism is presumably one rhat 
Arí:hur would embrace， since he conceives ‘Value as Nothing'， ‘a sheer 
void， an immediacy unrelared to anyrhing outside irself， a specrre rhar 
seeks to caprure living labour and rurn ir to irs own ends: 

Self-valorising valuε posits itselfin comprehendingwithin self-production， 
through negating dialectically (ie preserving the material side within it) 

}6 For a much earlier version of the argument made in this section. see Alex Callinicos. 
‘Wage Labour and State Capitalism’. International Socialism. > . 1 >  (1981). http://www. 
m a rx ists.org/h istory / etol /w ri t< rs/call i n icos/ 19 8 1  /xx /wagelab-sta tecap. h tm 1 

’7 1 must acknowledge here the inAuence on my understanding of the subjectivity of capi【al
。fRobertJackson. who recently completed a PhD thesis under my supervision called ‘1he 
Problem ofSubjectiv꺼 in Marxism’ (Ki 멍’s College London. >Ol}). 1 also bendited from 
presenting a paper based on this section at the International Conference on Heritages of 
Karl Marx’s Capital and Contemporary 1hought;Centre for Contemporary Marxism 
Abroad. Fudan University. Shanghai (November >Ol}). 1 am grateful for the helpful 
comments of the participants 
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the realm of the real labour of production. 50 far from labour embodying 
itself in commodities and thereby constituting thεm as values， the value 
form embodies itself in production， subordinates its purposes tO value 
creation， and realises itself in thε product， posited as nothing but its own 
othering， when it succεssfully gains control of the labour procεss.38 

Riccardo Bellofiorε， another εxponent of the thesis articulated by 
Arthur that there is a homology between capital and Hεgel’s Absolute 
Idea， has pointed Out that it was anticipated by Lucio Colletti: 

The commodity and， εven more so of course， capital and the 5tatε， rεpre
sen t processes 0/ hypostatisatioη m reaιη. Now， our thesis is that， givεn 
realities of this nature， it is impossible to understand them fully unless 
onε grasps the structure of the processes of hypostatisation of Hegel’s 
Logic. In other words， Marx’s critique of Hegel’s dialectic and his analy
sis of capital hold together. Failing to understand the former it is also 
impossible to understand the latter.39 

1here are， in fact， other antecedεnts. 꺼1US 1heodor Adorno， without 
subscribing to the idea of capital as subject， argues that Hegεl’s dialectic 
in some sense mirrors the reduction of thε qualitative to units of abstract 
labour and the dominance of commodity fetishism under capitalism: 
‘Even in the theory of the conceptual mediation of all being， Hegel 
envisaged something decisive in real terms . . .  1he act of exchange implies 
the reduction of the products to be exchanged to their equivalents， to 
something abstract'.40 Moishe Postone， a contemporary theorist working 
in the Frankfurt School tradition that Adorno helped to found， has in 
his impressive srudy of the Grundrisse and Capital criticised Géorg 
Lukács for conceiving the proletariat as the identical subject-。이ect of 
history in History aηd Class Coηsciousness. On the contrary: 

Marx ... explicitly characterises capital as the selεmoving substance which 
is 5ubje다. In doing so， Marx suggests that a historical 5ubjεct in the 
Hegelian sensε does indεζd exist in capitalism， yet he does not identify it 

38 Chrisropher J Arthur， Tht Ntw Dialectic andMarx's Capital (Leiden， >003). pplSS， 16l， 
η。. For a detailed critique see Alex Callinicos， ‘'Against the New Dialectic’， Hμtorical 
Mattrialism， 1 3 :l  (>OOS). 

39 Lucio Colleni， A1arxism and Hegtl (London， 1973)， pl8I. 5ee Riccardo Bellofiore， ‘A 
Ghost Turning inro a Vampire: 끼1e Concept ofCapital and Living Labour’， in Bdlofiore 
and Roberro Fineschi， eds， Rereading Marx: New Perspectives a.fter the CriticalEdition 
(Basingstoke， ι。09)， p180. 

40 Theodor W Adorno， ‘50ciology and Empirical Research ’， in Adorno et al， Tht Positivist 
Disputt in German Sociology (London， 1976)， p8。
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wirh any social grouping. such as rhe prolerariar. or wirh humaniry. 
Rarher. Marx analyses ir in rerms of rhe srrucrure of social relarions con-
sunned by form
capital (and， hencc， valuc). His analysis suggesIS thar thc soclal relations 
rhar characrerise capiralism are of a very peculiar sorr-rhey possess rhe 
arrriburεs rhar Hegel accorded ro Geist. Ir is in this sense. then. that a 
h isrorical Su에ect as conceived by HegεI exists in capitalism." 

50 in what sense does Marx understand capital as subject? There is 
a cluster of remarks at the beginning of the ISψ-Ó3 Maηuscr.ψt in 
which capital is treated as a subject. Thus Marx comments on the for
mula for capital: 

Two p이nrs must be stressed here. Firsdy. M-C-M is value-in-process. 
exchange-value as a process that takes irs coursε through various acts of 
exchange or stages of circulation. and at the same time dominates over 
them. Secon써 : I n  삐s process value is not only presεrved. it increases in 
magnitude. it is multiplied. increases itself. ie  i t  creates in this movemenr 
a surplus value. It is thus not only self-preserving but se!εvalorising 
value. value that posits value. (CW30: 1 2.) 

5horrly atterwards Marx develops the idea of ‘selεvalorising value' 
into subjectivity: ‘value as it presents itsεlf here is value-iri-process. the 
subject of a process’ (CW30: 13). This linking of process and subjectivity 
is repeated. for example. here: 

Value as capital. self-valorising value. is value raised to a second poweχ 
Not only does it have an independenr expression. as in money. but it 
compares itself with irself (or is compared by the capitalist). measures 
itsεIfat one pεriod (the magnitude ofvalue in which it was prεposited ro 
the production process) against itse!f in another period. namely atter its 
return from circulation-atter the commodity has been sold and re
converred inro money. Value therefore appears as the same subject in 
two differenr periods. and indeed this is its own movement. the move
menr that charactζ띠es capital. (CW30: 100) 

But Marx also seems to suggest that the individual capitalist is a 
su이ect: 

It is the money owner ... who makes his money. or the value he possesses 
in the form of money. pass through the process M-C-M. This 

4' Moishe Posrone. Timι Labouη and Social Domination: A Reinterpretation ofMarx's 
Critical Theoη (Cambridge. '99�). p7S. 
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movement is the content ofhis activi뎌， and he therefore appears only as 
thε personihcation of capital dεhned in this way， as thε capitalist. His 
person (or rathεr his pockεt) is the starting point of M， and it is the point 
of return. He is the cons디ous vεhicle of this process. Just as the result of 
thε procεss is the preservation and increase of value， the self-valorisation 
of value， what forms the content of the movement appears to him as a 
cons다ous purpose. To increase the amount of value he possesses appears 
thus as his solε purpose. His purpose is the εver-growing appropriation 
of wealth in its general form， exchaη!ge-value， and only in so far as it 
appεars as his sole driving motive is he a capitalist or a conscious subject 
ofthe movemεnt M-C-M. (CW30: 19) 

$0 capital has two subjects， the process of self-valorisation itself and 
the individual capitalist. 까lÎs themε is reiterated in the following pas
sage， which has some of the resonances involved in Arthur’s assimilation 
of capital and the Idea: 

in the production process-in so far as this is a valorisation process and 
hεnce a procεss of the self-valorisation of thε preposited valuε or money
value (ie objεctihed genεral social labour)， past labour， preserves and 
increases itself， posits surplus-value， through ζxchange， through the rela
t!vε appropriation of living labour， an exchange mediated by the 
purchase of labour capacity. lt thus appears as valuε-in-process， and pre
sεrving and maintaining itsεlf in the process. It thus appears as a 
self-the incarnation of this self is the capitalist-써e se싸ood ofvaιe. 
Labour (living) appears only as the means， the agency through which 
capital (value) 때roduces and increases itself. (CW30: 95-96) 

Marx’s treatment of the capitalist here anticipates his famous declara
tion in the preface to the first edition of Capital， 1: ‘ individuals are dealt 
with here only in so far as thεy are the pεrsonifications of economic cat
egories， the bearers (Träge샤 of particular class rεlations and interests’ 
(CI: 92) 까le following passage suggests that the status of individual 
subjεct is a dεpendent onε， alienated from or subordinated to the objec
tive conditions of production embodied by capital. Marx writes that the 
worker is 

free， that is， in so far as he， on thε one hand， has at his disposal his own 
labour capacity as a commodity， and， on the other hand， has no other 
commodity at his disposal， is frεe， completely rid of， all the objective con
ditions for the realisation of his labour capa디ty; and therεforε， as a mere 
subject， a mεre personihcation of his own labour capacity， is a worker in 
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the same sense as the money owner is a capitalist as subjεct and repository 
of。이ectified labour; of value sticking fast to itselE (CW30: 37갱) 

Marx’'s usage here touches on an ambiguity that is highlighted by 
Étienne Balibar， between the subject as it is concεived in Roman law and 
εarly modern political thought-a person subordinate to another’s 
power， and the philosophical conception of the subject first explicitly 
formulated in the German idealist tradition but in some way emerging 
in the 17th century as (in Charles Taylor’s words) ‘selεdefining’， the 
source of epistemic and political authority." Individual workers and capi
talists are clearly subjects in the first sense， but what about capital? Marx 
returns in Capital， 1， Chapter 4， ‘꺼1e General Formula for Capital’， [0 
the idea of value as ‘the subject of a process’， or even ‘the dominant sub
ject [übergre야ηdes Sμbj싫서 of this process'， and declares in the passage 
stressed by Postone: ‘But now， in the circulation M-C-M， value sud
denly presents itself as a selεmoving substance [selbst bewegeηde 
Sμbstaηz] which passes through a process ofits own， and for which com
modities and money are both mere forms' (CI: 255， 256). We saw in 
chapter 2 that the problematic of transforming substance into subject is 
central to Hegel’s project. As Dieter Henrich puts it， for Hegel ‘this sub
staηce is an ontological principle that only underlies this process . . .  까le 
subjeα for Hegel is， however， nothing but the active relationship to 
itself’:3 According to Michael Inwood， for Hegel， ‘a substance is in con
stant activity， generating and dissolving its accidents. Substance appears 
or “shines" in its accidents and they are its appearance.’ Subject， in con
trast differentiates itself and restores its unity， in the process developing 
‘consciousness and agency'.44 Here we have a paradigmatic case of selε 
defining subjectivity. 

But in Capital， 1， Marx seems a bit carelεss of the distinction between 
substance and subject so important to Hegel， referring to capital or value 

4l Étienne Balibar. ‘Citizen Subject’. in Pctcr Connor Eduardo andJcan-Luc Nancy. cds. 
Who Comes껴(ter the St껴;ect? {Ncw York. 1991); Charlcs Taylor. Hegel (Cambridge. 1977). 
p6. As Balibar emphasises. initial discussion of the subject in the lnd sensc. abovc all in 
Dcscartcs but also in Locke and Hume (as we see bdow). focuses on an exploration of the 
concept of substance. See Taylor’s detailed genealogy of modern conceptions of 
subjectivity: Sources ofthe Self: The Makingofthe Modern ldeηtity (Cambridge. 1989) 

43 Dieter Henrich. Between Kant and Hegel: Lectures on Gaman ldealism (ed David S 
Pacini; Cambridge MA. >003). Pl9。

44 Michad Inwood. A  Hegel Dictionary (Oxford. 1991). ppι86. l8L Thus the devdopment of 
substance into reciprocity of action concludes the Doctrine ofEssence in the Science of 
Log.κ. glvlng way tO ‘the selfidentical negativiη’， ‘the conupt. the real m of s“bjectivity or 
。ffrudom’. GL: 50S. 506. 1 am grateful to Enrique Dussel and Emmanud Renault for 
drawing my attention to this step in Hegel ’s argumenr 
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as both. In the French edition he slighrly plays down the themε ofcapital 
as subject. Thus in the fìrst of the threε passages just quoted from 
Capita/， 1， 'Su에ekt eines Prozeßes' becomes ‘une sμbstance automatique‘， 
and in the second 'μbergre야ηdes Subjekt' disappears in this sentence: 
‘As value becomε capital undεrgoes continual changes in appearance and 
size， ít needs above all its own form in which its identity with itself is 
affÌrmed’_.' It may be helpful to recall some of the classical philosophical 
discussions of substance. One-a m매or preoccupation of the British 
empiricists-concerns the problem of how a substance maintains its 
identity through the various changes it undergoes. Locke struggles with 
whether personal identity， which he equates (though not without hesita
tion) with continu띠 of consciousness， is dependent on the persistence 
of a single substance， whether material or spiritual.“ Hume by contrast 
deconstructs the very idea of substance， affÌrming that thε self is ‘noth
ing but a bundle or collection of differεnt perceptions， which succeεd 
each other with an inconcεivable rapidity， are in a perpetual flux and 
movement'.47 Anothεr is provided by Spinoza’s analysis of the single sub
stance identical with God and Nature， which he claims is causa sui， 
selεcaused: ‘By substance 1 mean that which is in itself and is conceived 
through itself; that is， that the conception of which is does not require 
the conception of another thing from which it has to be formed’' 48 

We can see thesε diffcεrent meanings of substance in Marx’s refer
ences to value-in-procεss. As we have seen， capital is ‘selεvalorising value’ 
that undεrgoes a process in which it maintains its identity through the 
metamorphoses it undεrgoεs from money to commodities and then back 
to (more) money. It is in Capita/， 11 ，  that Marx examines these metamor
phoses in most detail， in his presentation of the three circuits of money， 
commεrcial， and productive capital that are integrated as the movεment 
of industrial capital. And it is in this context that we fìnd the following 
very lnteresnng passagε: 

Capital， as selεvalorising value， does not just comprise class relations， a 
definite social character that dζpends on the existence of labour as wage 
labour. It is a movemεnt， a circularory process through different stages 
[eine Bewegung， ein Kreislaufiprozess durch verschiedene Stadien]， whilιh 

4S Karl Marx. Le Capita!. Livre / (2 vols. Paris. 1985). 1 .  PP178. 179. 
46 John Locke. An Essay concerning Human Understanding (Roger \Voolhouse. ed; London. 

2004). l l.xxvii 
47 Dav씨v씨l버d Hume. A 7까re.찌aμt“ise ofHuman써Natωure (떠Harmon찌dswor때’ l꺼969예9키).’ I.v싸v 
4얘8 Ba따때ru따띠jκc야바h S야pmoz깅a

’ 
Et.샤hiπ따Cα5’. Parr 1 :  De래hnic…IC디띠ion띠1S’. in E강thics， Treatise on the Emendation ofthe 

Iηtellect， and Se!ected Letters (Seymour Feldman. ed; lndianapolis. 1982). P3 1  
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itself in turn includεs three different forms of the circulatory process. 
Hence π can only be grasped as a movement， and as a static thing. Those 
who consider the autonomisation [VerseLbstäηd쟁μη�) of value as a mere 
abstraction forget that the movement ofindustrial capital is this abstrac
tion in action [diese Abstraktioη in actu) . Here value passes through 
different forms， diffcεrent movεments in which it is both prεservεd and 
increases， is valorised. (CII: 1 85)" 

까1Ïs passage dates from 1877， thereby demonstrating once again that 
Marx doesn’t retreat into a dumbed down version of his value theory in 
his later years. Herε capital is ‘abstraction in action'， an autonomous 
movement that is indeed ‘ in a perpetual flux and movement’ but pre
serves its identity throughout. Given that capital is substance/subject in 
so far as it maintains itsεlf through these different stages， in what sense 
can we speak of ‘the autonomisation of value’? Marx shortly after this 
passage makes a crack about Bailey for ‘opposing the autonomisation of 
value which characterises the capitalist mode of production’. 1n reducing 
value to contemporaneous exchange value， ‘he does not in the least sus
pect， therεfore， that value functions as capital value or capital only in so 
far as it remains identical with itself and is compared with itself in the 
diff농rent phases of its circuit， which are in no way “contemporary"， but 
rather occur in succession’ (CII: 186). So here autonomisation is equated 
with identity-preservation (see CU: 경3 for a very similar formulation). 
My guess is that at least two other meanings may be detected here. Thε 
first is the idea that we discussed in chapter 3 of capital positing its own 
presuppositions: capital as causa sui functions as a selεreproducing pro
cess， the outcome of each cycle of which is the maintenance of the 
capital/wage labour relationship. The second is thε way in which the 
imperative logic of the process-above all， through the mechanism of 
the law of value-imposes itself on individual and collective actors. 

What is missing here is agency， the idea-central to the German ide
alist tradition-of the subject as an initiator of action. Marx is not， for 
example， inviting us to conceive capital-as-subject as itself some kind of 
collective actor. The strongest proponent of the alternative view is prob
ably Stavros Tombazos， who insists that， for Marx， ‘capital is a living 

49 H arvey glosses this passage thus ‘Conrradictions in the overall process of circulation play 
our autonomously， and by this Marx means in ways that are auronomous from the capital-
labour conrradiction，’ A Co껴!panion toMarx's Capita/， Vo/ume 2 (London， 1013)， p70. But 
it comes from Capita/， I I .  Chapter 4. ‘끼1e 꺼uee Figures of the Circuit’. which deals with 
the unity of the three circuits of money. commodity. and productive capital. s。 ‘the capital
labour conrradiction’ is comprised within this process rather than being separate from it. 
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social relation endowed with its own will that organisεs human life 
according to its own immanent criteria’; it is ‘a living organism endowed 
with a body (use value) and a soul (value)， its own will and logic (profit， 
expandεd reproduction， and so on)’'. Tombazos is most persuasive when 
he writes: ‘Capitalist reality is a living thing because-among other 
reasons-it is capable of reacting and dεfending itself and because it is 
capable of self-development， whatever the social price might be. lt is a 
human reality that escapes human control; it dominates society， subject
ing man to its own purpose， and for thesε reasons it is a living thing’ '0 
What Tombazos is appealing to here is the theme of capital as causa sui， 
positing its presuppositions. Now there is certainly an analogy to life 
here: chaos and complεxity theory emerged precisely to study the way in 
which systems develop spontaneously in nature with thε ability to main
tain and sometimes to reproduce themselves. This research has also 
revealed the sensitivity of such systems to small changes in their initial 
conditions that �an suddenly flip the system from one state to another." 
Capital as conceptualised by Marx is undoubtedly a complex system in 
this sense. But the development of self.organised systems in nature is 
precisεly φoηtaηeous: no one planned them， and the systems exhibit no 
‘will’ or ‘soul'. They are not subjects， and nεither is capital." 

Another proponεnt of capital-as-subject， Postone， undermines his 
own case by effiεctively denying to capital the properties of consciousness 
and agency: 

Marx’s mature critique， therefore， no longer entails a ‘materialist’， anthro
pological inversion of Hεgel’s idealistic dialεctic but， in a sensε， is its 
materialist ‘justification’. Marx implicitly attempts to show that the 

SO Stavros Tombazos， [19941 ηmt in M arx: The Cat，쟁'ories ofTim( in Marx's Capital 
(Leiden， LOI4)， PP308， 80， 87. 

SI For twO popular expositions with very different politics‘ see I lya Prigogine and Isabelle 
Stenghers， Orderout ofChaos: Man's New Dialogue with Naturt (London， 1984)， and 
Stuart Kauffman，At Home in the Univtrse:. The Search for Laω's ofSelfOrganisation and 
Complexity (London， 1995). 

，ι Oaniel Bensaïd argues that ‘Marx’'s dynamic economy already presents itself as an unstable 
system sensitÎve to initial conditions.’ but goes too far in arguing that this impl ies ‘a 
teleological viewpoi바
(London， LO。ι)， P30S; see generally ch 10. A teleological explanation accounts for phenomena 
by spec싸lnga g얽oa떼a쇠l or g'맑。잉a뇌야1s t매ha와t t타the야y serv야eζ’ b빼u따lπ1[ \'‘w빼v  
prov씨l펴de causal exp미lana낀uions ofapparπc다nt떠rly goa뇌I-d버lrec다ted patt야erns. Capital is nOt for Marx a 
subject in the sense in 、이1ich the term is understood in German idealism， but it is clearly， from 
the passages cited above， a process， as Emmanuel Renault has stressed in discussion of an 
earlier version of this paper. 1 think the way 1 would put it is that understanding capital as a 
relation is a prerequisite of conceptualising it as a process. 끼1e idea ofcapital as a complex 
system is onc way of rhinking ofit as simultaneously rdation and process 
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‘ra[Ïonal core’ ofHegel’s dialεctic is precisely its idealist character: it is an 
expression of a mode of social domination constituted by structures of 
social relations which. because they are alienated. acquire a quasi-inde
pendent existence vis-à-vis individuals. and which. because of their 
peculiar dualistic nature. are dialectical in character. The historical 
Subject. according to Marx. is the alienated structure of social mediation 
that constitutes the capitalist formation.'3 

50 here ‘5ubject’ is reinterprεted as structure. lndeed. the most pow
erful theme of Postone’'s interpretation of Marx is that ‘capitalism is a 
system of abstract. impersonal domination.’ As he elaborates: 

끼1e system constituted by abstract labour embodies a new form of social 
domination. It exεrts a form of social compulsion whose impersonal. 
abstract. and objective character is historically new. The initial determi
nation of such abstract social compulsion is that individuals are 
compelled to produce and eJcchange commodities in order to survive. 
This compulsion exerted is not a function of direct social domination. as 
is the case. for εxample. with slave or serf labour; it is. rather. a function 
of ‘abstract’ and ‘objective’ social structures and represents a form of 
abstract， impersonal domination.s，‘ 

까le account that Postone gives of this form of domination. though 
couched in .more traditional Marxist theoretical terminology. diffcεrs 
little from Brenner’s conception of market dependence-the situation 
that economic actors find themsεlves in under capi떠lism where. to 
reproduce themselves. they must produce for thε market and. to main-
tain their competitiveness. produce as effìciently as possible. The image 
Postone presents of capitalism is quite close to Althusser’s conception of 
a decentred totality and of history as a process withour a subject in 
which individuals function in the way Marx portrays the capitalists. as 
‘supportS’ of the relations of production. Postone complains that 
‘Althusser transhistorically hypo�tatised as History. in an objεctivistic 
way. that which Marx analysed ih CapitaL as a historically specific. con- . 
stituted structure of social relations'. but Althusser may still capture an 
important aspect ofhow Marx understood capitaPS 

Where does all this leave Arthur’s and Colletti ’'s theme of capital as 
‘hypostatisatioη iη reaLi0'’ ?  Perhaps the most useful way to pursue this is 

S3 Posrone， Timt， Labour， and SocialDominatior.ιp8 ， 
S4 Posrone‘ Timt， Labour， and Social Domination， PP" S‘ 1얘" S9. 
SS Poscone， Timt， Labour， and Social Dominat‘on， p77， n 9S. 
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through the theme ofinversion. Colletti writes: ‘For Marx， capitalism is 
contradictory not because it is a reality and all rεalities are contradic
tory， but because it is an upside-down， inverted reality (alienation， 
fetishism)’ '6 까1e thεme of the topsy-turvy or inverted world (auf deη 
Kopf gestelLte Welt， verkehrte Welt) runs through Marx’'s writing from 
his letters from the Deutsch-Fraηzö.짜che Jahrbücher of March 1843 
onwards (CW3: 1 39)." In the Ecoηomic and Philosophical Maηuscrψts of 
1844 the inversion now takes a specinc historical form-that between 
labour and capital: 

낀1e more objects the worker produces the fewer he can possess and 
the more he falls under the domination of his product， of capital... It 
is the same in religion 꺼1e more man puts into God， the less he 
retains within himself. The worker places his l ife in the object; but 
now it no longεr belongs ro him， but to the objecr. Thε greater his 
aαivity， therefore， the fewer objects the worker possesses. What the 
product of his labour is， he is not. Therefore， the greater this product， 
the less is he himself. The externalisation (Entäusseruη!g) of thε worker 

. in his product means that not only does his labour become an object， 
but that it exists outside him， independently of him and alien ro him， 
and begins ro confronr him as an auronomous power; that the l ife 
which he has bestowεd on the object confronrs him as hostile and 
alien. (EW: 324) 

1he reference to rεligion highlights a key source of the theme of 
inversion: Feuerbach’'s critique of the transposition of subject and predi
cate involved in Christianity， where all the properties characteristic of 
human beings and thus constituting thεir species being are pr이ected 
onto a dεity that is the product of their own imagination. As Collεttl 
and his teacher Galvano Della Volpe stressed， Marx took over this prob
lematic of inversion and applied it to the state and civil society in his 
Critique ofHegel's Doctrine ofthe State." In doing so he made inversion 
a tool in what became， starting with the Paris Maηuscrψts， his critique 
of political economy. Compare thε 1844 passage cited above with the 
following from the ISδi-Ó3 Maηuscr.ψt: 

16 Lucio Collecci. ‘M.rxism .nd che 0α1.써.뇌짜1나le야띠cc띠I디icι’;’」씨N.싸e긴ewωuL�샤fi Rev…/ 
5η7 꺼1<야rt: ma야y be an echo in κM.rαx’s use ofcl버h끼is mc:t떠aphor of“H→e탱ge터l'’닝s di“sc，ωus앓s인ion ofc“바’hπe lnve야rc야ed 

world of che underscanding: see Phenomenology ofSpirit (Oxford. 1977). ��117-160; 
PP96-99 

18 Oell. Volpe’s major work is Logic as Positive Science (London. 1980). On Feuerb.ch. see 
Marx Warcofsky. Feuerbach (Cambridge. 1977). and Louis Alchusser. ‘$ur Feuerbach’. 10 
Écrits philosophiques et politiques (François Macheron. ed; 1 vols. Paris. 1994. 1991). [ 1. 
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For labour to be wage labour， for [he worker to work as a non-proprie
tor， for him to sell no[ commodi[ies bur disposi[ion over his own labour 
capaci[y-to sell his labour capa디[y i[selfin [he sole manner in which i[ 
can be sold-[hε condi[ions for [he realisa[ion of his labour mus[ con
from him as alieηated conditions， as alien poweη， condi[ions under [he 
sway of an alien will， as alien propeny. Objectified labour， value as such， 
confroms him as an entiηI in its owη right， as capital， [he vehicle of 
which is [he capi[alis[�hence i[ also confron[s him as rhe capita파t . . .  
Objec[ified， pas[ labour [hereby becomes [he sovereign of living， pre
senr labour. The rela[ion of su비ec[ and 0비ec[ is invened. If already in 
[he presupposi[ion [he 0에ec[ive condi[ions for rhe realisa[ion of [he 
worker’5 labour capaci[y and [herefore for ac[ual labour appear to [he 
worker as alien， independenr powers， which rela[e [0 living labour 
ra[her as [he condirions of [heir own preserva[ion and increase-[he 
tool， [he ma[erial [of labour] and [he means of subsis[ence only giving 
[hemselves up [0 labour in order to absorb more of i[-[his inversion is 
s[ill more pronounced in [he resul[. The objec[ive condi[ions of labour 
are [hemselves [he produc[s of labour and to [he ex[em [har [hey are 
viewed from [he angle of exchange value [hey are no[hing bur labour 
[ime in 0비e띠ve form. 

In borh direc[ions， [herefore， [he objecrive condi[ions of labour are 
[he rπe야su비바I[ oflabou따lr띠r i[self， rhey are its Olνη oψectificatioη， and i[ is i[s own 
o비εc[ifica[ion， labour i[self as i[s result， [ha[ confroms labour as an 
aιen poweη as an independeηt power; while labour confroms the la[[er 
again and again in [he same 0비ecdessnεss， as mere labour capaci[y. 
(Cμ1"30: 1 1 2， 1 13) 

Bu[ is the conrinuity complete? Bidet argues not， distinguishing two 
forms ofinversion in Capital， III : 

The ‘ inversion’， or some[hing deserving [ha[ name， appears only when 
[he ca[egories [ha[ charac[erise [his levε1 are appliεd in an ‘essemial’ 
sense， ie concerning [he produc[ion of surplus value. Whar is [hen called 
an ‘ InverSlon’ is [he fac[ [ha[ [hε non-worker appears as a worker， capi[al 
as a [hing， e[c. 

In shon， [hζ rela[ion charac[erises [he rela[ionship be[ween [he 
represema[ions inherem to [he level of reali[y of Volume Three and 
[he level of reali[y ofVolume One. It is [hus an ideological phenome
non， an inversion in [he represema[ion， a discrepancy be[ween [his 
and tht reality (ofVolum
(of Voltlmc Three) to wl1lch it lS ln a sense adequate This use of rhe 
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theme of inversion is completely coherent with the theory of ideology 
that Marx offers in Volume Thrεe.” 

The second form ofinversion is that where， as in the passage just cited 
from thε ISÓI-Ó3 Manuscrψt， worker and capital， subject and object are 
inverted: ‘Here the ideological inversion is only the reAection of the 
inversion in the structure itself，’ producing ‘the unsustainable paradox 
that ideology is a true figure of the world as it is’. Bidet argues that ‘Marx 
progrεssively detaches himself from this [second schema of inversion] as 
he discovers the necessity for a “fragmεnted>> theory of the ideological 
corresponding to that of the exposition’s process without a subject: this 
would consist in determining， at each momεnt of the exposition， the 
rεpresentations that it implies in the agent whose function and practice 
it defines’"0 Bidet is right that， as he explains very well， the account of 
ideology that Marx offers in CapitaL is one that attachεs ideological rep
resentations to the perspective of agents occupying specific positions in 
the capitalist production relations (see chapter 3 above). But he is less 
sure footed than usual in suggesting that Marx distances himself from 
the theme of real inversion in his later economic manuscripts. Take， for 
example， this passage from CapitaL， 1， which was， of course， written after 
the ISÓ3-5 Manuscrψt from which Engels edited CapitaL， III : 

the workεr constan따 produces 0비ective wealth， in the form of capital， 
an alien power that dominatεs and exploits him; and the capitalist juSt 
as const대a따때n따삐1π비r따l 
wealth wh ich is abstract， exists merely in the physical body of the worker， 
and is separated from its own means of objectification and realisation; in 
short， the capitalist produces the worker as a wage labourer. (CI: 7 16) 

There seems little difference between what Marx says here and the 
content of the earliεr passages cited from the Paris Maηuscripts and the 
ISÓI-Ó3 Maηuscrψt. Let’s consider more fully Marx’s great denunciation 
of the trinity formula towards the end of CapitaL， III， which we touched 
on in chapter 3 :  

Capital-profit (or bettεr still capital-interest)， land-ground rent， labour
wages， this economic trinity as the connection bεtween the components 
of value and wealth in general and its sourcε5， completes the mystification 
of the capitalist mode of production， thζ reification [Verdingfichung] of 
social relations， and the immεdiate coalescεnce of the matεrial relations of 

S9 Bider. Explorin，요Marx’5 Capital. P'Il. 
60 Bider. Exploring Marx’5 Capital. pp"4. '30. 
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production with their hisrorical and social determination [geschichtlich
sozialeη Bestimmtheit] : the bewitched， inverted， and topsy-rurvy world 
haunted by Monsieur le Capital and Madame la Terre， who are at the 
same time social characters and mere things [die verzauberte， verkehrte 
und auf den Kopf gestellte Welt， ωo Monsieur le Capital und Madame la 
Terre als soziale Charaktere und zu，아eich unmittelbar als Bloße Dinge 
ihreη Spuk treibeη]. It is the great merit of classic economics to have dis
solved this false appearance and deception， this auronomisation and 
ossifìcation of the different social e1ements of wealth vis-à-vis one another， 
this personifìcation of things and reifìcation [Versachlichuη�] of the rela
tions of production， this religion of everyday life [diese Rel.썽ion des 
Alltagslebeηs]. by reducing interest to a part of profìt and rent ro the sur
plus above the average profìt， so that they both coincide in surplus value; 
by presenting the circulation process as simply a metamorphosis of forms; 
and simply in the immεdiate process of production reducing the value 
and surplus value of commodities ro labour. Yet even its best rεpresenta
tives remained more or less trapped in the world of illusion their criticism 
had dissolved， and nothing e1se is possible from the bourgeois standpoint; 
they all fel l therefore more or less inro inconsistencies， half-truths， and 
unresolved contradictions [Widersprüche]. It is also quite natural， on the 
other hand， that the acrual agents of production thζmselves feel com
pletely at home in these estranged and irrational [eη야'emdete.χ uηd 
zrrattoηellm] forms of capital-intεrest， land-rent， labour-wages， for these 
are precisely the confìgurations of appearance [die Gestaltuη�eη des 
Scheins] in which they move， and with which they are daily involved. It is 
equally narural， therefore， that the vulgar economics， which is nothing 
more than a didactic， and more or less narural translation of the everyday 
notions [Alltagsvortstelluη!geη] of the actual agents of production， giving 
them a certain comprehensible arrangement， fìnds the narural basis of its 
fatuous self-importance established precisely in this trinity， in which the 
entire inner connection is oblitεratεd. 까1is formula also corresponds ro 
the self-interest of the dominant c1asses， since it preaches the natural 
necessity and perpetual justifìcation of their sources ofincome and erects 
this into a dogma. (CIII :  968-969; MIII :  830; translation modifìed) 

50 the assignment of fragmεnts of surplus value to the factors of pro
duction is at once ‘ falsε appearance and deception'， belonging to ‘the 
world of illusion’， and ‘the religion of everyday life’， ‘the confìgurations 
of appearance’ in which ‘the actual agents of production’ move. Bidet 
interprets this duality of illusion and actuality thus: 
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thεre is a momεnt indicated here at which appearance (Erscheinuηg) 
becomes illusion (Schein). Thε C떼a따te떻g맑or띠r디떠ie없e야5 0야f com때P 
Er.π5κcheα강i.ηuηIg， in the sense that an essential structure is effectively realisεd 
in a more concrete structure: the law of value is exprεssed in εxchange at 
prices of production. This involves a Schein， in the sense that this order 
of exprεssion is mistal∞n for the inner structure and thus givε5 a falla
cious representation of it. This is why Marx spεaks frequεndy in tεrms of 
error， confusion， etc. 꺼le i llusion is analogous to Kant’5 transcendental 
i l lusion: an il legitimate use of categories that havε thεir proper perti-
nence elsewhere.61 

v 

Bidε[’s argument here is intended to contain Marx’s critique of the 
trinity formula within his first sense ofinvεrsion， as an ideological repre
sentation. 1he thought is something like this: economic actors’ place in 
production relations leads them to commit a category mistake， applying 
concepts that have their validity in a limited domain (roughly speaking 
that defined by the processes through which differεnt fractions of the 
capitalist class obtain different portions of surplus value) to the entirety 
of the capitalist mode of production. But what is the ‘ illusion’ here? It 
seems bεst captured by G A Cohen’s account of 'capital fetishism’: ‘First， 
productivity is separated from its basis in material production， and is 
attributed to exchange value itself， to capital. 1hen productivity is 
referred back to labour power and means of production as physical 
embodiments of capital， whereas in fact capital is productive in virtue of 
its embodiment in them'.62 A looser way of putting this would be to say 
that capital fetishism involves the transposition of subject and predicate 
involved in Marx’s real inversion. After all， the ‘i llusion’ hefe is that thε 
value-creating power of living labour is being ascribed to physical 
objects. But， as Bidεt himself acknowledges， thε illusion arises from cat
egories that havε ‘a proper pεrtinencε’ in capitalist economic rεalities. 
Tombazos makεs the point very forcεfully: 

idεology and false consciousness are not notions that are subsεquendy 
added to the ‘reality’ of social relations. Thεy form part of thesε rela
tions， in the same way as surplus valuε. It is a feature of thε nature of 
surplus value to hide itself in the commodity， to disguise itself in profit， 
to be confounded with interest， tO f1irt with the time of circulation; in 
short， to conceal its origins.63 

61 Bidet， Explori까g Marx's Capital. p111 .  
61 Cohen， KarlMarx's Theoηl ofHistoη， PPI7'"8; see generally ch V. 
6) Tombazos， Tùηe in Marx， p2.2.1 .  
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50 it is much harder to separate the two senses of inversion than Bidet 
suggests. In this respect Colletti， like many other commemators， is right to 
say that the problematic of alienation informs the whole ofMarx’'s critique 
of political economy， 감om thε ‘Notes on Mill’ to Capital， 1. 1his cominu
ity， and Marx’'s associated reliance in Capital on the philosophical 
anthropology developed in the Paris Maηuscripts indicate the f<εspects in 
which Althusser’s thesis of an ‘epistemological break' betweεn the Young 
and Old Marx is mistaken. But what does chang'ε is the status of the prob
lematic of alienation. ln the 1844 Aμηuscr，ψts the main explanatory 
burden is taken by the theory ofhuman nature， which informs a Hegelian 
dialectic of differemiation (alienatεd labour under capitalism) and restored 
unity (communism). 1his kind of historical dialectic doesn't completely 
disappear in Capital. T owards the end of C째ital， 1， Chapter 32.， ‘1he 
Historical Tendency of Capital Accumulation'， just afi:εr Marx predicts 
that ‘the expropriators are expropriated，’ he offers this Hegelian triad: 

까le capitalist mode of appropriation， which springs from the capitalist 
mode of production， produces capitalist private property. This is the fi rst 
negation of individual private property， as foundεd on the labour of the 
proprietor. But c，apitalist production begets， with the inexorability of a 
natural process [mit der Notweηdigkeit eines N깅tμrprozesses]， its own 
negation. This is the negation of thε negation. It does not re-establish 
private property， bur it does indeed establish individual property on the 
basis of the achievements of the capitalist era: namεIy cooperation and 
the possession in common of the land and the means of production pro
duced by labour itself. (CI: 9갱) 

1he subject of this process， however， is no longer the human essence， 
but forms of property， with the transition from initial unity to fìrst 
negation taking the form of primitive accumulation: ‘Private property， 
which is personally earned， ie which is based， as it �ere， on the fusing 
together of the isolated， independem working indivfdual with the con
ditions of labour， is supplanted by capitalist priva�e property， which 
rests on the exploitation of alien， but formally 상택 labour' (Cl : 92.8) 
1his is a much more narrowly focused dialectic �han the one that 
unfolds in the 1844 Mamμcr.ψts， and it is undercut qy the way in which 
Marx follows this d때tεr， which reads like a gra*d fìnale， with the 
bathos ofChapter 33， ‘1he Modern 1heory of Colon，satiOlι Here Marx 
focuses on Edward Gibbon 찌'akefìeld’s Eη'glaηd aηd America (1833)， a 
work that fasci빠ed him and to wl뼈 he returns agtin and again in his 
economlC manuscnpts: 
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He discovered that capital is !1ot a thing， but a social relation between 
persons which is mediated through things. A Mr Peel， he complains， took 
with him from England tO the Swan River district ofWestern Australia 
means of subsistεnce and of production to the amoum ofε50，000. 까lis 
Mr Peel evεn had thε foresight to bring besides， 3，000 persons of the work
ing class， men， women and children. Once hε arrived at his destination， 
‘Mr Peel was lefi: without a servam to make his bed or fetch him water 
from thε river.' Unhappy Mr Peel， who provided for everything except the 
export ofEnglish relations of production to Swan Rivεr! (CI: 9%-933)64 

까1Ís splendid conclusion underlines Marx’'s continuing preoccupa
tion with the colonies as exemplifying the general features of capitalist 
production relations. (He writes elsewhere: ‘Ricardo and othεr English 
writers . . .  saw in these colonies， only in more obvious form， without the 
fight agaiη5t traditioηaL reLations， and therefore uηtarnished， the same 
domination of capitalist production in agriculture as hits the eye every
where in their own country’: CJiý장1:  460). But it also relativises the grand 
Hegelian drama of the preceding chapter. Fredric Jamεson has written of 
‘the twO great forεshortened climaxes . . .  : a heroic and a comic one， each 
in its own way foretelling the end of the system and of the law of value， 
and the opening on that unforeseeable futurε which Marx elsewhere 
calls 까he end of pre-history"’ 6$ 까lÌs double ending of CapitaL， 1， under
lines how complex Marx’s discourse has become-not simply in thε 
different figures he uses and rεferences he makes， but also in the sense of 
the modes of explanation employed in order to articulate capitalism as a 
totality (think， for example， of the explanatory impo띠nce that， as we 
saw in chapter 3 above， hε gives to competition and to the interests and 
intentions of individual capitalists when discussing relative surplus value 
and the tendency of the rate of profit to fall).“ It has burst the confinεs of 
the relatively simple anthropological dialectic that informs the 1844 
Maηu5crψt5. 50 the problematic of alienation remains in CapitaL， but no 
longer does it play the cεntral explanatory role. Of coursε， labour itself is 

64 Greg Grandin능 wondεrful study ofHenry Ford’'s efforts to develop a rubber industry in the 
Brazilian jungle between the wars shows the same logic at work， since the freely available 
resources of the jungle gave workers little incemive to stick with Ford: Fordlll찌'ill: The Rise 
and Fllll ofHenηFord's Forgottenjungle City (London， 20'0)， PP' 50ff. 

65  Fredr셔ameson， Representiη'g Capitlll: A Rellding ofVolume One (London， 20" )， p88. 
Maximilien Rubel suggests that Marx transposed the order ofchapters 32 and 33 to get 
Capital， !， past the Prussian censor: Joseph 0’Malley and Keith Algozin， eds， Rubel on 
KarlMarx (Cambridge. '98.)， PP222-223 n 57. 

66 On Marx’s writing. sec 5 5 Prawcr’s superb srudy， Karl Marx and μ'orld Literature 
(Oxford， '976). 
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central， but it has itself been differentiated into a set of oppositions
abstract social labour/concrete useful labour， living/dead labour， 
constant/variable capital， relative/absolute surplus value-that bear the 
main explanatory burden. 

Allen Wood puts it very well: 

Marx’s marure theory， then， does not assign ro alienation the basic 
explanarory role projected for it in the εarly fragmem. y，εt Marx does 
not simply abandon the concept of alienation in his mature writings. On 
thε comrary， we fÌnd it still used in many places in the Grundrisse， 
Capital， and elsewhεre. Marx’s use of it in  these writings， 1 suggest， is no 
longer εxplanarory; rather， it is descriptive or diagnostic. Marx uses the 
notion of alienation ro identify 0아r c야harac다te야r떠e a ce띠in SOft of human 
ill or dysfunction which is especially prevalem in  modern society. 꺼le ill 
is one ro which all the varying phenomena exemplifying the images or 
metaphors of ‘unnarural separation’ or ‘domination by one’s own crea
tlOns’ contribure in one way or another.67 

It seems to. me that we need to treat the transposition of su비ect and 
object that Marx portrays the capital relation involving as one of these 
metaphors. Metaphors are false sentences that nevertheless allow us to 
sεε the world in a different way.68 As a result of selling her labour power to 
capital， the worker loses control of her creative powers (including the 
power to create value). But what she loses control to is not capital in the 
sense of an agent， whether we consider this agency spectral or that of 
some more mundane form of collective actor. 끼le use of the worker’s 
labour power is controlled usually by some kind of managerial hierarchy. 
But the agents occupying this hierarchy-including the CEO and her 
minions at the top-do not form an autonomous collective agent. 1hey 
are themselves subject to the imperative of competitive accumulation. 
We discussed in chapter 3 some of the problems involved in how Marx 
conceprualises competition in the Gruηdrisse. 1his should not allow us to 
lose sight of the essential truth exprεssed in formulations such as the fol
lowing: ‘Capital exists and can only exist as many capitals， and its 
self-determination therefore appears as their reciprocal intεraction with 
one another

， (G: 414):9 1here is no singular Capital that imposes itself 

67 Allen W Wood， Karl Marx (wd edn; Ncw York， 2004)， p7 
68 Donald Davidson， ‘What Metaphors Mean’， in  Inquiries into Trltth and lηterpretatlOn 

(Oxford， 1984) 
69 Archur dismisscs thc significancc of such passagcs: ‘ for Marx accumularion is no[ 

cxplained primarily by the pκssure of competition; this mcrely cnsures that capitalists are 
forced to conform to thc concept of capital.’ But his 。이.vn explanarÎon-‘a particular 
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imperiously on the world. 꺼1e very alienation that workers and capitalists 
alike experience consists crucially in their subordination to the competi
tive logic of an inherently decentred set of economic relationships. Like 
Walker (Lee Marvin) in Point Bla깨， what we discover as we go deeper 
into the labyrinths of corporate power is no secret centre from which all 
power radiates but an impersonal structure staffed by functionariεs. 

As Tony Smith implies in this excellent dismissal of the subjectivity 
of capital， politics is at stake here: 

It is not wrong tO speak of living labour as capital 's ‘othεr’， standing 
‘outside’ capital， or tO stress how from capital's standpoint living labour 
IS ‘nothing’ . . .  But it is very misleading tO stOp here. Living labour is 
‘ inside’ capital all the way down. There are no powers of capital that are 
not ultimately thε collective social powers of labour (or the powers of 
nature， machinery and science mobilised by collective social labour). On 
the deepest level of Marx’s social ontology it is capital that is no대mg， a 
mεre ‘pseudo-subject’. Capital may be thε ruling prin디ple of the social 
order， subjecting human agents tO a discipline that both unleashes and 
distOrts their creative powers， inside the workplace and outside it. But 
capital has no powers in itsεlf whatsoever， any more than any other 
fεtish object. To think otherwise is fall prey to the very mystification 
that Marx’s concept of capital is meant tO dispel.70 

The subjectivity oflabour 

1he other side of the pseudo-subjectivity of capital is the potential sub
jectivity of living labour. If la:bour ceases to allow capital to use its 
powers then the limits to capital truly appear. We shall return to this， 
the core of the politics of Capital， in chapter 7. But it is worth stressing 
here that treating capital as a subject may lead to a devaluation oflabour. 
까1is is particularly true of the most rigorous arrempt to portray capital 
as a subject， by Postonε. He contrasts: 

two fundamentally diffcεrent modes of critical analysis: a critique of capi
talism，.from the sμηdpoiηt oflabour， on the one hand， and a critique of 

capiral never measures up ro irs concepr and is compelled ro rhrow irselfinro ever more 
rwisrs of rhe spiral of accumularion‘-borh fails ro address rhe indispensablc role of 
comperirion in Marx's accounrs of differenrial profirs and rhe rendency of rhe rare of 
profir ro fall (see chaprer 3 above) and secms ro rely on a mysrified essenrialism: Arrhur， 
TheNeωDialectic and Marx's Capital‘ PPl52 n 5 1 ‘  149 

70 Tony Smirh， ‘까1e Chaprers on Machincry in rhe 1861.63 Manuscriprs’， in Bellofiore and 
Fineschi， eds， Rereadiη'gMar.λ， p124. 
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labour in capitalism， on the other. The first， which is based upon a trans
historical understandingoflabour， presupposes that a structural tension 
exists between the aspects 'of social life that characterise capitalism (for 
example， the market and private property) and the social sphere consti
tuted by labour. Labour， therefore， forms the basis of the critique of 
capitalism， the standpoint from which that critique is undertaken. 
According to the second mode of analysis， labour in capital ism is histori
cally specific and constitutes the essential structures of society. 까lUS 
labour is the object of the critique of capi때ist society-7l 

The latter form of critique is that of Marx in the Grμηdrisse and 
Capital， the former that of what Postone calls ‘traditional Marxism'， 
which offers ‘not a critiqite 0/ political ecoηomy but a critical poιμcal 
ecoηomy， that is， a critique of the mode of distribution. It is a critique 
which， in terms of its treatment of labour， merits the name “Ricardian 
Marxism".’ This is a residual category in which Postone dumps virtu;llly 
every variant Marxism， including (as we have seen) that of Lukács in 
Histoηl aηd Class Consciousness. 50 ‘the idea [central to this text] that 
the proletariat embodies a possible postcapitalist form of social life only 
makes sense， however， if capitalism is defÌned essentially in terms of pri
vate ownership of the means of production， and if“labour" is considered 
to be the standpoint of the critique’. By contrast: 

according to Marx’s analysis， the proletariat is an essential element of 
value-determined relations of production and， as such， is also rendered 
anachronistic as capitalism dεvelops. Overcoming capitalism， then， 
must also be understood in terms of the abolition of proletarian labour 
and， hence， the proletariat. This， however， renders very problematic 
the question of the relation of working-class social and political 
actions to the possible abolition of capital ism; it implies that such 
actions， and what is usually referred to as working-class consciousness， 
remain within the bounds of thε capitalist social formation-and not 
necessarily because workers have been materially and politically cor
rupted， but because proletarian labour does not fundamentally 
contradict capital.η 

The idea that his critique of political economy committed Marx to 
denying that the working class is the agent of anti-capitalist 

71  Postone. ηme， Labour， and Social Domination. ppγ6 
72 Postone. Time. Labour， and Social Domination. PP69. 73. 370-37 1 .  In asserting that Marx 

c1aims that capitalist devdopment makes the proletariat ‘anachronisric’ Postone rdies on 
the so-called ‘Fragment on Machines’ in the Gr，“ndrisse. d iscussed in chapter 7. 
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transformation would have come as a surprise to him. Near the end of 
his life he wrote with Engels in their famous circular lener to leaders of 
the German Social Democratic Party (16얘 Septεmber 1879): 

For almost 40 years wε have emphasised that the class struggle is the 
immediate motive force of history and， in particular， that the class 
struggle betwεen bourgeoisie and prolεtariat is the great lever of modern 
social revolution ... At thε founding of the 1nternational wε εxpressly 
formulated the battle cry: The emancipation of the working class must 
be achieved by the working class itself. (Cμ씨: 408) 

Nor is it plausible to suggest that Postone (who rather evasively 
declares that ‘1 shall not examine the possibility of divergεnt or contra
dictory tendencies in Marx’s mature works') has， in preseming the two 
critiques， exposed a discrepancy imεrnal to Marx’s theoretical dis
course.73 The confusion is in Postone’s own imerpretation. One m에or 
source lies in his claim that 

Marx now [ie in the Grundrisse and Capita!) implicitly rejects the idεa 
of an immanent logic of human history and any form of transhistorical 
dialectic， whether inclusive of nature or restricted to history. 1n Marx’s 
mature works， historical dialectic does not result from the interplay of 
subject， labour， and nature， from the reRexive workings of the material 
objectifìcations of the Subject’s ‘ labour’ upon itself; rather， it is rooted in 
the contradictory character of capital social forms.74 

까lÌ5 50 manife5dy comradict5 Marx’5 conceptualisation of the labour 
procε55 a5 ‘thε universal condition for the metabolic imeraction 
(S뺑ωechsel) between man and nature， the evε따5ting nature-imposed 
condition of human exi5tεncε’ (CI: 290)， that P05tone i5 forced to 
acknowledge thε exi5tεnce of 

two very different sorts of necessity associated with social labour. 
Labour in some form is a necessary precondition-a transhistorical or 
‘ηatura!’ socia! ηecessity-ofhuman social εxistence as such. This neces
sity can veil the specifìcity of commodity-producing labour-that， 
although onε does not consume what one produces， one’s labour is nev
erthεless the necessary social means of obtaining products to consume. 
Rζ latter is a historical샤 determinate socia! necessity. 7' 

73 Poscone， Time， Labour， and Social Domination， PI9. 
74 Poscone， Time， Labour， and Social Domination， PPI39-14'。
71 Poscone、 Time， Labour， and Social Domination， pI6I . 
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까lÍs requires some accounr of the relationship between transhistori
cal and historically determinate categories in Marx’s critique， but 
Postone offers none. The distinction in any case undermines the suppos
edly iconoclastic force ofhis claim that Marx offers ‘a critique oflabour 
in capitalism’. Of course， Marx offers a critique of labour in capitaLism: 
this is evidenr from the great chapters 1 4  and 15 of CapitaL on respec
tively manufacture and modern industry， and their precursors in the 
lSól-63 Maηuscrψt (discussed further in chapter 7). But it doesn’t follow 
that Marx implicates labour as such in this critique， or that he dismisses 
the bearers of the degraded forms of work under capitalism as incapable 
of constituting themselvεs as an emancipatory force. Postone develops 
his argumenr for this last claim thus: 

despite the widespread assumption that workers' colIective action and 
bourgeois social forms are opposed， commodity ownership can only be 
fulIy realised for the workers in colIective form; workers， then， can only be 
‘bourgeois subjects’ collectizψ. In other words， the narure oflabour power 
as a commodity is such that'colIective action does ηot stand opposed to 
commodity ownership， but is necessary to its realisation. lhe historical 
process oflabour power능 realisation as a commodity paradoxicalIy entails 
the development of colIective forms within the framework of capitalism 
that do ηot point beyond that society-rather， they constitute an impor
tant moment in the transition from liberal to post-liberal capitalism." 

There is a kernel of truth in this argument. Chapter 10 of CapitaL， 1， 
‘The Working Day’， portrays collective working class action forcing politi
cal reforms that impose on capital the limits to the working day that it is in 
its inrerests as a class to inrroduce to ensure the stable reproduction of 
labour power but impossible to achieve without state inrervention (since 
orherwise free riders could undercut those individual capitals volunrarily 
imposing limits). Moreover， the improvemenrs in living standards secured 
by work.εrs rhrough collective action borh give their consumprion an 
enhancεd role in the reproduction of capitalism (a theme strongly stressed 
by Harvey) and facilitate their transformation inro the dεsiring subjects of 
rhe society of the spectacle.77 But improvemenrs in workers' condition
whether rhrough strike action or as a result of political reforms inrroduced 
in part as a result of pressure by the work.εrs’ movement-have conrradic
tory effects. Thus it is widely acknowledged that the developmenr of the 

76 Postone. Time， Labour， and Social Domination‘ p275. 
77 5ee‘ for example. David Harvey.A Companion to Marx’s Capital. Volume 2 (London. 

2013). chs 8 and 10. 
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welfare state involves a process of‘decommodification’-in other words， a 
significant proportion of working class consumption is that of servicεs 
provided on the basis ofεntidement and financed by taxation rather than 
being purchased by monetary payment dεrived from wage incomε or pro
duced by domestic labour within the household . . Welfare provision can 
thus undermine the dominance of capital over labour by making workers 
less dependent on the labour market; the aim of making the poor accept 
low-paid employment is therefor.ε one of the most visible aims of neoliberal 
attempts to restructure the welfare state." 

In a striking passage in the IS6I-Ó3 Maημscr.ψt Marx argues that the 
mystified representations of the total process go with thε flow of the 
capitalis다 existence， whilε the workers' conditions oflife incite them to 
reject them and to resist: 

In the capital relation-to the extent that it is still considered indepεn
dεntly of its circulation process-what is essentially characteristic is the 
mystification， the upsidε-down world， thε inversion of the su비ective and 
the objεctivε， as it already appears in monεy. Corresponding to the 
inverted rεlation， there necessarily arises， already in the actual production 
process itself， an inverted conception， a transposed consciousness， which is 
completed by the transformations and modifications of the acrual process 
of circulation. Howεvεr， the capitalist as capitalist is nothing but this 
movεment of capital itsεIf What he is in reali다" he is also in consciousness. 
Since thε positive， dominant side of the relation is expressed in him， he 
only feels at home precisely in these contradictions; they do not disturb 
him， whereas the wage labourer， who is trapped in the same invεrtεd 
notion， only from the other extreme， is driven in practicε， as the oppressεd 
side， to resistance against the wholε rεlation， hence also against 바1ε notions， 
concepts and modes of thinki멍 corrεsponding to it. (CW33: 73-74) 

Postone ignores what is fundamεntal to class struggle for Marx， how
evεr narrowly distributive its aims， namely how it helps transform thε 

78 꺼lis is a huge subjecr. An aurhorirarive discussion ofdecommodincarion is Gøsra Esping
Andersen. Th. Thru Worlds ofW.따r. Capitalism (Cambridge. 1989). ch 2. Bur rhe 
concepr precedes rhis work: see. for example. rhe subrle Marxisr analysis of rhe inrerplay of 
decommodincarion and ‘administrative recommodif1cation’ in  rhe modern capiralisr srare 
in Claus Offe and Volker Ronge. ‘꺼1eses on Theory of rhe Srare’. in Anrhony Giddens and 
David Held. eds. Cl.따s<s， Pow.r， and Conflict: Classical and Conumporary D.baUs 
(Berkeley. 1982). Two pioneering Marxisr srudies of rhe welfare srare are lan Gough. Th. 
Political Economy ofthe Weljâr. State (London. 1979)、 and Norman Ginsburg. Capital， 
Class and Social Policy (London. 1979). For rhe welfare srare under ncoliberalism see Ann 
Rogers. ‘Back ro rhe Wo뻐ouse’. International Socialism. 2.59 (1993). and la in Ferguson. 
‘Can rhe Tories Abolish rhe Welfare Srare?’， 1nteηational Socialism. 1. 141  (2014) 
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working class into a political subject whose collective action tendentially 
subverts bourgeois ideology. This comes out very strongly in an article in 
the Netν York Tribuηe ofJuly 1853， where Marx discusses the mass strikes 
by textile workers centred on Preston: 

1 am ... convinced that the alternative rise and faII of wages， and the con
tinual conRicts bεtween mastεrs and men resulting therefrom， are， in 
thε present organisation ofindustry， the indispεnsable means ofholding 
up the spirit of the labouring cIasses， of combining them into one grεat 
association against the encroachments of thε ruling cIass， and of pre
venting them from bεcoming apathetic， thoughdess， more or less 
well-fed instrumεnts of production. In a statε of society foundεd upon 
the antagonism of cIasses， if we want to prevent slavεry in fact as weII as 
in name， we must accept war. In order to righdy apprεciate the value of 
strikes and combinations， wε must not aIIow ourselves to be blinded by 
thε apparent insignificance of their economical results， but hold， above 
aII things， in view their moral and political consequences. Without the 
great alternative phases of duIIness， prosperity， over-excitement， crisis 
and distress， which modεrn industry traverses in periodicaIIy recurring 
cycIes， with the up and down of wages resulting from them， as with the 
constant warfare between masters and men cIosely corresponding with 
those variations in wagε5 and profits， the working-cIasses of Great 
Britain， and of aII Europe， would bε a heart-broken， a weak-mindεd， a 
worn-out， unresisting mass， whosε self-emancipation would prove as 
impossible as that of the slaves of Ancient Greece and Rome. (CWI2: 169) 

Marx’'s celebration nearly 20 years later of the Paris Commune of 
1871-whose aims and leadership he strongly criticisεd-underlines the 
extent to which he values working class struggles for ‘their moral and 
political consequences’ in transforming those involved into a collective 
agent of their ‘selεεmancipation’. He may of course have been wrong 
about this (a su비ect 1 touch on in chapter 7)， along with the other ‘tradi
tional Marxists' whom Postone consigns to the dustbin of history-not 
just Lukács， but， for example， such otherwise diversε figures as Rosa 
Luxemburg， Leon Trotsky and Walter Be띠amin. But there seems no 
doubt about what Marx actually thought.79 

79 For much more on this. see Draper， Karl Marx's Th(ory ofRevolution. I I .  Part 1. and Alex 
Callinicos. Making Histo’y: Agmcy. Structur( and Change in Social Th(ory (rev edn; 
Leiden. >004). ch ’ 
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Crisis and revolution 

The question of economic crisis represents a particular point of diffì
culry for students of Capital and its drafts . ’  It was， after all， the 
outbreak of the crisis of 18S7-8-described by Michael Krätke as ‘the 
fi.rst world economic crisis， affecting all regions of‘ the world that were 
in one way or another already integrated in or at least connected to the 
world market’-that prompted Marx to start on the Gruηdrisse.' 
Moreover， as we saw in chapter 1， the six-book plan that he developed 
in the course of these studies culminated in a book on the world 
market and crises. 까lis reflected a conception of crisis as the summa
tion of all the contradictions of the capitalist modε of production. As 
Marx purs it in the Ecoηomic Maηuscrψt O!ISóI-Ó3， ‘In world market 
crises， all the contradictions of bourgeois production erupt collec
tively’ (CW32.: 163). But， of course， Book 6 was never written， and Part 
3 of Capital， III， where Marx discusses crises in the context of the ten
dency of the rate of profi.t to fall， is clearly a work in progress rather 
than the presentation of a fi.nished theory. Simon Clarke goes further， 
arguing that ‘Marx’5 writings on crisis are indeed fragmentary and 
confused. In isolation from his work as a whole they are not of any 
great interest， and they certainly do not provide a consistent and rigor
ous theory of crisis'.' 

I 까lÏs chapter devdoped from a presentation made at the XVII Encontro Nacional de 
Economia Política. Rio deJaneiro，June >01 2 .  1 am grateful to my hosts and to all those 
who parti디pated in the discussion. In working on this subject， 1 have also benefitted from 
supervising Lorenzo Fusar。’'s PhD Thesis， ‘Hegemony and Crisis: On the Rdation 
between World Market Crises and Hegemonic Transitions’ (King’s College London， 
WI3)， and from his comments on this chapter in dratt. 

> Michad R K rätke， ‘Marx’s 냉ooks ofCrisis" of 1857-8’， in Marcdlo Musto， ed， Karl Marx's 
Grundrisse (London， >008). p174. 

3 Simon Clarke， Marx's Th，ory ofCrisis (London， 1994)， pIO. Puzzlingly， despite this 
pronouncement， Clarke persistently refers ro ‘Marx’'s theory of crisis’ in his detailed 
d iscussions of specific textS 
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Clarke has written a valuable and scholarly study ofMarx’s writingon 
crisis， but it has a polemical purpose， namely to demolish what Clarke 
claims is the obsession of‘orthodox Marxism' with ‘general crises' and to 
demonstrate that ‘the focus of Marx’s work is not the crisis as cata
strophic event， but the inherent tendency to crisis that underlies the 
permanent instability of social existence under capitalism. From this 
perspective， Marx is the fì.rst and most radical theorist of the “postmod
ern condition’" ， 1his unfortunate concession to passing intellectual 
fashion aside， Clarke’s iconoclasm fails both properly to situate economic 
crises in Marx’s thought and to grasp the logic of his analysis in Capital. 
As Daniel Bεnsaïd puts it in one of the best discussions ofMarx on crises， 
‘Marx produces their determinations at the different logical moments of 
the process of production， of circulation， and of the reproduction of capi
tal. He doesn’t state a positive， coherent and complete theory， but a 
negative thεory， through successive approaches’.5 Another way of putting 
it would be to say that we can fì.nd in Capital not an articulated and fì.n
ished theory of crisis， but a multidimensional [0ηceptioη of economic 
crises and their place in the capitalist mode of production. In this chapter 
1 identify six determinations of crisis in Marx’'s economic writings. 
Two-the formal possibilities of crisis inherent in commodity exchange 
and the modern capitalist credit system， and thε conditions of εXζhange 
between the two main departments of production rεquired for the repro
duction of the system-are εnabling conditions. A second pair-the 
interaction bεtween B.uctuations in wage rates and in the sizζ of the 
industrial reserve army and the turnover of fì.xεd capital-are condition
ing factors. Finally， the interplay between the tendency of the rate of 
profì.t to fall and the cycle ofbubble and panic on thε fì.nancial markets 
constitute the decisive causal mechanisms at work in economic crises. 

But what about thε place of crises in Marx’s thought as a whole? In a 
recent study of the devεlopment of his thinking on the falling rate of 
profì.t， Geert Reuten and Petεr 1homas argue that in thε Gruηdrisse， 
wherε Marx fì.rsr addresses this topic， we fì.nd ‘a “rhetoric of crisis’" that 
harks back to the preocc매ation with political crisis (specifì.cally of the 
old regime in Prussia) that he shared with his fellow young Hegelians in 
the 1840S. Marx in the 1843-44 Introduction to A Coηtributioη to the 
Critique 0/ Hegel's Philosophy 0/ R쟁-ht discovers in the prolεtariar rhe 

4 Clarke. Marx5 Theory ofCrisis， PP2.85， 2.80， For 떠50n5 for nor considering Marx a 
posrmodern rheorisr See Alex Callinicos， Against Postmodernism (Cambridgc， 1989). 

5 Danid Bensaïd， La Discordance des temps: Essais sur les crises， les classes， l’histoire (Paris， 
1995)， P4 I . 
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universal class that can carry out a revolution whose aim is not merely 
political emancipation but ‘the total redemption ofhumaηtη’ (EW， 256). 
Reuten and Thomas argue: 

With the failure of the revolutions that coincided with the publication 
of the Communist Man야sto， the defeated '48ers’ tried tO keep their 
hopes alive for a revival of this ‘world-histOrical’ su비ect. Fidelity to (the 
memory of) the theme of crisis， in the midst of widεspread abandon
ment of revolutionary politics by their contemporaries， constituted one 
of their most potent psychological supports.6 

50 crisis here functions primarily as a political， even psychological 
concept， and the proletariat as a philosophical category. This interpreta
tion ignores Marx’s development from 1844 onwards of a different， more 
precisely socio-economic conception of the proletariat as part of the 
formulation of his broader theory of history and revolution.7 More to 
the point， Reuten and Thomas fail to appreciate the specific， though still 
political role that ecoηomic crises play in Marx’'s and Engels능 thinking 
afi:er 1848. In 5eptember 1850 they broke with the Communist League 
on the basis of a disagreement starkly stated by Marx: 

The materialist standpoint of the Maη따sto has given way tO idealism， 
the revolution is seen not as the product of realities of the situation but 
as a result of an effort of will. Whereas we say tO the workers: You have 
15 ， 2.0， 50 years of civil war to go through tO alter the situation and tO 
train you rselves for the exercise of power， it is said: wiε must take power 
at oηce， or else we must take to our beds. (CWIO: 62.6) 

A few months later Marx and Engels sought to copper-bottom their 
political stance by situating the defeat of the revolution in the move
mεnts of the economic cycle. J ust as the spread of the crisis that broke 
Out in Britain in 1847 to the Continent had helped to spark off the wavε 
of risings in 1848， so the subsequent recovery-made possible by global 
imperial expansion thanks to the discoveries of gold in Australia and 
California and Western penetration of China but once again moving 
across the Channel via Britain-sεt the seal on their defeat. Rather than 
put their faith in assertions of revolutionary will or vague democratic 

6 Geen Reuten and Peter Thoma5 ‘From the “ Fall of the Rate ofProfit" in the Grundrisu 
[Q the Cyclical Devdopmenr of the Profit Rate in Capital’• Science 양 Socieη. 75 : 1  (201 1 ). 

P78 까1Í5 inrerpretation ofMarx’5 devdopmenr rdie5 heavily on 5tathi5 Kouvdaki5. 
Ph‘losophy and Revolution: From Kant to Marx (London. 1003). For a briefcritique. 5ee 
Alex Callinic05. The Resourw ofCritique (Cambridge. 1006). PP"7'19 

7 5e. e5pecially M ichad L。、.vy. The Theory ofRevolution in the Young Marx (Ldden. 1001). 
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phraseology， Marx and Engels argue， real communists must acknowl
edge their dependence on the movements of the mode of production: 

While， therefore， the σises fìrst produce revolurions on the Continent， 
the foundation of these is， nevertheless， always laid in England. Violent 
outbreaks must naturally occur rather in the extremities of thε bourgeois 
body than in its heart， since the possibility of adjustment is greatεr here [ie 
LondonJ than there. On the other hand， the dεgrεε to which Continental 
revolurions react on England is at the same time the barometer which 
indicates how far these revolurions really call in question the bourgeois 
conditions oflife， or how far they only hit their political formations. 

With this general prosperity， in which the productive forces ofbour
gεois society devεlop as luxuriantly as is at all possible within bourgeois 
relationships， there can be no talk of a real revolution. Such a revolution 
is only possible in the periods when both these factoπ， the modern pro
ductive forces and the bourgeois forms of production， come in collisioη 
with each other. . . A nezν revolution is possible 0ηly iη consequeηα ofa ηeψ 
crisis. It is， hoωeveζjust as certaiη as this crisis. (Cμ;; 10: 509-5 10)8 

Crises are thus interpreted as both the expression in bourg<εois soci
ety of the contradiction between the forces and relations of production 
that Marx in his writings of the mid-r840s identifies as the motor of 
historical change and the precipitator of ‘real rεvolutions’ that ‘call in 
question the bourgeois conditions of life’. A preoccupation with this 
interplay between economic crises and socio-political revolution is evi
dent in Marx’s writings of the r850s. For example， speculating in the 
New York 과ibuηe in May-June r853 about the destabilising impact of 
the Taiping rebellion in China on the world economy， he reaflÌrms the 
connection he and Engels had posited in r850: 

Since the commencεment of the eighteenth century there has been no 
serious revolurion in Europe which had not been preceded by a commεr
cial and fìnancial crisis. 꺼1is applies no less to the revolution of 1789 than 
to that of 1848. It is true， not only that we evεry day behold more threat
ening a conflict betwεen the ruling powers and thζIr su비ects， between 
the State and society， between thε various classes; bur also thε conflict of 
the existing powers among each other rεaching that height where the 

8 끼， is passage comes from the ‘Review May tO Occober’ that Marx and Engds dralied for 
the third issue of theNtut Rânischt Zâtung. Politisch-öknomischt Rtvut， which nevtr 
appoared. For background. see Alex Callinicos. The RevolutionaηJdeas ofKarl Marx 
(4th edn. London. ι。10) . ch 1 .  and Jonathan Sperber. Karl Marx: A Ninttunth Cmtuη 
L야 (New York. lOI�). ch 7 
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sword musr bε drawn， and rhe uLtima ratio of princes be recurred to . . .  
We may be sure， neverrheless， rhar to wharever heighr rhe conRicr 
berween rhe European powers may rise， however rhrearening rhe aspecr 
of rhe diplomaric horizon may appεar， wharever movemenrs may be 
arrempred by some enrhusiasric fracrion in rhis or rhar counrry， rhe rage 
of princes and rhe fury of rhe people are alike enervarεd by rhe brearh of 
prosperiry. Neirher wars nor revolurions are likely to pur Europe by rhe 
ears， unless in consequence of a general commercial and indusrrial crisis， 
rhe signal of which has， as usual， to be given by England， rhe reprεsεnra
rive ofEuropean indusrry in rhe marker of rhe world. (CWI2.: 99) 

Marx’'s journalism in these years constantly monitors the movements 
of the economic cycle to anticipate the onset of the next crisis， which he 
had initially predicted for 18Sl. IfJoseph 5chumpeter is right in saying 
that Britain was in recession by mid-18S4， Marx wasn’t too far out， but it 
took the 18S7 lìnancial panic to make the crisis a global one.’ As we saw 
in chapter 2.， Marx’s economic studies in the early 18sos focus in particu
lar on theories of money and banking， but this preoccupation has a 
political dimension as well. 1hus in his journalism he pays particular 
attention to the pioneering French investment bank the Crédit Mobilier 
(CWIS: 8-l4， 130-13S). 1his allows him to develop a critique of the ‘system 
of lìctitious credit' that points towards thε much more elaborated analy
sis of lìnancial markets in Capital， 111 ，  Part S (CWI6: 33-34). But Marx’s 
interest in the Crédit Mobilier is inseparable from h is and Engεls’s cri
tique of the regime ofNapoleon 111， gravedigger of the 1848 Revolution 
(most famously developed in The Eighteenth Brumaire 0/ Louis 
Boηaparte)， and their appreciation of the strategic political signilìcance 
ofFrance: economic crises may start in Britain (though in 18S7 the panic 
began in the United 5tates)， but they spark revolutions in France. 1he 
Crédit Mobilier， 、.vhose 5aint-5imonian bosses thε brothers Pereire were 
closely linked to the regime， in channelling savings to industrial lìrms 
(espεcially railway companies) practised what David Harvey calls in his 
outstanding study of Paris under the 5econd Empirε ‘a planned evolu
tion of what we no‘w know as “state monopoly capitalism".’ 10 50 the end 

9 Joseph A Schumperer. Busin�ss Cycl�s: A Th�orttical. Historical. and StatisticalAnalysis of 
th� Capitalistic ProctSs (2 vols; New York. 19，9). !， p，77; see more generally on 1857-8， !. 
pp"I-"，. and Charles W Calomiris and Larry Schweikarr. ‘The Panic of 1857: Origins. 
Transmission. and Conrainmenr’.]ournal ofEconomic History. 5싸 (1991). 

10 Oavid Harvey， Paris. CapitalofModernity (New York. 200，). P1 1 9; see generally ch 5 .  and. 
for an accounr of rhe conRicrs berween rhe Rorhschilds and rhe Crtdir Mobilier (which 
rhe Rorhschilds evenrually won). Niall Ferguson. 파HouseofRothschild: The World's 
Ba샤�r 1343-1993 (London， 2000). Parr 1. 
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of 1857 fìnds Marx invoking the intεrpεnetrarion of rhe state and private 
capiral as he gnaws away in both an arricle for rhe Nelν York Tribune and 
a lerrer ro Engels wrirrεn on Chrisrmas Day in order ro explain rhe rεla
tively limired impacr of rhe crisis on France-an εmpirical variarion 
wirh polirical implicarions (compare CWI4: 413-418 and 40: 228-232) . "  

501ving rhis parricular puzzle was parr of a much larger dforr to 
monitor rhe course of rhe crisis. He wrore to Engels a lirrle earlier (18 
December 1857): 

1 am working enormously， as a rule until 4 0’c10ck in the morning. 1 
am engaged on a twofold rask: I. Elaborating thε oudines of political 
economy. (For the benefìt of the public it is absolutely essεntial to go 
into the matter au foηd， as it is for my own， individually， to get rid of 
this nightmare.) 

2.. Thepreseηt crisis. Apart from the articles for the Tribune， all 1 do is 
kεep records of ir， which， however， takes up a considerablε amount of 
time. 1 think thar， somewherε about the spring， wε ought to do a pam
phlet together about the affair as a reminder to the German public that 
we are srill there as always， and always the same. 1 have started 3 large 
rζcord books-England， Germany， France. AII the matεrial on the 
American affair is available in thε Tribune， and can be collated subse
quendy. (Cμμ。: 2.2.4-2.2.S) 

50 Marx was working on a rwin track-writing rhe Grundrisse and 
assembling rhe marerial for an empirical srudy of rhe crisis. As Michaζl 
Krätke purs it: 

In early October， whεn he had started writing his fìrst ‘Chapter on 
Monεy’， he bεgan his parallel work on the books of crisis. 꺼1at was actu
ally another project-the srudy of the course of the world economic crisis 
in all details. His work as an empirical researcher， collecting and arrang
ing material on the crisis εvents in diffcεrεnt parts of the world， drawing 
up statisrical tables from various sources， looking for more evidencε， kept 
him busy until the εnd of]anuary， probably early February 18s8-while 
hε was writing the ‘Chapter on Capital’ Hence thε conventional imagi
nation ofMarx， studying fì rst and foremost Hegel’5 Scieηce ofLog.κ while 
writing the Grμndrisse manuscript is misguided. At the samε time， he 
was experimenting with thε dialectical forms of prεsεntation of the 

•• Scc Sergio Bologna’s detailcd discussion: ('973) ‘Money and Crisis: Marx as 
Correspondent of thc New York Da싸 까싸ne . •  8S6-7 ’. http://www.wildcat-www.de/en/ 
material/cs' 3bolo.htm 
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basics of political ζconomy and pursuing a full-scale empirical rεsearch 
on the ongoing economic crisis. The books of crisis were not only mεant 
as aid for his work as journalist. 꺼1ey were also important for the theory， 
the rational explanation of the phenomenon of modern cyclical crises， 
which Marx regarded as an indispεnsable part of his systematic critique 
of political economy’ 12 

Of coursε， the pamphlet， like so much else Marx planned， never 
appeared. But the ‘Books of the Crisis’， when published in MEGA2， 
will amount tO 500 pages， bearing witness to Marx’s mtεrest in investi
gating empirically the course of this global economic crisis. The fact 
that it did not cause the political shock waves implied by Marx’'s and 
Engels’s post-1848 analysis dampened the hopes εxpressed by Engels in a 
letter of 14  November 1857 (‘In 1848 we were saying: Now our timε is 
coming， and so in a certain sense it was， but this time it is coming prop
erly; now it’s a case of do or die' [CÞμ。: 203]). But in the very letter (8 
Occobεr 1858) where Marx acknowledged co Engels ‘the optimistic turn 
taken . by world tradε at this moment'， he engaged in a fascinating 
world-hiscorical speculation: 

끼1ere is no dεnying that bourgeois society has for the second time experi
enced its 16th century， a 16th century which， 1 hopε， will sound its dεath 
knell just as the first ushered it into the world. 끼1e proper task of bour
geois society is the creation of the world market， at least in outline， and of 
the production based on that market. Since the world is round， the coloni
sation ofCalifornia and Australia and the opening up ofChina andJapan 
would seem to have completed this process. For us， the difficult question 
is this: on the Continent revolurion is imminent and will， moreover， 
instantly assume a socialist character. Will it not necessarily be crushεd in 
this little corner of the earrh， since the movement ofbourgeois society is 
still， in the ascendant over a far greater area? (CW40: 346， 346-347) 

까1is passage is onε of Marx’s strongest affÌrmations of the global 
character of capitalism as a system whose future lies far from thε shores 
of Europe. His expectations of revolution are at once optimistic-the 
‘ imminent’ Continental revolution will ‘ instantly assume a socialist 
character' (a prediction for which he would claim the Paris Commune of 
1871 as confÌrmation)-and pessimistic， insofar as such a revolution 
might be， from a global point of view， a sideshow. But the expεriencε of 
1857-8 underlined for Marx the importance of what he called in the 1859 

12  Krätke， ‘κ!arx’s “Books ofCrisis" of 1857-8’， p169. 
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Contributioη ‘big storms on the world market， in which the antagonism 
of all elements in the bourgeois process of production explodes’ (Coη: 
182). Hence his decision to conclude the critique of political economy 
with the world market and crises. He never wrote Book 6， but there are 
important discussions of economic crisεs in the Gruηdrisse， the IS6I-63 
Maηuscript and CapitaL itself. 1hese allow us to identify a more or less 
coherent multi-dimensional conception of crises and their function 
within the capitalist system. 

Dimensions of crisis 

1he multiple dimensions of crisis that Marx discusses reflect， as Bensaïd 
suggests， their placε in the ordering of determinations in CapitaL. In the 
IS6I-63 Maηuscrψt Marx makes it clear that the analysis of these dis
tinct dimensions must follow his mεthod of rising from the abstract to 
the concrete: 

The world trade crises must be regarded as the real concentration and 
forcible adjustment of all the contradictions ofbourgeois economy. The 
individual factors， which are condensed in these crises， must therefore 
emerge and must be described in each sphere of the bourgeois economy 
and the further we advancε in our examination of the latter， the more 
aspects of this conll.ict must be traced on the one hand， and on the other 
hand it must be shown that its more abstract forms are recurring and are 
containεd in thε more concrete forms. (CW32.: 1 40) 

But Marx’s treatment of the different determinations of crises also 
bears the imprint of the pre-existing undεrstanding of capitalism that he 
brought to thε resumption ofhis economic studies in the summer of 1857. 

i. Marx’'s first theory of crisis: competitive accumulation 
drives production beyond the limits ofthe market 

Marx fìrst begins systematically to rεflect on the causes of crises in the 
late 1840S in tζxts such as the Communist Manifesto and Wage Labour 
aηd Capital. Already here he discovers in bourgeois society a systemic 
tendency towards overaccumulation and overproduction. Clarke gives 
an excellent summary of this theory: 

Marx has established that thεre is a tendency inherent in thε capitalist 
modε of production to develop the forcεs of production， undεr the pres
sure of competition， without regard to thε limits of the market， as every 
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capicalist seeks co increase his profics by incroducing new mechods of pro
duccion on an increasing scale. The momentum of the developmenc of 
produccion in any branch is determined noc by chε demand for che prod
ucc. buc by che opporcunicies for acquiring a surplus profic by advancing 
che produccive forces. The result is chac. alchough che growch of capicalisc 
produccion ac che same cime develops the world market. the forces of pro
duccion develop unevenly and wichouc refcεrence [Q che requiremencs of 
proporcionalicy. so chac compecicion imposes a conscant cendency [Q che 
disproporcional developmenc of the various branches of produccion." 

A version of this explanation of crises had already been developed by 
Engels before and independently of Marx in The Coηditioη 0/ 쩌e 
Workiη'g Class iη Eη'gland (1845). Here Engels outlines the nature of a 
five-ro-six year business cycle reflecting 

the nacure of induscrial compecicion and che commercial crises which 
arise from ic. In che present unrεgulaced produccion and distribucion of 
che means of subsiscence. which is carried on noc direcdy for che sake of 
supplying needs. buc for profit. in che syscem under which every one 
works for himself [Q enrich himself， discurbances inevicably arise ac 
every momenc 

Clarke emphasises the diffcζrεnces between Marx’'s and Engels녕 ver
sions of this theory. Engels stresses the uncertainty the manufacturing 
capitalist struggles with when trying to guess the market for his prod
ucts. which inevitably leads ro gluts and crises: 

Engels’'s focus on supply and demand implies a focus on che commercial 
crisis as che decisive momεnc of che crisis. and also implies chac chε dis
placemenc of compecicion by planning can εliminate che crisis cendencies 
of capicalism. and chese are preoccupacions chac recur chroughouc 
Engels’s work. Marx. on che ocher hand. was inceresced noc so much in 
che relacion becween supply and dεmand as in chε relacion becweεn che 
εxpendicure of produccive labour as che basis of value and che realisacion 
of chac value in che form of money. This is refl.ecced in Marx’s decailed 
inceresc in banking and in financial crises. which was noc shared by 
Engels. Moreover. che implicacions of Marx’s analysis are also much 

'3 Clark< . Marxs 1heory ofCrisis. p' 43. Cbrk< here summarises th< theory ofcrisis Marx 
rdi<s on in the Grundriss<. but he 。따rs a good account ofits devdopm<nt in  Engds’s and 
Marx’'s earlier writings: se< Clarke. chs 2-4. 

' 4  Fri<drich Engds. 1he Condition ofthe μ'orki끼g Class in England: From Personal 
Observations andAuthentic Sources (Moscow. '973). p I2 I .  
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more radical， the elimination of crises rεquiringthe abolition not merely 
ofcompεtition， but of the social form of capitalist production." 

However this may be， a broad conception of crisis as a result of the 
process of competitive accumulation driving production beyond the 
limits of the market informs Marx’s later writings. We fÌnd it in his jour
nalism of the 185os-fOr example， in the article ‘Revolution in China 
and Europe' that we have already encountered， he writes: 

Amid thε most surprising prosperity， it has not been difficult to point 
out the clear symptoms of an approaching industrial crisis [in Britain). 
Notwithstanding California and Australia， notwithstanding the 
immense and unprecedented emigration， there must ever， without any 
particular accident， in duε time arrive a moment when thε extension of 
the markets is unable to keep pace with the εxtension ofBritish manu
factures， and this disproportion must bring about a new. crisis with thε 
same certainty as it has donε in the past. (CWI2.: 95-6) 

Marx never abandons this conception of capitalism’s inherent tεn
dency to overaccumulation and overproduction. Thus it is present in 
Capita/， 1， in the crucial Chapter 15， ‘Machinery and Modern Industry’， 
where he argues that the transformation of thε production process 
required by thε hunt for relative surplus value undεrlies thε businεss cycle: 

The factory system’s trεmendous capacity for expanding with suddεn 
immense leaps， and its dependence on the world markεt necessarily gives 
rise to the following cyclε: feverish production， a consεquent glut on the 
market， then a contraction of thε market which causes production to be 
crippled. The life ofindusrry becomεS a seriεs of periods of moderate activ
ity， prosperity， overproduction， crisis and stagnation. 까le u따un따1κcεrπtaiη띠nt따t다다y and 
instability to whiκc야h mac야hine 
que타ntπ떠t“ly the li까v씨mg coαndiπ띠tions， of t타he 、wo아rke∞c야rs becomes a normal state of 
affairs， owing to these periodic turns of the industrial cycle. (CI: 580-2) 

But Marx’'s fullest exploration of this explanation of crises is during 
his discussion of Ricardo’s theory of accumulation in the IS6I-63 
Maηωcrψt (CW32: 123-64). In his debates with Malthus， Ricardo 
endorsed Say’s Law， according to which general overproduction (as 
opposed to the oversupply of some particular product) is impossible 
since the aggregate production of goods and servicεs generates the 
income required to purchase them: 

' s  Clarke， Marx's Theoη ofCrisis， p84 
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M Say has . . .  most satisfacwrily shewn， that there is no amount of capital 
which may not be εmploy，εd in a country， because demand is I imited 
only by production. No man produces， but with a viεw w consume or 
sell， and he never sells but with an intention w purchase some other 
commodity， which may be immediately useful to him， or which may 
contribute w future production. By producing， then， he necessarily 
becomes either the consumer of his own goods， or the purchaser and 
consumer of the goods of some other person. (R， 1: 290) 

Ricardo thus assumes that ‘productions are only bought by produc
tions， or by services; money is only the medium by which the exchange is 
effected.’ (R， 1: 291-292) For Marx this argument is a concrete illustration 
of the damaging effects of Ricardo’s failure to grasp the form of value 
that we discussed in chapter 4: 

If Ricardo thinks that the commodity form makes no difference w the 
product， and furthermore， that commodiη circuLatioη differs only for
mally from barter， that in this context the exchange value is only a 
Reεting form of the exchange of things， and that money is therefore 
merely a formal means of circulation-then this in fact is in line with his 
presupposition that the bourgeois mode of production is the absolute 
mode of production， hence it is a mode of production without any dεfi
nite specific detεrmination [BestimmungJ ， its determinate traits are 
merely formal. He cannot therefore admit that the bourgeois mode of 
production contains within itself a barriεr w thε free development of 
the productive forces， a barrier which comes w the surface in crises and， 
in particular， in overproductioη-the basic phenomenon in crises. 
(CW32: 1 56-1 57; translation modified)" 

In fact， Marx argues， the possibility of crises is inherent in the basic 
metamorphosis of the commodity in the simple form of its circulation， 
C-M-C. Money is more than the means of circulation， and therefore 
its hoarding or the interruption of the flow of payments through the 
banking system can disrupt the process of circulation: 

If， for example， purchase and sale-or the metamorphosis of commodi
ties-reprεsent the unity of two processes， or rather the movement of one 
process through twO oppositε phases， and thus εssentially the unity of 
the two phases， the movement is εssentially just as much the separation of 

16 Say's Law continues to hold sway in the neoliberal era， as Wolfgang Munchau rece띠ly 
complained: ‘1he Real French Scandal is Stagnanr Economic 끼1inking’， Financial Ti‘mes. 
'9 February WI 4. 
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rhesε rwo phases and rheir becoming independenr of each orher. Since. 
however. rhεy bεlong rogerher. rhe independencε of rhe rwo corre!ared 
aspecrs can only show irse!f forcibly. as a desrrucrive process. !r is jusr rhe 
crisis in which rhey assεrr rheir uniry. rhe uniry of rhe differenr aspecrs. 
The independence which rhese rwo linked and complemenrary phases 
assume in re!arion ro each orhεr is forcibly desrroyed. Thus rhe crisis 
manifesrs rhe uniry of rhe rwo phases rhar have become independenr of 
each orher. There would be no crisis wirhout this inner unity of facrors 
rhat are apparently indifferenr ro each orher. But no. says rhe apologetic 
economist. Because thεre is this unity. rhere can be no 다isεs. Which in 
rurn means nothing but that the unπy of conrradicrory facrors excludes 
conrradicrion. (CW32: 13 1)" 

On the basis of this argument. Marx identifìes two formal possibili
ties of crisis: fìrst. that consequent on the separation of sale and purchase 
inherent in the circulation of commodities. and. secondly. that caused by 
the disruption of money’s function as means of payment within thε 
credit system. He had already analysed the latter possibility in the 1 859 
Contribution. drawing on ideas developed by Sir James Steuart. The 
function of money as means of payment arises when the transfer of com
modity to seller to buyer is separated from the transfer of 
money-through. for example the issue of a bill of exchange guarantee
ing payment at some later date that itself acts as a negotiable instrument 
that can be presented to bankεrs for cash at a discount on the price of the 
commodity representing the interest charged by the accepting house. 
This form of money develops through horizontal transactions between 
pnvate actors: ‘Just as formεrly the value-token as a universal symbol 
entailed a state guarantee and a legal rate. so no‘w the buyεr as a personal 
symbol gives rise to private. legally enforceable. contracts among com
modity-ownεrs’ (Coη: 1 40). Although money as means of payment is 
thus a spontaneous effect of commodity transactions. ‘the evolution of 
the credit system. and therefore of the bourgeois mode of production in 
general. causes money to function increasingly as a means of payment’ 
(Con: 143). This generates a new possibility of c디SIS: 

17  See .Iso CI: >08. Marx’s critique ofRicardo is the occ.sion for .  series ofinteresting 
remarks on the nature of contradiction， also found in a slighrly later discussion ofJames 
Mill: CW3>= >74-98. In  a discussion of some of these passages 1 mistakenly confused Mill 
、.vith his sonJohn: The Resources ofCritique (Cambridge， >006). PP>04->OS. See also 
Enrique Dussel， Towards an Unknown Marx: A Commentary on the Manuscripts of 
ISI5I-(f3 (London， >001)， PP1 1 4ff， andJ이1n Rees， The Algebra ofRevolution (London， 
1998)， PPIOS-107 
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When payments cancel one another as positive and negativε quantities， 
no money need actually appear on the scene. Here money functions 
merely as measure ofvalue with respect to both the price of the commod
ity and the size of murual obligations. Apart from its nominal existence， 
exchange-value does not therefore acquire an independent existence in 
this case， even in the shape of a token of value， in other words money 
becomes purely nominal money of account. Money functioning as means 
of payment thus contains a contradiction: on the one hand， when pay
ments balance， it acts merely as a nominal measure; on the other hand， 
when acrual payments have to be made， money enters circulation not as a 
transient means of circulation， but as the static aspect of the universal 
equivalent， as the absolure commodity， in short， as money. Where chains 
of payments and an artificial system for adjusting them have been devel
oped， any upheaval that forcibly interrupts the flow of payments and 
upsets the mechanism for balancing them against one another suddenly 
rurns money from the nebulous chimerical form it assumed as measure 
of value into hard cash or means of payment. Under conditions of 
advanced bourgeois production， when the commodity-owner has long 
since become a capitalist， knows his Adam Smith and smiles supercili
ously at the superstition that only gold and silver constirute money or 
that money is atter all the absolure commodity as distinct from other 
commodities-money then suddenly appears not as the medium of cir
culation bur once more as the only adequate form of exchange-value， as a 
unique form of wealth just as it is regarded by the hoarder. . 꺼1Ïs particu
lar phase of world market crises is known as monetary crisis. 까le 
Jμmmum bonum [supreme good]， the sole form of wealth for which 
peoplζ clamour at such times， is money， hard cash， and compared with it 
all other commodities-just because they are use-values-appear to be 
useless， mere baubles and toys， or as our Doáor Martin Lurher says， mere 
ornament and gluttony. This sudden trànsformation of the credit system 
into a monetary system adds theoretical dismay to the acrually existing 
panic， and the agents of the circulation process are overawed by the 
impenetrable mystery surrounding their own relations. (Con: 14S-146) 

Marx’s discussion of money as meanS of payment and its role in the 
development of the credit system and of crises underlines the additionaI 
intellectuaI resources he had gained thanks to his critique of the quan
tity theory (see chapters 2 and 4 above). Nevertheless， in thε ISδj-63 
Maηuscript， he emphasises that both this source of crises and that aris
ing from the separation of sale and purchase ‘are merely flrms， general 
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possibilities of crisis， and hence also forms， absrract forms， of acrual 
crisis' (CW32: 1 42). Marx’s subsequenr discussion reveals some uncer
tainry. Thus he writes: ‘Bur now the furrher developmenr of the potenrial 
crisis has [0 be rraced-the real [reale] crisis can only be educed from the 
real [reale써 movemenr of capitalist production， competition and 
crεdit-in so far as crisis arises our of the form determinations 
[FormbestimmuηIgeη] of capital that are peculiar [0 it as capital， and not 
merely comp다sed in its existence as commodity and money’ (CW32: 1 43 ;  
translation modified). 50 the explanation of crises depends on the devel
opmenr of the analysis of competition and credit that at this stage Marx 
had excluded from his theo디sation of capital in gene떠1 (sεe chapters 1 

and 3 above). A cou매lp미le of par떠agra매ph떠a따te야r， after saying that c떠es neεd [O 
be unders[Ood at the level， not of production， bur of circulation and 
reproduction， Marx adds: ‘the actual [ωrkιch에 movemenr starrs from 
the existing capital-ie， the acrual movemenr denotes developed capital
ist production， which starrs from and presupposes its own basis. 까le 
process of reproduction and the predisposition [0 crisis which is furrher 
developed in it are therefore only parrially described under this heading 
and require furrher elaboration in the chapter on “Capital and Profit"’ 
(CW32: 1 43). This chapter is what would evenrually bεcome Capital， III .  
The fairly fragmenrary draft in the ISóI-Ó3 Maηuscript includes a discus
sion of the tendency of the rate of profit [0 fall (sεε below). 

In a sense these reRections support Marx’s dεcision [0 pur crises in 
the final volume of the six-book plan， since they underline the multiplic
ity of determinations involved. But in the ISÓI-Ó3 Maημscript Marx 
focuses in the rest ofhis discussion of crises on the problem of overpro
duction. He is reluctanr [0 characterise it as a consequence of 
disproporrionalities bεtween differenr branches of production: 

wε arζ not speaking of crisis here in so far as it arisεs from dispropor

tionate production， that is to say， the disproportion in the distribution 
of social labour betwεεn the individual spheres of production. 1his can 
only be dealt with in connection with thε compεtition of capi대Is. In 
that context it has already been stated that the rise or fall of market
valuε which is caused by this disproportion， rεsults in the transfer or 

withdrawal of capital from one trade to another， the migration of 

capital from one trade to another 까lis equalisation itself however 
already implies as a precondition the opposite of εqualisation and may 
thεrefore comprisε crisis; the crisis itself may be a form of equalisation. 
Ricardo etc admit this form of crisis. (CW3l: ISI) 
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Here disproportionality arises from a . lack of correspondence 
between the amount of social labour allocated to producing a specifìc 
commodity and the social need (backed by effective demand) for that 
commodity. 5upporters of 5ay’'s Law need not deny the possibility of 
crises as market prices adjust to changed market values (see chapter 4) 
Bur they do deny the possibility of g'εneral crises of overproduction， even 
though for Marx the occurrence of such crises is undeniable. 50 why do 
thεy happen? Marx’s response shows him， as so otten in his manuscripts， 
thinking with his pen: 

If one were (0 answer the question by poiming out that the constantly 
expanding production ... requires a constantly expanding market and 
that production expands more rapidly than rhe market， rhen one would 
merely have used differem rerms (0 express rhe phenomenon which has 
to be explained-concrere rerms insread of absrract terms. The marker 
expands more slowly rhan producrion; or in rhe cycle rhrough which 
capiral passes during irs reproducrion-a cycle in which it is nor simply 
reproduced bur reproduced on an exrεnded scale， in which ir describes 
nor a circle but a spiral-there comes a momem ar which rhe market 
manifesrs irself as (00 narrow for producrion. This occurs ar rhe end of 
rhe cycle. Bur ir merely means: thε marker is glutted. Overproduction is 
manifest. If rhe expansion of rhe marker had kept pace wirh rhe expan
sion of producrion， there would be no glur in the market， no 
overproduction. However， the mere admission thar rhe market musr 
expand wirh producrion， is， on rhe other hand， again an admission ofo 
rhe possibiliry of overproducrion， for rhe marker is Iimired exrernally in 
the geographical sense， rhe imernal marker is limired as compared wirh 
a marker rhar is borh imernal and exrernal， rhe larrer in rurn is Iimired 
as compared wirh rhe world marker， which however is， in rurn， Iimired 
ar each moment of rime， [rhough] in irself capable of expansion. The 
admission rhar rhe marker must expand if there is (0 be no overproduc-
tion， is rherefore also an admission rhar there can be overproducrion. 
(CW32: IS3-IS4) 

Marx seems to be acknowledging that merely to poim to the process 
through which the accumulation process drives production fastεr than 
the market is a redescription of the problem rather than an explanation. 
lndeed， Clarke undεrmines his efforts to play down the signifìcance of 
the tendency of the rate of profìt to fall when he concedes that ‘Marx 
does not of표r a simple disproportionality theory of crisis’ because ‘thε 
problεm of crisis comεs back to the problem of the fall in the rate of 
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profìt that precipitates the crisis by disrupting the relations of propor
tionality bεtween the branches of production， primarily between those 
producing means of production and those producing means of 
consumption까
that an explanation of overproduction requires us to look more closely at 
wages and profìts: ‘It is the unconditional developmenr of the produc
tive forces and thεrefore mass production on the basis of a mass of 
producers who are confìned within the bounds of the necessaries on the 
one hand and， on the other， the barrier set up by the capitalists’ profìt， 
which [forms] the basis of modern overproduction’ (CW3l: 157-8). This 
remark poinrs us towards Capital， bur before we take a look at what hε 
says abour crises there， it is worrh saying a word abour Marx’s treatmenr 
of equilibrium. 

Marx’s critique of Say’s Law aligns him with those economists-in 
Ricardo’s day Thomas Malthus and J C L Simonde de Sismondi， more 
recently of course Maynard Keynes-who have argued that capitalism 
lacks an inherenr tendency towards equilibrium (though Marx fìnds it 
very hard to fìnd a good word to say abour Malthl퍼." As Bensaïd purs it， 
‘the disjunction of sale and purchase is a principle not of symmetry and 
equilibrium， bur of dissymmetry and disequilibrium'.'o Bur Marx does 
not therefore renounce the concept of equilibrium altogether. 까lUS In a 
passage that we citεd in chapter 4 when considering his accounr on the 
formation of market value， Marx writes: ‘The exchange or salε of com
modities at their value is the rational， natural law of the equilibrium 
between them [das Ratioηelle， das natürliche Gesetz ihres Gleichgewichts]， 
this is the basis on which divergences have to be explained， and not the 
converse， ie the law ofεquilibrium should not be dεrived from conrem
plating the divεrgences’ (CIII :  l89). Equilibrium thus plays a regula따e 
role， holding where the law of value is operative and commodities 
exchange according to the socially necessary labour time required to 
produce them: 

On the one hand， εvery producer of a commodity is obliged to producε 
a use-valuε， ie he must satisfy a particular social need . . .  ; on the other 
hand， the law of the value of commodities ultimately determines how 
much of its disposable labour-time society can expend on each kind of 

，8 Clarke. Marx's Theory ofCrisis. pp，so. ' s"  
' 9  According tO  Enrique Dussel. Marx ‘ i s  too negative. tOO harsh toward Thomas Roberc 

Malthus’. 7òward an Unknou끼 Marx. P90. Marx is considerably more charitable t。
Sismondi. 、이10m he alleges Malthus plagiarised: see CW32: 243'248. 

20 Bensaïd. La Discordance des umps. p46. 
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commodity. But this constant tendency on the part of thε vanous 
spheres of production towards equilibrium comes into play only as a 
rea다ion against the constant upsetting of this equilibrium. (CI: 476) 

Harvey purs it well: 

What differentiates Marx from bourgeois political economists (both 
before or since) is the emphasis he puts on the ηecesslη for departures 
from equilibrium and the crucial role of crises in restoring that equilib
rium. The antagonisms embedded with the capitalist mode of 
production are such that the system is constandy being forced away from 
an εquilibrium state. In  the normal course of events， Marx insists， a bal
ance can bε achiζved only by accident.2J 

50 what， according to Marx in Capital， are the forces driving capital
ism towards disequilibrium? This is best answered by trying to follow 
the ordering of determinations across the three volumes that provide the 
context ofMarx’s trεatment of crises. 

ii. Capital， 1: the business cycle regulated by jluctuations 
in the industrial reserve army 

As we have already seen， Marx argues in the ISóI-ó3 Maημscr.ψt that ‘the 
first section dealing with capital-the direct process of production-

. does not contribute any new element of crisis’ (CW32: 1 43). Here there is 
a very substantial change in Capital， 1 ，  where the cycle plays an impor
tant role， first in Chapter 15 (‘Machinery and Modern Industry') and 
especially in Chapter 까 (‘The General Law of Capitalist Accumulation’)， 
in section 3 of the latter chapter， which Marx significantly augments in 
the French edition. What he does hεre is systematically to relate the 
Buctuations of the business cycle to movements in wages and in the size 
of the industrial resεrve army- 22 

What makes this extension in the scope ofMarx’s analysis possible is 
his at least partial abandonment of the six-volume plan， which sepa
rated the theory of capital from that of wagε labour， and the 
introduction of Part 6， ‘Wages’， and in particular Chapter 19， where 
Marx presents the form assumed by wages as the value of labour as at 
once ‘an expression as imaginary as the value of the earth' and a form of 

ι1  David Harvey， The Limits 10 CapitaL (Oxford， 1981)， pp81-83. Harvey refers here to CII: 
571 ，  cited more fully below 

II Bensaïd’.s excellent discussion ofMarx on crises in La Discordanu des κmps， ch ι， does 
not address this particular dimension. Gérard Duménil stresses its importance: La 
Conupl de Loi économique dans ‘Lt CapitaL’(Paris， 1978)， ppl18-11。
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appearance of capitalist production relations (CI: 677) . 23 In Chapter 2S 
Marx introduces the concept of the organic composition of capital， the 
relationship between the means of production and labour power 
reflected in value terms as the ratio of constant capital to variable capi
tal， and argues that， as the process of technical transformation inherεnt 
in the capital relation expels living labour from production， the organic 
composition of capital tends to rise. 까lis in turn leads to a tendency for 
the industrial reserve army-that is， those layers of the working class 
that， to differing degrεes， are not fully integrated into produ다ion-also 
to rise. But this tendency does not take the form of a continuous trend， 
but rather that of a cyclical oscillation: 

The path characteristically described "by modern industry， which takes 
thε form of a dec야띠E미nni때a매I c이yc이leε (in따1πtern매teεd by smaller oscillations) of 
periods of average activity， production at high pressure， crisis， and stag
nation， depends on thε constanr formation， the greater or less 
absorption， and the re-formation of the industrial rεservε army or sur
plus population. In thεir turn， the varying phases of the industrial cycle 
recruit the surplus population， and become one of the most energetic 
agencies ofits reproduction. (C1: 785) 

The same cyclical movement also rεgulates that of wages; for Marx， 
‘the rate of accumulation is the independent， not the dependent variable; 
the ratε of wages is the dependent， not the independent variable' (CI: 
770). Crucially， the sizε of the industrial reserve army affects the bar
gaining power of employed workers， which therefore varies according to 
the stage of the cycle. Accordingly， ‘the general movement of wages is 
exclusively regulated by the expansion and contraction of the industrial 
reservε army， and this in turn corresponds to thε periodic alternations of 
the industrial cycle’ (CI: 790). In a striking passage added in the French 
edition of Capita!， 1， Marx integrates the cycle， the development of the 
productive forces， thε industrial reserve army， and the globalisation of 
capl떠list production: 

까le jerky expansion of production is the primary cause of its sudden 
conrraction; thε latter， it is true， in turn causes the former， but would the 
exorbitanr expansion of production， which forms the poinr of departure， 

'3 5ee rhe importanr discussions ofMarx on wages in Roman Rosd이sky. TheMakingof 
Marx's Capital (London. '977). PP57-6l and l8ι-3'3 .  andJacques Bider.Exploring Marx's 
Capital (Leiden. LO07). ch 4. Given ‘，vhar Part 6 al lows Marx to do. Harvey’s dismissal 
(‘rhe ideas are fairly obvious and rhe wriring rarher pedestrian’) seems rarher cavalier 
David Harvey，A Co쩍anion 10 Ma.r.λ's Capital (London. LOIO). P'43 
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be possible without a reservζ army under the command of capital， with
out a surplus of workers independent of the natural growth of the 
population? This increase is achieved by using a very simple process 
which every day throws workεrs on the streets， namεIy the application of 
methods that， making labour more productive， diminish the demand 
for it. The convεrsion， constandy renewed， of a part of the working class 
who are half occupied or complεtely idle， thus imprints its typical form 
on the movemεnt of modern industry. 

Just as the heavenly bodies always repeat a certain movement， once 
they have been flung in[O it， so [00 does social production， once it has 
been flung into this movement of alternate expansion and contrac
tion， repeat it by mechanical necessity. Effects become causes in their 
turn， and the various vicissitudes， first irregular and seemingly acci
dental， assume more and more the shape of a normal periodicity. But 
it is only afi:er mechanical industry has struck roOt so deeply that it 
exerted a preponderant influencε on the whole of national produc
tion; only afi:er， foreign trade began [0 predominate over internal 
trade， thanks [0 mechanical industry; only afi:er the world market had 
succεssively annexed extensive areas of in the New World， Asia and 
Australia; only afi:er， finally， a suffìcient number of i ndustrial nations 
had εntered thε arena-only afi:er all this can one date the repeated 
self-perpetuating cycles， whose successive phasε5 embrace years and 
always culminate in a general crisis， which is the end of one cycle and 
the starting-point of anothζr.24 

Marx is not offering here anything like a full explanation of the cycle. 
More specifìcally，he is not putting forward a ‘wage-push ’ or ‘supply-side’ 
theory of crisis of the kind favoured by Marxists influenced by Ricardo， 
for whom wage increases， by squeezing profìts， precipitate crises.'5 Wages 
are， as WIε have seen， the ‘dependent variable’， responding to the accumu
lation process mεdiatεd by the business cycle. Nevertheless， Marx’s 
analysis of the industriaf reserve army underlinε5 the importance to him 
of the cyclical character of capitalist development-or rather， in a meta
phor he takes from Sismondi， its spiral form (CI: 727)-and hence of 
crises as the turning points of these cycles. 

24 Karl Marx， Le Capital， Livre / (2 vols， Paris， 1985)， 1 1 .  plO2 (second para parrly translared 
in CI: 786n). 

2S A good sraremenr of rhe supply-side approach can be found in Philip Armsrrong er al， 
Capitalism since World War // (London， 1984); Roberr Brenner， The Economics ofGlobal 
자rbuleηce (London， 2006) is， among orher rhings， a comprehensive cririque. More on 
rhe industrial reserve army in chaprer 7. 
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iii. Capital， II: the turnover and reproduction 01 capital 
Crises fìgure twice in Volume II， fìrst positively in Part 2 and then nega
tively in Part 3 . Part 2 is devoted to the turnover of capital. One 
determinant of profìtability is the length of time it takes for the capital 
lnvεsted to flow back: in the case of fìxed capital， invested in plant and 
machinery， this will be spread over several cycles of production， as the 
means of production are worn down physically and also su빠r what 
Marx calls ‘moral dεpreciation’ thanks to the development of cheaper 
and more effìcient replacements.26 Marx showed a long-standing interεst 
in the turnovεr of capital， quizzing Engels in March 1858 about how it 
was calculated in Ermen and Engels in Manchester， and in returning to 
the subject in the long letter of 30 April 1868 where he set Out his plans 
for Volume III (CW43: 20-26). 1n Capital， II， however， he uses the turn
over of capital to help explain the periodicity of crises: 

To rhε same exrenr as rhe value and durabiliry of rhe fixed capiral 
applied devεlops wirh rhe developmenr of rhe capitalist mode of pro
duction， so also doεs rhe life of industry and industrial capital in each 
particular investmenr dεvelop， extεnding to several years， say an aver
age of ten years. 1 f the dεvelopmenr of fixed capiral extεnds this lif，ε， on 
the one hand， it is cut short on the other by the consrant rεvolutionis
ing of the means of production， which also increases steadily with rhε 
dεvelopmenr of the capitalist modε of production. This also leads to 
changes in the mεans of production; they constantly have to be 
replacεd， because of their moral depreciarion， long beforε they are 
physically exhausted. We can assume rhat， for the most importanr 
branches of large-scale industry， this li fcε cycle is now on average a ten
yεar one. Thζ precise figure is not important here. Thε result is that the 
cycle of related turnovεrs， extending over a number of years， within 
which the capital is confinεd by its fixεd componenr， is one of the mare
rial foundarions for rhe periodic cycle [Kriseη] in which business passes 
rhrough successive pεriods of sragnarion， moderare acrivity， over
excitemenr and crisis. The periods for which capπal is invesred certainly 
differ greatly， and do nor coincide in rime. Bur a crisis is always rhε 
srarting poinr of a large volume of new invesrmenr. Ir is also， rherζfore， 
if we consider rhe sociery as a wholε， more or less a new material basis 
for rhe nεxr rurnovεr cycle. (CII : 2.64) 

16 For cri<icisms ofMarx for failing to integrate turnover time into his account of the rate of 
proht， see Duménil， La Concept de loi économique dans ‘le Cllpital'， pp18Iff， and Harvey， 
The Limits to Capitlll， PPI8S-188 
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Bur， as Clarke points out， Marx ‘never provided even a suggestion of 
an explanation for crises based on the replacement cycle' of fìxed capital. 
Nevertheless: 

Marx is clearly moving rowards a rhεory of rhζ invesrmenr cyde， in 
which a bursr ofinvesrmenr in rhe boom srimulares inAarion and dispro
porrionaliries， which in rurn provoke specularion and monεrary 
insrabiliry， while rhe crash sees a massive Iiquidarion of fìxed capiraI， 
which evenruaIly Iays rhe foundation for recovery. However， Marx 
cannor rake rhζ analysis furrher at rhis srage， primarily bζcause rhe 
problem of fìxed capiraI and rhe invesrmenr cycle is linked ro rhe prob
Iem of credir， which he has nor yer considered.27 

This limitation did not prevent Evgeny Preobrazhensky making 
creative use of Marx’s treatment of fìxed capital to develop his own 
original theory of crisis. 28 lndeed， in the history of Marxism it has been 
CapitaL， II ， that has provided the most fertile source of crisis theories 
by p이itical economists seeking to complete Marx’s own work. Rosa 
Luxemburg even says: ‘it is especiaLLy important for soLv까!g the probLem 
ofeconomic crises ’." Part 3， where Marx seeks to defìne the conditions of 
capitalist reproduction by specifying the exchanges required between 
thε two main departments of production (means of production and 
means of consumption)， has exerted to the greatest influεnce， whether 
it be on Rudolph Hilferding’5 attempt to explain crises by dispropor
tionalities between different sectors or Luxemburg’5 and Henryk 
Grossman’5 much more ambitious theories of capitalist breakdown.lO 
Rich and complεx though the debatεs provoked by these works are， 
there is no evidence that Marx himself thought that his analysis of 
reproduction (a constant preoαupation from the I8ÓI-Ó3 Maηuscrψt 
through to his various dratts of CapitaL， I I， up to the end of the 1 870S) 
was particularly relevant to explaining crises. 

Roman Rosdolsky’5 discussion of Marx’s theory of capitalist repro
duction seems to me defìnitive. He praises Luxemburg for ‘her pointing 

17 Clarke.Marx’:r Theory ofCrisis. pp167. '73. 5ee rhe exre찌ve r떠rmenr offixed capiral in 
Harvey‘ Limits to Capital. ch 8. and A Companion to Marx’s Capital， Volume 2 (London‘ 
1013). ch 3 . 5chumperer criricises Marx’s arrempr ro rdare rhe cycle ro rhe rurnover of 
fixed capiral in Business Cycles. 1 .  pp189-191 

18 E A Preobrazhensky. [193 1] The DeclineofCapitalism {Armonk NY. 1 9월) 
ι9 Rosa Luxemburg. ‘Pracrical Economics: Volume ， 0fMarx’'s Capital'. in Perer Hudis. ed. 

The Compμu Works ofRosa Luxemburg. 1 (London‘ 1013)‘ P411 ‘  
30 Rudolph Hilferding. [1910] Finaηce Capital (London. 1981). Rosa Luxemburg. [1913] The 

Accumulation ofCapital (London. 197 1). and Henryk Grossman. [1919] The Law of 
Accumulation and Breakdown ofthe Capitalist Sysum (]airus Banaji. ed; London. 1991). 
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our of the fact . . .  that Marx’s schemes of extended reproduction disregard 
all those changes in the mode of production which are caused by techni
cal progress-namely， the increasing organic composition of capital， the 
increase in the rate of surplus value， and the rising rate of accumulation.’ 
Should any of these changes occur， the conditions of equilibrium speci-
6ed by Marx would break down. Bur， Rosdolsky continues: 

it cannot be concluded from this ‘failure’ of the schemes of reproduction 
(as she supposεd)， that accumulation is completely ‘ impossible’， but 
simply that any revolution in the productive forces which takes place on 
a social scale must bring the given statε of equilibrium of the branches of 
production to an end and lead， via all kinds of crises and disturbances， to 
a new temporary equilibrium.31 

In other words， what Capital， II ， Part 3， does is to specify conditions 
of equilibrium without implying that these will nεcessarily be met. 꺼11S 
is made c1ear in a passage that 1 have already cited in part: 

꺼1e fact that the production of commodities is the general form of capi
talist production already implies that money plays a rolε， not Just as 
means of circulation， but also as money capital with in the circulation 
sphere， and gives rise to cerrain conditions for normal exchange that are 
pζculiar to this modε of production， ie conditions for the normal 
course of reproduction， whether simple or on an expanded scale， which 
turn into an εqual number of conditions for an abnormal course， pos
sibilities of crisis， since， on the basis of the spontaneous pattern 
[naturwüchs쟁en Gestaltung] of this production， this balance is itsεlfan 
accident. (CII: 570-571) 

Marx’s most famous comment on crises in Capital， II， also comes in 
Part 3 .  It involves a rejection of the kind of underconsumptionist expla
nations already developed by Malthus and Sismondi that Luxemburg 
was great!y to e1aborate on the basis of her critique of the reproduction 
schemes in Part 3 :  

lt i s  pure tautology to say that crises are provokεd by a lack of effective 
demand or of effectivε consumption. 꺼1e capitalist system does not 

3 '  Roman Rosd이sky. Th� MakingofMarx's Capital (London. 1977). pp495. 496; see 
generally Rosdolsky. ch 30. Ernest Mandd. I ntroduction to Karl Marx. Capital. 1 1  
(Harmondsworth‘ 1978). Harvey.A Companion to Marx's Capit:zl. νólum� 2. chs 10 and 
’ 1 .  and. for more introductory treatments. Ben Fine and Alfredo Saad-Filho. Marx's 
‘Capital’ (5th edn; London. 1010). ch 5. and Duncan K Foley. Und�rstanding Capital: 
Marx's Economic Th�oη (Cambridge MA. 1986). ch 6. 
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rçcognise any forms of consumer o[hζr [han [hose who can pay， if we 
exclude [he consump[ion of paupers and swindlers. The fac[ [ha[ com
modi[ies are unsaleable means no more [han [ha[ no effec[ive buyer 
has been found for [hem， ie no consumers (no ma[[er whe[her [he 
commodi[ies are ulrÍma[ely sold [0 mee[ [he needs of produc[ive or 
individual consumprÍon). If [he a[[emp[ is madε [0 give [his [aU[ology 
grea[er profundi[y， by [he s[a[emem [ha[ [he working class receives [00 
small a ponion of i[s own produc[， and [ha[ [he evil could be remedied 
if i[ received a bigger share， ie if i[s wages rose， we need only no[e [ha[ 
crises are always prepared by a pεriod in which wagεs generally rise， 
and [he working class acwally does receive a grea[er share of [he 
annual produc[ desrÍned for consump[ion. From [he s[andpoim of 
[hese advoca[es of sound and ‘simple’ (!) common sense， such periods 
should ra[her aven [he crisis. Ir [hus appears [ha[ capi[alis[ produc[ion 
involves cenain condi[ions indζpendem of people’s good or bad imen
[ions， which permi[ [he rela[ive prosperi[y of [he working class only 
tζmporarily， and morεover always as a harbinger [SturmvogeL) of crisis. 
(CII : 486-487) 

In the background here we see Marx’'s account of the interrelation 
between rhe business cycle and the fluctuations in the size of thε indus
trial rεserve army and the level of wages in Capital， 1， Chapter 25. 
Commentators orren counterpose this passage to an equally famous one， 
this time in Capital， III ， Part 6， which can be interpreted as saying the 
opposite. Marx suggests that， if wε conceive society as ‘composed simply 
of industrial capitalists and wage-labourers’， and ignore the depreciation 
of fìxed capital， credit， fraud， and speculation， 

a crisis would be explicable only in [erms of a disproponion in produc
[ion be[ween differem branches and a disproponion be[ween [he 
consumption of capi[alis[s [hemselves and [heir accumula[ion. BU[， as 
things actually are， [he replacemem of [hε capi[als inves[ed in produc
tion dεpends [0 a large εx[em on [he consump[ion capacity of the 
non-produc[ive classes; while [he consump[ion capacity of [he workers is 
restricted partly by [he laws governing wages and partly by [he fac[ [hey 
are employed only as long as [hey can be employed a[ a profì[ for [he capi
[alis[ class. The u!tima[e reason for all acwal [wirkLichen) crisεs always 
remains [he poveny and res[ric[ed consumption of [he masses， in the 
face of [he drive of capi[alist production [0 dεvelop [he produc[ive forces 
as if only [he absolute consump[ion capacity of socie[y se[ a limi[ [0 
them. (CIII: 6 14， 61S ; translation modifìεd) 
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Marx seems to bε returning here to the terrain of the discussion of 
crises in the ISÓI-Ó3 Maηuscr，ψt， since the two factors he initially cites
disproportionalities and excessive saving-are those used respectively by 
the Ricardians and Malthus to account for crises. And his own explana
tion of 'actual crises’ (where the conditions he fìrst specifìes don’'t hold) 
seems is close to passages such as this from the earlier dratt: 

Overprod.μction is specifìcally conditioned by the general law of the pro- ‘ 

duction of capital: to produce to the limit set by the productive forces， 
that is tO say， to exploit the maximum amount oflabour with the given 
amount of capital， without any consideration for thε actual limits of thε 
market or the needs backεd by the ability to pay; and this is carried out 
through continuous expansion of rεproduction and accumulation， and 
therefore constant reconversion of revenue into capital， while on the 
。ther hand， the mass of the producers remain tied to the average level of 
needs， and must remain tied to it according to the nature of capitalist 
production. (CW32.: 163-164) 

1he later passage in Capita/， III ， is part of a discussion of the relation
ship between credit and productive capital in the context of the cycle 
and is in brackets in the original ISÓI-Ó3 Maηuscrψt (MEGA2 II/4.2.: 
539-540). It is best taken， in my view， as more an example ofMarx con
tinuing to think through his understanding of crises than a considered 
and settled espousal of underconsumptionism， particularly since the 
contradictory passage from Capita/， II， belongs to a considerably later 
manuscript written in 1878. Maurice Dobb， while making these points， 
suggests in reconciliation that what ‘Marx had in mind in the passage in 
question was the contradiction between the tendency of capital to 
expand the productive forces in a way which logically leads to a rise in 
real wages and its “desire" to restrain wages at a level at which a tradi
tional rate of profìt can be maintainεd ’ 32 

iv. Capital， III: the tendency ofthe rate ofpro.fit to fa/l 
and .financial boom and bust 

We have already started to consider Marx’s discussion of crises in Capita/， 
III， where it occurs primarily at two levels of determination: Part 3， origi
nally entitled by Marx ‘1he Law of the Tendential Fall in the Rate of 
Profìt in the Progress ofCapitalist Production'， and Part 5， ‘낀1e Division 

3' Maurice Dobb. Political Economy and Capitalism (London. 1937). p"4. Paul S、，veezy by
contrast uses the passage to cr。、，vn his argument arrributing [0 Marx an underconsumptionist 
theory ofc띠is: The Theory ofCapitalist Development (New York. 1970). PP17H78 
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ofProfìt into Interest and Profìt ofEnterprise. Interest Bearing Capital'， 
which contains Marx’s most extensive discussion of fìnancial markets.33 
Marx fìrst discusses the tendency of the rate of profìt to fall in the 
Grundrisse， and returns to it in both theISóI-3 and thuSó3-5 Maηuscrψts. 
In the Grμndrisse he calls it ‘ in every respect the most important law of 
modern political economy， and the most essential for understanding the 
most difficult relations. It is the most important law from the historical 
standpoint. It is a law which， despite its simplicity， has never before been 
grasped and， even less， consciously articulated’ (G: 748; see also CW꺼: 
104). Marx was， of course， perfectly well aware that the idea that capital
ist development involved a falling rate of profìt long preceded his own 
theorisation. British economic writers had noticed from the late 17th 
century onwards the relatively low level of interest rates in the United 
Provinces， then the most advanced European economy， and the declin
ing trend of interest rates in Britain itself (which was on the way to 
overtaking Holland). They generally accounted for this by the general 
increase of wealth in these economies. Adam Smith at once summarised 
and transcended this discussion by rigorously distinguishing the rate of 
profìt， the return on capital invested in indusrry or commerce， from the 
rate of interest on loans， and arguing that both tended to fall as a result 
of the accumulation of capital and competition among capitalists: 

The increase of srock， which raises wages， cends ro lower profìc. When 
che srocks of many rich merchams are curned imo che same crade， cheir 
mmual compecicion nacurally cends ro lower ics profìc; and when chere is 
an increase of srock in all che differem trades carried on in the same 
so디ety. the same competition must produce the same effect in them all.34 

By the time of the great debates among British political economists at 
the end of the Napoleonic Wars， their perception of the problem had 
changed. They tended now to emphasise low profìtability in Britain com
pared to less developed economies such as the United States and to cite 
Holland as a case of economic decline (otten explained by the overabun
dance of capital forcing down the rate of profìt).35 Ricardo’s explanation 
for a falling rate of profìt was different. As we saw in chapter 2， he uses 
the labour theory of value to support the assertion that wages and profìts 

H Engds cut out the hnal phrase in both titles. 
34 Adam Smith. An Jnquiry into tht Nature and Causes ofthe Wealth ofNations 샤 vols. 

Oxford. '976). l.ix; 11 .  plOS. See generally G S L Tucker. Progms and Pr，야ts 1얘ritish 
Economic 1hought /650-/850 {Cambridge. 196이. 

35 Tu，ι: ke r. Progrtss a뼈Projìts in British Economic 1hought. ch VIII .  
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are inversely rεlated. Wages depend on ‘the price of the food， necessaries， 
and conveniences required for the support of the labourer and his family' 
(R， 1: 93). Ricardo accepts Malthus’s ‘law of population’， according to 
which population tends to rise faster than food production， and he also 
agrees with Malthus that the opεration of this law would prevent wages 
rises above a minimum of physical sub_sistence (this is the ‘ iron law of 
wages’ criticised by Marx in ‘Value， Price and Profìt’). But Ricardo con
cludes that the share of wages in value newly created tends to rise: ‘With 
the progrεss of society the natural price of labour has always a tendency 
to rise， because one of the principal commodities by which its natural 
price is regulated， has a tendency to become dearer， from the greater dif-
6culIy of producing it

， 
(R， 

I: %). 
Ricardo follows Malttm

Iha[ diminishing reIurns in agrKulturE would rεquire over time a larger 
amount of labour to be devoted to food production. 1hε inescapable 
corollary， given his theory of value and profìts， is that the share of value 
taken by profìts would fall : 

꺼1e natural tendency of profits then is to fall; for in the progress of soci
ety and wealth， the additional quantity of food requirεd is obtained by 
the sacrifice of more and more labour. This tendency， this gravitation as 
it were of profits， is happily checked at repeated intervals by the improve
ments in machinery， connectεd with the production of nεcεssanes， as 
well as by discoveries in the science of agriculture which εnable us to 
relinquish a portion of labour beforε required， and therefore to lower 
the price of the prime necεssary of thε labourεr. The risε in the price of 
necessaries and in the wages of labour is howevζr limiκd; for as soon as 
wages should be equal (as in the case formerly statεd) to 720/.， the whole 
rεcζipts of the farmεr， there must be an end of accumulation; for no capi
tal can thεn yield any profit whatever， and no additional labour can be 
demandεd， and consequεntly population will have rea야1εd its highεst 
point. Long indeed bεfore 바lÏs period， the very low rate of profits will 
have arrested all accumulation， and almost the whole produce of thε 
country， afi:er paying the labourεrs， will be the propεrty of the ownεrs of 
land and thε receivers of tithεs and taxεs. (R， 1: 120-1 21) 

꺼11S ‘stanonary state’， as later economists such as John Stuart Mill 
came to describe it， rεpresents， as Marx puts it， ‘the bourgeois “Twilight of 
the Gods"-the Day ofJudgement’ (Cκ상2.: 172.). Ricardo may have resit
uated the problem of the falling rate of profìt within the framework of the 
labour theory ofvalue， but his reliance on thε law of diminishing returns 
exerted a lasting influence that survivζd thε neoclassical ‘revolution’. 까1US 
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Stanley]evons， one of the founders of marginalist value theory， wrote in 
1871: ‘Our formula for the rate of interest shows that unless there be con
stant progress in the arts， the rate must tend to sink towards zero， 
supposing accumulation of capital to go on. There are sufficient statistical 
facts， toO， to confìrm this conclusion historically. The only question that 
can arise is as to the actual cause of this tendency’ ，. 

]evons’s remarks are interesting because they underline the extent to 
which Marx’'s own writings on profìtability take place against the back
ground of a scholarly consensus that there is a tendency for the rate of 
profìt to fall. They also givε the lie to ]onathan Sperber’s suggestion that， 
in preoccupying himself with this issue， Marx was constructing ‘a back
ward looking economics， a treatise written in the 1860s， whose central 
interests and approaches stemmed from circumstances in the fìrst dec
ades of the 19th century'.37 This criticism ignores the extraordinary 
scientifìc quality of the p이itical economists' dεbates in the 18IOS and 
1820S， and also fails to take into account Marx’s very substantial differ
ences with Ricardo. These can be summarised under twO headings. First， 
in relying on Malthus’s theory of population， Ricardo confìnes his 
theory of value and profìts within a naturalistic framework. As Marx 
purs It， ‘he flees from economics to seek refuge in organic chemistry’ 
(G: 754). Secondly， Ricardo detaches the tendency for the rate of profìt 
to fall from any account of crises (whose existεnce as a generalised phe
nomenon of overproduction he indeed denies). Marx’s fìrst account of 
the tendency of the rate of profìt to fall in the Grtμ2drisse already diffcεrs 
radically from Ricardo’s in both these respects. First， it relies， not on the 
assumption of falling productivity thanks to diminishing returns in 
agriculture， but on risiηrg labour productivity， expressed in the rise of 
dead labour (constant capital invested in means of production) relative 
to living labour (represented by the variable capital invested in employ
ing wage labour). Therefore， while Ricardo’s theory of profìts prεsupposes 
the absence of technical innovation (‘We will assume that no improve
ments take place in agriculture:’ R， IV: 12)， Marx’s makεs capitalism’s 
technological dynamism the source of falling profìtability: 

36 W SJevons. Th. Theory ofPoliticalEconomy (Harmondsworrh. 1 97이， PP>4S'>46 
Maynard Keynes. 、이10 never l iberatcd himsclffrom marginalism， argued that invcstment 
would tend to bring the ‘marginal dllciency of capital ’ (his equivalent tO the rate of proht) 
down tO the levcl of the rate ofinterest: The Gm<ral Theory ofEmploymmt Jnterest and 
Monq (London. 1970)， PPI3S'137. See Chris Harman， ‘1hc Crisis of Bourgeois 
Economics’， Jnt<rnational Socialism， L71 (1996)， http://www.marxists.org/archive/ 
harmanh996/06/bourgccon.htm#n 9S 

37 Spcrber， KarlMarx， P4S4 
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Presupposing the same surplus value. the same surplus labour iη propor
tioη to necessary labour. then. the rate 0/ profit depends on the relation 
between the part of capital exchanged for living labour and thε part eXlst
ing in the form of raw material and mεans of production. Hence. the 
smaller the portion exchanged for living labour becomes. the smaller 
becomes the rate of profit. Thus. in the same proportion as capital takes 
up a largεr place as capital in the production procεss relative to immεdiate 
labour. ie the more thε relative surplus value grows-the value-다eating 
power of capital-thε more doα 껴e rate 이ψ껴t foll. (G: 747)'8 

Secondly. the tendency of the rate of profìt to fall is treated as the 
expression of the conflict between the forces and relations of production 
that Marx argues is thε motor ofhistorical transformation. It is. moreo
ver. (to put it no stronger) associated with crises. which are themselves 
interpreted as a symptom of this conflict. reflected particularly in the 
destruction of capital they involve: 

Bεyond a certain point. the dεvelopment of the powers of production 
becomes a barrier for capital; hεnce the capital rεlation a barrier for the 
developmεnt of thε productive powers of labour. When it has reached 
this point. capital， ie wage labour. enters into the samε rεlation towards 
the development of social wealth and of the forces of production as the 
guild system. serfdom. slavery. and is necεssarily stripped off as a fcεtter. 
까le last form of servitude assumed by human activπy. that of wage 
labour on one side. capital on thε other. is thereby cast offlike a skin. and 
this casting-off itself is the result of the mode of production correspond
ing to capital; the material and mental conditions of the negation of wage 
labour and of capital， themsεlvζs already the negation ofεarlier forms of 
unfr야 social production. are thεmselves results of its production procεss 
까le growing incompatibility between the productive development of 
sociεty and its hithεrto existing relations of production exprεsses ltSεlfin 
bitter contradictions. crises. spasms. 끼le violent dζstruction of capital 
not by relations external to it. but rather as a condition of its self-presεr
vation. is the most striking form in which advice is given it to be gone 
and to give room to a highεr state of social production. (G: 749-750) 

Both of these features are preserved in Marx’s later discussions of the 
tendency of the rate of profìt to fall in the ISóI-63 Maηuscrψt and 

38 Hence ir is quire nonsensical for 1homas Pikerry to assert: ‘Marx totally neglected rhc 
possibiliry of durable technological progress and sreadily increasing productiviry.’ Capital 
in the 2ISt Centllry (Cambridge MA. ι。14)， pI。
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Capital， III. Reuten and 1homas argue that in the Grundrisse， ‘while he 
fìrst strongly criticises the “naturalist" presuppositions of classical politi
cal economy in his main arguments， his conclusion then problematically 
transfers a political theory of crisis onto the terrain of political 
economy'.39 1his seems like an overstatement. Reuten’'s and 1homas’s 
main evidence for their claim is the following passage: 

These contradictions lead to explosions， cataclysms， crises， in which by 
momentaneous suspension oflabour and annihilation of a great portion 
of capital the latter is violently reduced to the point where it can go on . . .  
Yet， these regularly recurring catastrophes lead to their repetition on a 
higher scale， and fìnally to its violent overthrow. There are moments in 
thε developed movement of capital which delay this movement othζr 
than by crises; such as eg the constant devaluation of a part of the εxist-

‘ ing capital: the transformation of a great part of capital into fìxed capital 
which does not serve as agency of direct production; unproductive waste 
of a great portion of capital etc. (G: 75이 

까le crucial question for our purposes is whether Marx is positing 
here some economic mechanism that will produce capital’s ‘violent over
throw'. 1here is no evidence that he is. On the contrary， in both the 
passages just cited from the Gruηdrisse， Marx already gestures towards 
the idea， developed more fully in later manuscripts， that crises， through 
the ‘violent destruction of capital’ they involve， allow capitalism to ‘go 
on’-that is， to resume its course of development. Marx never sets out an 
economic thεory of capitalist breakdown of the kind attempted by 
Luxemburg and Grossman. In an article publishεd in the Netν York 
Tribune in September 1859， that is， not long after he had written the 
Grundrisse‘ Marx uses the Statistical Abstract Jor the United Kingdom 
1844-58 to advance 

a law of production which might be proved with mathematical nicety， by 
comparing the returns ofBritish exports since 1797. The law is this: 꺼1at 
if， by overproduction and over-speculation .. a crisis has been brought 
abollt， still the productive powεrs of the nation and the faculty of 
absorption on the market of the world， have， in the meantime， so far 
expanded， that they will only temporarily recede from the highest point 
reached， and that atter some oscillations， spreading over some years， the 
scale of production which marked the highest point of prosperity in one 

39 Reuten and Thomas， ‘From rhe “Fall of rhe Rare ofProfit' in the Grundrisse ro the 
Cyclical Devdopmenr of the Profit Rate in Capital’， p8S 
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period of the commercial cyclε， becomes the starting point of the subse
quent pεriod. (CW 16: 493) 

50 crises interrupt rather than halt the upward expansion of the pro
ductive forcεs. In an important foomote in the IS，ιT-63 M찌μscrψt Marx 
writes: ‘When Adam 5mith explains thε fall in the rate of profìt from a 
super-abundance of capital， an accumulation of capital， he is speaking 
of a permaηeηt eff농ct and this is wrong. As against this， the transitory 
over-abundance of capital， overproduction and crises are something 
different. Permaηent crises do not exist’ (CW32: Il8n‘) . It is of coursε true 
that in the famous Chapter 3l of Capital， 1 ， ‘까le Historical Tendency of 
Capitalist Accumulation’， Marx writes: ‘capitalist production bεgets， 
with the inexorability of a natural process [mit der Notweηd쟁keit eines 
Natμψroz싹's]， its own negation’ (CI: 929). But the economic dimen
sion of this process is provided， not directly by crises， but rather by the 
procεss of centralisation and concentration of capital to which they 
contribute， which itself acts on political struggles primarily through the 
polarisation of class relations: 

Along with the constant decrease in thε number of capitalist magnates， 
who usurp and monopolise all the advantages of this process of transfor
mation， the mass of misery， oppression， slavery， degradation and 
εxploitation grows; bur with this therε also grows the revolt of the work
ing class， a class constanrly increasing in numbers， and trained， unitεd， 
and organised by thε very mechanism of the capitalist process of produc
tion. (CI :  92.9) 

Inasmuch as Marx tends to conceive socialist revolution as inevitable， 
this is not a consequence of any version of his thεory of the tendency of 
the rate of profìt to fall， but rather a reflection 0[， as Henri Weber puts it， 
‘thε assimilation by Marx and Engels of the constitution of the prole
tariat as a revolutionary class to a “natural movement"， comparable to 
physical phenomena， which one can hasten or delay， but which must 
develop in any conditions’ .• 0 This is undoubtedly problematic， but it is 
not directly relevant to Marx’s theory of profìtability and crises. 

40 Henri \Veber. Mar:dsηu tl conscimce dulasse (Paris. 1975)， p67. 5ee. for further 
discussion of this problem， Call inicos. Rtvolutionary Idtas ofKarlMar.λ. pp，88'201. and 
for critical reAections on Chapter 32. Bcnsaïd. La Discordance dts umps. PPS9-61. Marx’s 
position is thus the opposite of that ofLuxemburg. who thinks that capitalism has a 
tendcncy towards cconomic breakdown but that whethcr thc outCome is socialism or 
barbarism depends on the conscious action of the proletariat: see Norman Geras. Tht 
Legacy ofRosa Luxtmburg (London. '976) ， ch l. 
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This is nor ro say rhar rhis rheory doesn’r develop across successive 
manuscripts， as Reuten demonstrates in a very importanr earlier study ro 
which 1 am indebted." These developmenrs occur in three areas-(i) the 
organic composition of capital， (ii) rhe tendency and counrertendencies， 
and (iii) the relationship between the tendency and the business cycle. 

(i) In the Gruηdrisse Marx explains rhe tendency of rhe rate of profit ro 
fall by dead labour rising relative ro living labour. It is only in the ISÓI-Ó3 
Maηuscr，ψt rhat he formulat�s the conception of the organic composi
tion of capital in rhe conrexr of the transformation of values inro prices 
of producrion (see chapter 2.). Much later in the manuscript he draws the 
following crucial distinction: 

The ratio between the different elements of productive capital is dεter
mined in two ways. First: By the organκ composition of productive 
capital. By this we mean the tζchnological composition. With a giveη 
productiviηI of labour， which can be taken as constant so long as no 
change occurs， the amount of raw material and means of labour， that is， 
the amount of constant capital-in terms of its material elemeηts
which corresponds to a definite quantity ofliviη�g labour (paid or unpaid)， 
rhat is， to the material elemeηts of variable capiral， is determined in εvery 
spherε of production. 

Secondly， however，κ 1“f“one assumes that rhe organic composition of 
capitals is given and likewise the differences which arise from the differ
ences in their organic composition， then the value ratio can change 
although the technological composirion remains the same. Whar can 
happen is: a) a change in rhe value of consrant capital; b) a change in the 
value of rhe variable capiral; c) a change in both， in εqual or unequal pro
portions. (CW33: 305， 306) 

Marx is here beginning to distinguish between three kinds of compo
sition of capital-technical， organic and value. As Ben Fine and Lawrence 
Harris explain: 

The technical composition (TCC) is the ratio of the mass of means of 
producrion consumed per production period (ie abstracting from fixed 
capital) to the mass of wage goods. It is a ratio of physical， material quan
tities and hence unmεasurable by a single index. The value composirion 
(VCC) is an expression for thε same ratio measured in terms of the cur
rent values of means of production and wage goods consumed. It is 

41 Geert Reuten. “‘Zirkd vicieux' or Trend Fall? 까1e Course of the Profit Rate in Marx’s 
Capital l l l’. Histo’J' ofPolitical Economy. 36: 1 (>004). 
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therefore the ratio of constant to variable capital. c/v. Now for the 
organic composition (OCC) . . . It is the C/V where the e1ements of the 
means of production and wagε goods are valued at their ‘old values'. 
Thεrefore. changes in the OCC are dirεcdy proportional to chang<εs m 
the technical composition whereas changes in VCC are not.42 

The passage from the J8ι[-Ó3 Maηuscrψt comes a couple of hun
dred pages afi:er Marx discusses the tendency of the rate of profì.t to 
fall. It is only in Capital. III. that these concepts are properly inte
grated. Afi:er offering an example where thε OCC rises and the rate of 
profì.t falls. he writes: 

까le hypothetical series that we constructed at the opening of this chap
ter therefore expresses the actual tendency of capitalist production. With 
the progressive decline in the variable capital in relation to thε constant 
capital. this tendency leads to a rising organic composition of the total 
capital. and the direct rεsult of this is that the rate of surplus value. with 
the level of exploitation of labour remaining the same or even rising. is 
expressed in a steadily fall ing general rate of profìt. (CIII :  3 18-319) 

(ii) It is also only in Capital. III. that Marx systematically discusses the 
factors inhibiting the falling rate of profì.t. It was common ground 
among 19th century political economists that there was only a tendency 
of the rate of profì.t to fall: thus. as we have seen. Ricardo concedes that 
technological innovations could counteract diminishing returns in agri
culture. John Stuart Mill discusses in some detail the 

counteracting circumstances. which. in the existing state of things. main
tain a tolerably equal stru잃le against the downward tendency of profìts. 
and prevent the great annual savings which take place in this country from 
depressing the rate of profìt much nearer to that lowest point to which it is 
always tending. and which. lefi: to itself， it would so prompdy attain.43 

In the JSóJ-Ó3 Maηuscript Marx merely notes: 

If one considers the development of productive power and the relatively 
not so pronounced fal l  in thε rate of profìt. the exploitation of labour 
must have increased very much. and what is remarkablε is not the fall 

4' Ben Fine .nd Lawrence H.rris. Rtrtading Capita/ (London. 1979). PS9; compare CI: 76>. 
Alfredo S •• d-Filho h.s a helpful d iscussion of the three kinds of composition ofcapital: 
Tht Val“t ofMarx (London. lO。디. ch 6. 

43 J S Milι‘ Principlts of Po/i“ca/ Economy with Somt oflhâr App/icalions 10 Socia/ Phi/osophy‘ 
in Co//uud Works (ed. V W Bladen andJ M Robson. Toronto. 1965). I I I. P74I .  
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in the rate of profìt but that it has not fallen to a greater degree. 까lIS 
can be explained part!y by circumstances to be considered in dealing 
with competition between capitals， part!y by the general circumstance 
that so far the immense increase of productive power in some branches 
has been paralysed or restricted by its much slower development in 
other branches， with the result that the general ratio of variable to con
stant capital-considered from the point of viεw of the total capital of 
society-has not fallen in the proportion which strikes us so forcibly in 
certain outstanding spheres of production. (CW33: 101) 

In CapitaL， III， he goes considerably further， perhaps because he is 
now much less inhibited about considering phenomena arising at the 
level of compe따ion (see d때ter 3 above): 

If we consider the enormous development in the productive powεrs of 
social labour over the past thirty years alone， compared with all earlier 
periods， and particularly if we consider the enormous mass of fìxed capi
tal in the overall process of social production quite apart from machinery 
proper， then instead of the problem that occupied previous economists， 
the problem of explaining the fal l  in the profìt rate， we have the opposite 
problem of explaining why this fall is not greater or faster. Counteracting 
influences must be at work， checking and cancelling the effects of the 
general law and giving it simply the character of a tendency， which is 
why we have described the fal l  in the general rate of profìt as a tendential 
담11 [teηdenzielleη Fall] . (CIII: 339) 

Marx then lists six factors-the more intense exploitation oflabour， 
the reduction of wages below their value， the cheapεning of the elements 
of constant capital， the eff따s of the relative surplus population in forc
ing down wages， the role of foreign trade in cheapening inputs and of 
investment in the colonies (where the organic cor매osition of capital is 
typically lower than in the metropolis)， and the increase of share capital 
where expectations of returns are governed by the rate of interest， which 
is necessarily lower than thε rate of profìt. 까lÏs is plainly a hetζrogene
ous list， which may have been influenced by Mill’s discussion of the 
‘downward tendency of profìts’ and its ‘counteracIing circumstances?4 

44 Fine and Harris claim that ‘the list is the same as that proposed by J S Mill’， ‘Controversial 
Issues in Marxist Economic 끼1eory'， in Ralph Miliband andJ이ln Saville， eds， Socialist 
Register 1976 (London， 1976)， pI6，. But this isn't quite right. Very interestingly in the 
light of the discussion under (iii) in the text， the first of the 'resisting agencies’ Mill lists 
conslsts ln ‘the waste of capital in periods of over-trading and rash speculation， and in the 
commercial revulsions by which such times are always followed;’ he adds: ‘that such 
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Nevertheless， as Grossman notes (with the exception of the sixth)， ‘they 
are all reducible ro the fact that they either reduce the value of the con
stant capital or increase the rate of surplus value’.4S Once again Marx is 
thinking problems through as he writes. But the overall conception of 
the law of the falling rate of.proht as a tendency is deepening: 

We have shown in general， therefore， how the same causes that bring 
about a fall in the general rate of profìt provoke countεr-εffects that 
inhibit this effect， delay it and in part even paralyse it. Thεse do not 
annul the law， but they weaken its εffect. If this werε not the case， it 
would not be fall in the generál rate of profìt that was incomprehensible， 
but rather the relative slowness of its fall .  까1e law opζrates therefore as a 
tendency， whose effect is decisivε only under particular circumstances 
and over longperiods. (CIII :  344) 

Fine and Harris offer a persuasive interpretation of how the interac
tion betwεen tεndency and ‘counter-e라cts’ is ro be undersrood: 

in considering thε counteracring inRuences， Marx introducεs accumula
tlon’s effecrs on distribution and on rhe value composition of capital. 꺼1ey 
arε at the same level of abstraction as the law as such in the sense that the 
counteracting inRuεnces are not predicated upon the concept of the 
law-they arε not the effects or results of the tendency of the rate of profìt 
ro fall. Instεad， both the law of thε TRPF [tendency of the rate of profìt to 
fall] and thζ counteracring inRuεnces are equally thζ εffect of capitalist 
accumulation with its necessary concomπant of a rising technical compo
sition (reRεcted in Marx’s analysis by a rising organic composirion but a 
value composition which does not necεssarily rise). As Marx puts it ‘the 
same inRuencζs which producε a tendency in thε gεneral.rate of profìt to 

revulsions are almost periodical. is a consequence of the very tendency of profits which we 
ar따rπe cons잉l버de얀태rIn맹1멍땅g: Pri…mc 
counte야r다acting facrors are improvemεntS in production. cheap imports. rising population. 
and the export ofcapital. According to Grossman. ‘even ifMarx gave it a much deeper 
foundation and made it consistent with his law of value. Mil l ’'s seminal role is 
indisputable. In  its external structurζ it shows the same logical construction one finds in 
Ricardo and in Marx.’ The Law of Accumulation and Breakdoum ofthe Capitalist System. 
P74- One of the strengths ofGrossman’s version ofbreakdown theory is the much more 
systematic aCCount that he gives of what he calls ‘Modif)'ing Countertendencies’ than 
Marx’s: Grossman. ch 3. But he concεives their role somcwhat differently from Marx: the 
countercendencies intcrrupt the tendency to brcakdown that Grossman deduces from the 
conditions of reproduction. which consequcntly ‘splits up into a serics of apparently 
independent c)'cIes which are onl)' the form ofits constant. periodic rcassertion’， 
Grossman. p8S. 끼1e countertendencies thus generate the business cycIe 

4S Grossman. The Law of Accumulation and Breakdolνn ofthe Capitaι'st System. p'33. 
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fall， also call forth coumer-e라Cts’ (emphasis added). In the light of this 
we think rhar rhe name ‘ law of the TRPF’ is somerhing of a misnomer. 
The law in irs broad definirion is in facr ‘the law of rhe rendency of rhe rare 
of profir ro fall and irs coumeracring influences'. 46 

One example is provided by the rate of surplus value. As we have seen， 
Marx’'s account of the tendency of the rate of profìt to fall in CapitaL， IIl， 
starts from the assumption of a constant rate of surplus value. But at the 
end ofhis discussion of the tendency in the 1361-63 Mamμcrψt he associ
ates it with a rising rate of surplus value: 

The resulr of rhe invesrigarion is rhis: Firsrly， rhe rare of surplus value 
does nor rise in proporrion ro rhe growrh in producrive power or rhe 
decline in rhe (rεlarive) number of workers employed. The capπal does 
nor grow in rhe same proporrion as rhe producrive power. Or， rhe rare of 
surplus value does nor rise in rhe same proporrion as rhε variable capiral 
falls in comparison wirh rhe roral amoum of capiral. Hence a diminurion 
of rhe relarivε magnirude of rhe surplus value. Hence a declint! in the rate 
ofprofit. A constant tendency towards a decline in the sameλ :CW;、13: 1 4l에 

Similarly， when discussing the counteracting influences in CapitaL， IIl， 
Marx shifts from assuming a constant rate of surplus value to positing a 
flsmg one: 

rhe same mode of producrion rhar reduces rhe roral mass of addirional 
living labour in a commodiry is accompanied by a rise in absolure and rela
tive surplus value. The rendemial fall in rhe rare of profir linked ro a 
rendemial rise in rhe rare of surplus value， ie in rhε level of exploirarion of 
labour. Norhing is more absurd， rhen， rhan ro explain rhe fall in rhe rare of 
profir in rerms of a rise in wage rares， even rhough rhis roo may be an 
exceprional case .. 꺼1e profir rare does nor fall because labour becomεs less 
producrive bur rarher because ir becomεs more producrive. The rise in rhe 
rare of surplus value and rhe fall in rhe rare of profir are simply forms rhar 
express rhe growingproducriviry oflabour in capitalisr rerms. (CIII : 347t 

46 Fine and Harris. Rtrtading Capital. Pp63-64. Dobb 。κOrs a similar imerpretation of the 
rdationship between tendency and coumertendencies in an imeresting discussion of 
Marx's crisis theory that reAects the imense debates among Cambridge economists 
between the wars: PoliticalEconomy and Capitalism. pp.86-.88. and. more generally. ch IY. 

47 까1< rdationship between the rate of surplus value and the rate of pront has long been a 
matter ofcomroversy between critics and defenders of Capital. Michad Heinrich has 
recently argued that Marx fails to sh。、.v that the rate of surplus value will not rise sufliciemly 
to offset the rise in the value composition of capital: ‘Crisis Theory. the Law of the Tendency 
of the Pront Rate to Fall. and Marx’s Studies in the .870S’. Monthυ Rtview. 64: 1 .  (April 
2 1 1 3). http://mon t h lyreview.orgho 13  /04 /0 1 /crisis-theory-the-law-of-the-tendency-of.the-
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1he result is a much more complex conception of the falling rate of 
profì.t than is to be found in Marx’s predecessors or in the accounts given 
by many ofhis numerous critics. As Fine and Harris put it， he is present
ing an ‘abstract tendency'， ie ‘a proposition developεd at a certain level of 
abstraction which by itself yields no general predictions about actual 
movements in the rate of profì.t. Actual movements depend on a compli
cated relationship between the tendency and the counteracting 
influences which have been abstracted from-their particular balance at 
particular times앤 Where the main work of analysis based on the theory 
should focus is on the unfolding through time of the interplay between 
tendεncy and countertendenciεs. 까1Ìs is particularly relevant to one of 
the principal criticisms put forward by economists， Marxist and other
wise， influencεd by Piero Sraffa’s attempt to rεhabilitate Ricardian 
economics， namely that the same higher productivity that increases the 
technical composition of capital (the physical ratio of means of produc
tion to labour power) will， by making new means of production cheaper， 
cause the value composition to remain constant or even fall， thereby 
preventing a fall in the rate of profì.t. 1his ignores the organic composi
tion of capital， where， as Fine and Harris put it， ‘the elements of the 
means of production and wage goods are valued a와t t야버heir '‘“‘o이l버d v얘alωue야s"…

， 

Since capiπt떠떼a꾀1 accumulation i“s a dynamic process unfolding in time (and 
not a succession of instantaneous states each capturεd in a set of simulta
neous equations) ， when innovation cheapens the elements of constant 
capπal， a divergence opens up between thε value at which existing means 
of production were purchased and the value (incrεasingly reflec띠g the 

prohr-rarc-ro-fall-and-marxs-srudies-in-rhc-1870S. In  rcbuttal Gugliclmo Carchedi and 
Michacl Robercs arguc ‘뀌1e inrerplay berwccn rhe organic composirion of capiral and rhc 
rare of surplus valuc co-dcrermines rhe cyclical Aucruarions of rhe ARP [averagc rare of 
prohr]. But rhis does nOr imply indererminareness. In tht 10η'g run rhe ARP musr fall 
rhrough rroughs and peaks. ie evenrually rhe rise in rhc rare of surplus value cannor srop rhc 
ARP from βlling because ir cannor outsrrip rhe rise in rhe organic composirion of capiral 
Bur why? 끼1e reason is rhat rhere is a socially determined inμ‘'perable Iimir ro rhe exrension 
。frhc working day. When rhar Iimir is reachcd. rhe ARP falls.’ ‘A Cririque ofHeinrich ’s 
“Crisis 끼1eory. rhe Law of rhe Tcndency of rhe Prohr Rare ro Fall. and Marx’'s Studies in rhe 
18705.’MonthμRevieω， 이:7 (Oecember 1013). hrrp:!/monrhlyrevicw.org/commenrary/ 
critique-heinrichs-crisis-rheory-Iaw-rendcncy-prohr-rarc-fall-marxs-srudies-1870S. 1 hnd 
rhis argument pcrsuasive (compare Marx’'s own discussion of rhe l imirs ro exrending r“비hπ c 
wo야r야‘ki“…on맹1멍g da매y’ e탱g CW30。α: 181ν낀-1내8야에s).’ a앙s 1 dφo Cαarπcheπed버i'“’'s a압a띠n찌1벼d Roberc떠rS’s“씨m찌1 
H→el미10ftC야h r바ha따r a rising rarc of surplus value is a countercendency; rhis is c1early implied by 
rhe passagc from Capital. I II. ro which rhis norc is appcndcd. 

48 Fine and Harris. Rereading Capital. p64 꺼1e rendency of rhe rarc of prohr ro fall has been 
a matter of immense conrroversy: for an overvicw. sec Srephen Cullenbcrg. The Falling 
Rate ofProJit (London. 1994). Brenners alrernarive explanarion of rhe rendency provoked 
a new wave ofdiscussion: see cspecially HistoricalMaterialism. 4 and s (1999) 
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reduction in costs caused innovation) at which capitalists must now se11 
their products. John Weeks outlines the consequences: 

During this process， it is the organic composition of capital that is rele
vant， since the new and lower set of values does not affcεct capital advanced 
until the next circuit of capital， when it enters the profit calculation. Even 
at that point， the new values affect only the increments of fixed capital， for 
all fixed capital that has been bought at previous values does not circulate 
in its entirety; part remains fixed in the machines and other equipment. 
까le problem for capital is to realise the existing means of production in 
the context of the progressive devaluation of those means of production. 
This problem affects those capitals using new means of production as well 
as those using socially obsolete ones. For each enterprise means of produc
tion and labour power are purchased at one set of values and realised at 
another. The difference between enterprises is that for those using new 
means of production the devaluation of advanced capital is offset in part 
or whole by the reduction in the cost price of the realised commodities. 

In this process of accumulation and value formation the rate of profit 
will fal l  for some capitals， those using old means of production. As the 
circuits of capital repeat themselves， each time with tεchnical change 
reducing the concrete labour consumed in the production of commodi
ties， the stratification of capitals increases. Thε number of capitals 
experiencing a fal l  in the rate of profit depεnds upon the intensity of the 
competitive struggle:9 

(iii) 50 here a counteracting tendency actua11y causes the rate of profìt 
to 당11， at least for capitals with heavy investments in old means of pro
duction. lndeed， Marx argues， the problems caused by the devaluation 
of capital and the consequent stratifìcation of capitals are most effec
tively overcome in crises: 

49 John Weeks， Capital， Exploitation andEconomic Crisis (London: Routledge， 1010)， p13S. 
For good treatments of this issue， see Weeks， Capital， Exploitation and Eι。nomic Crisis. 
ch lo，]ohn Weeks， ‘Equilibrium， Uneven Devdopment and the Tendency of the Rate of 
Profit to Fall’， Capital and ClaJJ， 16 (1982)， Geert Reuten， ‘Accumulation ofCapital and 
the Foundation and the Tendency of the Rate ofProfit to Fall’， Cambridg�Journal of 
EconomicJ， ' S  (1991)， and Chris Harman， Zoη，bie Capitalism: Global Crisis and th� 
RelevanuofMarx {London， 2009)， ch 3. 1 offer my own take in ‘Capitalism， Competition 
and Profits: A Critique ofRobert Brenner’s 까1<0ry ofCrisis'， Historical Materialism， 4 
(1999). 5raffa’s main theoretical work is Th� Production ofCommoditi�J by Meam of 
Commoditi�J (Cambridge， 1960). An inAuential attempt tO turn him against Marx is Ian 
5teedman，Marx a.fter Sr�야 (London. 1977)， and a powerful critique will be found in 
Pierre 5alama， Sur la va/eur (Paris， 1975). 5ee also Ian 5teedman et a l ，  Th� ιlu� 
ControverJY (London; 1981)， Ernest Mandd and Alan Freeman， eds， Rκardo， Marx， SrajJa 
(London， 1984)， and Ben Fine， ed， The Valu� Dim�mion (London， 1986). 
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끼1e means of labour are for the most part constantly revolutionised by 
the progress of industry. Hencε they are not replaced in their original 
form， but in thε rζvolutionised form. On the one hand， the volume of 
fixεd capital that is invested in a particular natural form， and has to last 
out for a definite averagε lifespan within this， is a reason why new 
machines， etc are introduced only gradually， and henζe forms an obstacle 
to the rapid general introduction of improvεd mεans of labour. On the 
other hand competition [der Ko샤urrenzkam뻐 forces the replacement 
of old means of production by new ones before their natural demise， 
partic비arly when dεcisive revolutions [entscheideηdeη Umwälzuη!gen] 
havε taken place. Catastrophes， crises， εtc are the principal causes that 
compε1 such prematurε renewals of equipment on a broad social scale. 
(CII: 250) 

This argumem is part of a much broader understanding of the way in 
which crises are functional to the process of capital accumulation. Like 
Schumpeter， Marx believes ‘recession is a þrocess that fills a function and 
not simply a misfortune’.50 As Grossman puts it， ‘ in Marx’s concepnon 
crises are simply a healing process of the system， a form in which equilib
rium is again rε-established， ζven if forcibly and with hugε losses'." 
lndeed， what is striking about Marx’s treatmem of the tendency of the 
rate of profit to fall in both the IS6I-Ó3 Maηuscrψt and CapitaL， 1II ， is 
thε way in which he seeks to imegrate it with the business cycle. ln the 
earlier text he writes: 

50 where does this tεndency for the gεneral rate of profit to fall come 
from? Bεfore this question is answered， onε may point out that it has 
causεd a great deal of anxiety to bourgeois political economy. 1he whole 
of the Ricardian and Malthusian school is a cry of woe ovεr the day of 
judgement this process would inevitably bring about， since capitalist 
production is the production of profit， hence loses its stimulus， thε soul 
which animates it， with thε fall in this profit. . .  But apart from theory 
therε is also the practice， the crisε5 from superabundance of capital or， 

what comes to thε same， the mad adventures capital enters upon in 

consequence of the lowering of [the] rate of profÌt. Hence crises-see 

Fullarton-acknowledged as a necessary violent means for the cure 

of the plethora of capital， and the restoration of a sound rate of profÌt. 

(CW카: 104-105)" 

10 Schumperer， Business Cycles， !， pl섭 n 1 .  
I 1  Grossman， The Law 0/ Accumulation and Brtakdown o/the Capitalist System‘ p84 
μ Marx d iscusses rhe plerhora of capiral ar an earlier srage in rhe ISðI-ð3 Manuscrψt (CW}2 
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John Fullarton was a leading fìgure in the banking school， critics of 
the quantity theory bf money whom Marx closely studied in the early 
I 8S0S (see chapter 2 above). He argues that thε origins of crises lie in 
the fact that ‘the amount of capital seeking productive investment 
accumulates in ordinary times with a rapidity grεatly Out of proportion 
to the increase of the means of advantageously employing it.’ Hence the 
excess capital is splurged on increasingly speculative investment， lead
ing to bubbles， panics and busts. Fullarton concludes， in a passage 
quoted by Marx: 

From more recent events， indeed， one might almost be tempted to 
εxpect， that a periodical destruction of capital has become a necεssary 
condition of any market rate of interest at all. And， considered in that 
point of view， these awful visitations， to which we are accustomed to 
look forward with so much disquiet and apprεhension and which we 
are so anxious to avert， may be nothing more than the natural and nec
essary corrective of an overgrown and bloated opulence， the vis 
med，κ'atrix [healing power] by which our social system， as at present 
constituted， is enabled to reliεve itself from time to time of an ever
recurring plethora which menaces its existencε， and to regain a sound 
and wholesome state.S3 

What Marx does in Capital， III， is much more systematically to 
explore the relationship between the tendency of the rate of profìt to fall 
and the cycle ofboom and bust driven by the fìnancial markets. The key 
locus of this discussion is Chapter 15， named by Engels (who âivided 
what had been a continuous text into separate chapters) ‘Development 
of the Internal Contradictions [Innern Widersprüche] of the Law’. 
Clarke’'s general description of the ISÓ3-5 Manuscrψt is particularly true 
of this chapter: 

a large number of fragments in which Marx works through his idεas in 
different ways， sometimes reaching conclusions， sometimεs abandoning 
a rrain of thought， sometimes losing his way (usually in a thicket of 
arithmetical examples) without providing any indication of the system
atic significance of his observations. Any attempt to present Macx’s 
theory of crises therefore necessarily includes a substantial e1ement of 
interpretation and reconstruction.'4 

1 28-'3 '). bur here there is no consideration ofthe tendency of the rate of profit tO fall. 
53 John Fullarton. On the Regulat“ion ofCαur‘:trrtn’nπClκe감5서(ιLμon뼈ldonκ1’ l얘844씨). pp，6，. ，떠65’; sec띠띠on 

passage qu。아ted in G: 849-850. 
54 Clarke. Marxs Theory ofCrisis. pp" -" 
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All the same， Chapter IS shows Marx struggling to integrate all the 
diffiεrent aspects of capitalist development-including some of the ten
dencies that he discusses in Capital， 1 (for example， rising productivity 
and hence the growth of the relative surplus population， the expansion 
of the world marker， and rhe concentration and centralisation of capi
tal)-within his conceptualisation of the interplay between the tendency 
of the rate of profìt to fall and the business cycle. 1his becomes clear in 
the following， crucial passage， which bears quotation at length: 

Yet these two aspects [rising productivity devaluing capital and thereby 
slowing down TRPF but also increasing the mass of use values and 
thereby promoting accumulation] involved in the accumulation process 
cannot just be considered as existing quiedy side by side， which is how 
Ricardo treats them; thεy concain a concradiction [Widerspruch] ， and 
this is announced by the appearance of concradictory [ωideπtreiteηdeη] 
tendencies and phenomena. 까le concending agεncies function simulta
neously in opposition to one another... These various influences 
sometimes tend to exhibit themselves side by side， spatially; at other 
times， one afi:εr the other， temporally; and periodically the conflict of 
concending agεncies breaks through in crises. Crises [Kriseη] are never 
more than momencary， violenc solutions for the existing concradictions 
[ÞVidersprüche] ， violenc εruptions that rζ-establish the disturbed balance 
for the time being. 

To express this contradiction in the most general terms， it consists in 
thε fact that the capitalist mode of production tends towards an absolute 
developmenc of the productive forces i rrespective of value and the sur
plus value this concains， and εven i rrespective of thε social relations 
within which capitalist production takes place; while on the other hand 
its purpose is to maincain the existing capital value and to valorise it to 
the utmost extenc possible (ie an ever accelerated increasε in this value). 
In this it is directed towards using the existing capital value as a means 
for the greatest possiblε valorisation of this value. The methods through 
which it attains this end involve a decline in the profit rate， the devalua
tion of the existing capital and the developmenc of the productive forces 
oflabour at the cost of the productive forces already produced. 

끼le periodic devaluation [Eηtwertung] of the existing capital， which 
is a means， immanenc to the capitalist mode of production， for delaying 
the fall in the profit rate and accelerating the accumulation of capital 
value by the formation of new capital， disturbs the given conditions in 
which the circulation and reproduction process of capital takes placε， 
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and is thζrefore accompanied by sudden s[Qppages and crises in the pro
duction process ... Capitalist production constantly strives [Q overcomε 
these immanent barriers [Schranke써. but it overcomes them only by 
means that set up the barriers afresh and on a more powerful scale 

The true barrier [Schraηke] [Q capitalist production is capital itself. It 
is that capital and its self-valorisation appear as the starting and finish
ing point. as the motive and purpose of production; production is 
production only for capital. and not the reverse. (CII I :  357-358) 

Wlε see here very c1early that Marx continues to situate the tendency 
of the rate of profìt to fall as the specifìcally capitalist expression of the 
propensity for the productive forces to come into conflict with the rela
tions of production: 

economists like Ricardo. who take the capitalist mode of production as 
an absolute. feel here that this mode of production creates a barrler 
[Schraηk] for itself and seek the source of t타h끼is barrier no아t in production 
b마삐u따t r떼a따the 
horror at the f:βall…ling rate of profit is the feeling that the capitalist modε 
of production comes up against a barrier [Q the development of the pro
ductive forces which has nothing [Q do with the production of wealth as 
such; but this characteristic barrier in fact testifies [Q the restrictiveness 
and the solely his[Qrical and transi[Qry character of the capitalist mode 
of production; it bears witness that this is not an absolute mode of pro
duction for the production of wealth but actually comes in[Q conflict 
[Ko캠ikt] at a certain stage with the latter’s further development 
[Fortentwicklung] . (CIII :  35이 

까le interesting thing. however. is that. in moving from the transhis
torical tendency for the forces to come into conflict with the relations of 
production. Marx does not treat its capitalist expression as a continuous 
downward trend in profìtability. As Reuten puts it: 

In chapter 15 . . . Marx indicates how the tendential decline of the rate of 
profit is expressed cyclically. Along with the accumulation of capital and 
the concomitant rise in the organic compos띠on of capital. thε rate of 
profit declines-that is. in the upturn phase of the cycle 끼l1S glvεs nse 
to an economic crisis. in the process ofwhich the rate of profit is res[Qred. 
most importantly because of the writing down of capital values (‘devalu
ation of capital’) and the scrapping of capital (cf section 3 of chapter 15)." 

55 Rcurcn. “Zirkcl vicicux. or Trcnd Fall?’. p，68 
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lndeed， as we have seen， one countertendency， the devaluation of 
capital caused by rising productivity， is integrated into Marx’s account 
as an important force itsεlf making for crises. But crises themselves help 
to restore profìtability: ‘thε balance will be restored by capital’s lying 
idle or even by its destruction . . .  All this therefore leads to violent and 
acute crises， sudden forcible devaluations， an actual stagnation and dis
ruption in the reproduction process， and hencε to an actual decline in 
rεproducrion’ (CIII: ψ-363). 1he resulting rise in the relative surplus 
population brings wages down， thereby increasing the rate of exploita
tion; this， together with thζ cheapening of the elements of constant 
capital achieved by the sudden depreciation of means of production 
that bankruptcies， write-offs， and takeovers during crises promote， 
restores the rate of profìt: ‘And so we go round the whole circle [Zirkel] 
once again. One part of the capital that was devalued by the cessation of 
irs function now regains its old value. And apart from that， with 
expanded conditions of production， a wider market and increased pro
ductivity， the same vicious circle [Zirkel vicieux] is pursued once morε.’ 
(MEGA2 II/4.z: 3Z9)S6 

Understanding the tεndency of the rate of profìt as exprεssεd cycli
cally is not inconsistent with the idea that capitalism may undεrgo 
prolonged periods of relatively high or low profìtability. Many Marxist 
political economists argue that global capitalism has been struggling 
with chronic problems oflow profitability since the late 1960s. 까le plau
sibility of such an interpretation dεpends， of course， in part on the 
empirical evidence of profìt trends， but also on the idεntifìcation of fac
tors that havε preventεd the countertendencies from restoring 
profìtability. 1he most sarisfactory explanation to my mind is the effect 
of rhe concentration and centralisation of capital in increasing the size of 
individual unirs of capital and their interdεpendence with the state， 
thereby creating a powerful obstacle to the destruction of capital thar 
Marx identifìes as a crucial force pushing the rate of profìt back up 
during crises. 꺼le massive bailouts of the US and Europεan banking 
sysrεm in response to the 2008 fìnancial crash provide powerful supporr 
for such an analysis.’7 

s얘6 In C.αap.“ta씨a씨l.μ. I I I .’  Eng양힘e티l“s r때lace야s ‘'Zir，샤-k�lμμv.샤lκ따Cα따lκ.euμ‘μI.X' 
Krei깅H씨I써싸lμaμufψf“if'.’ tr띠r떠an띠sl바at야e얘d in the Penguin edition as  ‘cycle of errors' (‘dysfunctional circuit’ 
might have been better): CII I :  364. See Reuten. “‘Zirkd vicieux" or Trend Fall?’. p'75.  and 
also the discussions of the devaluation and depreciation of capital in Fine and Harris. 
R(T�adiηg Capital. ch 5.  and Harvey. Limits to Capital. PP'91'103. 

57 See Brenner. Th� Economics ofClobal Turbulmct. Chris Harman. E.λplaining tb� Crisis 
(London. '984) and Zombκ Capitalism. Parcs 1 and 3.  Alex Callin icos. Bonfir�ofIllusions 
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In Marx’5 own analysis it is the specifìcally fìnancial cycle of bubble， 
panic， and bust that acts as a crucial agency for the destruction of capi
tal. Thus he integrates the theme of the plethora of capital that 
preoccupies the banking school into the theory of the tendency of the 
rate of profìt to fall: 

lhe so-calIed plethora of capital is always basicalIy reducible to a pleth
ora of that capital for which thε falI in the profit rate is not ourweighed 
by its mass-and this is always the case with fresh offshoots of capital 
that are newly formed-or to the plethora in which these capitals are 
available to the leaders of great branches of production in the form of 
credit.’8 lhis plethora of capital arises from rhe same causes that pro
duce a relative surplus popularion and is rherefore a phenomenon that 
complemenrs this latter， even though the two stand at opposite p이es
unoccupied capital on the one hand and an unemployed working 
population on the other. 

Overproduction of capital and not of individual commodities
though this overproducrion of capital always involves overproduction 
of commodities-is norhing more than overaccumulation of capital. 
(CIII :  359) 

In the manuscript Marx adds that understanding this overaccumula
tion ‘ includes further investigation into considering the apparent 
movemeηt ofcapital [erscheiηeηdeη Beu쟁Uη'gdes Capitals]， where interest
bεaring capital etc credit etc are furrher developed’ (MEGA2 II/4.2: 찌). 
This indicates that there is an integral connection between Part 3 of 
Capital， III， on the tendency of the rate of profìt to fall， and Part S， which 

(Cambridge， 2010)， ch 1 ，  Andrew Kliman， The FailureofCapitalist Production (London， 
201 1)， Guglidmo Carchedi， ‘Behind and Beyond [he Crisis’， lnurnational Socialism， ι. 1 32 
(2011)， h[[p://www.isj.org.uk/?id=76I， and [2014] ‘The Law of [he Tendemial Fall in [he 
Ra[e of Profi[ as a 끼1eory of Crises: Twdve Reasons [Q Srick [Q "’， h[[p:// 
[henex [recession. fi les.wordpress .com/ 2014/04/ ca rched i .london '1 1-12-apri 1-2 0 1 4. pd f，and 
Michad Robem， [2012] ‘'A World Rare ofProfi[’， h[[p://[henexnecession.files.wordpress. 
comhoI 2/09/robens_michad-a_world_ra[e_of_profiLpdf， and ‘From Global Slump [0 
Long Depression’， lnurnational Socialism， 2 . 140 (2013)， h[[p://www.isj.org.uk/index. 
php4?id=914&issue= 140. Namrally [his explanarion is highly comroversial: see David 
McNally， Global Slu’np (Oakland， 201 1)， and [he exch:inges [his led [Q be[ween Joseph 
Choonara and him in InUrnational Socialism， 2.132 (2011)， 2 . 1 33 (201 l)， and 2. 13\ (2012) 

\8 까1e fac[ [ha[， Marx argues， [ypically [he mass of surplus value rises as a resul[ of [he same 
fac[Qrs [har cause [he rare of profi[ [Q fall， [hereby permi[[ing accumularion [Q cominue 
(CIl I  μ\ff.)， is used by Grossman [Q argue [ha[ ‘breakdown canno[ be derived from' [he 
[endency of [he ra[e of profi[ [。 “11: The Law of Accumulation and Breakdown ofthe 
Capitalist Sysum， ch 2 (quo[arion from PI03). Dobb， by comras[， offers argumems why a 
falling rare of profit ‘will have a crucial disequilibrating effec[’: Political Economy and 
Capitalism， PPI03-IIO (quotation from p104) 
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involves Marx’5 most extensive discussion of the financial system. 
Clarke dismisses Part 5 as ‘rudimentary'." lt cεrtainly is a mess. In the 
overall architecture of CapitaL it functions as part ofMarx’5 exploration 
of the distribution of surplus value， and more specifically of the frag
memation of surplus value imo industrial and commercial profit， profit 
of enterprise， imerest， and rem. 꺼le developmem of the financial 
market allows holders ofidle money (for example， surplus value that has 
yet to accumulate in suffìciem quantity to fund investmem on its own: 
see CW써: 165-170 and CII: ch 2.) to lend it to productive capitalists in 
exchange for a portion of the surplus value whose extraction the loan 
will make possiblε. 

Marx， as we have seen， presems imerest-bearing capital as the most 
εxtreme case of capital fetishism. He also， much more rigorously than 
his predecessors， distinguishes between the rate of intεrest and the rate 
of profit: 

As far as the permanently fluctuating market rate of interest is con
cerned， this is a fixed magnitude at any given moment， just like the 
market price of commoditiεs， because on the money markεt all capital 
on loan confronts the functioning capital as an ovεrall mass; ie the rela
tionship bεtween the supply of loan capital on thε one hand and the 
demand for it on the other， is what determines the market level ofinter
est at any given time . . .  끼le general rate of profit， on the other hand， only 
ever exists as a tendency， a movεment of equalisation between particular 
rates of profit. The competition betweεn capitalists-which is itself this 
movement of equalisation-consists herε in their withdrawing capital 
bit by bit from those spheres where profit is below the average for a long 
period， and similarly injecting it bit by bit into spheres where it is above 
this; or， alternativεIy， in their dividing additional capital betweεn these 
spheres in varying propoπions. (CIlI: 488-489) 

1he manuscript then balloons into a massive exploration ofboth the 
functioning and the ideological rεpresemation of the money market 

S9 Cl.rke， Marx's ThtOη ofCrisis， pl7}. Good discussions ofP.띠 include M.πh. C.mpbdl， 
‘The Credit 5ystem’， in Campbell .nd Geerc Reuten， eds， The Culmination ofCapital 
Essays on Volume Thru ofMarx's Capital (B.singstoke， 2001)， .nd Harvey，A Companion to 
Marx's Capital， Volume 2， chs γ7. 5ee .lso M.koto Itoh and Costas L.p.vitsas， Political 
Economy ofMonq and Banking (London， (999)， chs l'S. H.rvey’s decision to integrate his 
commentary on P.rc S into his book on Capital， II， which he justihes by the role the credit 
system plays in overcoming the necessity oflarge.scale hoarding to cover the various COStS 
。fcirculation， has thc unforcunate effect of separating Marx’'s analysis ofhnancial crises 
from his theory of the tendency of the rate of proht tO fall. 
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(Pa띠 sprawls over more than 250 pages in the MEGA 2). 1his involves 
detailed discussion of the relationship between fìnancial and industrial 
cycles， lengthy extracts with commemary from the parliamemary 
inquiries imo the suspension of the Bank Charter Act in both the 1847 
and 1857 crises (headed in the original manuscript ‘Confusion’)， and 
critical observations on the theories of money and fìnance offered by the 
currency and banking schools (Marx is paπicularly comemptuous of 
Samuel Loyd， later Lord Overstone， denouncing ‘the “logic" of this mil
lionaire， this “dung-hill aristocrat"，’ CIII: 522). As we saw in chapter 1， 
this part of the ISó3-S Maηuscript caused Engels the greatest difficulty， 
and in editing CapitaL， III， he extensively rewrote and rearranged text 
and broke it up imo more chapters many of which owe their tides to 
him. Whatever criticisms we may have of Engels’'s work， the text with 
which he struggled cannot be dismissed as lighdy as Clarke does. 

To begin with， it seems clear that the reason why Marx developed 
such an extensive discussion of the fìnancial markets refl.ected， not his 
undeniable liability to get side-tracked， but a recognition of their impor
tan야 in completing his analysis of the course of capitalist developmem. 
까lÌs is perhaps clearest in Chapter 27 of the Engels edition， ‘1he Role of 
Credit in Capitalist Productjon'. Here Marx famously argues that the 
developmem ofjoim stock companies represems the progressive sociali
sation of production within a capitalist framework as well as the 
‘transformation of the actual functioning capitalist imo a mere manager， 
in charge of other people닝 capital， and of the capital owner imo a mere 
owner， a mere money capitalist’ (CIII: 567). He seeks to situate the 
broader historical signifìcance of this developmem: 

까lis is the transcendence of the capitalist mode of production within 
the capitalist mode of production， and hence a self-transcending contra
&띠lon [die Aujhebung der kàpitalistischen Produktionsweise innerhalb 
der kapi씨'istischen Produktionsweise selbst und daher ein sich selbst auf 
hebe찌감. Widerspr，μch)， which presents itself prima focie as a mere point 
of transition to a new form of production. It presents itself as such a 
contradiction even in appearance. It gives rise to monopoly in certain 
spheres and hence provokes state intervention. It reproduces a new 
fìnancial aristocracy， a new kind of parasite in the guise of company 
promoters， speculators and merely nominal directors; an entire system 
of swindling and cheating with respect to thε promotion of companies， 
issues of shares and share dealings. It is private production unchecked by 
private ownership. (CIII :  569; translation modifìed) 
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The larrer parr of this paragraph makes it clear that (contrary to som 
soc디ia꾀l-de마mo아C다r떠at디iπc mlsl잉tnt따[εer대preta따t디ions ofC다ha때pter 2.7) Marx is not propos
ing that capitalism can render its own ovζrthrow unnecessary through 
gradually transcending itself. Likε thε tεndency of the rate of profit to 
fall， the socialisation of production represented by the modern corpora
tion is， as Marx purs it in the Grundrisse， a ‘form in which advice is given 
it to be gone and to givζ room to a higher state of social production’. In 
the penultimate paragraph of the chapter Marx returns to the relation
ship between credit and the cycle: 

If the crεdit system [Kreditweseη) appears as the principal lever ofovζF 
production and excessive speculation in commerce， this is simply 
because the rεproduction procζss， which is elastic by nature， is now 
forced to its most extreme limit; and this is because a great part of the 
so디al capital is applied by thosε who are not its owners and who there
fore proceed quite unlike owners who， whεn thεy function themselves， . 
anxiously weigh the l imits of their private capital. 1his only goes to show 
how the valorisation of capital founded on the antithetical [gegeηsätzli
chen) character of capitalist production pεrmits actual freε dεvelopmεnt 
only up to a cεrtain point， which is constantly broken by the credit 
system. 끼le credit system hence accelerates the material developmεnt of 
thε productive forces and the creation of the world market， which is the 
historical task of the capitalist mode of production to bring to a certain 
level of developmεnt， as material foundation for the new form of pro
duction. At the same time， crεdit accelerates thε violent outbreaks of 
this contradiction [Wider.ψruchs) ， crisεs， and with these the elements of 
dissolution of the old mode of production. (CIII :  572.) 

The more substantive analysis in Parr s (as opposed to the running 
commentary on the parliamentary inquiries) larglεly unfolds with the 
framework set by this overall understanding of credit as simultaneously 
accelerating the accumulation process and ensuring that its interrup
tions in thε form of crises take a parricularly abrupt and brutal form. 
This is true， for example， of the discussion (previewed in Chapter 2.S of 
the Engels edition but actually delivered in Chapter 2.9) of fictitious 
capital. This is made possible through the use of thε tntεrest rate as a 
means of calculation to capitalise any income， thereby creating markets 
for sεcurities of diffcεrεnt kinds that ‘represent nothing bur accumulated 
claims， legal tides， to furure production’， so that， ‘with the development 
of interest bearing capital and the credit system， all capital seems to be 
duplicated， and at somε points triplicated， by the various ways in which 
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the same capiral， or even the samε claims， appear in various hands in dif
ferent guises’ (CIII: 599， 601). 

But although Marx goes on to say that ‘everything in this credit 
system appears in duplicate and triplicate， and is transformed into a 
mere phantom of the mind [bloßes Hir.η�espinstl ’ (CIII :  603)， this analy
sis of 6ctitious capital-which， as the role of credit derivatives in 
precipitating the global economic and 6nancial crisis in 2.007-8 shows， 
has lost none of its relevance-does not imply that the money market is 
a pure world of illusion. 60 As we should expect from thε overall construc
tion of Capital， the ‘apparent movement of capital' on the 6nancial 
markets is part of its rεal functioning. This is particularly clear in the 
three successive chapters (30-32.) Engels carves out from the manuscript 
under the shared tide ‘Money Capital and Real [Wirkιchα1 Capital'. 
Marx here seeks to trace the relationship betwεen the cycles of money 
and productivε capital， at once recognising their speci6city and their 
interdependence. The latter is most strongly asserted in moments of 
panic and crisis， where thε credit system breal‘s down. He explores here 
a theme already adumbrated in the Gruηdrisse and thε 1859 Coηtribution: 

h is the foundation of capitalist production that money confronts 
commodities as an autonomous form of value， or that ζxchangε valuζ 
must obtain an autonomous form in money， and this is only possible if 
one parricular commodity becomes the material in whose valuε all 
other commodities are measured， this thereby becoming the universal 
commodity， the commodiηpar exceLLeηce， in contrast to all other com
moditiεs. This must show itsεlf in two ways， parricularly in devεloped 
capitalist countries， which replace money to a large extent by credit 
operations or by credit money. In times of pressure， when credit con
tracts or dries up altogether， money suddεnly confronts commodities 
absolutely as thε only means of payment and the true existence of value. 
Hencε the general devaluation of commodities and the difficulty or 
even impossibility of transforming them into money， ie into their own 
purely fantastic form. Secondly， however， credit money is itself only 
money in so far as it absolutely represents real money to the sum of its 
nominal value. With thε drain of gold， its converribility into money 

60 Marxist studies of derivatives include Dick Bryan and Michael Ra따rty， Capitalism with 
Derivativts (Basingstoke， 2006)， and Tony Norfìdd， ‘Derivatives and Capitalist Markets’， 
HistoricalMater:ialism， 20.1 (ι。1 2).Jairus Banaji offers a suggestive discussion ofMarx’s 
concept offìctitious capital and its pertinence to both Britain's colonial opium trade and 
the crash of 2008: ‘Seasons of SeIεDclusion: Opium， Capitalism and the Financial 
Markets’， Historical MaUrialism， 21.2 (2013)' 
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becomε5 problεmatic， ie its identity with actual gold. Hence we gεr 
forcible measures， putting up the rate of interεst， etc in order to guar
anteε the conditions of its convertibility. (CIII :  648-649t 

Marx subsequently says that this kind of breakdown of the credit 
system and the resulting flight to cash ‘is a regular and necessary phase 
in the cycle of modern industry' (CIII: 708). When Marx returns to the 
subject of financial panics in Capital， 1， Chapter 3， ‘Money， or the 
Ciiculation of Commodities’， he 0많rs a vivid sketch of the collapse of 
credit and the desperate search of every individual capitalist for cash: 
‘As the hart pants after fresh water， so pants his soul after money the 
only wealth’ (CI: 깅6; compare G: 621). Buc he also refers to ‘that aspect 
of an industrial and commεrcial crisis which is known as a monεtary 
crisis' (CI :  236). As Engels notes， this doesn’t mean that all monetary 
crises are part of larger industrial and commercial c띠es (CI: 236 n 50). 
Marx εmphasises elsewhere that ‘a plεthora of money capital as such 
does not necεssarily signify overproduction， or even a lack of spherεs of 
employment for capital’ (CIII :  639). Nevεrtheless， it is clear the cycle of 
euphoria and panic made possiblε by the credit system plays an essεntial 
role in Marx’s. broader understanding of capitalist crises.62 

Bεyond crises? 

None of the foregoing should suggest that Capital comains anything 
resembling a complεte theory of crisis. 까le unfinished nature of the 
book is particularly evident in Capital， III ， above all in Part 5. 
Nevertheless， it seems to me undeniable that， at successive levels of 
determination， a conception of capitalist crises is unfolded through 
Capital. This involves (i) thε formal possibility of crises arising 감om the 
separation of purchase and sale inherent in the circulation of commodi
ties and from the function of money as means of payment; (ii) the 
interaction between the business cycle and fluctuations in the size of 
the industrial reserve army and the rate of wages; (iii) the role of the 
rurnover of fixed capital in regulating the length of the business cycle; 

61 It is one of the strengths ofHarvey’'s olItstanding discussion of money and credit in Th， 
Limits to Capital that he focuses on this ‘antagonism between the nnancial system and its 
monetary base’ (PF6): see Harvey. chs 9 and 1。

62 5ee the detailed discussion of the monetary and nnancial dimensions of crises in ltoh and 
Lapavitsas. PoliticalEconomy of1l10ney and Banking. ch s .  which follows Engels in 
dis<inguishing ‘between tWO kinds of monetary crisis: those which form a particular 
phase of a general industrial and commercial crisis (type I) and those which appear 
indεpendently of a general industrial and commercial crisis (type 2) ’. pl 냐 
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(iv) the possibility of disruption inherent in the conditions of exchange 
between the two main departments of production required for repro
duction; (v) the interplay between the tendency of the rate of profìt to 
fall and its countertendencies; and (vi) the function of the cycle of 
bubble and panic in the fìnancial múkets in both， during booms， accel
erating the accumulation process and， during crises， effecting the 
destruction of capital required to restore the rate of profìt to a level 
permitting further expansion. 

This would seem to support Ernest Mandel’'s argument that Marx 
has a multi-causal theory of capitalist development: 

In fact， any single-facror assumption is c1early opposed ro the notion of 
the capitalist mode of production as a dynamic rotality in which the 
interplay of all the basic laws of development is necessary in order to 
produce any particular outcome. 까lis notion means that up ro a certain 
point all the basic variables of this mode of production can partially and 
periodically pεrform the role of autonomous variables-narurally not ro 
the p이nt of complete independence， but in an interplay constandy 
articulated through the laws of development of the whole capitalist 
modε of production. These variables include the following central vari
ables: the organic composition of capital . . .distribution of constant 
capital between fixed and circulating capital. . . the dεvelopment of the 
rate of surplus value; the devεlopment of the rate of accumulation . . .  the 
development of the turnover time of capital; and the rεlations of 
exchange between the two Departmεnrs.63 

Mandel is quite right to stress the multiplicity of determinations 
involved in Marx’'s conception of crisis. But his own analyses of capitalist 
development su딴r from a failure to specify the relative causal wεight of 
his different ‘variables’ and therefore to render them open to ad hoc 
adjustment to avoid empirical refuration.“ We should recall that Marx’s 
own account of his method of rising from the abstract to the concrete 
involves conceiving the concrete as ‘the coηceηtraμoη ofman마마1ηly de다termi니1--
na따t디ions， hen따1κce un따1 
s잃ame term ‘concentration’ repeatεdly in his characterisations of ‘world 
market crises'. Concentration implies that ‘the unity of the diverse' has a 

63 Ernesr Mandel. Late Capitalism (London. 1975). P39; see more generally rhe impressive 
discussion ofMarxisr rheories of crisis in ch 1 .  

6 4  See Alex Callinicos. Trotskyism (Buckingham. 1990). pp41-44. and Chris Harman. 
‘Mandel’s Late Capitalism’. lnterηational Socialism. 1.1 (1978). hrrp://www.marxisrs.org/ 
archive/harman/1978/07/mandd.hrml 
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specifìc structure. 50， to return to my own list of the determinations of 
crisis (coincidentally， like Mandel’s variables， numbering six)， they have 
different εxplanatory status. The formal possibilities of crisis (i) and the 
conditions of exchange betwεen the twO departments (iv) are eηabliηg 
rather than playing a directly causal role. 꺼le interrelated fluctuations of 
wages and the industrial reserve army (ii) and the turnover of fìxed capi
tal (iii) are coηditioniη!g factors. The causality of crisis for Marx cεntres 
on thε interplay between the tendency of the rate of profìt to fall and the 
movements of capital on the money market， as 1 have tried to demon
strate in the preceding section. 

This interpretation bears some resemblance to Harvεy’s suggestlon 
that Marx’s ‘exposition of the law of falling profìts’ IS ‘a “fìrst-cut" state
mεnt of his . theory of crisis formation under capitalism’， with ‘a 
“second-cut" theory of crisis’ arising from his analysis of money and 
credit and offering ‘a more integrated view of the relation between fìnan
cial phenomena and thε dynamics of production’. Harvey adds to this 
his own “‘third-cut" theory'， the famous ‘spatial fìx’ arising from capital’s 
efforts to escape the infernal cycles of ovεraccumulation and devaluation 
by shifting the geographical locus of investment:’ Whatever its 
strengths， this argument underplays the tightness of the relationship 
between the tendency of thε rate of profìt to fall and the fìnancial.cycle 
that Marx posits in Capital， III . No doubt this reflects Harvey’s view 
that ‘Marx’'s falling rate of profìt argument is not particularly well honed 
or rigorously defìned εven. as a purely theorζtical argument’; the (in my 
view) negative consequence of this failure fully to grasp the logic of 
Marx’s thεory can be seen in Harvey’s more recent espousal of an expla
nation of crisεs arising from the possibility of ‘blockages’ εmerging in 
the diffe떠lt circuits of capital that (to put it charitably) embraces thε 
explanatory looseness already implied in Mandel’s version of a multi
causal theory of crisis. 66 

까le interpretation of Marx’s conception of crisεs offered in this 
chapter allows us to put in perspectivε the claims that various commen
tators have made that he later retreated from it. On the basis ofhis own 
contestable critique ofMarx’s theory of the tendεncy of the rate of profìt 
to fall， Michael Heinrich arguεs that， in revising the ISÓI-Ó3 Maηuscrψt 
in the 1870S， ‘presumably， Marx was plagued by considεrablε doubts 

이 Harvey， Limits to Capital， PPI91 ，  3>6， 4>S‘ 
66 Harvcy， Limits to Capital， p'81 .  5ee， “r Harvey’s more recem views， The Enigma of 

Capital and the Crises ofCapitalism (London， >010)， and， for a critique， ]oseph Choonara， 
‘Decoding Capiralism’， Jnurnalional Socialism， > . 1>9 (>01 1). 
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concerning the law of the rate of profìt얀7 The adverb ‘presumably’ indi
cates that Heinrich is riffÌng; the only evidence he offers-that in 1875 
Marx wrote a drah exploring the mathematics of the relationship 
between the rate of surplus value and the rate of profìt-rather suggests 
his continuing commitment to the theory. As we saw' in chapter 1 ， 
Heinrich is certainly right when he argues that Marx was preoccupied in 
this period with deepening his understanding of the credit system. 까le 
American journalist John Swinton quotes Marx as saying in an inter
view in 1878 that Capital ‘was but a fragment， a single part of a work in 
three parts， two of the parts being yet unpublished， the full trilogy being 
“Land"， “Capital"， “Credit"， the last part， he said， being largely illus
trated from the United States， where credit has had such an amazing 
development’ (CWμ: 584) .  If accurately reported， this remark shows 
Marx’s continual uncertainty about the overall architecture of his cri
tique of political economy; but his interest in deepening his 
understanding of the fìnancial markets in no way contradicts his com
mitment to the tendency of the rate of profìt to fall given， as we have 
sεen， the role played by bubbles and panics in the interaction of the ten
dency and its countertendencies. 

Clarke is certainly completely mistaken when he asserts that ‘the 
theory of crises plays a rapidly diminishing role in Marx’s work aher 
1868， to be replaced by an emphasis on the secular tendencies of capital 
accumulation’:' Thus in an as yet unpublished notebook dating from the 
late 1860s (B1l3)， Marx took extensive excerpts from press coverage of 
the crisis of 1866， focusing especially on the precipitating event， the col
lapse of the discount house Overend， Gurney & Co， and the speculation 
and scams driving the preceding boom in railway shares. This study was 
probably intended to contribure to his revision of Capital， III .69 Marx’s 

67 Heinrich. ‘Crisis Theory. rhe Law of rhe Tendency of rhe Profìr Rare ro Fall. and Marx’s 
Srudies in rhe .870S’ Heinrich also argues rhar Marx’s treatmenr 0대nancial markets in 
Capital. I I I .  Parr S .  is l imired by a failure ro rake inro accounr �he classic analysis of rhe 
role of rhe Bank ofEngland as lender oflasr resorr during fìnancial panics by Walrer 
Bagehot in Lombard Strut. Bagehot’s book was published in 1873. in response to the 1866 
crisis. so Marx couldn’t have discussed it in the 1363-65 Manuscript. But he is clear enough 
thar ‘the cenrral bank is rhe pivot of the credir sysrem’ (CII I :  706). and critically discusses 
rhe Bank’S response ro rhe panics of 1847 and .8S7 both in Part S and in his earlier 
journalism of the 18sos 

68 Clarke. Marxs Theory ofCrisis. p'4S. 
69 João Anronio de Paula. Hugo E A da Gama Cerqueira. Alexandre Mendes Cunha. Carlos 

Eduardo Suprinyak. Leonardo Gomes de Deus. and Eduardo da Morra e Albuquerque. 
‘Notes on a Crisis: The Exzerpth야eand Marx“1erhod ofResearch and Composition'. 
ReviewofRadical PoliticalEconomics. 4S:l ('013). 5ee. on rhe collapse ofOverend. 
Gurney. David Kynasron. The ciηI ofLondon. Volume 1 (London. '994). pp씨-'43 
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continuing prεoccupation with crises is shown， for example， in a letter to 
Engels of 31 May 1873 where he confesses his hopε ‘to determine mathe
matically the principal laws governing crises’， though he notes their 
friend 5amuel Moore (one of the ‘authorities’ to whom Marx deferred on 
scientifìc questions) doubted that this was possible (CW44: 504). And 
hε writes to Pyotr Lavrov on 18 June 1875: ‘One truly remarkable phe
nomenon is the decrease in the number of years between general crises. 1 
have always regarded that number， not as a constant， but as a decreasing 
magnitude: what is pleasing， however， is that the signs of its decrease are 
so palpable as to augur ill for the survival of the bourgeois world’ (CU-씨: 
78). Nearly four years later， in explaining to another Russian corre
spondent， Nikolai Danielson， why he had yet to complete Capital， he 
writes (10 April 1879): 

1 should under no circumstances have published thε second volume 
before the present English industrial crisis had reached its climax. The 
phenomena are this timε singular， in many respects different from what 
they were in the past， and this-quite apart from othεr modifying cir
cumstances-is εasily accounted for by the fact that never before the 
Eη!gLish crisis was preceded [sic 1 by trεmendous and now already 5 years 
lasting crisis in the United States， South America， Germaη1]， Austria， etc 

It is therefore necessary to watch the prεsent course of things until 
thεir maturity beforε you can ‘consume’ them ‘productivεly’， 1 mean 
‘theoreticaLLy’. (Cμ씨: 354)'0 

50， to the end ofMarx’s career， he continued to attend both theoreti
cally and empirically to the pattern of crises that he was among the fìrst 
to identify as inherent in capitalist devεlopment. 1heir signifìcance lay 
in part in how they concεntrated and summarisεd all the contradictions 
of the capitalist modε of production， and in parr because they announced 
that ‘thε survival of the bourgeois world' could not bε takεn for grantεd 
1hough they would not eventuate in the economic breakdown of the 
systεm， their occurrence would， Marx believed， contribute to its even
rual overrhrow. 1his understanding of crisis and revolution is an 
essential parr of the intellecrual legacy that Marx left in Capital. 

70 Here. as elsewhεre in Marx’s and Engels’5 corrεspondence. rhe ‘second volume refers [0 
whar was envisaged as rhe publicacion ofBooks 1 I  (circulacion) and 1 I 1  (rhe process as a 
whole) in a single volume. The sheer scale and complexiry of rhe manuscripcs rhac Engels 
discovered afi:er Marx’s dearh forced him evenwally [0 publish rhese as separace volumes 
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Today 

The modernity of Capital 

The most boring criticism of Marx-repeated， for instance， in ]onathan 
Sperber’'s otherwise scholarly new biography-is that hε is an obsolete 
19th century thinker grappling with problems of no relevance to the 
present. '  As we have seen， Marx strove ro make Capital a study of capi
talism as a global system， and not merely a portrait of the mid-Victorian 
British economy. 까üs is refl.ected， for example， in his efforts in the 1870S 
to ensure Capital， II and III， covεred the United States and Russia. We 
can see this effort to establish the generality of the object of Capital in 
the French edition ofVolume 1 .  Whereas in the German εdition Marx 
concludes Chapter 26， ‘The Secret ofPrimitive Accumulation'， by saying 
that the expropriation of the peasantry rook its ‘classic form [klassische 
Form]’ in England (CI: 876)， in the French he writes: 

Still it is only accomplished in a radical form in England: this country 
necessarily plays the leading role in our inquiry. But the other countries 
of western Europe participate in the same movement， although depend
ing on the environment it changes local colour， or tightens into a 
narrower circle， or presents a less �trongly pronounced character， or fol
lows a different order of succession.' 

Marx’'s striving to diversify the empirical extension of Capital under
lines that its 0비ect is an absrract one， ‘the capi떼ist mode of production 
and the relations of production and forms of intercourse (Verkehrsver
hå'lt，η짜리’ (CI: 90).3 What does this imply for efforts to maintain the 

1 Jonachan 5perber， Karl Marx껴 Ninetunth Cmtury L따 (New York， 2013). 5ee [he 
assessmem of [his book by ano[her Marx biographer， David McLellan: hrrp:// 
marxandphilosophy.org.uk/reviewofbooks/reviews/2013/80j . 

2 Karl Marx， Le Capital， Livre J (2 vols， Paris， 1985)， 1 1 ，  p169. 5ee， on [he generali[y and 
global characrer of [he objec[ of Capital， Lucia Pradella， Lμttualità del Capitale: 
Accumulazione e impoverimento nel capitalismo gLobale (Padua， 2010)， and ‘ Imperialism 
and Capi[alis[ Developmem in Marx’'s Capital’， HistoricalMaterialism， 2I .2 (2013). 

3 5e. [he discussion in Louis Al[husser， ‘On Theorerical Work’， in  Philosophy and the 
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acruality of Capital? As we saw in chapter 1， Marx told Kugelmann (2.8 
December 1862.) that the manuscript he was then working on was ‘the 
quintessence (together with the first part [ie the 1859 Contributioη])’ of 
his critique of political economy， ‘and the development of the sequel (with 
the exception， perhaps， of the relationship between the various forms of 
state and the various economic structures of society) could easily be pur
sued by others on the basis thus provided’ (CW41: 435). 까1is implies that 
‘others’ continuing Capital would involve writing the books of Marx’s 
original 1858-9 plan that he never got round (Q-on the state， interna
tional tradε， and the world market and crises. But this wasn’t the direction 
actually taken. lnstead to a very large degree thε Marxists of both the 
Second and 1hird lnternationals concentrated on developing an analysis 
of thε new' forms takεn by capitalist dεvelopment as a result of what 
Rudolph Hilferding called the increasing ‘organisation’ of capitalism-in 
other words， as a result of the concentration and centralisation of capital， 
the growth in the size of the individual units of capital and the develop
ment of morε complex forms of economic coordination， either between 
sectors (for example， banks and industrial firms) or between private capi
tal and the state. 1his focus didn’t preclude more abstract theorεtical 
devεlopments-thus Hilferding himself paid close attention in Fiηaηce 
Capital to intεgrating an analysis of the financial markets into Marx’s 
value theory. And there were of course debates about Capital-abovε all 
that provoked by Rosa Luxεmburg’s critique of the reproduction schεmes 
in Volume 11 .  But informing all this was the effort to undεrstand the cur
rent phase of capitalist developmεnt; the name the Marxists of the early 
2.Oth century gave it-imperialism-underlinεs the political urgency of 
this task.' 

1he collective rεsult of thesε efforts is one of the intellecrual glories of 
the Marxist tradition. Regrettably Michaε1 Heinrich seems to cast it all 
into a ragbag ‘traditional “worldview" Marxism (J.f상ltanschauuη�s
marx낀mus)’ that distorts the meaning of Capital; thus he ignores， for 
example， the theoretical sophistication displayed by thinkers such as 
Hilfiεrding， Luxemburg， Bukharin， Prεobrazhensky， and Grossman.' 꺼1ε 

Spontaneous Philosophy oj싸 Scientists and Other Essays (Gregory ElI iotμd; London. 1990). 
4 5ee Alex Cal linicos. Jmperialism and Global PoliticalEconomy (Cambridge. 1007). ch 1 .  

and. for a n  exccllenr critical survey o f  early 10th cenrury Marxist political economy. M C 
Howard and ] E King. A History ofMarxian Economics {1 vols. London. 1989 and 1991). 1 

s Michael Heinrich.An Jntroduction to the Thru Volumes ofKarlMarx's Capital (New York. 
ι。Iι). pIO. For a much more differenria<ed view of thc developmenr ofMarxism. see ]ohn 
Molyneux. What is the RealMarxist Tradition? (London. 1985). http://www.marxisme.dk/ 
arl‘kμ〈이ivν/mo이Iynel미ux/rπea뇌Imarx/ 
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approach they took can be seen as one way of continuing Capital， of car
rying on the method of ‘rising from the abstract to the concrete’， by 
distinguishing di많rent phases of capitalist development and attempting 
to identify their specifìc features.' But it came at a price. The 0피ect of 
Capital tended to be conceived as that of one of these phases of capitalist 
development-‘classical’ or ‘competitive’ capitalism. Apart from misrep
resenting how Marx understood his project， this could have negative 
e많cts on theorisations. of imperialism by， for example， implying that， if 
19th century capitalism was ‘competitive’， 20th century ‘monopoly capi
talism’ had transcended the competition between capitals. Given this 
premiss， the r디C다ion of Marx’s value theory by the Moηthly Review 
school made some sense.7 

까1Ìs isn’t to say that there weren't serious problems to address. One of 
Bukharin’'s great achievements was to grasp that the culmination of the 
tendency for the concentration and centralisation was not， as Karl 
Kautsky thought， ‘ultra-imperialism’， in other words the global integra
tion of capital transcending national conflicts， but rather state capitalism， 
in other words the fusion of private capital in the nation state. But what 
did this imply for the law of value and what Marx saw as capitalism’s 
inherent liability to crises? Bukharin’'s answer to the lattεr questlon
that the greater the development of state capitalism， the weaker the 
purely economic contradictions of the system-was badly mistaken.' In 
attempting to grasp the nature and dynamics of Stalinism in Russia， 
Tony Cliff used the concept of state capitalism more successfully to con
ceptualise the fusion of economic and p이itical power in the hands of the 
ηomeηklatura and the resulting separation of the workers from the 
means of production， but he argued that the law of value continued to 
operate through the imperative to accumulate imposed by military com
petition between the Soviet Union and the Western imperialist powers: 

6 For a defence of this method， see Alex Callinicos. ‘Periodizing Capitalism and Analysing 
I mperialism: Classical Marxism and Capitalist Evolution’， in Robert Albritton et al， eds， 
Phases ofCapitalist Dtvelopmmt (Basingstoke， 2001) 

7 Paul A Baran and Paul M 5weezy， Monopoψ Capital (Harmondsworth， 1968)， ch 1 
8 5ee Callinicos， Jmperialis껴 and Global Political Economy， PP53-61 . 
9 5ee Tony Cliff， Tht Naturt ofStalinist Russia， in &lecttd Writings (3 vols， London， 2003)， 

I I I ，  ch 7， and， for discussions of the operation of the law ofvalue in the U55R， Chris 
Harman， ‘The Inconsistencies ofErnest Mandel’.1，ηttrnational Socialism， 1 .4 1  (1969-70)， 
http://www.marxists:org/history/etol/writers/harman/1969/1 21mandel.ht m， Peter 
Binns， ‘까1< Theory of5tate Capitalism’， Jnttrnational Socialism， 1.74 (1975)， http://www 
marxists.org/history/etol/writers/binns/1975/01/statecap.htm， and Alex Callinicos， 
‘、lVage Labour and 5tate Capitalism’， Jnternational Socialism， LI2  (1981) ， http://www 
ma rx ists.o rgl h istory 1 etol/wri tersl callin icosl 19811 xx/wagelab-statecap. h t m L 
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Both Bukharin and Cliff located competition at the global level. As 
the 20th century worε on， it became clear that this continued to take 
economic as well as geopolitical forms. Indeed， one way of thinking 
about globalisation is that it represents the powerful reassertion of a 
transnational logic of competitive accumulation to which states and the 
capitals that in the mid-20th century had been able to gain powerful 
national perches have had painfully to adapt. 10 1he combination of these 
transformations and of the new era of economic instability that followed 
the collapse of the long postwar boom in the early 1970S allows us to 
read Capital with fresh eyes. 

For example， one feature of the Keynesian economic policy regime 
that prevailεd roughly speaking from the end of the Second World War 
till the mid-1970S was what neoclassical economists tend to call， in a fìne 
piece of pεrsuasivε defìnition， ‘fìnancial reprεSSlon’. In other words， the 
Great Depression of the 1930S prompted states to impose tight controls 
over fìnancial markets and the international mobility of capital. 1he 
return of economic instability in the late 1960s and early 1970S was 
partly a consequence of capital’s growing success in throwing off this 
straitjacket (through， for example， the development of the offshore euro
dollar market)， and the neoliberal economic policy regime that took 
shape during the 1980s notoriously involved the deregulation of fìnan
cial markets that . were becoming increasingly transnationally 
integrated." As a rεsult， we live in an economic world that in some 
respects is closer to the one inhabited by Marx 150 years ago than was 
that of the mid-20th century. 1hus the cycle of fìnancial bubble and 
panic that he studied so closely has come in the nεoliberal era to regulate 
the world economy， with the devastating effects we witnεssed in the 
2007-8 crash. lndeed， the intεrplay betweεn the tendency of the rate of 
profìt to fall and this fìnancial cycle that， as I argued in chapter 6， 
formεd the focus of Marx’s understanding of crises is of very direct rele
vancε to us as we grapplε with the dynamics of the crash and of the 
slump and recovery that followed it. 

까1Îs doesn’t mean， of coursε， that thε pattεrns of 21St century crisis 
arε exactly the same as thosε. First， the process of concentration and 

10 See the analysis of these transformations in Chris Harman， Zombie Capitalism: Global 
Crisis and the Relevance of M aκx (London， ι。09)， Parrs Two and Three. 

11 See， for example， Eric Helleiner， States and the Rumergence ofGlobal Finance (lthaca， 
1994)， Peter Gowan， 짜 Global Gamble: Washingto서Faustian Bid flr World Dominance 
(London， 1999)， Lco Panitch and Sam Gindin， The MakingofGlobal Capitalism: The 
Po/itical Economy of American .타npire (London， 2012)， and Costas Lapavitsas， Pro.fiting 
without Producing: How Finance Exploits Us All (London， 2013) 
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centralisation of capital that led to the structural changes studied by 
Hilferding and his contemporaries has continued into the neoliberal era. 
Peter Nolan writes: 

During the three dεcades of capitalist globalisation， industrial concentra
tion occurred in almost every sector. Alongside a huge increase in global 
output， the number ofleading nrms in most industrial sectors shrank and 
the degree of global industrial concentration incrεased great!y. ’The most 
visible part consists of well known nrms with superior technologies and 
powεrful brands. These constiture the ‘system integrators’ or ‘organising 
brains' at the apex of extended value chains . . .  By the early 2.000S， within 
the high value-added， high-technology and strongly branded segments of 
global markets， which serve mainly the middle- and upper-income earn
εrs who control the bulk of the world’s purchasing power， a veritable ‘ law’ 
had come into play: a handful of giant nrms， the ‘systems integrators'， 
occupiεd upwards of )0 percent of the whole global market. 12 

Sεcondly， the contemporary financial system is decisively shaped by 
the role played by the state-and particularly by the central banks， reflect
ing the fact that thε dominant form of money is what Costas Lapavitsas 
calls ‘a peculiar hybrid’-credit money generated through the bariking 
system that is undεrpinned.by the authority of the state and by its capac
ity to appropriate value through taxation. Partly in consequence， but also 
because of the structural changes that Lapavitsas argues arε at the heart of 
contemporary financialisation， notably the ability of industrial and com
mεrcial firms to raise money directly on the financial markets through 
issuing bonds and commercial paper and consequently the pressure on 
banks to find other sources of profit than loans to industry， for example 
by trading on their own behalf and lending to private households: 

the overaccumulation of capital in mature capitalism producεs very differ
ent nnancial phεnomena to those of Marx’'s time. Gone is the inability of 
productive capitalists to honour bills of exchange， gone is a1so the corre
sponding impact on relatively small banks specialising in the discount of 
bills. Overaccumulation now entails vast monetary phenomena， including 
stock market booms and busts， expanded bank lending that 1εads to mass 
insolvency， and state manipulation ofinterest rates in the money market." 

l ' Perer Nolan. Is China Bμ'yingtht μ'orld? (Cambridge. >01 ，). Pl7  
13 Lapavirsas. Pro.fitingwithout Producing. pp86. '7 1 .  Lapavirsas’'s book is a mosr impressive 

analysis of contemporary linancial isarion rhar conrains much of value on rhe Marxist 
theory of money and linance. Its main weakness lies in his cIaim rhat linancial prolir 
derives nOt jUSt from rhe appropriation of surplus value creared in producrion but als。
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Thus the global economic and financial crisis that developed in 
2.007-8 represemed a very specific form òf the imeraction between the 
tendency of the rate of profit to fall and the financial cycle that is at the 
heart of Marx’s own mature understanding of crises. 까le neoliberal era 
saw only a partial reversal of the chronic problems of profitability that 
had developed in the 1960s: although the rate of exploitation was forced 
up and a considerable restructuring of capital took place， these were not 
on a sufficiem scale to . restore the rate of profit to the levels prevailing 
during the Long Boom of thε 1960s and 1970S. Consequently growth in 
the advanced economies came to depend increasingly on the develop
mem of financial bubbles， notably during the stock-market boom of the 
late 1990S and the housing bubble of the mid-2.ooos. Highεr asset pnces 
encouraged households to borrow and spend， thereby sustaining effec
tive demand. The collapse of the stock-market bubble in 2.000-1 caused 
only a relatively mild recession cemred on the United States， but the way 
in which the bulk of the Western banking system became sucked imo 
feeding the housing bubble in the US， Britain， and parts of the eurozone 
precipitated a devastating crisis. The weak recovery in the US and the 
European Union from the Great Recession of 2.008-9 is marked by the 
deep damage caused to the banking system by the crash (most visible in 
the eurozone)， but has also exposed the underlying weakness of capital 
accumulation in the advanced capitalist coumries.14 

Nevertheless， the closer one studies Marx’'s economic writings the 
greater their actuality seems. This is underlined by the recem appearance 

from ‘oxpropriaring rho income and the money stocks of orhers through rho operations of 
rhe financial sysrem’ (pI 4S). It is true thar. as Lapavirsas poinrs our. Marx nored thar ‘the 
working class is swindlod in rhis form too [ie. rhrough ‘the renring ofhouses. erc for 
individual consumprion’]. and to an enormous extonr; bur ir is oqually oxploircd by tho 
perry rrader who supplies rhe worker wirh means of subsisrenco. Bur rhis is a secondary 
exploiration. which proceeds alongside rhe original exploiration rhar rakes place direcdy 
within the producrion proccss itself' (CI I I :  74S). Lapavitsas seoms to rhink of‘financial 
appropnatlon’ as occurring on a much largor scale rhan Marx envisages hero. Properly to 
assess rhis claim would requirc locaring ir with respoct to Marx’'s value rheory and more 
parcicu larly rho reproduction oflabour power (since morcgages. credir cards and the l ike 
allow workers to borrow in ordor to mainrain a cercain level of consumption). Bur 
Lapavitsas complcrdy fails to meer this requiremenr. despire. for example. Ben Fino’s 
critiquo of an oarlior vorsion ofhis argumenr: ‘Locaring Financialization’. Historical 
Mattrialism. 18  (>010). See also the critical assossmwrs from Tony Norfield. ‘Capiralist 
Producrion Good. Capital Finance Bad’. 6  January 2014. hnp://oconomicsofimperialism. 
blogspot.co. u k/ 2014/01/ capi ral isr-produc tion-good-capi ral isr. h rm 1. and J oseph 
Choonara. ‘Financial Times’• International Socialism. 2. 142 (201 4) 

1 4  Alex Call inicos. Bonfire ofIllusions (Cambridge. >010). and ‘Conrradicrions of Ausreriry’， 
Cambri셔geJournalofEconomics. ，6 (2012). My undcrsrandingof rhe dcvelopmonr of rho 
crisis is hoavily indebrçd to Roberc Brenner. The Boom and the Bubble (London. 20。ι).
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of a massive srudy of inequalities in income and wealth by the French 
econom'ist 1homas Piketty entided Capital in the 2Ist Ceηtury. Although 
Piketty shows only a limited understanding of Marx’s own thεory， the 
tide hè gives his book is clearly intended to resonate with Capital. His 
main fìndings-that economic inequality is rerurning to levels last seen 
in the early 20th century and that， ‘ if...the rate of rerurn on capital 
remains signifìcandy above the growth rate for a signifìcant period of 
time . . .  then the risk of divergence in the distribution of wealth is very 
high’-confìrm the necessity of a critique of political economy. 's 1 have 
more to say about Marx’'s writing on labour in the following section， but 
it is worth stressing here that the process of globalisation would have 
come as litde surprise to him. Already in the Gruηdrisse Marx writes: 
‘까le tendency to create the lνorld market is direcdy given in the concept 
of capital itself. Every limit appears as a baπier to be overcome’ (G: 408). 
낀1Ìs strong sense of the global character of capital comes over very clearly 
in the earliest part of the manuscript， when Marx discusses the American 
economist Henry Carey， ‘the only original economist among the North 
Americans'. Carey looks at capitalism from a global perspective-in a 
brilliant boη mot Marx says: ‘Carey’s generality is Yankee universality. 
France and China are equally close to him. Always the man who lives on 
the Pacifìc and the Adantic’-in order to argue that the United States 
needs to protect its developing industries from British competition: 

with Carey the harmony of the bourgeois relations of production ends 
with the most complete disharmony of these relations on the grandest 
terrain wherε they appear， the world market， and in their grandest devel
opment， as the relations of producing nations. All the relations which 
appear harmonious tO him within specific national boundaries or， in 
addition， in the abstract form of gεneral relations ofbourgeois society
eg concentration of capital， division of labour， wage labour etc-appear 
as disharmonious to him where they appear in their most developed 
form-in their world market form-as the internal rεlations which pro
duce English domination on the world market， and which， as destructive 
influences， are the consequence of this domination. (G: 885 ， 886， 888)'6 

On the basis of the much greater development ofhis value theory in 
the ISÓI-Ó3 Maηuscrψt， Marx is able to deepen his understanding of the 
relationship between capital and the world market: 

' S  까lOmas Piketty. Capital in th.2Ist Ctntury (Cambridge MA. 2014). plS. 
1 6  In the Penguin edition of the Grundrisse of the fragmenc on Bastiat and Carey. the 

earliest parc of the manuscript. is placed at the end. 
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If surplus labour or surplus-value were represented only in the 
national surplus produce， then the increase of value for the sake of 
value and therefore the exaction of surplus labour would be restricted 
by the limited， narrow circlε of use-values in which the value of the 
[national] labour would be rεpresented. Bur it is foreign trade which 
develops its [the surplus value’s] real nature as value by developing the 
labour εmbodied in it as social labour which manifests itself in an 
unlimited range of different use-values， and this in fact gives meaning 
to abstract weal타1 . . 

But it is only foreign trade， the devεlopment of the market to a world 
market， which causes money to develop into world money and abstract 
labour into social labour. Abstract wealth， value， money， hence abstract 
labour， devεlop in the measure that concrete labour bζcomes a totality of 
different modes of labour embracing the world market. Capitalist pro
duction rests on the value or the transformation of the labour embodied 
in the product into social labour. Bur thisïs only [possible] on the basis 
of foreign trade and of the world market. This is at once the precondi
tion and thε result of capitalist production. (CW32.: 3 87-388) 

It’5 true that Capital， 1， Chapter 2.4， when considering the accumula
tion of capital， Marx abstracts from national differences: 

Here we take no account of the export trade， by means of which a nation 
can change articles ofluxury into means of production or means of sub
sistence， and vice versa. In ordεr to examine the object of our 
investigation in its integrity， frεe from all disrurbing subsidiary circum
stances， wε must treat the whole world of trade as one nation， and 
assumε that capitalist production is established evεrywhere and has 
taken possεssion of every branch of production. (CI: 72.7 n 2.) 

Lucia Pradella argues persuasivεly that this passage does not imply， as 
both Luxemburg and Lenin contended， that Marx is here restricting his 
analysis of accumulation and extended rεproduction to ‘a “closed national 
system"’; on the contrary， treating ‘the whole word of trade as one nation’ 
allows him to integrate into his analysis the increasing international 
mobility ofboth capital and labour already evidεnt in the mid-I9th centu
ry.17 This interpretation is not contradicted by the restrictivε assumptlons 

17 Pradella， ‘ Imperialism and Capitalist Development in Marx’s Capital’， ppl ll-.，S. In a 
stimulating essay， Cesare Luporini gives the same passage more significance than it 
merits， arguing that the assumption Marx makes here ‘prevents Marx from explaining 
conceptually or systematically' the fact that capitalist development simultaneously 
involves both ‘the constitution of a home market’ and ‘the “global system"’， ‘Le Politique 
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Marx makes in his analysis of extended reproduction， as this passage 
towards the end of the ISóI-Ó3 Maηuκrψt indièates: 

1hese relations [between dcpartmcnts 1 and 1 1] could bc dctermined 
precisely in an enclosed and is이ated country. But fore쟁n trade allows a 
part of the surplus produce which exists in the form of raw materials， 
semi-manufactures， accessory materials and machinery， to be converted 
into the form of surplus produce [XXII-138o] of another country， in 
which it exists in the form of consumable products. 1t is therefore neces
sary for capitalist production， which works according to the measure of 
its means of production， without regard to the saμsfocμoη 01 a definite 
given need . . .  With this the reproduction proccss is dependent not on the 
production of mutually complementary equivalents in the same country， 
but on the production of these same equivalents on foreign markets， on 
the power of absorption and degree of extension of the world market. 
꺼lis provides an increased possibility of non-correspondence， hence a 
possibil따 ofc띠es. (CW34: ι2.1) 

Marx does seεk in Capital， II， to demonstratε the possibilπy of 
extended reproduction without invoking foreign trade， but only to sim
plify the argument: 

Capitalist production never exists without foreign trade. If normal annual 
production on a given scale is presupposed [uηterstellt]， then it is also sup
posed [uηterstellt] together with this that foreign trade replaces domestic 
articles only by those of other use or nacural forms， without affecting 
value ratios， and therefore without either the value ratios in which the two 
categories， means of production and means of consumption， mucually 
exchange for one another， or the ratios between the constant capital， vari
able capital and surplus value into which the value of the product of each 
of these categories can be broken down. Bringing foreign trade into an 
analysis of the value of the product annually reproduced can therefore 

<r l ’(rarique: un ou deux cririques?’. in Érimn< Balibar. <r al .Marx (t sa critiquede la 
poιtique (Paris. 1979). p104. Bur. as Praddla argu<s. Marx in Capital. 1 .  Parr 8. ‘analyscs 
rh< srar<’s fundam<mal rol< in g<n<raring rh< capiralisr rdarion. bmh narionally and 
imcrnarionally. and in rcproducing rh< social ord<r as a whol<’， ‘ Imp<rialism and 
Capiralisr D<vc!opm<nr in Marx’s Capital ’. P13o. Marx didn’r d<vdop a mor< gcn<ralis<d 
rhcorisarion of rhis rol< nor bccausc of som< conc<prual obsracl<. bur as a r<sulr ofhis 
mor< mundanc failur< cvcr [Q wrir< rh< accoum of‘rh< rdarionship b<rw<<n rh< various 
forms of srar< and rh< various <conomic srrucrur<s of socicry’ hc had pr<sumably imcnd<d 
for Book 4 ofhis original plan. For an <xrcnsiv< discussion of rh< rh<orcrical issucs 
involv<d (which is noμs Praddla bdicv<s. inconsisr<m wirh h<r argum<m). scc 
Callinicos. Imperialism and Global Political Economy. ch 2. 
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only confuse things， withour supplying any new factor either to the prob
lem or to its solurion. (ClI: 546) 

50 evεn when abstracting for specifÌc analytical reasons from forεign 
trade Marx recognises the indispensable role it plays in capitalist devel
opment. And， before the passage from Capital， 1， citεd above， he argues 
in Chapter 2.2. that countries where the intensity of labour is relatively 
high will obtain more value for their products than those where it is low. 
Moreover， ‘the law of value is yet more modifÌed by the fact that， on the 
world market， national labour which is more productive also counts as 
more intensive， as long as thε more productive nation is not compelled 
by competition to lower the selling price of its commodities to the level 
of their value’ (C1: 702.)." All this makes it clear how Marx conceives the 
object of Capital， the capitalist mode of production， as developing a 
global system. 

Of course， the formation of this system is， as we have just seen， both 
‘the precondition and the result of capitalist production’. 1n the great 
chapter ‘The Genesis of the 1ndustrial Capitalist’ in Çapital， 1， Marx 
shows how the primitive accumulation of capital unfolds amid the 
colonial conquests and interstate wars of the early modern era. But this 
supplies thε conditions for the dominance of the capitalist mode of 
production proper， which is what drives the intensive development of 
the world market that hε is trying to conceptualise in the passages 
cited above: 

The development of capital does not begin with the creation of thε 
world， it doεs not begin ab ovo [from the beginning]. Only in the 16th 
and 17th centuries does it in fact begin to be something which domi
nates the world and sεlZζs hold of the whole economic formation of 
society. This is its infancy . . .  The capitalist mode of production in fact 
only attains a full devεlopment with la쟁'e-scale industry， and therefore 
dates in its totality from thε last third of the 1 8th century (even if it was 
still only sporadically developed). (CW34 : 327) 

1he relationality ofcapital 

Throughour this book 1 have defended an interpretation of Capital that 
emphasises Marx’s understanding of thε capitalist mode of production 

18  For more on the law ofvalue and international trade， 5ee Anwar Shaikh. ‘ Foreign Trade 
and the Law ofValue’. Science & Socieη. 43:3 (1979) and 44: 1  (1980). and Guglielmo 
Carchedi. Frontiers ofPolitical Economy (London. 1991). Ch5 6 and 7. 
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as a set of relations constituted by what 1 call in chapter 4 the two sepa
rations-that of workers from the means of production， giving rise to 
the exploitation of wage labour by capital， and that between capitals， 
from which arises their competitive struggle. This has involved showing 
in chapters 2. and 3 how Marx reconstructs the labour theory of value 
that he had inherited from Ricardo in order to allow him to conceptual
ise these two separations. Thus the transformation ofvalues into prices 
of production he devεlops in the 1361-63 Mamμcr.ψt allows him to focus 
on the first separation in Capital， 1 ， before beginning fully to confront 
the effects of the second in Capital， III (though， as wε also saw in chap
ter 3， Marx has to take limited but important account of competition in 
Volume 1 when developing his analysis of differential profit and concep
tualising the concentration and centralisation of capital). What he takes 
from Hegel is above all the model of a science that makes this handling 
of the two separations possible by moving from abstract to concrete 
through the progressive introduction of ever more complex determina
tions， though this movement assumes a radically different form from the 
inwardising (Eriηηeruη�) of the diverse shapes of the concept in the 
Science 0/ Logic. The three volumes of Capital trace a process of increas-

‘ ing externalisation， as the circulation of capital obscures the extraction 
of surplus value in production and the fragmentation of surplus value as 
it is distributed within the capitalist class encourages economic actors to 
accept partial representations of the totality that can nevertheless effec
tively orient their calculations and practice. 까le conception of crises 
whose development we followed in chapter 6 moves towards (though it 
never quite achieves) the unity of the total process (Gesamφrozeß) that 
informs this movεment， as the growing weight of dead compared to 
living labour in production finds expression in the tendency of the rate 
of profit to fall that in turn interacts with the cycle ofboom and bust in 
the financial markets. 

The first sεparation (capital versus wage labour) thus has explana
tory pnonty ovζr thε second (competition between ‘many capitals’)， 
but what emerges from Marx’s constant rεformulation ofhis categories 
across successive manuscripts is that both are necessary in order to 
grasp the laws of motion of capitalism. In the flood of interpretations of 
Capital that emerged from the intellectual and political radicalisation 
of the 1960s and 1970S there was a tendency-εncouraged by the 
ambivalence that， as we have seen， Marx himself displayed-to treat 
competition as an epiphenomenon of the fundamental antagonism 
between capital and labour. This was true， for example， of the Italian 
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workerists.19 Now， as 1 have already noted in chapter s， the argument 
has shined as sections of the intellectual len seek to write wage labour 
out of the capital relation. One connection between the debates of the 
1960s and 1970S is provided by how the famous ‘Fragment on Machines' 
in the Grundrisse has bεen appropriated. 까lÏs passage in Marx’s 
extended discussion of fìxed capital fascinated the workεrists.'O Marx 
writes here about: 

thε tendency of capital ro give producrion a scientifìc character; direct 
labour [i야 reducεd ro a mere moment of this process. As wirh the trans
formation of value into capital， so does ir appear in the further 
development of capital， that it presupposes a certain given hisrorical 
development of the productive forces on one side-science roo [is) 
among these productive forces-and， on the other， drives and forces 
them further onwards. (G: 699) 

Marx later e1aborates on this: 

까le development of fìxed capital indicates ro whar degrεe general social 
knowledge has become a direct Jorce of productioη， and ro what degreε， 
hence， rhe condirions of rhe process of social life irselfhave come under 
the control of rhe general intellect and bεen rransformed in accordance 
with ir. To whar degree the powers of social producrion have been pro
duced， nor only in rhe form ofknowledge， bur also as immediare organs 
of social practice， of rhe real life process. (G: 707) 

꺼1Ïs passage is frequendy linked to a preceding one: 

까、e th랜 야 alien labour time、 on ωhich the present wealth is based、
appears a miserable foundation in face of rhis new onε， creared by large
scale indusrry irself. As soon as labour in rhe direcr form has ceased ro 
be rhe great well-spring of wealrh， labour rime ceases and musr ‘:ease ro 
be its measure， and hence exchange value [mu�r cease ro be rhe measure) 
of use value. The suψlμ5 μbour of찌e mass has ceased ro be rhe condi
tion for rhe development of gene때 wealrh， just as rhe ηon-μbour ofthe 
ftw， for rhe development of rhe general powers of the human head. 

'9 5ee. for a lucid exposition of the workerist interpretation ofMarx. Harry Cleaver. 
R<ading Capital Politically (Brighton. 1979). and. for twO versions of a cririque of 
Ton i  Neg떠 version of workerism. Alex Callinicos. Th< R<sourus ofCritiqu< 
(Cambridge. 1006). ch 4. and ‘'Antonio Negri and the Temptation ofOntology’. In 
Timothy Murphy and Abdul.Karim Mustapha. eds.Antonio N쟁ri; R<uolution in 
Theory (London. 1007). 

10 5ee especially Toni  Negri. ‘Crisis of the Planner 5tate: Communism and Revolutionary 
Organisation’. in R<uolution R<lri<u<d (London. 1988). pPI I 1， ， 18 .  
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With that， production based on exchange value breaks dqwn， and the 
direct， material production process is stripped of the form of penury 
and antithesis. (G: 70S-706) 

Large intellectual castles have been erected on the foundations of 
these rather speculative remarks. For example， Michael Hardt and Toni  
Negri appeal to ‘the Marxian concept of “general intellect"’ to justify 
what they claim to be ‘the recent transformations of productive labour 
and its tendency to become increasingly immaterial. The central role 
previously occupied by the labour power of mass factory workers in the 
production of surplus value is today increasingly fìlled by intellectual， 
immaterial， and communicative labour power'." 꺼1e growth of‘lmmate
rial labour' in particular breaks down the boundary between work and 
personal life. Accordingly， ‘we have to revise Marx’s notion of the rela
tion between labour and value in capitalist production': ‘ labour and 
value have become biopolitical in the sense that living and producing 
tend to be indistinguishable’.22 Slavoj Zizek is rather morε clrcumspect， 
noting that ‘the entire discussion of the “general intellect" from the 
Grundrisse belongs to an unpublished fragmentary manuscript-it is an 
experimental line of development which Marx immediately afterwards 
discarded， since he quickly saw that it is ultimately incompatible with 
his new starting point， the analysis of commodities， which focuses on 
the commodity as a social phenomenon'. But then he dirows caution to 
the winds: ‘The problem is that the r디is않e of '‘“파‘ 
[디ifìκc knowledge as well as practical savω/ψoir fair，π껴e에) to a hegemonic position 
(the “general intellect") undermines the.standard notion of exploitation， 
since it is no longer labour time which serves as the source and ultimate 
measure of value’ 23 

These extrapolations offer a classic illustration of the danger of 
making the Gruηdrisse the template ofMarx’'s understanding of capital
ism rather than a relatively early stage in an extended and complex 
process of theoretical development. Michael Heinrich is entirely right 
when he says of the ‘Fragment on Machines': 

These lines have otten been quoted， but without regard for how insuffi
ciently secure the categorical foundations of the Grundrisse are. The 
distinction between concrete and abstract labour， which Marx refers to 
in Capital as ‘crucial to an understanding of political economy’， is not at 

1I Michael Hardr and Toni Negri. Empirt (Cambridge MA. 2000). p29. 
H Michael Hardr and Toni Negri. Multit씨'e (London. 2004). PP1 46. 1 48 
건 Slavoj Ziiek. Living in the End Times (London. 2010). PPI92 n 18 . 241  
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all present in ，the Grundrisse， And in CapitaL， ‘labour in the immediate 
form' is also not the source of wealth. 끼1e sources of material wealth are 
concrete， useful labour and nature. 1he social substance of wealth or 
value in capital ism is abstract labour， whereby it does not matter 
whether this abstract labour can bε traced back to labour power 
expendεd in the procεss of production， or to the transfer of value of used 
mεans of production. If abstract labour remains the substance of value， 
then it is not clear why labour time can no longer be its intrinsic meas
ure， and it’s not clear why ‘production based on exchange value' should 
necessarily collapse.24 

lndeed the whole problematic of ‘immaterial labour' rests on a mis
understanding of Marx’s concept of abstract social labour. Hardt and 
Negri rely in effect on a substantialist conception of value: if labour has 
now become ‘ immaterial’ as result of the diminishing weight of manu
facturing industry in the advanced capitalist economies， this impliεs that 
the kind oflabour that Marx had in mind was material-manual labour 
producing material goods. But this rests on a confusion of abstract and 
concrete labour. For Marx， alL labour under capitalism is immatεrial 
insomuch as the different concrete forms of useful labour are， through 
the processes that we discussed in chapter 4， rendered commensurable 
and reduced to quantities of abstract social labour. Value， Marx says， has 
‘a fantastic objεctivity [phaηtastische Gegenstäηdlichkeit]-objectivity of 
abstract human labour， objective form of ' abstract human labour，’ 
(MEGA2 II/6: 32)， ‘a ghosrly objectivity [gespenst.쟁e Gegenstäηdlichkeit] ’ 
(CI: 128; translation modified)， arising from the social relations prevail
ing among producers and their products. lt is not some quantity inhering 
in particular types of physical labour. 

Marx’'s discussion of productive and unproductive labour involves vari
ous hesitations and shitts， though he is consistent in saying: ‘Prod，μctive 
labour . .  .is labour which-in thε system ofcapitalist production-produces 
suφlus value for its employer or which convεrts thε objεctive conditions of 
labour into capitaI. and their owners into capitalists， hence， labour which 
produces its own product as capital' (CW34: 131). But Marx is in general 

'4 Michacl Hcinrich， ‘Crisis Theory， rhc Law of rhe Tcndcncy of rhc Prolìr Rare [0 Fall， 
and Marx's Srudics of rhe 1870S’， Monthυ R.vi.ι， 64: 1 1  (>013). hrrp://monchlyrcview. 
。rg/'0 13/04/01 / C r i s i s-r heory-rhe-I a w-of-r hc-rendcncy-of-rhc-pro Iì r-ra re-[O-fall-a nd
marxs-srudics-in-rhc-1870S. Tony Smirh offcrs a morc symparhcric rrcarmcnc of rhc 
problcmaric üf rhe gcncral inccllccr rhar is. h。、.vcvcr. disringuishcd by irs in-dcprh 
undcrsranding ofMarx’s value rhcory and careful analysis of conccmporary cconomic 
rrends ‘Thc “Gencral I ncellecr in rhc Grundriss< and Bcyond’. Historical Mat.rialism. 
"'4 ('013)' 
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opposed to identifying productive labour with either manual labour or the 
production of material goods. For example， in C째ital， U， he includes the 
transport industry under productive capital， even though it has no identifi
able physical output: 

what the transport industry sells is the actual change of place. The 
useful effect produced is inseparably connected with the transport 
process， ie the production process specifìc to the transport industry. 
People and commodities travel together with the means of transport， 
and this journeying， the spatial movement of the means of transport， is 
precisely the production process accomplished by the transport indus
try. The useful effect can only be consumed during the production 
process; it does not exist as a thing of use distinct from the process， a 
thing which functions as an article of commerce and circulates as a 
commodity only atter its production. However the exchange value of 
this useful effect is still determined， like that of any other commodity， 
by the value of the elements of production used up in it (labour power 
and means of production)， plus the surplus valuε created by the surplus 
labour of the workers occupied in the t때sport indus따. (CII :  1 35 ;  see 
also CW카: 41 ，  1 45- 1 46)'S 

Marx returns to the topics he broaches in the Gruηdrisse in his very 
rich and extensive discussion of machinery in the section on relative 
surplus value in the 13，ψ-Ó3 Maηuscript. This makes it clear that by the 
‘general intellect’ he simply means the sciences as a social practice that 
has become integrated into the capitalist production process.26 He suc-

25 In my view， the hesitations and inconsistencies in Marx’s extensive discussions of 
productive and unproductive labour， particularly in the ISψ.!f3 Manuscript， reAect the 
fact that Marx inherited the problem from the classical economists， who were concerned 
tO differentiate between workers producing profìts for capitalists from the servants， 
retainers and hangers On of the landed aristOcracy who consume part of the latter’s 
revenue. This leads Marx ohen when discussing the provision of services tO focus on their 
purchase with revenues rather than their conditions of production. 끼lis is not a helpful 
framework for addressing productive and unproductive labour in developed capitalist 
societies where， as Marx himself acknowledges， thanks to technological progress， 
productive workers are liable tO be a shrinking proportion of the workforce but 
simultaneously the wage form is generalised. For helpful discussion ofMarx’'s shihing and 
somc:timc:s inconsistc:nt views on producrÎve and unproducrÎve in rdation [0 the 
development of modern capitalism， See Ernest Mandel， ‘ Introduction'， tO Karl Marx， 
C"pital， II (Harmondsworth， '978)， PP38-5ι， and Harman， Zoη.bit Capitaιsm， ch 5. 

26 See also Roman Rosdolsky’'s discussion of the passage on the ‘general intellect’: The 
MakingofMarx's Capital (London， 1977)， PP2μ-ι44. An interesting passage in 
Capital， l I I， confirms the interpretation developed in the text: ‘We must distinguish 
here ... between universal [allgemeiner] labour and communal [gemeinsch샤licher] labour. 
끼ley both play their part in the production process， and merge into one another， but they 
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cincdy sums up his view of the relationship between the sciεnces and 
capitalism slighdy before he resumes the analysis of relativε surplus value 
that was interrupted by the long excursus into history of political econ
omy: ‘Capitalist production 1εads to separation of 5αence .from labour 
and at the same time to the use of science in material production’ (CW커: 
364). Scientifìc inquiry simultaneously becomes auronomisεd and pro
fessionalised and is put to the service of capital: 

Just as machinery is described here as the ‘master’'s machinery’， and its 
function is described as his function in thεproductioηprocess (The busi

ness of production)， so equally is this true for the sαentific kηowledge 
which is embodied in this machinery， or in the methods of producing， 

chemical processes， etc. Science appears as a poteηtiality alien to labou r， 
hostile to it and dominaηt over it， and its application-on the one hand 
concentration and on the other hand the development into a science of 
the knowledge， observations and crali: sεcrεts obtained by experience 
and handed down traditionally， for the purpose of analysing the produc
tion process to allow the application of the natural sciences to the 
material production process-this， the application of sciζnce， rests 
entirely on the separation of the intellectual potentialities of the procεss 
from the knowledge， understanding and skill of the individual worker， 
just as the concentration and dεvelopment of the conditions of produc
tion and their convεrsion into capital rests on the divestiture-the 
separation-of the worker from those conditions. Instead， factory 

labour leaves the worker only a knowledge of certain hand movements; 
with this， thεrefore， the laws on apprenticeship are done away with; and 
the struggle of the state， etc， to get the factory children at least to learn 
reading and writing shows how this application of science upon the 

process of production coincides with the supprεssion of all intellectual 
development in the coursε of this process. Admittedly， a small c1ass of 

are each differenr as well. Universal labour is all scienrihc work， all d iscovery and 
invenrion .. . Communal labour. however. simply involves rhe direcr cooperarion of 
individuals’ (CI I I : 190). Idenrifying universal wirh scienrihc labour represenrs a shifi: 
compared to rhe 1859 Contribution where Marx rends ro refer to absrracr social labour as 
univcrsal or general labour. For example: ‘Labour which creates exchange-value is thus 
abstract gtnerallabour [abstrakt allgemáne Arbát].’ (COl낀9; in thc English cdition of the 
Contribution 씨'Ze;emáne Arbát ’ is more usually rranslated as ‘univcrsal labour’.) By rhc 
time he writes CapitalMarx has， as so ofi:en， c1arihed and remodelled his categories 
(though particularly in rhe hrsr edition ofVolume 1 he somerimes ráers to abstract Iabour 
as universal labour). Disringuishing abstract from universal labour and resrricting the 
extension of the latter to scienrihc work avoids the confusion caused by the ‘general 
inrellect’ passage. [ am grateful to Lucia Pradella for strcssing the importance ofMarx’s 
reconceprualisation of universal labour 
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higher workers does take shape， but this does not stand in any propor
tion to the masses of‘deskilled’ workers. (CW34: 34) 

50 far from claiming that the transformation of the sciences into a 
productive force renders labour nò longer the source of value， Marx is 
concerned about the impact of this transformation on the workers. lt is 
plainly capital that is in command here， and not the ‘general imellect’. In 
a manner that amicipates Harry Braverman’'s famous srudy， he explores 
how the technical transformation of production made possible by the 
use of the sciences to extract relative surplus value deskills labour.27 In 
the following passage he invokes the nickname-thε Iron Man-the 
mill workers gave to Richard Roberts' selεacting mule， imroduced in 
1830， as  the manufacturing capitalists’ apologist Andrew Ure explains， 
‘to restore order among the industrious classes'.28 According to Robert 
Allen， Roberts' ‘aim was to eliminate the jobs of the high wage spinners 
who had operated the mules， and in that he succeeded ... 1he mule was 
thε basis ofBritain’5 pre-eminence in corron production throughour the 
nineteenth cemury'.2’ Marx writes: 

Here toO past labour-in the automaton and the machinery moved by 
it-steps forth as acting apparently in independence of (living] labour， it 
subordinates labour instead ofbeing subordinate to it， it is the iron man 
confronting the man of Resh and blood. The subsumption ofhis labour 
under capital-the absorprion ofhis labour by capital-which lies in the 
nature of capitalist production， appears here as a technological fact. The 
keystone 01 the arch is complete. Dead labour has been endowed with 
movement， and living labour only continues to be present as one of dead 
labour's cons디ous organs. 까le living coηnecαon of the whole workshop 
no longer lies here in cooperation; instead， the system of machinery 
forms a unity， set in motion by the prime  motor and comprising the 

27 Harry Braverman. Labour and Monopψ Capital: Tl" D，껑radation ofWork in th. 
Twmtinh Cmtuη (New York. 1974). 

28 Andrew Ure. The Philosophy ofManujàctu"s: or. An Exposition ofth. Súmt까'c， Moral， 
and Comm.rúalEconomy ofC"at Britain (London. 18，1). p，67. Engels and Marx borh 
firsr srudied Ure (whom rhey hearrily 10:빼ed) in rhe mid-1840S. During his discussion of 
machinery in rhe IKIfI-1f3 Manuscript， Marx declares: ‘1he rwo books by Dr  Ure and 
Frederick Engels are absolurely rhe b.st on rhe facrory sysrem. and are idenrical in rhe field 
rhey cov<r; rhe difference being rhar whar U" expresses as rhe s.rvant of rhe sysrem. a 
servanr whose horizons are confined wirhin rhe sysrem. is expressed by Engels as a free 
Crlt1C’ (CWH: 494). 

29 Roberr C Allen. Th. British Industrial Revolution in Clobal P.rspective (Cambridge. 
2009). Kindle loc. ，62，. 5ee also ‘Roberrs. Richard ('789-，864)’. 0쩌rdDκtlona’-y of 
National Biography. h[[p://、，vww.oxforddnb.com/view/arricle/2'770?docPos=，
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whole workshop. to which the living workshop is subordinated. in so far 
as it consists of workers. Their unity has thus taken on a form which is 
tangibly autonomous and independent of them. (CW34:  30) 

Evidemly what Marx is concernεd with here is the amagonism 
between living and dead labour. not the breakdown of the law of value. 
꺼le preoccupation that hε shows in this part of the manuscript with the 
process of production makes another comemporary attempt to sideline 
wage labour even more surprising. Fredric Jameson announces at the 
beginning ofhis study of Capital. 1. that it ‘ is not a book about politics. 
and not even a book about labour: it is a book about unemploymem’. 
Jameson promises to substamiate this ‘scandalous assertion . . .  by way of 
close attemion to its argumem and the latter’s stages and poim-by-poim 
developmem’. He goes on to offer ‘another paradox of Capital: for this 
Bible of the working class scarcely deals with labour at all. The existen
tial experience of labour cannot be reproduced. and leads us in any case 
outside the realm of capital， which is not imerested in the lived qualities 
of work as such.' The ba대ed reader is lefi: to wonder what to make of this 
‘paradox’ in the light of the famous Chapter 10 of Capital. 1. ‘The 
Working Day’. and all the tormems of over-work that it documems. not 
to speak of Part 4. ‘The Production of Relative Surplus Value'. which. 
afi:er the relatively brief theoretical discussion in Chapter 12. unfolds in 
three heavily empirical chapters. the third the massive Chapter 15 . 
‘Machinery and Modern Industry'. together amouming to over two 
hundred pages. that seεm. to the naïve eye at least. to be all about work. 
Jameson’s only response to this obvious 。이ection looks suspiciously like 
hand-waving: Chapter 1。 ‘ is not about work at all: it is about the impos
sibility of work in all its extremes. and about the body at the brink of 
exhaustion. Its deeper subject is not concrete labour but class struggle’ 30 

Yes. indeed. pace those who argue there is no class struggle in Capital. 
Chapter 10 is about class struggle. as Marx makes clεar near its begin
ning: the confromation over the length of the working day of two 
commodity owners. capitalist and worker. creates 

an antinomy. of right against right. both equally bearing the seal of the 
law of exchange. Between εqual rights. force decides. Hence. in the his
tory of capitalist production. the establishment of a norm for the working 
day presents itself as a stru잃le between collective capital. ie the c1ass of 
the capitalists. and collective labour. ie the working class. (CI: 344) 

30 Fredric Jameson. Rtprtsmting Capital (London. >QI 1). pp2. 3. 1 1 2. 1 13 .  
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But this doesn't mean that Chapter 10 isn't. also about work. Marx 
added it comparatively late (there is no counterpart in the IS，ι[-Ó3 
Manusc째t). He tells Engels (10 February 1866) that， because ofhis car
buncles， ‘1 could make no progress with the really theoretical part. My 
brain was not up to that. 1 therεfore elaborated the section on rhe 
“Working Day" from rhe historical point of view， which was not parr of 
my original plan' (C�와2: 224). Bur rhis doesn’r mean rhar it lacks rheo
rerical content. As Harvey says， ‘the main rhrust of rhis chaprer concerns 
political force， rhe capaciry to mobilise and to build polirical alliances 
and insritutions (such as 따de unions) to influence a state apparatus rhat 
has rhe power to legislare a “normal" working day’.31 Here， too， then， the 
srare is present in C.째ital. But this should not be allowed to diminish 
the sheer powεr of Marx’5 descriprions， drawn from rhe Facrory 
lnspectors’ reports and orher official enquiries， of concrere instances of 
over-work. Like any skilful writer， in rhese Marx acts on rhe rqder’s 
imagination. 끼1ε account thar he quores， for example， of the intermina
ble working day of rhe journeyman baker (CI: 359-61)， may not recaprure 
rhe baker’s ‘existential experience’ but ir does very e빠crively convey rhe 
burden thar his specifìc labour imposes on him. lt is rapidly followed by 
a report of lrish journeymei1 bakers' agitarion againsr night work and 
Sunday work (CI: 362). Evoking the crucifìxion of labour rhus leads 
direct1y to rracing the development of workers’ organisation. 

Jameson is on slight1y srrongεr ground when he invokes rhe general 
law of capiralisr accumulation rhar Marx presents in Capital， 1， Chaptεr 
샤: ‘Whar is irrefutable is rhat rhe general law enunciared here has to do 
wirh non-work: nor wirh rhe producrion of a working proletariar (Ier 
alone its 때roduction)， bur wirh a “reserve army" which includes people 
who will never work and who are indeed incapable of working'.31 Here is 
whar Marx says: 

The grea[er [hc: social weal[h， [he func[ioning capi[al， [he ex[enr and 
energy of i[s grow[h， and therεfore also [he grea[er [he absolure mass of 
[he prole[aria[ and [he produc[ivi[y ofi[s labour， [he grea[er is [he indus
trial reserve army. 까le same causes which develop [he expansive power 
of capital， also develop [he labour-power.a[ i[s disposal. The rela[ive mass 
of [he industrial resζrvc: army [hus increases with [he po[enrial energy of 
weal[h. Bur [he grea[er 바e reserve army in proportion [Q the ac[ive 
labour army， [he grea[er is [he mass of a consolida[ed surplus popula[ion， 

，1 David Harvey，A Compl1nion to Ml1rx's Cl1pitl1l(London， >010)， p ， ，8. 
，1  Jameson， R<pr<smting Capitl1l ，  P7。
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whose misery is in inverse rario ro rhe amounr of rorrure ir has ro 
undergo in rhe form of labour. 까1ε more exrensive， fìnally， rhe pauper
ised secrions of rhe working class and rhe indusrrial reservε army， rhe 
grearer is offìcial pauperism. This is the absolute geηeral law 01 capitalist 
accu껴ulatioη. Like orher laws， ir is modifìεd in irs working by many cir
cumsrances， rhe analysis of which does nor concern us here. (CI: 798) 

1hough this isn't the main point here， this is a somewhat aberrant 
usage of' law’ by Marx， since he generally uses this term (quite frequently 
in CapitaL， 1， especially) to refer to fai rly precise quantitative relation
ships， which the ‘general law' certainly isn’t. Is it just about ‘non-work ’ ?  
Not really: in setting out the ‘general law’ Marx i s  concerned to draw a 
contrast between the growth of wealth and of the size and productivity 
of the proletariat and that of the industrial reserve army with the suffer
ing attendant. More broadly， according to Pradella， ‘ for Marx， capitalist 
development itself determines a comprehensive， although differentiated， 
impoveηshmeηt of the proletariat on a world scale， which embraces the 
whole of its existence’， spiritual as well as material， and is expressed in a 
fall in relative (though not necessa디Iy nominal or real) wages.33 1his 없S 
much about employed as it is about unemployed workers. A page afi:er 
the passage cited from CapitaL， 1， just cited， Marx writes: 

Bur all merhods for rhe producrion of surplus value are ar rhe same rime 
merhods of accumularion， and every exrension of accumularion 
becomes， conversely， a means for rhe developmenr of rhose merhods. Ir 
follows rherefore rhar in proporrion as capiral accumulares， rhe siruarion 
of rhe worker， be his paymenr high or low， musr grow worse. Finally， rhe 
law which always holds rhe relarivε surplus popularion or indusrrial 
reserve army in equilibrium wirh rhe exrenr and energy of accumularion 
rivers rhe worker ro capiral more fìrmly rhan rhe wedges of Hephaesrus 
held Promεrheus ro rhe rock. Ir makes an accumularion of misery a nec
essary condirion， corresponding ro rhe accumularion of wealrh. 

33 Pradella， LAttualità del Capitale. P283. 5ee， for detailed swdies of the general law of 
capitalisc accumulation and the induscrial reserve army that seck [Q imegrate 
contemporary developmems， Pradella， LAttualità del Capitale， esp chs 1 and VI，  andJohn 
Bellamy Foster， Roben W McChesney and RJamilJonna， ‘뀌1e Global Reserve Army of 
Labor and the New lmperialism'‘ Monthly Review， 63:6 (November 2OI I)， htrp:// 
mon th 1 yreview.o rg/ 201 1/ 1 1/01/  t he-global-reserve-a r my-of-I abor-and -the-new-
imperialism. Comemporary Marxiscs diff"er about how [Q understand， within this 
framework， induscrialisation in the 50mh: compareJane Hardy， ‘New Oivisions ofLabour 
in the Global 50mh’， !nurnational Socialism， 2.137 (2013)， htrp://www.isj.org.uk/?id=868， 
andJohn 5mith， ‘50uthern Labour-‘Peripheral" No Longer: a Reply [Q Jane Hardy’， 
!nurnational Socialism， 2 . 140 (2013)， htrp://www.isj.org.uk/index.php4?id=922 
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Accumulation of wealth at one pole is， therefore， at the same rime accu
mulation of misery， the [Ormem of labour， slavery， ignorance， 
brutalisation and moral degradation at the opposite pole， ie on the side 
of the class that produces its own product as capital. (CI: 799) 

Here Marx includes ‘the [Orment of labour’ in the ‘accumulation of 
mlsery’ that (this is the ‘ law’) necessarily accompanies the ‘accumulation 
of wealth'. '4 The presentation of the ‘general law' follows Marx’'s analysis 
of the industrial reserve army， whose importance [0 his overall theory of 
capitalist development we already noted in chapter 6. And it is here that 
we fìnd the rational kernel ofJameson’'s claim that Capital， 1， is a ‘book 
about unemployment’: ‘ in any contemporary reading， the structural 
unemployment in Marx’s concεption of the “reserve army of capitalism" 
[sic] ， once a secondary feature of this system， moves to the very forefront 
of its analysis today.’ But look at the slippage that occurs a page later: ‘the 
fundamental structural centrality of unemployment in the text of 
Capital itself’." We may have， as Jameson suggests， a particular interest 
in what Marx says about the reserve army， but it doesn’t follow that this 
discussion is ‘structurally central' to Capital. 

All the same， J ameson is right [0 highlight the actuality of this partic
ular level ofMarx’'s analysis. But， as Roman Rosdolsky insists， ‘ it is utterly 
mistaken [0 identify the industrial reserve army with “unemployment꺼6 
It is， in the fìrst place， the industrial reserve army of labour-in other 
words， those layers of the working class that are not fully integrated into 
the process of production but whose existence， as Marx’'s discussion of 
how the B.uctuations in the reserve army help regulate the business cycle 
shows (see chapter 6 above)， has defìnite effects on this process. In Section 
4 of Capital， 1， Chapter 25， which concludes with the ‘general law of capi
talist accumulation'， Marx differentiates between the layers of the reserve 
army， which extεnd well beyond the unemployed: 

The relative surplus population exists in all kinds of forms. Every worker 
belongs [0 π during the time when he is only parrially employed or 

34 Rosdolsky proposes a narrower reading. arguing that ‘the “accumulation of misery' 
relates solely tO éhe '‘Lazarus-Iayers of the working class".’ 7h， MakingofMarx's Capital. 
p303. But Marx’S sentence makes no such resrriction， assigning ‘the accumulation of 
mlsery’ to ‘the class that produces its own product as capital'. Rosdolsky is so keen righcly 
to defend Marx from the charge that he posits the absolute immiseration of the working 
class that he misreads him here. But his critique of‘the so-called “theory ofimmiseration' 
is excellent: see PP300-3 11. 5ee also Gérard Duménil. La Conupt d， loi Iconomiqu， dans 
‘" Capital’ (Paris. 1978). PP173-19。

35 Jameson. Rψr�S(ntin‘g Capital. PP148. 1 49. 
36 Rosdolsky. 7h， MakingofMarx's Capital. P302 n 54 
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whoIly unemployed. Leaving aside the large-scale and recurring forms 
that the changing phases of the industrial cycle impress on it， so that it 
sometimes appears acute in times of crisis， and sometimes chronic， in 
times when business is slack， we can identify three forms which it always 
possesses: the floating， the latent， and the stagnant. (CI: 794) 

In  fact， Marx differentiates four forms taken by the reserve army: 
the floating， workers attracted to and repulsed by modern industrial 
production; the latent， workεrs in agriculrure where low productivity 
leaves them at least potentially underemployed; the stagnant， ‘a part of 
the active labour army， but with extremely i rregular employment’; 
and， finally， ‘the lowest sediment of the relative surplus population 
[that] dwells in the sphere of pauperism’ (CI: 796，  797). It is only this 
last group that， as Jameson puts it， ‘ includes people who will never 
work and who are i ndeed incapable of working'. This differentiated 
analysis provides a much more helpful framework for analysii1g the 
contemporary world of labour rather than， for example， simplistic 
diagnoses that counterpose precarious workers to those with secure 
jobs. Marx’s account highlights the ways in which the different cate
gories of employed， semi-employed， and unemployed shade off into 
each other， and also their interdependence. Rosa Luxemburg purs this 
very well: 

끼1e lowest strata of the needy and excluded who are employed only to a 
smaIl extent or not at aIl， are not as it were a scum that does not form 
part of ‘offìcial’ society， as the bourgeoisie very understandably present 
them， but are connected with the topmost， best situated stratum of 
industrial workers by a whole series of intermediate s[eps. This innεr 
connection is shown itself numericaIly by the sudden growth in [he 
lower stra[a of [he reserve army that occurs every time tha[ business is 
bad， and the corresponding contraction a[ [he peak of the business cycle， 
as weIl as by the rela[ive decline in the number of those 、，vho resort tO 
public assistance with [he dεvelopment of thε class s[ruggle and the 
rela[ed rise in self consciousnεss of [he mass of proletarians. And fìnaIly， 
every industrial worker who is crippled a[ work or has the misformne of 
being sixty years old， has a fìfi:y-fìfi:y chance of faIling into the lowes[ 
stra[um of bitter poverty， the ‘beggarly s[ramm’ of the prole[aria[. 꺼1e 
living condi[ions of the lowest stra[a of thε prole[ariat thus foIlow [he 
samc: laws of capitalist production， puIled up and down， and [he prole
[aria[， along with [he broad stramm of rural workers， the arrríy of 
unemployed， and aIl strata from [he very top to the veη bottom， forms 
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an organic whole， a social class， a class whose varying gradations of need 
and oppression can only be correctly graspcd by thc capitalist law of 
wages as a whole.37 

Here is anothεr way in which Capital today speaks to us more direct1y 
than it did in the decades of full employment (in the advanced capitalist 
societies at least) that followed the Second World War. But the relation
ship that intεrests Marx most in his analysis of the industrial reserve 
army is not that between different layers of workers but that between 
their entire class and capitàl. 1he chapter on the working day is the clear
est refutation of the claim put forward， for example， by Michael 
Lebowitz， that ‘Capital is one-sided and inadequate precisely because the 
worker is not present as the su비ect who acts herself against capital’.3' 1he 
signihcance of Marx’s analysis of the interaction between the process of 
capital accumulation and the tluctuations in the industrial reserve army 
is that it identihes the mechanisms through which working class collec
tive organisation and action are undermined. 

We know that Marx intended that Capital， 111， would end with ‘the 
class struggle， as the conclusion in which the movement and disintegra
tion of the whole shit resolves itself '  (CW43: 26). 1t is intriguing to 
speculate whether this conclusion would have extended to a discussion 
of the political forms of working class struggle that Marx witnessed， in 
particular the Chartists， the First 1nternational， and thε Paris 
Commune. As it is， the most developed discussion of the strict1y eco
nomic class struggle that we have by Marx comes not in Capital， but in 
‘Value， Price， and Proht’， a report he read to the Central Council of the 
1nternational in June 18야. Although the occasion for this text was 
political-a response to the critique of trade unionism offered by the 
Owenite John Weston， as Marx told Engels (24 June 1865)， it ‘contains， 
in an extraordinarily condensed but relatively popular form， many new 
ideas which are anticipated from my book' (CÞ싸2: 162-163). 1n fact， 
‘Value， Price， and Proht’ contains much morε on trade unions than 
found its way into Capital， and may be seen as a complement to the 
latter. Rejecting Weston’s dismissal of trade union struggles for' higher 
wages， Marx insists on an indeterminacy in the relationship between 
prohtS and prohtS: 

37 Rosa Luxemburg. Jntroduction to Po/itical Economy， in Peter Hudis， ed. Tht Comp!tu 
Works ofRosaLuxtmburg. 1 (London. lOI3) .  pl89. This comes from an interesting 
discussion of wages. the reserve army. and trade unions: see PP，60-'93. 

38 Michad Lebowitz， Bqond Capital: Marx's Po/iticalEconomy oftht Working Class (lnd 
edn; Basingstoke， ι。03)， p74. 
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We can only say that， the limits of the working day being given， the 
máximum 0/ pr，야't corresponds to the physical minimum 0/ wages; and 
that wages bεing given， the maximum 0/ profìt corresponds to such a 
prolongation of the working day as is compatible with the physical forces 
ofthε labourer. The maximum of profit is therefore limited by the physi
cal minimum ofwagζs and the physical maximum of the working day. It 
is evident that betweεn the two limits of the maximum rate o/pr.야t an 
immense scale of variations is possible. 까1ε fixation of its actual degree is 
only setdεd by the continuous struggle bεtween capital and labour， the 
capitalist constandy tending to rεduce wagεs to their physical mini
mum， and to extend the working day to its physical maximum， while the 
working man constandy presses in the opposi야 direction. 

The matter resolvζs itself into a question of the respective powers of 
the combatants. (CW20: 146) 

Marx goes on to explain that the structural balance of forces is 
weighted in favour of capital， becausε the tendency for the organic com
position of capital to rise as accumulation continues increases the size of 
the industrial reserve army and therεby weakens the bargaining power of 
labour. As Rosdolsky comments， ‘ it is simply not the case that labour 
and capital represent two autonomous powers， whose “respective shares" 
in the national product merely depend on their respective Strεngths; 
rather， labour is subject to the economic power of capital in capitalism 
from the outset， and its “share" must naturaIIy always be conditional on 
the "share" of capitaI '.39 Marx’s conclusion in the famous peroration to 
the text is not that the economic class struggle is futile， but that it must 
develop into a movement for the conquest of political power and the 
destruction of capitalism: 

At the same time， and quite apart from thε general servitude involvεd in 
the wagεs systεm， the working class oughr not ro exaggerate ro them
sεIves the ultimate working of rhese εvεryday struggles. 끼1ey oughr not 
to forget that they are fighring wirh effcεcts， but not with the causes of 
rhose effcεcrs; that they are retarding the downward movement， but not 
changing its direction; that they are applying pall iatives， not curing the 
malady. They ought， thereforε， not to be exclusively absorbed in thεsε 
unavoidablε guerrilla fights incessandy springing up from the never 
ceasing encroachments of capital or changεs of the market. Thεy ought 
to undersrand that， with all the miseries it imposεs upon them， the 

39 Rosdolsky， Th. MakingofMarx’s Capital‘ p284‘ 
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present sysrem simulraneously engenders rhe material coηditioηs and rhe 
social forms necessary for an economical reconsrrucrion of sociery. 
Insread of rhe conservative morro、 ‘'A fair day's wage for a fair day's work!‘ 
rhey oughr ro inscribe on rheir banner rhe revolurionary warchword: 
‘'Abolition ofthe ωages system!’ (CW20: 148-149) 

Earlier on in ‘Value， Price， and ProlÌt’， Marx criticises the Malthus
Ricardo ‘ iron law of wages’， according to which population pressure 
prevents wages from rising above the physical minimum. All the same， 
he plainly believes that the effect of the accumulation process in swelling 
the ranks of the industrial reserve army not merely ‘rivets the worker to 
capital’ but helps to push wages down. Elsewhere Marx draws distinc
tions that he doesn’t make in ‘Value， Price， and ProlÌt’， emphasising， for 
example， in this passage in the IS6I-Ó3 Maηuscrψt that a rising rate of 
exploitation and falling value of labour power thanks to the extraction 
of relative surplus value are consistent with increases in real wages made 
possible by the cheapening ofthe means of consumption: 

Ir is clear， furrher， rhar rhe presence and rhe growrh of relarive surplus 
value by no means require as a condirion rhar rhe worker’s life siωaμoη 
should remain unchaη'ged， ie rhar his average wage should always provide 
rhe same quantirarively and qualirarively derermined amount of means 
of subsisrence and no more. 까1is is not the case， although relative sur
plus value can neirher arise nor grow wirhour a corrεspondin행II in the 
val，μe ofμbour capacity or the val，μe of wages (average wages). Indeed， 
relative surplus value might well rise continuously， and the value of 
labour capacity， hence rhe value of average wages， fal l  continuously， yer 
despire rhis rhe range of rhe worker’s means of subsisrence and rherefore 
the pleasures of his life could expand continuously. For this is condi
rioned by rhe quality and quantity of the use values (commodities) he 
can approp띠te， not by their exchaη'ge value (CW30: 245).'0 

Capruring these benelÌts of their higher productivity would， of 
course， depend on the effectiveness of workers’ organisation. Writing 
from the perspective of the postwar boom， Rosdolsky commεnts: ‘Marx 
(and Engels) ofi:en overestimated the weight of the factors depressing the 
condition of the proletariat， and they thereforε did nor look closely at 

40 This passage underlines how crass the mainstream economist Brad DeLong is in asserting: 
‘Marx could not fully grok [sic] that rising real material living standards for the working 
class might wdl go along with a rising rate of exploitation and a smaller labour share’， 
http://www.nytimes.com/roomfordebate/loI4/0�/�0/was-marx-right/marx-was.blind
to-the-systems-ingenuity-and-ability-tO-reinvent 
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the possibility of a signifìcant rise in the living standards of the workers， 
even in the leading capitalist countries'.41 Here is another casε where our 
perspective on Capital may have changed， given thε relentless downward 
pressure on average wages in the advanced capitalist states， especially 
since the onset of the global economic and fìnancial crisis in 2007-8. In 
the ‘peripheral’ eurozone economies such as Greece， I reland， Portugal， 
and Spain， absolute irrimiseration has become an existential reality for 
large sections of the populatioπ42 Nevertheless， Marx’s analysis consist
ently identifìes workers as active subjects who， if they can organise 
themselves collectively， can improve， at least temporarily， their matεrial 
situation and prεpare for their ultimate self-emancipation. We can sεe 
this as the ultimate implication of the relationality of capital-that the 
internal dynamics of the capital involve workζrs actively shaping rhεlr 
destiny in opposition to their exploiters. 

Envoi 

Behind thesε arguments over the interpretation of Marx’'s Capital lie 
polirical preoccuparions. It’s rεmarkablε， for εxample， how his misread
ing of the ‘Note on Machines’ has accompaniεd Toni Negri through 
some quite big political and intellectual reversals." More generally， 
informing thε readings of Marx that sεek in differentways to repress the 
relationality of capital by， in particular， marginalising the role of wage 
labour is the experience of capitalism in the neoliberal era. 1he Marxist 
lefi: has had to confront two related questions: has the neoliberal restruc
turing of capitalism succeeded in setting the system on a new growth 
parh? Has it also so pulvεrised the working class that it is incapable of 
acting as a cOllecrive subjecr? 

4' Rosd이sky. 1he Making ofMarx's Capital. P307 
42 Sce. for cxamplc. Ian Traynor. ‘Ausrerity Pushing Europc into Social and Economic 

Decline. Says Red Cross.’ Guardian， 10 Occober 2013. http://www.thcguardian.com/ 
worldhoI3/oct/Jo/austerity.curope-debt-rcd-cross. and. on thc sharp fall in rcal wagcs in 
Britain since 2008. Richard Blundell. Clairc Crawford and Wenchao Jin. ‘What Can 
Wages and Employmcnt Tcll Us about the U K닝 Uncmployment Puzzlc?’. IFS Working 
Papeπ (2013). www.ifs.org.uk/wps/Wp2013 1 1 .pdf. Rosdolsky himsclf writcs 깨IS 15 not 
co claim that there arc no tendencics cowards immiscration in the rcal capital [sic] world; 
thcrc arc more than cnough of thcm-but onc has co know whcre to look. In 싱ct such 
tcndcncics cmcrgc clcarly in two sphercs: firsrly (temporary) in 꾀1 times of crisis. and 
secondly (pcrmanent) in the so-called undcrdevdopcd areas of thc world'. 1he Making of 
Mllrx's Capital. P307 

43 See Callinicos. ‘Antonio Ncgri and the Tcmptation ofOntology’. and Maria T urchetto. ‘De 
“l 'ouvrier masse" à l '  "\:ntrcprcncurialité CQmmunε: la trajeccoire dé 1 ’。péraïsmc italienne’， 
inJacques Bidct and Stathis Kouvdakis. eds.Dκ'tionnaire Marx conttmporaint (Paris. 2.001). 
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The global economic and financial crisis pre디pitated by the 2.007-8 
crash has， to my mind， definitively answered the first question in thε 
negative. lt has， however， been harder to get the measure of the changes 
the past 3S years have brought to the world of labour. Adding to the 
perplexity has been the predominant form taken by resistance to the 
effects of the crisis. While there have been very significance cases of 
working-class collective action， notably in Greece and Egypt， the radi
calisation of the past few years has mainly expressed itself in movements 
on the streets. The occupation of Tahrir 5quare in Cairo during the 
revolution of 2.S January 2.01 1 offerεd a new way of imagining collective 
selεemancipation that has been imitated in the Puerta del 501 in 
Madrid， Plateia 5yntagma in Athens， Zuccotti Park in Manhattan， Gezi 
Park in Istanbul， and many other places around the world. 

Getting a sense of the strengths and weaknessεs of these forms of col
lective action is an urgent political task for anticapitalist activists. 끼1ey 
are best understood not simply as particular movements with their own 
grievancεs and political bases-though of course they are all that-but 
as part of the process through which， afi:er the defeats suffered by the 
workers’ movement especially at the onset of neoliberalism in the 1970S 
and 1980s， new forms of political agency are discovered. lt would be an 
enormous mistake to counterpose them to morε ‘traditional’ forms of 
working class organisation and struggle. The working class has been 
restructi.lfed in the neoliberal εra， as it has at earlier stages in the history 
of capitalism. As the pattern and locus of capital accumulation change， 
so too does the configuration of living labour. The rζsulting restructur
ing does not represent the marginalisation of wage labour or the 
transformation of capital into a purely parasitic force battening off the 
commons. If anything， the geographical extension of industrial capital
ism (above all to East Asia) and the restructuring of public and private 
services in the advanced economies have vasdy increased the numbers of 
those subsumζd under the wag'ε form and direcdy subject to the impera
tives of the law of valuε. 

Of course， all this is a matter of much controversy， and it is not the 
purpose of this book to address the theoretical and empirical issues 
involved." But the fact that they seep into the interpretation of Capital 

44 For somc comribucions focuscd cspccially on thc British case. scc Kcvin Doogan. New 
Capitalism? The Transformation ofWork (Cambridgc. 2009). Ncil Davidson. ‘Thc 
Neolibcral Era in Bricain: H istorical Devdopmcms and Currcm Pcrspcccivcs’， 
lnurnational Socialism. 2. 139 (2013). www.isj.org.uk/?id=908. andJanc Hardy and 
Joscph Choonara. ‘Ncolibcralism and thc Working Class: A Rcply to Ncil Davidson’， 
lnurnational Socialism. 2. 140 (2013). A much carlicr takc on chcsc issucs is offcrcd by 
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is yet another indication of how much this is still a living work. As we 
have seen， Marx struggled with his critique of political economy for 
more than 2.0 years， and was in the end defeated by the immensity of the 
task he had given himself， and by his own frailties and mori:ality. But 
what he left behind was more than a melange of unfinished manuscripts. 
On the contrary， the more we know of these manuscripts， the deeper the 
understanding we gain ofhis project-and ofhis achievement. As 1 havε 
tried to emphasise， in many ways Capital， for all its faults and its incom
pleteness， speaks to us very direct1y in the 2.ISt century. 끼lis doesn’I 
mean that it should be received uncritically; on the contrary， from the 
start continuing Marx’'s analysis of the capitalist mode of production has 
required a willingness to disagree with him， as Luxemburg did in 7he 
Accumulation ofCapital. This doesn’t alter the fact that Capital remains 
indispensable to anyone trying to make sense of the world. 

Finally， we should not forget the moral and political passion that 
informs the work. Near the end of Marx’'s longest draft， 7he Ecoηomic 
Maηuscrψ 0/1361-63， he is working through material on primitive aαu
mulation. He comments on a late 18th century pamphlet demanding 
measures to impose much stronger discipline on the new workforce 
being subjεcted to the rule of capital: 

(꺼1e Row of Irish people inro thε indusuial disuicts， etc， since the 
machine age has fulfìlled all this scoundrel’5 expectations . . .  It is in fact 
remarkable how all the pious wishes this obsequious sycophanr of the 
industrial and commercial bourgeoisie mechanically reels off-increase 
in the prices of agricultural products， growth in thε national dεbt， inrro
duction of taxes on necessaries， enlistmenr of foreign workers， 
depreciation of money， workhouses as houses of terror， anifìcial pro
duction of a constant ‘redundancy oflabour’-how all this has become 
a reality since the arrival of the epoch oflarge-scale industry in England.) 
(CW씨: 296) 

Herε again we see the actuality of Capital: Marx could be discussing 
some document from the World Bank or the European Commission 
demanding ‘reforms’ to increase competitiveness and labour ‘flexibility’ 
from some government in the Global South or the eurozone. Marx’s 
world is still our world. He continues working through more of his 
excerpts tiU hε comes to one describing how at the end of the 18th cen
tury ‘the squires of Berkshire’， who， ‘in their capacity as magistrates . . .  

Alex Callinicos and Chris Harman. 과 Changi쟁 Working Cμ55 (London. 1987). 
availablc a[ hnp:l /www.isj.org.uk/?s=rcsources#c1assarriclcs 
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determined the wages of the agricultural labourers'， set them at starva
tion levels. Unable to con다in his anger， he exclaims: ‘까lose swine!’ 
(CW짜: 32이. 

The solidarity Marx shows here with agricultural labourers who 
would mosdy have been long dεad by the early 1860s and his hatred of 
their masters recalls a passage in Walter Benjamin’s ‘Theses on the 
Philosophy ofHistory’: 

Not man or men but the struggling， oppressed class is the repository of 
histOrical knowledge. In Marx it appears as the last enslaved class， as the 
avenger that completes the task ofliberation in the name of generations of 
the downtrodden . . .  Social Democracy thought fÌt to assign tO the work
ing class the role of the redeemer of future genζrations， in this way cutting 
the sinews of its greatest strength. 까lis training made the working class 
forget both its hatred and its spirit of sacrifÌce， for both are nourished by 
the image of enslaved ancestors rather ofliberated grandchildren.'5 

Amid all the debates on Capital， it should never be forgotten that 
Marx wrote it from the perspective of this class and to help its struggle 
to avenge past sufferings and emancipate itself from the tyranny of the 
capital relation 

4S Walrer Benjamin， llluminations (Hannah Arendr， ed; London， 1970)， p16L 
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Appendix 

Althussεr’'s dεtour via relations 

This Appendix is a μ양'Jt너 edited version 0/ a paper delivered 따 the 
International Co샤erence ‘Rileggere 11 Capitale. La Lezione di Louis 
Althusser’; at the Universita Venezia Ca' Foscari in November 2006. To 
provide a more detailed philosophical 따count 0/ the problem 0/ relations 
in Capital 1 am including it here (though it overlaps slight，매 with the 
Introduction). 

까le tide of this session is the same as that of this conference: ‘Rereading 
. Capital'.' It invites us to reflect on the pertinence today of Althusser’s 

own reading ofMarx. 1 want to draw attention to an aspect of this read
ing that has rεceived litde attention but that seems to me of great 
importance to contemporary debates among critical theorists. 1 am con
cerned here with the critique of humanist and historicist Marxism， by 
which Althusser means the Hegelian Marxism developed by Antonio 
Gramsci and George Lukács in ‘1he Object of Capital’， Part 11 of the 
2nd edition of Reading Capital.2 In developing this critique Althusser 
puts forward an important philosophical thesis (though not one that he 
capitalised and numbεrζd): the ontological primacy of relations 

One of the major faults of historicist Marxism， Althusser argues， is 
how it conceptualises relations. In ‘humanist historicism’， ‘the relations of 
production， political and ideological social relations， have beεn reduced 
to historicised “huη찌1 relatioη5 ’" ie， to inter-human， inter-subjective 
relations'.' Althussεr develops this criticism and his own alternativε con
cεption of relations a litde later on: 

the social relations 01 production are on no account reducible to mere rela
tions between men， to relations ωhich on너 involve men， and ther，빼re to 

， My vicw of Althusscr was first prcsented in 찌'thUJstr's Marxism (London， '976). 
l There is a large element ofcaricature in Althusser’'s portrayal of‘h isroricism’ For a critique 

ofhis treatment ofGramsci， see Peter Thomas， The Gramsâan Moment (Leiden， l009)， 
PPl4-36， a version of、이lich was presented at the conference at which this paper was givcn. 

3 Louis Althusser， ‘까" Object of Capita/ ’， in Althusser and Étienne Balibar， Reading 
Capita/ (London， '970)， pI40. 
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variations in a universal matrix.‘ to mt얀-subjectivi인 (rε:cognirion， presr뽕ξ‘ 
srruggle， master-slave rεlationship， etc). For Marx， rhe social relations of 
production do nor bring meη aloηe onto rhe srage， bur the ageηts of the 
producrion process and the material coηditions of rhe production process， 
in specific ‘combinarions'.4 

Here we have a kind of anricipatory condemnation of the entire prob
lεmatic of recognition that so pervades contemporary social and political 
theory-Jürgen Habermas， Axel Honneth， Francis Fukuyama， even， in a 
much more complex and critical way， Pierre Bourdieu. What is Althusser’s 
alternative? Forgive me for quoting at length a justly famous passage: 

the srructure of rhe relations of production dererminεs rhe places and 
funcrions occupied and adopted by rhe agεnts of production， who are 
never anything more than rhe occupants of rhese places， insofar as they 
are the ‘suppo떠’ (Träge샤 of rhese funcrions. The true ‘s배'jects’ (in rhe 
sense of the cons디rut!ve su비εcrs (sujeα consμtuaηts) of the process) arε 
therefore not these occu pants or functionaries， are not， despite all 
appearances， rhe ‘obviousness’ of rhe ‘glven’ of naïve anthropology， ‘con
crere individuals’， ‘real men’-bur 샤e definition aηd distributioη of껴ese 
places aηd functions. 7he true 'suψects’ are these defineπ aηd distributoη; 
the relatioηs ofproduction (and political and ideological social relarions). 
But since these are ‘relarions’， they cannot be thoughr within rhe category 
suψect. And if by chance anyone proposes ro reduce these relarions of 
producrion ro relarions berweεn men， le， ‘humaη relatioη5’， he is vi이ar
ing Marx’'s thoughr， for so long as wζ apply a truly crirical reading to some 
of his rare ambiguous formularions， Marx shows in rhe greatesr deprh 
rhar the relations of producrion (and political and ideological social rela
tions) are irreducible ro any anthropological inter-subjecciviry-sincε 
chey only combine agents and objecrs in a specific scructure of rhe discri
burion of relacions， places and funcrions， occupied and ‘supporred’ by 
o피ecrs and ag

cmSo the real ‘subjεcts’-in the sense of ‘constitutive subjects of the 
process’-are the relations of production， which ‘combine agenrs and 
o비ects in a specific structure’. Indeed， the relationality of the relations 
of production consists in the fact that they combine persons and objects 
in a definite way. Étienne Balibar in his famous discussion of the 
‘double articulation of the mode of production’ in his conrribution to 

4 Louis Alrhusser， ‘1he Objecr of Capital ’. 174. 
5 Louis Alrhusser， ‘까1e Objecr of Capital ’， pI8o. 
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Reading Capital， extends relationality to the productive forces: he 
argues that both the relations of production and the labour procεss are 
to be conceived as forms of appropriation， each involving a specifìc 
combination or connexion of labour power and means of production .• 

This idea is reaffirmed by Althusser in in an important slightly later 
text， Sur la reprodμcμoη 7 

Interestingly， however， Althusser corrects the formulation that the 
relations of production are the ‘true "subjects"’: ‘sincε these are 아e리la
디tions"ι강"’， t타the야야y canno아t be t타매houg뱅hπt w씨it타삐i 
t매ha와t t바here is a categorial difference between relations and subjects. Thus 
relations cannot， as Althusser repeatedly warns， be reduced to inter
subjectivity. But， further， he seems to be affirming that relations not 
just differ from subjects， but have primacy over them. Thus famously 
the agεntS of production are the Träger of the production relations， a 
claim that is greatly developed in ‘Ideology and the Ideological State 
Apparatuses’， where Althusser seeks to show how individuals are sub
sumed under the dominant social relations by being interpellated as 
subjects. This serves to underpin the primacy of relations over subjeCts 
by establishing that ideology functions through subjectivity， thereby 
contributing to the reproduction of the relations of production. 8 

Althussεr rεturns to the subjεct in thε dεfεncζ of his Doctorat d’Etat 
in 1975 ，  where he summarises his anti-humanist reading of Marx as fol
lows: ‘Marx shows that what in the last instance determines a social 
formation and allows us to grasp it， is not any chimerical human essence 
or human nature， nor man， nor even “men"， but a relation， the produc
tion rεlation， which is inseparable from τhe base， the infrastructure'_' 
But he adds an intriguing gloss that， as it were， parries in advance 
Edward Thompson’s rhetorically very effective denunciation ofhis anti
humanism as heartless and cruel: 

6 Étienne Balibar. ‘On the Basic Concepts ofHistorical Materialism'. in Althusser and 
Bal ibar. Reading Capital. PP'Il-116. 

7 Louis Althusser. Sur la reproduction (Paris. 1995):、pso. 5ee also Appendix. ‘Ou primat des 
rapports de production sur les forces productives’. PP'43-'S'. G A Cohen. who. contra 
Althusser. defends the primacy of the forces over the rdations of production in Karl 
Marx's Theo’"] ofHistoη (lnd edn. Oxford. 1000). also denies the rdationality of the 
productive forces: for a critical discussion of this denial see Alex Callinicos. ‘G A Cohen 
and the Critique ofPolitical Economy’. Scimu & Socieη. 70 (1006) 

8 Louis Althusser. ‘ Ideology and the Ideological 5tate Apparatuses’. in Lmin ànd 
Philosophy and Otha Essays (London. 197 1). Warren Momag 0따rs a comprehensive 
treatmem of Althusser on structure and subject in Althusser and His Contemporaries: 
Philosophy's Perpetual War (Ourham NC. 1013)‘ Parts 1 and 1 1 .  

9 Louis Althusser. ‘Is it 5imple to be a Marxist in Philosophy?’. in Philosophy and the 
Spontaneous Philosophy ofScimtists and Other Essays (London. 1990). P'36. 
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I f  Marx does not start out from man， which is an empty idea-that is， 
onε weighed down with bourgeois ideology-it is in order finally to 
reach living men; ifhε makes a derour via these relations of which living 
men are [he ‘ bearers’， it is in order finally ro be able ro grasp the laws 
which govern both thεir lives and their concrete strugglεs lO 

Alas， Althusser doesn’t 'seem to have pursued this idεa of Marx’s 
‘detour via relations' in any of his later writings." Arguably， it surfaces 
subliminally when， in defending the thesis that ‘the class struggle is the 
motor of history’ against ]ohn Lεwis， he affirms ‘the primacy of contra
dictioη over the terms of contradiction’， but this affirmation， hidden in a 
foornote， goes without development." 1 shall speculate about the reasons 
for this failure towards the end of this paper. 

For the moment 1 want instead to extract the philosophical thesis 
implicit in these discussions， the ontological primacy of rεlations， and to 
highl ight both its fertility and its relative absence from contemporary 
dεbates. Let me stress that accεptance of this thesis does not require one 
to accept Althusser’s functionalist theory of ideology or his effective 
evacuation of thε concept of agency of any content. A critical realist 
ontology that conceives the real as a nestεd hierarchy of generative mech
anisms can accord causal powers to both relations and agεnts while 
attributing to the former a more privileged explanatory role ." 

A word， then， about the fertility of the thesis， in the first instance with 
respect to Marx’s own developmεnt. One way of understanding the tra
jectory ofhis critique of political economy is to see it as a movement from 
substance-not to function (to εcho the title of a famous essay of Ernst 
Cassirer’'s)， but to rεlation. Marx’s w띠ings of the 1840s-The Germaη 
Jdeofogy， for example-ofi:en involve， as Derrida points Out in Spectres of 
M깅rx， a substantialist problematic that counterposes to the institutions 
and ideologies of bourgeois society the struggles of‘real， living individu
als’. 꺼le formulation of the concept of the relations of production， which 
first becomes fully visible in The Poverty ofPhilosophy， offered a means of 
escape， but the refinεment of this concept became imbricated in the tor
ruous process through which Marx painfully constructed， and constantly 
reconstructed his theory of the capitalist mode of production. 

l。 ‘15 ir $implo ro bo a Marxisr in Philosophy?’， p'39. $00 E P Thompson. The Poveπy of 
TheoηI and Other Essays (London. 1978). 

II Alrhussor. ‘15 ir $implo ro be a Marxisr in Philosophy?’. P139 
11  Louis AI[husser. ‘Roply [0 John Lewis’. in Essays in SelfCritidsm (London. 1976). PP49-S0 n I l  
13 Alex Callin icos. A1aking History (wd edn. Leiden. 1004) and The Resources ofCritique 
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Jacques Bidet has shown how in successive manuscripts， from the 
Grundrisse to Capital， Marx elaborated and recast his concepts， in the 
process both relying on and progressively emancipating himself from a 
Hegelian conception of scientifìc method that had provided him with 
an indispensable means of escaping both empiricism and formalism.'4 
But one central theme of the fìnal product of this arduous struggle， 
Capital itself， is the way in which capitalist relations of production are 
systematically occluded by the functioning of the economic system as a 
whole. Thus， when discussing the Trinity Formula， Marx observes: 

the actual production process， as the unity of the immediate production 
process and the process of circulation， produces new confìgurations in 
which the threads of the inner connection get more and more lost， the 
relations of production becoming independent of one another and the 
components of value ossifying into independent forms. (CIII :  967) 

The name that Marx gives for the process through which ‘the threads 
of the inner connection get more and more lost' is， of course， fetishism; 
the essays making up the fìrst edition of Readiη� Capital and their 
authors' subsequent reconsiderations were the fìrst to alert us to the 
extent to which che theory of fetishism is the site of a problem rather 
than a satisfactory solution. 

But there are more as well as less satisfactory statements of the cheory 
in Capital: thus Chaptεr 50 of Volume III， ‘The Illusion Created by 
Competition’， offers a fairly detailed examination of what one might call 
the micro-mechanisms-the incentives available to individual capitals 
and their calculations-that encourage the fragmentation and naturali
sation of economic relacions. As Bidet puts it， ideological ‘representatlon 
is here funccionally attached to the activity of the dominant class . . .  as a 
categorial ensemble implicated in a function defìned by the structure， 
that of the capitalisc insofar as acting in the relationship of competition’ " 

What， in any case， gets lost， Marx claims， is che relationalicy of 
capital. And this itself must be conceived as constituted by a double 
relation-fìrst， the exploicive relationship between wage-labour and 
capital， and， second， che dynamic， competitive relationship among 
capitals themselves， which does not simply serve to obscure che ‘ inner 
connection' but allows it to function， since it is through the incerac
cion of ‘many capitals’ in competition that the imperative to 
accumulate is transmitted. 

' 4  Jacques Bidet. Que foire du Capital? (2nd edn， Paris， 2000). 
" Bidet， Que foire du Capital?， p181. 
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Yet ifMarx’s own discourse in Capital gives primacy to relations， it is 
striking how ottεn in contemporary radical thought it is rather subjects 
that' are given primacy over relations. One example relatively close to 
both Marx and Althusser is Toni Negri ’'sMarx beyoηd Marx， which uses 
a particular reading of thε Grtμldrisse to reduce the capital-relation to a 
relationship of force bεtween two subjects-social capital and social 
labour. At one level， Empire and Multitude represent a retreat from this 
position， since capital is dispersed， desubjectified， relativised into the 
network power ofEmpire. 

But the corollary is to enthrone one ‘constitutive subject’ of thε con
temporary capitalist procεss， the multitude， whose productive vitality 
simulraneously fuels thε machines of Empire and prefigures the liberatεd 
‘joy ofbeing communist’ Though Hardt and Negri do occasionally rεgis
ter the interdependence of Empire and multitude， the extent of the 
disconnect between contemporary labour and capital， as they conceive it， 
is indicated by their employment of the metaphors of exodus and desertion 
to evoke the subversion of the capitahεlation-as if spatial displacement 
could somehow substitute for socio-political transformation. 

But the prime philosophical εxample of the privileging of subjects over 
relations is provided by another theorist， once close to Althusser， now 
prεtty far from Marx-Alain Badiou. 1n Théorie d，μ 찌jet (198l) he replaces 
what he calls the ‘subjective duel' between proletariat and bourgeoisie 
with the idea of a discrete subject that subtracts itself from the confining 
circumstances imposed by socio-historical location. This idea is greatly 
developed in L'Etre et L’événement (1988) : here the emergence of a su비ect 
is conceived as a rare occurrence defined by fidelity to an event that itself is 
exceptional， emerging from the void of a situation， from what it excludes. 

까1erε is no placε for relations in this ontology， whose fundamental 
constltuεnts are the ‘being-multiple’ of atomic situations captured by the 
axioms of set thεory and the events and subjects that contingently and 
exceptionally emerge from them. 1n response to criticism， Badiou， in the 
recently published sequel to L’'Etre et L’événemeηι Logiques des moηdes， 
develops a ‘logic of appearance’ that seeks to show how， outside the realm 
ofbeing itself， relations find their place. But it remains a highly subordinate 
one: thus ‘a relation between two objects is a function that conserves thε 
atomic logic of these objects.’ Badiou’'s concession is merely formal， preserv
ing， as he notes， ‘the subordination of the principal properties of appearance 
[Lâpparaître] to the morε profound determina띠ns ofbeing-m바 

16 Alain Badiou， Logiquts des mondes (Paris. 2006아).’ PPJl9’ 337， 5 •• rhc c다띠C1[1(“띠‘qu따e ofBadio삐01ωu 
ear“liκler tr따rπea따tmerκcαnt 。“frπe타la따t10n띠s in Perπer Ha씨씨11싸wa따r떠d’ Badiollι‘: A Subjut to Truth (Minneapolis. 
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Badiou himself presents Negri as a representative of the ‘democratic 
materialism’ to which he counterposes his own ‘ma따ter디i뻐a매lis야t di때alec다[디iπc? 
Certainly there is a systematic philosophical contrast between Badiou’s 
subtractive ontology and Negri’s Deleuzian vitalism." But it is impor
tant also to see what they have in common in the primacy they give to 
subjects over relations. 

There is， of course， no knock-down way of showing philosophically 
that Badiou and Negri are mistaken in this. Let me just here offer the 
pragmatic argument that it is very hard to pursue Marx’s critique of 
political economy without following him in the ‘detour’ he takes ‘vla 
relations'. This is because the main burden of explanation is taken by 
the capital-relation， conceived， as 1 indicated above， as dual-as at once 
the exploitation of wage-labour by capital and the competitive struggle 
of capitals . 

Neither of these dimensions of the capital-relation are intersu비e띠ve 
struggles for recognition; both involve what Althusser calls combina
tions of agents and material conditions. And both are deeply implicated 
in the detailed explanations that Marx offers of the functioning of capi
tal economic relations. These explanations are， of course， not complete， 
and the undedying concepts require in some cases recasting-for exam
ple， to take into account the existence of a world system constituted not 
merely by the movements of capital but by the interactions of a plurality 
of states." But these and other demands for development， 1 think it can 
be shown， do not throw into question， and indeed depend on the kind of 
primacy given to relations that we find explicitly stated and defended by 
Althusser in Readiη!g Capital. 

Why， finally， did Althusser not further develop this insight， whose 
fertility 1 have been defençling? One guess-but it is only a guess-is 
that his (tendential) Maoism was a hindrance rather than a help. Thus 
his discussion of the concept of mode of production in his most Maoist 
text， the posthumously published Sur la reproductioη， involves a lengthy 
treatment of the division oflabour in which ‘the “technical" division of 
labour is simply the mask' of managerial power.'o 

Other discussions of the time-for example by Charles Bettelheim 
and Nicos Poulantzas-similarly tend to privilege the social division of 

2003). ch ' 3. 
'7 Badiou. Logiqu(s du mond(s. plO. 
，8  끼1e critical exploration of these ontologies is one of the main themes of my Th( Resourus 

ofCritiqu( 
'9 See Alex Callinicos. lmp(rialism and Global PoliticalEconomy (Cambridge. 2009). ch 2 
w Althusser. Sur la r(production. p62 
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labour (conceived also in hype얀r-po이liπt디ic디i“se려d term찌 in discussing capitalist 
economlc rεlations. The issues they raise are real enough， but these dis
cussions failed to capture the complexity ofMarx’'s own evolving analysis 
of the division of labour and offered a distorted view of capitalist pro
duction relations themselves as simply relations of power-a reduction 
that proved highly vulnerable to the effort， inspired by Foucault， to sup
plant Marxism with Nietzschean genealogies of power-knowledge.21 

Whatever the validity of this speculation， it is certainly true that his 
later writings took Althusser far from the primacy he gave to relations in 
Reading Capital. 까1e ‘aleatory materialism of the encounter’ taking 
inspiration from Epicurus that he developed in his years of disgrace isn't 
in principlε inconsistent with this thesis. Indeed， the 1982. text ‘Le cou
rant souterrain du matérialisme dε la recontre’， concludes by returning 
to Balibar’'s formulation of‘a mode of production as a double combina
tIon’ and affirms: ‘A mode of production is a combination because this is 
a structure that imposes its unity on a series of elements'. 22 But the text 
brεaks off a few sentences later and it is clear that what capturεs 
Althusser’s philosophical imagination now is the endlessly restated idεa 
of the εncounter as the interference of a plurality of series both the ori
gins and the effects of whosε interaction is aleatory. 

꺼1is idea is the subject of other papers at this conference. Clearly it 
represents a radicalisation of the anti-teleological conception ofMarxism 
Althusser defended from ‘Contradiction and Overdetermination’ 
onwards. The potential of an encounter between Epicurus and Marx has 
also been identified by Marxists working in othεr traditions." 1 have no 
desire to set myself against explorations of wherever ‘aleatory materialism’ 
may take us. But it is perhaps worth saying that this is the aspect of 
Althusser’'s thought that， in its celebration of plurality and contingency， is 
the most congenial to contemporary thought， thanks to the influence of 
poststructuralism. It may therefore be worth reminding ourselves of other 
aspects that， though more out of line with the dominant trends， retain 
their actuality. One of those， 1 suggest， is Marx’s-and Althusser’s
‘detour via relations'. 

11 See Alex Callinicos. ls Thtrt a Futurt for Marxism? (London. 1981). PP76얘. 1 49-IS9. and 
the outstandingdiscussion in Ali Rattansi.A1arx and싸Divisψn ofLabour (London. 1981). 

11 Louis Althusser. ‘Le Courant souterrain du matérialisme de la rencontre’. in Écrits 
philosophiques et politiqutS (François Matheron. ed; 1 vols. Paris. 1994. 1995). 1. PS76 

'3 John Bdlamy Foster.Marx'sEcology (New York. 1000). Andrea Micocci.Anti-H.쟁.tlian 
RtadingofEconomic Theory (LewistOn NY. ι。01).
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